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Introduction 

7be met bod of our time is to use not a. single but multiple moc!l:ls jur explura.tiun. 

- Marshall McLuhan, writer and futurist 

lf you have the opportunity to communicate an idea effectively, you can change the 
world , o r at least your part of it. The purpose of this book is to explain and show by 
example how you, as an Apple Macintosh user, can create materials for multimedia 
projects and how you can use a Macintosh as a medium for communicating ideas. 

M edium can mean many things, but fo r this book, medium (plural: media) carries 
two meanings: it is a means of mass communicatio n, such as newspapers, television, 
and radio; and it is a type of artistic technique or means of expression detem1ined by 
the marerials used or the creative methods involved. Multimedia describes the use of 
several techniques or means of expressio n for commurlication. The word also is used 
to describe a project o r applicatio n that uses text, grapli.ics, sound, animation, and 
video to describe information. I 

The ability to create mate rials for printing and publishi g with a desktop computer 
was an impo1tant first step for establishing the desktop computer as a multimedia 
tool. Desktop publishing was responsible for increased sales of personal computers 
over the last five years. The abil ity to create materials f r presentations, infom1ation 
systems and kiosks, television and video projects, and ' variety of other multimedia 
applications is now a major stimulus for personal comduter sales into graphic arts, 
education, video production, and business markets. 

Some fonns of mass media, such as television and radi , do not enable you to control 
the medium witho ut a great deal of capital investment, such as purchasing a televis ion 
or radio station. You may think, therefo re, that multim dia projects cannot be pro
duced and pe1fom1ed by everyday computer users. Th desktop multimedia tools 
described in this book, however, enable almost anyon with minimal Macintosh skills 
to create an effective multimedia presentation or publi tion. You also can use the 
Macintosh as a presentation device- as a medium. 
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Que's Macintosh Multimedia Handbook 

'This book demonstrates how anyone can put together presentations and publica.tions from 
the desktop and produce high-quality materials for the professional media. We provide 
helpful examples of real applications and suggestions about how to design multimedia 
presentations and publications. 

Why Macintosh? 

This book is based on the Macintosh desktop computer-amently tl1e best computer for 
desktop publishing and multimedia applications. 1l1e highest-quality software fo r desktop 
publishing and multimedia presentations first appeared on tl1e Macintosh because tl1e 
environment is enriched for graphics applications. 1l1e common feature of publishing and 
multimedia programs is tlu t info rmation is represented witl1 graphical icons, and the editing 
of info tmation on a page is represented with approptiate graphics on-screen. 1l1e 
Macintosh excels at presenting screen graphics, and its system is designed to be intuitive 
and easily understcxxl by graphically otiented people. 

Although otl1er computers can be used for desktop publishing and multimedia applications, 
the Macintosh offers the best graphics computing platfom1 for integrating the activities of 
a1tists, writers, musicians, directors, and producers. 

The Macintosh also nu kes the process of wtiting and publishing a book much easier. 'This 
book, for example, was entirely written, edited, and produced using Macintosh computers, 
as we describe later. 

Features of This Book 

·n1is book is o rganized according to the activities you would engage in if you were 
pulling together a multimedia pruje<:l ur publiQILion. Beginning with tasks that 
require little o r no special ized skills, such as text editing, working with graphics, 
making slide presentations, and making "live" computer presentations, the discussion 
moves into publishing docume nts, w hich requires some design skill but not special
ized knowledge, and into printing and using presses, which requires more special
ized knowledge. Electmnic publishing and distribution then is introduced to prepare 
the reader fo r tackling larger multimedia projects. The scripting of interactive presen-
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tations is explained in more detail fo r those who want to p~uce intemctive training, 
education, simulation , or engineering projects. FinaUy, the bOok explains how to use the 
newest data types in personal computing: audio and video. 

Chapter 1, 'The Medium Is the Macintosh," defines the elements of multimedia and de
saibes the appropriate media for typical projects and how to use different media with the 
same electronic elements. 1bis chapter also explains why you would want to convert 
infonnation into digital fom1 at the earliest practical stage of development. 

Chapter 2, "Learning about the Macintosh," introduces the Macintosh computer and system, 
the displays and adapters for color display, the application programs and utilities provided 
with every system, the fonts used for depicting text, and HyperGird, a multimedia tool 
provided free with every Macintosh. 

Chapter 3, "Creating Text, Charts, and Tables," introduces text and word processing and 
describes how you can use scanners to re·ad text into a computer; how to work as a group 
on editing projects; and how to create textual charts, graphs, and tables. 

Chapter 4, "Creating Gmphics," introduces computer gmphics programs and explains the 
differences amo ng painting and drawing programs that enable you to create black-and
white, gmy, and colo r graphics and in1ages. 1bis chapter also explains the use of scanners 
and digitizers fo r converting paper graphics and video still in1ages into computer gmphics for 
use in publications and presentations. 

Chapter 5, "Organizing and Sto ring Infom1ation," explains how you organize different types 

of infonnation-text, gmphics, sound, video, and animatio~ that yo u can fmd the 
elements you need for a project and use the same elements for different projects. 1bis 
d1apter also explains the differences in data storage devices such as hard d isks, tape 
cartridges, and optical discs. 

Chapter 6, "Making Slide Presentations," introduces d1e tools fo r rnaking slides and transpar
encies fo r business and educational presentations, induding esktop film recorders for 
recording your own slides, and service bureaus for producing slides for you. The cl1apter 
also explains the differences among the various media options for making presentations, so 
that you can choose the right medium for the presentation. 

Chapter 7, "Making Live Presentations," introduces the IYasic f o ncepts of a computer-based 
live presentation and the use of special effects such as ani.matio n and sound. 1bis chapter 
also introduces the projection hardware required for sucl1 p 1 tations. 
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Chapter 8, "Publishing Documents,·· describes the desktop publ ishing capabilities of 
Macintosh software, including the best page make-up progmms. This chapter ex
plains how you can assess your design skills, create page mock-ups and layouts, and 
choose an appropriate production method. 

Chapter 9, "Printing," introduces the equipment for printing pages-anything from 
sho!t-run publications and presentation hand-outs to master pages and proof pages 
for large color publ ishing projects. This chapter also explains how to prepare black
and-white and color photos for publication. The chapter shows how everything from 
in-house newsletters to fancy magazines can be printed from the desktop. Fonr 
compatibility issues are explained, and the chapter also shows how you can get the 
best results from a print shop and how to use desktop tools in the prepress phase (to 
retouch images and gmphics before the actual press run). 

Chapter 10, "Distributing Electronic DocumenL-;,·• is about electronic publishing and 
distribution-the dissemination of information in electronic fo rm. You can publish 
and distribute infom1ation electronically with CD ROM discs. over telephone lines 
w ith facsimile devices and modems, and over a computer network. 

Chapter 11 , "Creating Interactive Media," explains the techniques LL<;<..'<.i to creme interactive 
media projects and how you can effea ively use a Macintosh as a live presentation and 
publishing medium. This chapter introduces the concepLs of interactive media. including the 
use of animation and sound elements that respond to the click of the mouse, and infom1a
tion d1at is linked to od1er infonnation (known as hype11ex1 and bypennedia). You can 
follow a link direcdy to other information wimout having to move sequentially through d1e 
clara. This d1apter explains me process of SC!ipling, also called au/boring, to cr-e-dte interac
tive multimedia presentations. 

Chapter 12, ''Adding Sound," introduces sound recording and playing equipment and 
software, so that you can add a variety of sounds to your presentations. The chapter 
explains d1e differences in quality of voice namtion, sound effects, digital sound, and 
high-quality stereo music. This chapter also shmvs how you can use compact disc 
audio in presentations and how to use musical instruments with the Macintosh (with 
the Musical Instrument Digital Interface, a standard in the music ~·oriel). 

Chapter 13, "Using Video," explains how video works, how you can overlay text and 
graphics onto a moving video image, and how you can record your graphics presen
tations to videotape. This chapter also describes the role a Macintosh can play in 
professional fi lm and video production and provides a glimpse into the future of 
video-based multimedia computing. 
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The appendix, "Information Sources," lists books and pkriodicals for further research 
and software products and companies described in this book with addresses, phone 
numbers, product names, and prices. 

Producing 1his Book 

As you begin assembling equipment suitable for desktop multimedia applications, 
consider what was used to produce this book: the Macintosh Plus, the Macintosh SE/ 
30, the Macintosh II , and the Macintosh Hex. With these computers, we used the 
Apple LaserWriter 11NTX printer and the AST TurboLaser/ PS laser printer (both are 
PostScript-compatible), the GCC PLP laser printer and the the Apple LaserWriter IISC 
(QuickDraw-compatible), and the Apple Scanner. The PLP and IISC laser printers 
were connected to the SCSI ports of two computers, and the PostScript printers were 
connected to the AppleTalk-based PhoneNet network (Farallon Computer). The 
Scanner was connected to another computer's SCSI port. Up to six different SCSI 
devices (such as the PLP, the Scanner, and hard disks) can be connected in a daisy
chain method to one Macintosh. For hard disks, we used the SuperMac DataFrame 
XP60, the Apple HD-40 and HD-80, and the Jasmine 80, as well as the built-in drives 
in the SE/30 and the Macintosh II and Ilcx. 

To produce the final camera-ready pages, we chose the PostScript-based Linotype 
Linotronic 100 typesetter as the printer before resizing the screen images (MacPaint, 
PICT, TIFF, and EPSF graphics, described in Chapter 4). The screen images were 
resized for the typesetter's resolution using PageMaker's built-in scaling sizes, and the 
publication files were saved with the Typesetter set as the printer. For proof printing, 
the publication files were opened as copies (rather than opening the original files). 
The printer was changed to the AST TurboLaser/ PS or the LaserWriter IINTX (both 
PostScript), and test pages were printed. The original publication files were sent (after 
fmal editing) to the service bureau for typesetting on a t inotype Linotronic 100. The 
service bureau was capable of fast tum-around, becauscl the typing and editing 
already had been completed, and the PostScript laser p 'nter produced the p roof 
pages. 

We used Microsoft Word to prepare text, Symantec's M RE II to prepare outlines, 
over 20 different graphics programs to prepare images nd illustrations, and Aldus 
PageMaker to prepare the final pages. 
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PageMaker (Version 4) requires at least 1 megabyte of random-access memory (RAM) 
and a hard disk (with a capacity of at least 20 megabytes) for storing program and 
publication files. PageMaker nms on all current Macintosh models. 

Producing a book is not usually the first application that comes to mind when 
someone mentions "multimedia," but the various print media (newspapers, maga
zines, books, periodicals, manuals, and so on) still provide the widest application for 
taking advantage of desktop tools such as the Macintosh. By following the methods 
and techniques of graphical desktop publishing, you can learn the basics for produc
ing presentations in multiple media. 
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1 The MediU1ll is the 
Macintosh 

W'e live in media, as fish live in water. 

- Ted Nelson, Auto Desk Fellow, inventor of hypertext and author of Computer Lib, 
the fi rst book about computing and media 

We all are touched by media-not just d1e media of newspapers, radio, and televi
sion, but the media we use to express ideas, report findings, educate children, and 
create art. Multimedia is the use of multiple types of media-text, graphics, sound, 
animation, and video, in any combination-to convey infonnation. 

TI1e Apple Macintosh computer is both a tool you can ?se to create materials for 
multiple media and a new medium for presenting information. The computer histori
cally has played a role in assembling materials for med~·a production, starting with 
publishing. The Macintosh goes further and provides a ystem for editing, design, and 
production software that is unsurpassed by convention' I paste-up tools. The 
Macintosh system also can be linked to professional pr9duction systems, blurring the 
distinctions between designer and production artist, becreen writer and editor, 
between creative consultant and production, and provi<iling a measure of control over 
publishing and multimedia projects that was never befdre possible. 

Anyone with a message to convey-a small business, a organization, a corporation, 
or even a large institution-must ask this question: Wh~ch medium is appropriate for 
the message? Your choice of media for a project may depend on cost and control 
factors or entirely on the nature of the presentation's c~ntent. This chapter shows you 
how a Macintosh can be cost-effective in many diffe renf types of projects, and you 
will finish this chapter with a rough idea of d1e types o media that are appropriate for 
certain kinds of content. 

The goal of this chapter is to introduce the different e lepents of multimedia informa
tion and to explain the benefits of using a Macintosh tol create, design, and produce 
multimedia projects. You learn about multimedia from r xamples of projects and 
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descriptions of the role of software for publishing, slide presentations, "live" interac
tive presentations, simulations, learning tools, and reference tools. You also learn the 
benefits of using animation, sound, and video in multimedia projects and how the 
Macintosh can be used in professional audio and video studios. Finally, you learn 
why you should convert your information to digital fo rm as soon as possible in the 
production process. 

Understanding Multimedia 

When Gutenberg invented moveable type for the printing press in the 15th century, 
many of his contemporaries doubted that the invention would amount to much- it 
was, after all, difficult to use. The technology of printing, however, forever changed 
the ways in which the public receives infonnation. The power of publishing histori
cally bas shaped our destiny and changed the structure of society. 

The desktop computer is an invention that rivals Gutenberg's in its power to change 
the way information is d isseminated. Desktop publishing has unlocked the power of 
the desktop computer and laser printer, so that anyone now can produce printed 
information inexpensively. 

The print medium, the most widely used medium in the world, has evolved to the 
point where the vast majority of printed material is edited and produced by com
puter. Desktop publishing has been a major step in the evolution of information 
dissemination. 

The 35mm slide medium, re lied upon by millions of presenters, is still largely pro
duced by photographic methods. The use of personal computers for producing slides 
and for hosting presentations is rising rapidly, however, and the Macintosh is leading 
the way. 

The Macintosh now can take us beyond desktop publishing and slide presentations 
into new forms of expression by using the computer display as a new medium. The 
live medium gives you the ability to present and interact with information, to change 
infonnation on the fly, and to follow a link from one piece of infonnation to another 
without moving sequentially through the presentation. Unlike a video documentary, 
which must be viewed from beginning to end, a multin1edia documentary can be 
interrupted so that you can jump to a related topic by clicking on a button displayed 
on-screen (see fig. 1.1). 
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Copy right @ I '388-8'3 American Broadcasting Companies, Inc . PATENT 
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HOLY LArND: 1 
D life Ted Koppel: OveiView of Side 1 

Fig. 1.1. An imeraclivc muhimcdi~ prcSCI1!3tion from ABC News l nr~•r·_, ,.,;.,., 

audio scgmcnls. linked with rcxr and graphics. on 10pics hosted by 
Bohrman, cxc<·Lu ivc produc~.; r) . 

3.0 
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At the heart of the live medium are two key features: interactivizy. the ability to 
interrupt and take command of the computer, and hyperlext and hype1media, pieces 
of information linked to other pieces of infonnation in a system that enables you to 
follow any link you choose. 

The Macintosh can be used to present information in a way that helps to persuade 
others to adopt ideas and undc::rstand cuncepts. A 4uantum leap in the comprehen
sion of ideas is occurring due to the computer's capability to play sound and show 
animation and video and to provide an environment for navigating through complex 
infom1ation. A multimedia presentation can condense a complex subject to make it 
more palatable-to get pver the first hump of comprehension. Imagine how difficult 
it would be to learn to play the guitar from only text and how much easier it is to 
learn from a hands-on, one-on-one session with a teacher. Interactive video and 
sound w ith animation fall somewhere in between but are much closer to the live 
session. 

The Macintosh is used to augment the creative process and to give individuals w ith 
no prior graphics experience the ability to create commercial art. The Macintosh also 
is used for improvising new forms of expression: simulations, prototypes, slide shows 
w ith soundtracks, and animated storyboards. The Macintosh already has been useful 
in the production of commercial films-for example, animated sto1yboards were used 
to design sequences for Star 7i"ek V(see fig. 1.2). 

Some argue that video and animation do not provide enough depth, like a te levision 
news program compared to a newspaper. Imagine a form of interactive lV news in 
which you can pause Ted Koppel and delve deeply into a related subject-summon
ing up newspaper stories, research figures, an animated time-line of events, and other 
video clips with voice narration and sound. You decide where and how deep you 
want to go, and when you want to return to the main subject. Hypertext and 
hypermedia are immensely more powerful than print because they are interactive 
and associative. 

The Macintosh is a powerful system for combining text, graphics, animation, sound, 
and video. Apple has placed the tools of production in the hands of creative people 
from all areas of business, industry, science, and communications. 

For desktop publishing, the advances in technology have been most important for 
users who have never published. These users come from large and small businesses 
that want to create printed material without sending jobs out-of-house and from 
professional communications agencies that want to do quick and inexpensive 
mockups and maintain control over production. This group also includes freelance 
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Fig. 1.2. Scenes from the animated storyboard for the Star V motion picture produced by 
Ralph Winter (designed by Lynda Weinman using MacroMind software). 
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w riters and artists who have relied on outside organizations or se1v ices to do produc
tion work. Graphic anists now usc the Macintosh to communicate ideas and prepare 
effective designs for published materials, and the same artists are in demand to 
design multimedia presentations. 

The applications for desktop publishing are everywhere, in nearly every business and 
profession in which printed materials are essential. Graphics programs are used in a 
variety of business applications, from business cards and stationery to proposals, 
reports, and publications. Graphics, word processing, and page make-up programs 
are essential for publishing and presentations. 

The ability to produce slides is an extension to the publishing process: the same graphics 
and text printed on paper or l.r'.msparencies also can be placed onto photographic slides. 

After you have seen one slide presentmion, you have seen them all. Now you can go 
a step further in this evolutiomuy process: make the slides move and give them 
sound. Provide a way to interrupt rhe movements and sounds to branch to a different 
visual perfonnance immediately. With interactive tools, therefore, presenters can 
provide a presentation that is customized for a particular audience. 

Putting together an animated presentation is not as easy as creating a slide presenta
tion, but the presentation is far more memorable, especially if it includes sound. An 
animated presentation with sound can be worked on up to the last minute and then 
played on a Macintosh without using any other type of media. You have no need for 
slides or videotape, although the latter can be the final medium for disuibution. 
Multimedia authoring software provides tools for anyone to produce interactive, 
animated presentations and videos. Business people can use these tools to demon
su-ate ideas and assemble presentations. 

The business, educational, and cnte11ainment applications of multimedia tools are 
widc-1-anging and include common projects, such as publications, printed materials, 
slide presentations, and a host of learning experiences. Multimedia tools, however, 
also can be applied in projecLo; that are in the mainstream of business and education 
but that have never been produced by desh:top computers. 

For example, concept studies, simulations, and visualization experiments, such as 
visualizing how a product appears on a shelf or testing a prototype of a car design, 
used to require large and expensive engineering computers but now can be per
fom1ed on a Macintosh. Information databases and job rd<.:rcncc tools, such as 
employee directories, inventories, and product catalogs, can be set up with graphical 
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access methods including pictures displayed on-screen-you can click the mouse on 
a piece of office furniture in an electronic catalog, for example, and immediately 
display information about pricing, availability, color options, and so on. 

In preparing all of these applications, Macintosh multimedia tools provide clear 
benefits to people who otherwise send jobs out to professionals for idea creation and 
final production. The multimedia tools fa ll into the following four general categories: 

• Desktop publishing fo r printed and electronic publications, advertising pages, 
marketing literature, newsletters, architectural drawings, conunercial art and 
graphics, and so on 

• Presentation software for making 35mm slides and overhead transparencies, 
as well as live slide shows and storyboards on-screen, including sound and 
controlled by the mouse and keyboard. 

• Interactive media that uses animation, sound, and often video to present 
information linked to other infonnation in a system that responds to your 
mouse and keyboard actions and provides instant feedback and an interac
tive learning experience. Many kinds of simulations, engineering prototypes, 
job reference tools, information kiosks, games, and entertainment products 
can be designed using interactive media tools. 

• Professional audio, video, special effects editing, and management for 
production studios 

The benefits of desktop multimedia production are obvious in desktop publishing 
applications: you can get the job clone quickly, cheaply, and at the last minute, while 
retaining control over the information. 

Publishing from the Desktop 

Many people are involved with publishing, whether or not they see themselves as 
publishers. lf you produce or supervise the production of sales literature, marketing 
brochures, flyers, newsletters, advertisements, operatin manuals, or other business 
conununications, you may be able to save time and m ney-and have a great deal of 
control over the production process-if you use a des op publishing system. 
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Tn an era when automation is making infonnation workers more productive, the 
ability to self-publish is a valuable asset to the individual writer, working paltner
ships, small communications service companies, large corporations, and government 
organizations. If you can present and publish information in a professional style 
without incurring variable costs or costly delays, you are using desktop publishing for 
what it was intended-to make you more productive. 

Examples of successful desktop publishing are everywhere in the business and 
professional publishing worlds. The bottom line is pure economics and control over 
production. ARCO, for example, produced its AM-PM Min i Market Franchise Book
traditionally a $67,000 job--for $13,000, including tl1e ove1time people needed to 
learn how to use the new desktop equipment. 

Page makeup plays a central role in a desktop publishing system, and applications 
that perfonn page makeup (such as Aldus PageMaker, QuarkXPress, and Letraset's 
ReadySetGo! and DesignStudio) can be used as finishing tools for preparing pages for 
publication or on-screen presentation. Word processing and graphics programs can 
be used to create the text and graphics, and a sophisticated word processor or page 
makeup program can bring the elements together to make finished pages. 

The goal of desktop publishing is to automate as many of the repetitive tasks in the 
production cycle as possible. A major advantage of desktop publishing is greater 
flexibility in design and layout. Changes are not only possible, but easy to accommo
date right up to printing time, because material in electronic fom1 can be changed 
without costing any paper, ink, or costly consumables. 

Printed Materials and Publications 

The desktop publishing phenomenon starred with the combination of tl1e Macintosh, 
the Apple Laser\Xfrite r (described in Chapter 9), and page makeup software in early 
1985. The LaserWriter offered higher resolution typefaces and higher quality graphics 
than dot-matrix printers. 

The use of different typefaces (described in Chapter 2) for text output from comput
ers was a revolution. Before laser printers, text from computers was printed in the 
same monotonous letterform associated with line printers and teletype machines, or 
text was printed on daisywheel printers that emulated typewriters. The laser printe r, 
liberated text from the do ld rums of uniformly spaced typewriter text and illegible dot
matrix output. Inexpensive publishing tools, therefo re, became available, which 
made it easier to perform publishing production tasks witl1out resorting to typesetting 
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services and graphic design houses. Now, you can get q:!xt close to the same quality, 
and much of the same diversity in typefaces, as you can get from professional typeset
ting systems. 

Desktop publishing tools became useful for commercial and corporate publishing 
when they were made compatible with typeseners and higher resolution devices 
(such as film recorders and plate makers). The industry-wide acceptance of a com
mon language of typesetting, called PostScript (developed by Adobe Systems, and first 
used in printers by Apple, then by Digital Equipment C? rporation, IBM, Sun 
Microsystems, Texas Instruments, QMS, AST Research, and Wang) made it possible for 
desktop publishing software to produce typeset-quality text and high-quality photo
graphs. 

Control is an attractive benefit and the most important reason for our conversion to 
desktop publishing from traditional methods. Before acquiring our Macintosh comput
ers, as authors we did not have contro l over the typesetting of our books. If we 
wanted to use different typefaces to explain, for example, how to use a particular 
piece of software on a computer, we may use This Font for the key words you must 
type on a keyboard and This Font for the words displayed by the computer. 
Imagine the frustration of watching this information be published with mistakes in 
font usage! 

Control over a publishing project also may be important for security reasons. In 1984, 
a major computer manufacturer used a graphics firm to design and produce a set of 
manuals describing a top-secret laser printe r. We were using the same firm to do 
typesening for our computer magazine, and we watched as reams of "top secret" 
galleys were cut into sections for paste up. Although you have to use an outside press 
facility for big jobs, you can still minimize the use of outsiders in the production effort 
if security and secrecy is an issue. · 

Besides control and cost benefits, desktop publishing technology can be used to raise 
the standards of quality and substantially reduce the cost of producing printed 
materials. The majority of desktop publishing customer 

1 
are people who have never 

upgraded their routine print jobs to the standards of real typesetting and have seldom 
used graphics in their reports and presentations. 

Numerous users with no graphics or publishing experience derive benefit from 
desktop publishing. They usually hire a designer or graphic artist to prepare the raw 
materials for producing standard publications. Desktop ~ublishing enables a designer 
to pass electronic designs, called templates, to a client s that the client easily can 
produce new versions of a publication. The benefits of esktop publishing are passed 
from the designer to the client. 
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For example, the Index Group, a consulting firm, hired Watzman Keyes Infonnation 
Design to pull together a design for all of their printed materials. The Index Group 
recently had changed its name and services, and the fmn needed to reinforce tl1e 
high-quality image of its printed materials to sell higher priced services. Watzman 
Keyes Infonnation Design developed a new corporate identification and graphic 
standards system using electronic and traditional production methods. The result is 
an enhanced corporate image tl1at extends to all o ther printed materials and publica
tions from the Index Group and lowers production costs. The Index Group gained 
effective control over the production of these materials. The finn also gained an 
important new sales tool that had not been considered before: an attractive newslet
ter. 

Desktop publishing is a solution for an obvious problem: how to produce effective 
printed materials and publications on a budget and a tight schedule. You also can 
use desktop publishing methods to produce database reports, business graphics, and 
transparencies for presentations. Desktop publishing also enables you to enter the 
world of digital grapbics, graphic elements converted into the electronic bina1y code 
of the computer. 

Commercial Art and Graphics 

A dramatic savings in time and cost comes with the ability to create graphics in 
electronic form and use t11e same graphics in other projects by copying the digital 
information. Digital graphics can be scaled in equal or unequal proportions, rotated 
and skewed across an axis, transformed by a variety of special e ffects, and placed 
with text on digital pages or slides. Pieces can be used to create new graphics, and 
almost anything from the outside world-sketches, hand drawings, photographs, and 
video-<:an be scanned and used with publications. Digital graphics also can be used 
in slide presentations, live interactive presentations, and multimedia projects. 

An excellent example of how the Macintosh can make artists more productive is how 
Macintosh computers and graphics software are used in 7be New York Times art 
department. Artists use Adobe Illustrator 88 (from Adobe Systems) to prepare the 
daily weather map and four-day forecast. Illustrato r graphics can be combined and 
edited to form new gmphics, so that the art department can produce an image faster 
and still get high-quality results. The Adobe Jllustrator 88 graphics files are tmnsferred 
to the various daily newspapers owned by 7be New York Times-much like a wire 
service distributes news. Art director Gary Cosimini explains that his goal is "to 
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automate some mechanical processes so that the a11ist can be creative without 
thinking about the processes.·· 

Macintosh painting and drawing programs are popular with free-style painting and 
artwork because the programs are easy to learn and very flexible, and digital graphics 
can be copied and altered to fit any shape or context. These programs also are used 
by commercial artists, designers, architects, and engineers because they offer greater 
precision than hand tools, perfect geometric shapes, and graphic objects that can be 
moved, tmnsformed, and cloned, as well as grouped wi h other object<; (see fig. 1.3). 

Fig. 1.3. The illu~tr.Hion '"Lucid Beginnings·· by Michael Sc::t 
and produced on the Macintosh using various pa1ming and d 
Dreaml.i~ht). Copyright © 1989 DrcamLighr Inc. 

no was sketched, rendered, 
ng programs (courtesy of 
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Rotating elements of a drawing or painting and creating mirror-image graphics is easy 
to do. Skewed shadow versions of graphic objects adds a touch of realism. 

Photorealistic gray and color images can be retouched and prepared on the desktop for 
high-quality publishing projects, saving more than 50 percent of the typical d~1rges for color 
preparation work, which is known as the prepress step. Witl1 desktop prepress tools, fme
tuning can be applied to color images to match tl1e printing process, the paper stock, and 
the inks. Color itnages in electronic fonn can be transmitted to remote computers for design 
approvals and shown to others on-screen, elin1inating the need for costly fUm and proofing 
materials in the design process. 

Fax and Electronic Publications 

Electronic pages created in page makeup programs can be printed on laser printers 
or sent to higher resolution typesetters and m1agesetters for printing directly to film 
used to prepare plates for printing presses. These pages also can be displayed o n
screen, transferred from one computer to another over networks or telephone lines, 
and printed onto remote fax machmes. Electronic publications can be compressed 
and stored in electronic archives on optical discs and distributed on CD-ROM discs 
(compact discs used to store e lectronic information rather than music). 

With electronic distribution methods (described in Chapte r 10) and electronic pages, 
you can gam the benefits of remote printing. The use of fax machines as output 
devices is an example-you can direct the output of your page makeup program 
directly to the Applefax modem or similar device connected to your Macintosh. This 
device transmits the irlformation to a list of remote fax machines. Electronic informa
tion moves much faster than print, so that you can publish a newsletter or a report 
electronically over telephone lines much faster than traditional printing. 

With electronic publishit1g, tl1e irlfonnation remains m a form tl1at can be edited and 
changed without reducing its value or reproducible quality. Page elements remain in 
their original digital fonn in your computer, although they are turned into lower 
resolution images on fax machines. You can distribute the electronic infonnation on 
a CD-ROM disc, for example, and users can copy the inforrnation to hard disks for 
editing. The most valuable feature of CD-ROM is its permanence: a disc cannot be 
overwritten or damaged easily. With that much permanent space ava ilable on one 
disc, CD-ROM is attractive for almost any type of e lectronic distribution and publish
ing project. 
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Most Macintosh computers are connected to a local-areq netwo1·k, which is imple
mented as a cable that enables each Macintosh to share fi les and printers connected 
to the cable. You also can connect various local-area neli\VOrks into a wide-area 
network, an intemet. When you have all the recipients of information located on the 
same local-area network or internet, you can publish information electronically over 
the network or inte rnet and get the best features of desktop publishing and communi
cation technologies. The evolution of network publishing will help to make the 
electronic delive1y of pages as commonplace as facsimile, with bette r resolution, and 
with pages you can edit electronically afte r receiving them. 

linking Design and Production 

Electronic page makeup offers many benefits over conventio nal manual page makeup 
and design med1ods. Because the electronic elements can be easily moved, cut, 
copied, resized, edited, and repasted on the page, d1e elements do not get lost. You 
do not see cut marks where a sharp knife has slipped. You do not have to wait for 
images or type to be reproduced at a new size, o r for the production of new typeset
ting galleys to replace a misspelled word found in a typeset galley. The page makeup 
programs enable you to adjust the design of the page when you place the elements. 

Many professional publishers already have applied desktop publishing tools to 
improve the design process, and some have become publishers as a result of learning 
desktop publishing. Designer Roger Black is a good example of someone from the 
design world crossing into publishing and staning a new magazine. "SMART magazine 
would not have happened without desktop publishing," he explains. A1d1ough he 
approached the purchase of four Macintosh computers as if he were buying a typeset
ting system for the magazine, he actually a lso uses them as design workstations, 
because the benefits for design are tremendous. At the same time, he can use the 
computers for production, because he can obtain the production values he needs for 
a commercial newsstand magazine. 

Design consultants and graphic artists are using desktop publishing technology to 
improve their clients' communications, and they are changing their ro les and evolving 
new skills in the process. Watzman Keyes Infom1atio n esign, for example, started 
out nine years ago as graphic artists, and now they are i 1formation specialists. 

Will desktop publishing foster a renaissance in the prin~d word and image? Some 
believe that poorly designed results from desktop publi 

1

hing will prove that publish-
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ing should be left to the experts who have design skills. The enthusiasm for desktop 
publishing, however, is infectious, and people can leam design skills by reading 
books, consulting w ith experts, and taking design courses. 

Making Presentations 

Business depends on clear communication, even if your business is not communica
tions. If you need to sell ideas, products, or se1v ices, sometimes printed brochures 
and publications are not enough, or are too much, and what you really need is a 
method of preseming infonnation that persuades others to buy. 

Media for presentations include transparencies, flip charts, 35mm sl ides, speaker 
notes, and audience hand-outs. Most of the presentation software packages can 
produce materials in all of these media and deliver on-screen slide presentations. 
With conventional slide-making so costly (nearly $100 per sl ide for designing and 
producing graphics and te)l.1), desktop presentation software is ve1y attractive. 

The benefits of using desktop presentation tools are similar to the benefits of desktop 
publishing: you can create better looking presentations that are more credible, and 
you can save time and money preparing reusable a1t work w ith clip art or by using a 
professional anist to create reusable anwork. 

Slides and Transparencies 

In the past, presentations have been made with typewriters (using the Orator type 
element), grease pencils, and press-an type, or tl1e jobs are sent out to services who 
create attmctive slides using a mixture of graphics and text. 

Today, you can use a Macintosh to create me graphics and text and to assemble 
frames (like assembling pages with a page makeup program). The frames then can 
be used to create 35mm slides w ith a desktop film recorder or a se1vice bureau that 
offers slide recording from Macintosh files. The frames also can be printed on a laser 
printer and sent to a quick copy shop to be turned into transparencies for overhead 
projectors. Even color pages from a color the1mal printer can be turned into transpar
encies. Page makeup programs also can be used to print pages to create overhead 
transparencies and presentation hand-outs. 
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You need some design skill to make slides with a professionally produced appear
ance. Computer users involved in publishing are often in contact with, or are them
selves, graphic artists and designers. Many specialize in presentations and the design 
of publications and can pass on the benefits of deskto p presentations to their clients, 
who may have little or no graphics skill. Afte r a set of templates are defmed (as with 
desktop publishing), a person with no graphics skil l quic,kly can produce a unique 
presentation that also confonns to a set of graphics standards and uses the same 
corporate logo (see fig. 1.4). 

Perhaps the best benefit from desktop slide presentation software is that you are free 
to make last-minute correctio ns. PartS of a presentation can be worked on by different 
people and assembled for final sorting in a presentation program such as Microsoft 
PowerPo int or Aldus Persuasion. Graphics used for printed mate rials can be modified 
and used for presentations and vice-versa. 

Fig. 1.4. Different slide presentations can be prepared using the same raw materials (digital 
graphics and text) and the same template . Therefore, a company can make presentations that 
are consistent in design and execution at a fract ion of the traditional cost. 
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The largest users of presentation software are public relations and advertising 
agencies, consultants, market researchers, designers, and training companies; the next 
largest group are the sales, marketing, finance, project management, and planning 
departments of large corporations. The benefits of producing slides on the desktop 
also are appealing to top-level managers in large corporations, government agencies, 
educators, and others who communicate for a living. Film recorders such as the 
Mirus FilmPrinter are as simple to operate as a laser primer, and if you cannot justify 
the cost of a $5,000-$7,000 desktop film recorder, these devices are available at some 
desktop publishing service bureaus. For more information on making slide presenta
tions, see Chapter 6. 

live Presentations 

In publishing and presentations, you are concerned about quality-gening the best 
possible output, using an effective design, getting the point across. In publishing, 
however, you are filling the void with primed materials you can learn from at your 
own pace, and however personal you are in your tone (as in a newsletter), the 
information must be generalized for the widest variety of readers. 

In presentations, however, you are filling the void with active infonnation that must 
engage and be tailored to a specific audience. You want to establish personal contact 
with a finite group of people, so that you can hone the presentation down to specific 
answers to personal queries. The best kind of presentation is one that persuades the 
audience to buy into the ideas. One way to do this is to be prepared to answer any 
specific question with confidence. The presenter needs to control the presentation 
and be able to show dynamic rather than static information. 

Given the choice, we prefer to show presentations on the screen rad1er d1an on 
slides. Even though slides are portable and useful in a va riety of projection devices 
and slide viewers, computers are more useful for presemations in which you wam to 
switch to a live software demo, animation, or spreadsheet and show the effects of 
changing data (see fig. 1.5). For example, you can jump from a bar chart on current 
sales figures to a spreadsheet on which you can change information about response 
rates and then back to d1e bar chart to see d1e effect of the new information. 

A computer presentation has inherent value if you can switch from a presentation to 
something else on the computer, such as a spreadsheet-driven chart, a knowledge 
base, an outline, a prototype of a program, or an animation. You can link pieces of 
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information with specific processes and construct tutorials you can learn from at your 
own pace, simulations, and interactive video presentations. This interaction with the 
computer gives the presentation an entirely new dimension. 

• m~v., 
• Nutv., 

• Tha Yur AIItt 

( Updote Chort ) 

\11 

Fig. 1.5. Display =1 shows a "slide" of a sales chart, \Vith a bunon that lets the presenter jump 
to a spreadsheet (display ::2) to change infonnatio n that also viii change the chart in display 
41. This is ·an example of using the computer screen to disph y "slides" and using the capabil
ity to link one display to another (and from one program to ; not her) by means of a bunon. 
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The capability to link one screen display of infom1ation to another is inherent in 
HyperCard, a personal information and multimedia toolkit that ships with every 
Macintosh. HyperCard can be used for a variety of data-management tasks, but the 
program is much more than a data-management system. At the click of a mouse, the 
program can find information (organized onto electronic cards) and play animation, 
sound, and video stored on multiple media devices including laser videodiscs and 
CD ROM players that use compact discs to hold data. 

Animated Storyboards with Sound 

HyperCard is described in more detail later in this chapter, but to understand its 
power, consider the use of HyperCard to present creative ideas. Large advertising 
firms such as Jordan McGrath Case & Taylor, Saatchi & Saatchi,]. Walter Thompson, 
and D'Arcy Masius Benton & Bowles use HyperCard and ScratchPad, a program 
created with HyperCard by Cliff Hughes. ScratchPad can simulate television commer
cials with the simplest of materials: pencil sketches, te>.:t, and recorded sound. 

After recording so,und and narration with the MacRecorder (from Farallon Comput
ing), the creative director scans the artists' pencil sketches with a desktop scanner 
(such as the Apple Scanner) and uses ScratchPad to place gmphics in the proper 
sequence (see fig. 1.6). The sound can be adjusted with the timing of the sequence, 
providing a feeling for how the commercial will be produced and getting approval 
for the elements and sequencing of the commercial. The presentation of the idea can 
be further enhanced by using Macromind Director (from MacroMind) to create color 
animated sequences with sound and using MacroMind Player to play d1ose se
quences in HyperCard. 

An important reason for an advertising agency to consider using multimedia software 
for prototyping commercials is the savings in time and cost to make changes to the 
idea. When designing a 1V commercial, you need to consider many factors and 
anticipate others, such as the client's reaction to a certain visual element and selection 
of words when put together for the ftrst time. Spending a great deal of time and 
money on video for a prototype commercial only to have the commercial rejected by 
the client can be frustrating. With desktop multimedia technology, you can make a 
few changes right on the desktop-changes that can make or break a presentation 
and be critical for gaining approvals for a project. 
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Fig. 1.6. ScratchPad, created using HyperCard , with graphics for a )IV commerdal synchronized with 
recorded sound, used by an aclve1tising agency for presenting an idea for a conm1ercial and for 
obtaining approvals. (Collltesy of Alex Hoss at jordan McGrath Ca & Taylor) 

Creating Interactive Media 

A w ide variety of applications exist for interactive media besides presentations. You 
can design sim ulcllions, which art: demos and prototyp]s used to communicate or 
visualize an abstract idea, and you can design learning ~nd reference tools. Examples 
of learning tools include topical videodiscs such as the lcctric Cadaver project at 
Stanford University, which shows a graphic representati n or human anatomy w ith 
video clips of surgical procedures, and interactive demonstrations such as the 
Nfacintosh Guided Tow : Reference tools are infom1ation databases such as Steelcase 
Furni ture's "Context,"' an electronic catalog of office furnr ure. 

With multimedia softwa re, such as HyperCard and Macr Mind Director, you can 
combine simple gmphics, text, sound, and animation, ~ "th the abil ity to link one 
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piece of information to another. You can provide an invigorating rather than stifling 
learning environment and associate different pieces of infom1ation in a logical way so 
that the hyper-links attract users to new information. Models and simulations can be 
built that can save engineers and manufacturers millions of dollars by avoiding 
design flaws. 

Simulations 

Simulations are not confined to laboratories, classrooms, and research projects. A 
simulation can be useful in business, especially in the business of convincing others, 
and in public education. For example, a simulation can be used to show how a solar 
collector collects energy (see fig. 1. 7). A simulation can cut through the abstract text 
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descriptions and shotten the learning curve in the comp le hension 'of the derails tha t 
make up a complex subject. 

Watching an animation on your business computer may seem frivolous, and you may 
think that producing one is expensive. Such presentations, however, can be impres
sive, and you can produce such a simulation on a desktop for the same or less cost 
than producing a typical printed annual report. A black-and-white simulation can be 
put together using a Macintosh Plus and HyperCard; visually stunning color anima
tions mixed with video can be produced o n a Macintosh flex equipped with a high
powered graphics card that offers video output and then transferred to videotape. 

Imagine that you are considering an investment opportunity in a brewery. You have 
no prior experience with breweries or the beer industry, and you are provided with a 
business report printed on a laser printer in a font such as 12-point Palatino with pie 
charts and bar charts produced by Microsoft Excel or Cricker Graph and with pages 
assembled with PageMaker or Quark XPress. 

You take this report home over the weekend and try to learn something about the business 
of producing beer. l11e report explains in words and graphics how the business of beer 
distribution works. l11e printed information is required reading before making a decision. 
The printed report is professional-looking with its fonts and graphics and is somewhat 
convincing, but the report does not present the entire picture. 

Imagine that you are given, along with d1e report, a disk containing a simulation of d1e 
brewery's activities. This simulation is rich with the details of how beer goes through the 
stages of manufacturing, distribution, wholesale sales, and retail sales. You can click a button 
to play the simulation from different peiSpectives, such as the retailer, the distributor, or the 
brewery operator (see fig. 1.8). The Simulated Distribution System by Creative Interactive 
Media, Inc., is an example of a HyperCard-based business simulation that uses graphics, 
sound, and interactivity to provide self-paced learning. 

By playing the simulation from different perspectives, you begin to see the interrela
tionships and how the communication channels work ro get beer sold. For example, 
you can play the role of beer distributor in the simulati~n and solve everyday distribu
tion problems. You cannot get this experience with a ppnted report. Even if the 
simulation is transferred to videotape, the videotape ca1 show clips of running in 
automatic mode through the simulation from different erspectives. 
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That call from production is coming ~!Ill 
through. Click on the Phone icon to ~ 
answer. 

'' 
Phone 

Fig. 1.1:!. SUDS, the brewery simulation that lets you play a role in the stages of manufacturing, 
distribution, w holesale sak:s, and retail sales in the beer business. (Courtesy of Creative 
l ntcmctivc Media, Inc. (CJMI)) 

Learning and Reference Tools 

An interactive presentation provides a way to explore information in a nonlinear 
fashion. Interactive media can provide a method of self-paced learning w ithout the 
need for supervision, and create a rich environmenr in which learners can become 
accustomed to the information. 

An example of this type of learning experience is the Macintosh Guided Tour devel
oped by Animatrix. Delivered w ith every Macimosh, the tour demonstrates how to 
use the Macintosh system and em1hles you to tty system activities and visit different 
areas of the animation. You have full contro l over the action; you can suspend the 
animation and go to a new area or fo llow the suggestions of the animation to move 
the mouse, cl ick on icons, and otherwise use the system (see fig. 1.9). 

The animated presentation was produced on the Macintosh using an early version of 
Interactive V ideoWorks, now called MacroMind Director. "I t gives you the power of 
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Practice clicking. Click each of t~e closed 
windows. Click the forward arrow to go on. 

Practice clicking. Click each oft 
windows. Click the forward 

Fig. 1.9. The Macintosh Guided Tour, provided with every M-l.r;nrnch, provides a simulation of 
Macintosh operations, combining animation and sound as as interactivity (designed by 
Animatrix using MacroMind's Vicleoworks Interactive; cou of Animatrix). 
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an entire multimedia production department on your desktop,'' according to Marc 
Canter, MacroMind's chairman and founder. ''A major design goal is to make interac
tive presentations and animation simpler and easier than ever before.'' 

Learning experiences can be comprised of topical video, animated brochures, and product 
demonstrations designed to enable usen; to browse through infonmu.ion in different ways 
and intenupt a particular topic present.'ltion to jump into another topic or subtopic. 

Many co1porations have a need for on-going tJaining courses as orientation for new 
employees or to prepare employees to use new equipment or procedures. Interactive 
training prepared on the desktop (.<111 be cost-effective because this type of training may not 
require outside help every time you need to change an element or procedure. With 
desktop interactive multimedia tools, such as HyperGlrd and Ma(.JOMind Director, training 
materials can be prepared by those who re-ally know the content, rather than by outsiders, 
and d1ey can be updated more quickly than printed manuals. 

Interactive multimedia can go beyond the rypical applications in education, training, 
and marketing. Corporate communications can be enhanced with applications such 
as reference tools. For example, Animatrix prepared an information management 
stack in HyperCard for Domino's Pizza (see figs. 1.10 and 1.11). Corporate headquar
ters uses this information faciliry to keep in touch with franchisees and to gather, 
distribute, and display infom1ation. The use of graphics makes the infonnation system 
easy to understand and use and less intimidating ro new users who are not comfo i1-
able with computers. These benefits can have a positive effect on productiviry, 
morale, and on the employee learning cu1ve. 

Animation, Sound, and Video 

Animation can be created by producing multiple frames of an image in which part of 
the image changes in a subtle way; when you run through the frames quickly on
screen, you see tl1e image animated. Animation can be incorporated into almost any 
type of presentation using software such as MacroMind Director, Studio 1 (Electronic 
Ans), and SuperCard (Silicon Beach Software). You also can create simple animation 
in HyperCard. 

Effective animated presentations are not as easy to concoct as publications- artistic 
skill and a sense of motion are required. Marney Mon·is, the founder of Animatrix, 
has a degree in animal physiology and in fine a11 and has studied motion. Morris 
staned Animatrix by producing animated demos and presentations for the leading 
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companies in the computer industry, such as Adobe, Aldus, Farallon, Xerox, and 
Apple. Some of Animatrix's clients don't know exactly what they want but can 
provide some artwork or packaging ideas tl1at Animatrix can work into an effective 
presentation. 

~Ill ~~tooM 
• Overview 
• Key Indicators 
Ill Distribution Today 
• Who's Who 
• Company Basics 
11!11 Educational Toolbox 
• Operation/Innovation 
• Library 
• Request to Operations 
IIJ E-Mail _ eft.(\_ ~ 
Ill! National Calendar l~ 
• Quit • 

Fig. 1.10. A management stack for Domino's Pizza used by franchisees to gather and distribute 
information. (Courtesy of Animatrix) 

Past PcnitionJ: 

Awards: 

Cortlficatian: 

Ponanal Slats: 

l'i'rr··' 

-
Fig. 1.11. Domino's Pizza franchises send data into a central nl>lmu~rlr at corporate headquarters 
where this HyperCard stack helps users navigate through the (Courtesy of 
Ani matrix) 
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With sofrware tools, you can develop parts of your presentation, hire graphic artists 
to do some of the electronic a1twork, and put the pieces together yourself. By 
applying existing arrwork, clip art, scanned images, images captured from videotape, 
and clip animation (animated sequences provided by companies such as MacroMind 
for programs like Director and VideoWorks), non-professionals lacking artistic skill 
can assemble the elements of a multimedia presentation without the need to hire 
actors and a video crew. 

Sound is a relatively new type of data for personal computers. Most PCs cannot handle 
sound without some kind of add-on equipment. Every Macintosh model offers a built-in 
capability to play sotmd and a mini-phone jack for c:onnecting the computer to stereo 
spe-akers and amplifiers. You can design multimedia presentations, therefore, to include 
sound, and every Macintosh user can hear the presentation. The use of sound can be 
effective in conveying c:omplex ide-ciS and providing audito1y feedb-ack. 

Video can be used with a Macintosh in a number of different ways. You can use prere
corded video in your presentations. With a laserdisc player and HyperCard, you can create 
a presentation that plays different segments of a videodisc. Commercial videodisc titles are 
becoming available tl1at can be controlled from HyperCard, such as "In the Holy Land" and 
"Martin Luther King" by ABC News Interactive (see fig. 1.12). 

You also can create your own video material to use in a computer presentation; you 
can record your computer presentation o nto videotape for use with VCRs; or you can 
record the presentation onto high-quality videotape for use with industrial or com
mercial videos. A video signal can be brought into the Macintosh environment and 
displayed in a w indow on-screen or displayed on a separate monitor. You also can 
overlay graphics and tell.'t onto a video image in a computer presentation and save 
the result onto videotape. One frame of video can be frozen as a still image for use 
in presentations and publishing projects. 

Video is an effective medium for many kinds of business and industrial training. With 
tl1e combination of video and sound, you can present complex information simply 
and quicldy. With a booming business in video training and an enonnous installed 
base of VCRs, people would ramer watch a video than wade through pages and 
pages of tutorial-style documentation. 

Video, however, does not seem to work well for in-deptl1 tutorials of compute r 
software and computer-related subjects. Video production is expensive and techni
cally limited for recording computer activities. Unlike live training seminars, videos 
cannot provide me one-on-one feedback and specific answers to user questions or 
adequate hand holding. 
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IN THE 

HOLY LAND 

Side 1: History, Geography, 
and Religions 

ro Video settings ... 

Side 2: Issues, Children, and 
The Intifadah 

Martin Luther King Jr. 

ro Video settings .. . 

Fig. 1.12. ·'In the Holy Land" and ''Martin Luther King" from 
series of interactive presentations that include v ideodiscs 
under the control of HyperCard (courtesy of David Boh1man 

News Interactive are part of a 
audio and video segments 

ABC executive producer) . 
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Video is a popular medium, and evetyone is aware of high-qual ity video in the form 
of television. Anything less than high quality, and the video looks like a home movie. 
Amateur production conjures up the image of Dagwood falling asleep during his 
ne ighbor's vacation slide show. If you cannot get the production values of a typical 
lV show, you may be spending too much for something that still looks amate urish. 

Animation can be more effective in some G:tses than video because with animation, the 
artists have complete control and can quickly design complex models that explain them
selves. Although the need still exists for <Utists and designers, with desktop animation, you 
have no need for a costly professional video crew and no need to compromise on the 
quality of the presentation. For complex subjects, animation avoids the awkwardness and 
technical defects of videotaping, bec.mse you can control all the elements directly (such as 
lighting, perspective, how much detail is revealed, and so on). 

The drawback w ith animation is the bad connotation d1at it is as ftivolous as a 
Saturday morning cartoon. It is ironic that a manager may consider the time spent on 
animating graphics to be a waste, yet spend many thousands of dollars and hundreds 
of hours on professionally edited videos for the same project. 

Managing Audio and Video Production 

Professionals are beginning to use Macintosh computers in audio and video production 
stuclios. With appropriate software, the Macintosh can act as a control center for editing 
operations. 

In the world of professional and amateur music, Musical Jnstn..11nent Digital Intetface (MJDI) 
is the standard way to cormect synthesizers, keyboards, and other musical instruments to 
computers. Apple offers a MIDI interface that connects to a Macintosh and to instruments. 
You can purd1ase prerecorded MIDI music for use in presentations, and you can control 
the playback of va1ious instruments. You also can publish music and studio recording 
sheets for musicians. TI1e Sonara font from Adobe, used with a variety of music publishing 
programs, can be used to print musical scores on laser ptinters. 

Video can be extremely entettaining and direct, capturing attention and providing 
much more info nnation in a sequence of images than any other medium. The 
applications of desktop video are only beginning to appear, and they include all forms 
of training and entertainment. Professional video production studios are using 
Macintosh computers to assist in editing and production. Advertising firms are using 
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desktop video software to do rough edits of commercials to obtain approvals and 
make final adjustments. TV stations are using desktop video to produce transitions 
be[Ween programs and other special effects. 

Professional-quality video is an expensive medium to produce, and the costs rise 
dramatically for special effects such as overlaying graphics or text on top of the video 
image. Desktop video technology provides the greatest benefit in this area: the use of 
computer graphics that can be saved on videotape. The current ABC logo is the result 
of using Macintosh 3-0 graphics programs and saving the results on videotape. 

With appropriate hardware, described in Chapter 13, you can display video with text 
and graphic overlays, imitating the video special effects of commercial TV broadcasts. 
Video information enhanced with computer graphics and text then can be saved on 
videotape or played back on-screen. You also can use a frame grabber to capture live 
video still images in digital fom1 and use these images in publications, slide presenta
tions, and animated simulations. 

A Macintosh can be useful in virtually all of the stages of film and video production, 
including the pre-production and post-production steps. You can even use a 
Macintosh to control the editing of video and film in digital form and create the 
master tape or film. Nearly all of the management tasks can be aided by the use of 
business and word processing software on the Macintos11, and some programs 
expressly are designed for tasks such as budgeting. 

The greatest strength of the Macintosh computer as a cr ative system is that the 
computer can be used for a variety of tasks, from idea fo rmation to video production, 
from animation to budgeting, from writing and preparing scripts to communicating 
wid1 remote locations. All of the desktop multimedia tools can be put to excellent use 
on a movie set, and the Macintosh computers on the set can be connected to the 
Macintosh computers in the office and to other Macintosh computers, PCs, minicom
puters, and mainframes iliroughout the corporation. 

Going Digital with Information 

The Macintosh is a versatile creative tool that helps you prepare for any medium, 
even sculpture (especially kinetic sculpture). An artist o~ designer can use the 
Macintosh and graphics programs to work up prototype . The computer provides a 
common environment for testing new ideas, so that you can maintain a unifying vision 
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while experimenting with the specific manifcsllitions of that vision. 1l1is power to present 
mock-ups and prototypes leads to eRective control over the entire a·eative process. 

To produce a public.-ation, presentation, simulation, or demonstration of any kind, you 
invaliably have to go through the following steps: 

1. Designing the publ ication, presentation, simulation, and so on 

2. Creating the text, photographs, graphics, animated sequences, 3D models, 
video, sound, and so on 

3. Assembling these elements onto pages based on a design, onto slides, on
screen, or on videotape 

4. Using a production system, prepress shop, print shop, video clubbing 
service, or computer as the presentation device 

Each type of conununication-publishing on paper. slide presentations, animated presen
tations on the computer, interactive infom1ation systems, video~tped presentations, and so 
on- requires a different production meth<XI and clilh~rcnt production values. 

Upstream from the final product, however, is one common denominator: the raw 
material is in digital form at some r oint. The applications described in this book, 
therefore, share the same tools-graphics programs, scanners, word processors, fonts, 
and so on-w hen you are at the stage of gathering the information in digital fonn. 

The step to digita l is a crucial one: at this point, your equipment and your experience 
can be limiting factors on getting the qua lity you want. W hen in digital form , infor
mation can be edited, manipulated, copied w ithout loss in quality o r resolution, 
archived, and delivered at great speed. Interactive tours can be conducted tlu·ough 
digital information, because you can statt reading at any point. Comments and editing 
changes are more easily incorporated w hen the manuscript is stored in electronic 
form. Line att stored in electronic form can be precise and revisable, and electronic 
page makeup is faster and mo re revisable than the process of manual paste-up. 
A..Itwork created in digital fonn with a PostScript d rawing program is completely 
independent of the resolution of the drawing device (which is the mouse and 
screen) . With no fixed resolution, attwork can be reprinted on output devices of 
differing resolutions and rendered in the best manner on each device. 

Text and graphics should be stored in electronic fom1 as early in the process as 
possible. They may be created electronically w ith a computer, or the infom1ation may 
be convetted into electronic fonn by using a scanner. Text and graphics can be 
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created on any computer, from a mainframe to a portable, and then sto red in files on 
floppy disks, hard disks, erasable CDs, magnetic tape cartridges, and o ther digital 
storage devices. To convert paper-based information, you can scan typewritten text 
and hand-draw n line art with a desktop scanner that usually costs less than $4,000 
and perhaps as little as $500. For more information about scanners, see Chapters 3 
(for text scanners) and 4 (fo r graphics scanners). 

Text stored in electronic form can be sent to a typesetter's system without being retyped. 
Graphics can be combined with text on pages without pertomling manual paste-up, and 
pieces of graphic elements can be used again in other illustrations without being redrawn. 
All these electronic elements can be assembled for other projects, including slides, computer 
presentations, videos, and so on, wid1out having to recreate them. 

Publishing and presenting activities require d1e gad1ering of text and graphics from various 
other efforts, such as database activities on other computers and on-going publishing efforts. 
Compatibility among graphics formats is the reason why the Macintosh is better than other 
typeS of computers for tasks involving communication. As discussed in the next chapter, the 
Macintosh provides a complete environment for managing infomution with graphical 
methods, for using devices to create digital information from d1e outside world, for commu
nicating with fonts and graphics, and for linking pieces of infonrntion to other pieces. These 
elements are d1e building blocks of multimedia. 

Chapter Swnmary 

The Macintosh is a new medium and a tool you can us 
1 

to create materials for 
multiple media. The Macintosh provides a system for editing, design, and production 
software unsurpassed by conventional tools and a meadure of control over publishing 
and multimedia projects that was not possible before. 

Your choice of media for a pro ject may depend on cos and contro l factors o r entirely 
on the nature of the presentation's content. The three rrlajor types of multimedia are 
print (publications and printed matelials), slide C35mm !ides and overhead transpar
encies), and live (computer presentations, simulations, earning tools, and information 
reference tools). 

At the heart of the live medium are the key features af 'nteractivity, the ability to 
interrupt and take command of the computer, and h rtext and hypermedia, pieces 
of infom1ation linked to o ther pieces of infonnation in system that enables you to 
follow any link you choose. 
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Mi.1ltimedia tools fa ll into four general categories: desktop publishing, presentations, 
interactive media, and professional studio work. The benefits of multimedia are that 
you can get the job done quickly, cheaply, and at the last minute and still retain 
control over the infonnation. 

The goal of desktop publishing is to automate as many of the repetitive tasks in the 
production cycle as possible. A major advantage of desktop publishing is greater 
flexibility in design and layout. Changes are not only possible, but easy to acconuno
date. Desktop publishing is useful for printed materials and publications, for con1mer
cial a1t and graphics, and for faxed and electronic publications. Desktop publishing 
tools are exceptional for design, and e lectronic pages produced on the desktop can 
be used in final production. Design consultants and graphic artists are using desktop 
publishing technology to improve the ir clients' communications, and they are 
changing their roles and evolving new skills in the process. 

The media for presentations include transparencies, flip charts, 35nm1 slides, speaker 
notes, and audience hand-outs. The benefits of using desktop presentation tools are 
that you can create better looking credible presentations, you can make changes up 
to the last minute, and you can save time and money with reusable artwork. Parts of 
a presentation can be worked on by different people and assembled for final sorting 
in a presentation program. 

A live presentation cc~n switch from a slide show to something else, such as a spreaclsheet
dJiven chart, a knowledge base, an outline, a prototype of a program, or an anin1ation. You 
can Link pieces of infom1ation with specific processes and constn.1ct self-paced tutorials, 
simulations, and interactive video presentations. The capability to link one screen display of 
infonnation to another is inherent in HyperCard, a personal information and multimedia 
toolkit that ships with every Macintosh. 

Animated storyboards can be created for prototyping 1V conm1ercials, film sequences, 
plays, video productions, and so on. With multimedia tools, you can make cl1anges quickly 
that can n1ake or break a presentation and be critical for gaining approvals for a project. 

Interactive media tools c:m be used to create presentations, simulations, prototypes, 
learning tools, reference tools, entertainment, and a variety of training applications. 
Models can be built that can save engineers and manufacturers millions of dollars by 
avoiding flaws in design. An interactive presentation provides a way to explore 
information in a nonlinear fashion. Training materials can be prepared by d1ose who 
really know the content, ramer d1an by outsiders, and they can be updated more 
quickly d1an printed manuals. Corporate communications can be enhanced with 
information reference tools. 
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Animation can be incorporated into a~110st any type of pres nwt.ion using software such as 
MacroMind OireCLor, Studio 1 (Electronic Arts), and SuperCard (Silicon Bead1 Software). You 
also can create simple animation in HyperCard. Wid1 d ip att, clip animation, and scanned 
images or ilnages captured from videotape, non-professional'> lacking artistic skill can 
assemble d1e elements of a multimedia presentation. 

Every Macintosh model offers a built-in capability to play sound and a mini-phone jack for 
connecting d1e computer to stereo speakers and amplifie rs. You C'dn design multimedia 
presentations, d1erefore, to include sound d1at evety Macintosh owner can hear. 

You can use prerecorded video in your presentations, create your own video to use in a 
presentation, or record a presentation onto videotape for use with VCRs. You also C'dn 
record a presentation onto high-quality videotape for use with industrial o r commercial 
videos. A video signal can be displayed in a window on-screen or on a separate monitor. 
You can overlay graphics and text onto a video image and save me result onto videotape. 

Video is a popular medium, and evetyone is aware of high-quality video in the fonn of 
television. Anyd1ing less d1an high quality, and d1e video looks like a home movie. For 
complex subjects, anin1ation avoids me awkwarcmess and technical defects of videotaping, 
because you can control aU me elements direcdy, such as Lighting, perspective, and how 
much detail is revealed. 

Professionals are usmg me Macintosh in audio and video production studios to petfotm 
some editing functions and to act as a control center. You can purchase prerecorded MJOI 
music for use in presentations, and you can control me playback of various MIDI instru
ments. You abo can publish music and studio recording sheets for mus icians. 

Wim appropriate hardware, you can display video wim text and graphic overlays, in1itating 
me video special effects of commercial lY broadcasts. ln addition, a Macmtosh can be useful 
il1 viltuaUy aU of me stages of ftlm and video production, indudil1g d1e pre-production and 
post-production steps. 

To produce a publication, presentation, simulation, or dcmonslrdt.ion of any kind, you go 
d1!0ugh me following steps: design; creating me elements (text, grapl1ics, anin1ation, sound, 
video, and so on); assembling me elements onto pages, slidJs, or me computer screen for 
display or for videotape; and using a production and delivery system (a prepress or print 
shop, video dubbing service, or computer as a presentation device). 

When in digital fonn, info tmation can be edited, manipulated , copied wid1out loss in quality 
or resolution, ard1ived, and delivered at great speed. Te>.1: arld graphics should be sto red in 
electronic fonn as early il1 the process as possible. 
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the Macintosh 

I 
The technicalities matter a lot, hut the unifying vision matters more. 

-Ted Nelson, author of Computer Lib and 7be Home Computer Revolution 

The original Macintosh was designed in 1983 with a vision toward the future, when 
fonts and graphics would be commonplace and laser printe rs would be available to 
print them. By 1985, this vision was vindicated as laser printe rs, scanners, and desktop 
publishing software began to appear and to make the Macintosh computer look more 
attractive than other computers. 

A Macintosh can make you more productive by enabling you to exchange infonna
tion with many diffe rent types of computers, such as PCs and compatibles o r larger 
computers. You can take infonnation from these other computers and prepare a 
business report or commercial publication using a Macintosh. 

The Macintosh is an excellent computer for sharing data because it has powerful, 
easy-to-learn software for making requests (the Finder). This computer also has 
software to help you organize infonnation and automate typical operations (the 
System). Every Macintosh is supplied with the System, the Finder, utility programs 
such as Font!DA Mover and Disk FirstAid, and HyperCard. Each one also is supplied 
with built-in fonts for use with all types of printers, including laser printers. All 
Macintosh application programs have access to the buil~in fonts and any fonts you 
install with the Font!DA Mover. The Finder can find an~ application or file on disk, 
and Disk First Aid can help detect any disk problems. T 1e System controls the 
Macintosh and launches application programs. 

The Macintosh displays an electronic desktop wid1 icon · for disks, files, and folders 
that hold the application programs or data files. The ico s provide a form of visual 
feedback and a clue to the contents of the file. To laun h an application program, you 
can double-dick the icon or program name, or you can double-dick a data file 
associated with an application p rogram to launch the p ogram with that data file. Data 
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files can contain text, graphics, sound, animation, video, or any combination of these 
elements (a multimedia document). 

Application programs tend to look like other programs because Apple has designed a 
set of visual guidelines for application developers to follow. The Macintosh system 
provides the display of pull-down menus and the mechanism for selecting com
mands and options from menus. The system also provides the display of dialog 
boxes with settings such as Drive (to switch drives) and Eject (to eject a disk) and the 
OK and Cancel buttons. 

Nearly all Macintosh programs use these conventions, such as having the Open, 
Close, and Quit commands in the drop-down File menu, so that you are not com
pletely lost when you start up a new program for the first time. In fact, many users 
find that they can pick up a new program immediately and start using it because they 
already know how to use od1er Macintosh programs, and the menu choices are 
usually in the same place. 

This chapter explains the differences among the Macintosh models and options and 
provides some suggestions on the type of configurations you need for multimedia 
applications. In this chapter, you learn what basic hardware you need for your 
Macintosh setup and how the supplied software, especially fonts and HyperCard, add 
significant value to your Macintosh. Subsequent chapters describe other hardware 
accessories, such as scanners and printers, and software products for specific multi
media applications. 

Choosing the Right Macintosh 

Any Macintosh model can be used to create, edit, and deliver multimedia presenta
tions, although some models are better than others for specific types of projects. For 
example, a Macintosh with a color display is essential for presentations that use color, 
which leaves out the black-and-white compact models--the Macintosh Plus, SE, and 
Portable-that can be used to create color presentations but not to deliver them. You 
can create such presentations on a black-and-white display because the System and 
application programs can assign colors without displaying them. However, seeing the 
colors is always better, and most multimedia projects are assembled on the modular 
Macintosh II models. 
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All Macintosh computers, with or without color displays, can run presentations and simula
tions designed with multimedia software (as long as the computers are outfitted with 
enough RAM (random-access memory) for the software's needs). All Macintosh computers 
can run desktop publishing, presentation, and graphics software, although color paint 
programs cannot run weU on black-and-white displays. With Macintosh, you have software 
compatibility from the low end of the product line to the high end, including the Macintosh 
Portable, although each model offers different hardware capabilities. 

Every Macintosh has a set of basic connectivity options, including two serial connec
tors. One typically is used for a modem or printer and the other for an AppleTalk
compatible LocaiTalk network that can be connected to shared printers and othe r 
Macintosh compute rs. Every Macintosh also has a SCSI (Small Computer System 
Interface) connector fo r connecting external hard disks and other SCSI devices (such 
as the Apple Scanner). Also standard for every Macintosh are several ADB (Apple 
Desktop Bus) connectors for attaching a keyboard, a mouse, and other input devices 
(such as drawing pads). 

The only decisions you need to make about Macintosh computers, therefore, are 
which hardware configuration matches your needs and how much RAM you should 
have. \Vhatever configuration you purchase, you can run every Macintosh application 
program, use any SCSI hard clisk or scanner, and use the same keyboard and mouse 
and drawing pad. Nevertheless, some models and configurations are much better than 
others for certain tasks. 

Reviewing Compact Models 

Apple refers to the Macintosh Plus, SE, SE/30, and Portable as compact models 
because these computers include the display as an integral part of the machine, which 
cannot be separated from the CPU (Central Processing Unit), and because you can 
pick up and carry them away. All of these models have black-and-white displays. The 
SE and SE/30 models, however, can be outfitted with an external color display and 
adapter from third parties such as Radius or SuperMac echnology. 

The basic Macintosh Plus is supplied with 1 megabyte of RAM and can run nearly all 
of the software applications designed for System 6.0 and earl ier. You can add another 
megabyte of RAM to run the largest application progra 1s and to prepare for System 7, 
which will require 2 megabytes of RAM. 
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The most popular compact model for business use is the black-and-white Macintosh 
SE, which is offered with or without an internal hard disk. Several configurations are 
available, including one with an internal 40 megabyte hard d isk and another with an 
internal 80 megabyte disk. Internal hard disks are not necessary, however, because 
you can expand the disk capacity of any Macintosh by connecting external hard disks 
to the computer's SCSI connector. The internal hard disk is convenient if you are 
moving the computer from one desk to another frequently. 

The Macintosh Plus and SE have handles for carrying them, but they are heavy 
compared to the Macintosh Portable designed to be used while trave lling. Because 
the Plus, SE, and Macintosh Portable are based on the 68000 processor, they are the 
slowest of the lot. These models are not appropriate for large-scale page makeup and 
color graphics activities, but they can be used as control stations for scanners and 
printers, as file servers for a network of other Macintosh computers, as computers for 
accounting and administration, and as stations fo r word processing and line art 
drawing. 

The MacinLOsh SE and SE/30 (a compact model based on the 68030) have one slot 
for adding an adapter-usually a display adapter for an external color display. The 
cost and bulkiness of adding an external color display and adapter to a Macintosh SE 
or SE/30, however, is not as enticing as getting a modular Macintosh such as the 
Macintosh Ilcx, that accommodates up to three adapters and is a faster machine with 
a better processor (the 68030). 

Reviewing Modular Models 

The most popular multimedia computer is the .VIacintosh Ilcx that offers three 
expansion slots for adding any type of display, color or black and white. (You can 
add more than one display to tl1e llcx.) All of the "modular·· models offer expansion 
slots and do not have built-in displays. 

The original Macintosh ll , based on the 68020 processor, has been updated to the 
Macintosh llx, which uses a 68030 processor that is faster and capable of addressing 
more memory for larger application programs. The Macintosh llx offers six expansion 
slots for adding various cards. Usually, one slot is taken up witl1 an adapter card for a 
color display. A high-performance version of this design is the Macintosh llfx that 
uses the fastest version of the 68030 processor and offers six slots. 
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The Macintosh Hex and Ilci, both based on the 68030 processor, offer three slots in a 
compact design. The Ilci does not need a display adapter because it offers color 
display support internally. 

All slots in the modular line use the NuBus architecture, which can sense the charac
teristics of cards designed for it, so that you don't have to understand expansion 
issues or use DIP switch settings-the system takes car~ of establishing connection. 

All Macintosh II models can be expanded to have up to 8 megabytes of RAM. We 
recommend that you get as much RAM as you can afford, especially if you intend to 
create anin1ation and use sound in presentations, because these types of information 
need a lot of RAM. 

The modular Macintosh models are better for creating color graphics, especially if you 
are using scanned color images, because processing speed and disk capacity are 
limiting factors, and the modular Macintosh models are generally faster. The fastest 
machine in the product line, at the time of this writing, is the modular Ilfx. The Ilcx 
and Ilci are comparable in speed, but the Ilfx has a much faster architecture and faster 
version of the 68030 processor. 

If you are planning to use a Macintosh for high-quality video production, three
dimensional gmphics, photorealistic image retouchjng, or highly computational 
scientific and engineering projects, the Macintosh Ilfx is the best choice. For most of 
us, the Macintosh Hex usually is adequate, although this computer requires a separate 
color djsplay adapter occupying one of the three slots. The Ilci is a bit faster and 
includes basic color support without the need for a color adapter, but you have to 
add a more powerful color adapter to djsplay photorealistic images, as you would 
with the Ilcx. 

Choosing a Display Adapter 

An important decision to make is which kind of display adapter and monitor to 
purchase for a modular Macintosh. The choices are limi ed for the SE and SE/ 30, 
because not many users buy external displays (Radius a d SuperMac Teclmologies 
offer them). The choices are virtually unlimited, howev , for the modular Macintosh 
models. 
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Apple offers a complete line of display adapters and monitors that set the standard 
for third-party offerings. On the inexpensive side is the Apple Monochrome adapter 
and monitor for black-and-white display. Apple offers a variety of other monochrome 
display monitors, including d1e d1e Full-page Monitor, and d1e Dual-page Monitor. 
These page-sized monitors can display 16 levels of gray, which is four bits of gray 
information per pixel and thus is called a 4-bit display. 

With the capability to display 8-bit color or gray, the number of colors that can be 
displayed at one time are 256 out of a possible 16.7 million colors. The same adapter 
and monitor, when set to black and white, can display 256 levels of gray (including 
black). The Macintosh offers the capability to expand your color range to include all 
16.7 million colors simultaneously, which requires 24 bits per pbcel and is used to 
display photorealistic images. The Macintosh System can support up to 32 bits of 
color infom1ation, with 24 bits readily available and 8 bits reserved for future use. 

Apple also offers a 13-inch color display and two color adapters that work with aJI 
Apple displays: the Display Card 4• 8 and Display Card 8 • 24 , NuBus cards for 
modular Macintosh models. A high-perfonnance version of the 8 • 24, the Display 
Card 8 • 24 GC (graphics coprocessor), provides the best perfonnance for color in1age 
retouching, color publishing, and video applications. 

The Macintosh Ilci offers built-in 8-bit color or gray display capabilities without the 
need for an adapter. Other modular Macintosh computers can display 8-bit color or 
gray with the Display Carel 4• 8 or the Display Carel 8•24 (or 8• 24 GC). 

The 4•8 card has 512K of video memory to display 4-bit gray (16 levels) on Apple's full
page and dual-page monitors, or 8-bit color or gray (256 colors or levels of gray) on the 13-
inch color monitor. 111is card can be upgraded to the 8• 24 card that has 1 megabyte of 
video memo1y to display 8-bit gray on full-page and dual-page monitors and 24-bit color 
(16.7 million colors) on the 13-inch color monitor. These adapters automatically can 
detennine which Apple display is attached and switch modes accordingly. 

If you need to retouch photorealistic in1ages or display a video signal, the 8• 24 GC 
provides the best pe1fonnance, but the 8• 21 is the economic..tl choice, providing full 
capabilities at a slower rate. Both cards can display images in 8-bit mode, or in slower 24-bit 
mode. l11e 8•24 GC adapter can accelerate 24-bit mode so that it is as fast as or faster than 
8-bit mode. We recommend the 8• 24 GC card for high-quality graphics and video applica
tions. 
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The Macintosh offers complete compatibility across all ~odels so that an image 
created or retouched on a high-performance color machine can be placed onto an 
electronic page using a black-and-white Macintosh Plus. You may not see the color, 
but the Macintosh saves the color information. A color display is certainly helpful in 
previewing color graphics, but it is not necessary-<:olors appear as different shades 
of gray on black-and-white displays. 

The software technology that enables this compatibility is called 32-bit Color Quick
Draw. This software technology also is responsible for displaying graphics and text in 
fonts on-screen. Third-party adapters for 8-bit and 24-bit color displays from compa
nies such as RasterOps, SuperMac, and Radius, are available. These adapters are 
compatible with 32-bit Color QuickDraw and can be used in place of or in addition to 
Apple display adapters. The System manages your use of one or more displays and 
enables you to switch from 8-bit to 24-bit color or to black and white or levels of gray 
at any time. 

All modular Macintosh models can support rhe use of ~ird-party video frame grab
bers and other types of adapters for handling video. The modular Macintosh models 
can display photorealistic color images with 24-bit color display adapters from 
SuperMac Technology, RasterOps, Radius, and other vendors. SuperMac also offers an 
accelerator card similar to Apple's 8• 24 GC that can display 24-bit images as fast as 
black-and-white images. 

Using the System and Finder 

If you are familiar with the Macintosh Finder and System (the operating system), you 
already know how to prepare formatted floppy disks, copy or delete disk files, add or 
remove printers and other devices, print files, and ntn rograms. The Macintosh 
Finder enables you to use the operating system without typing specific commands. 
You can perform all of these steps-you can do everyt ing the operating system 
enables you to do but without having to learn commanf!s. You operate a Macintosh 
by pulling down menus with a mouse and d1en choosi~g commands, options, and file 
names. After you learn d1e basics, you can quickly lear any new program because 
you can apply what you know. The Macintosh user int rface provides basic actions 
that are d1e same from one well-designed program to a 1 other. 
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The Finder provides a mechanism for o rganizing files in folders and for launching 
programs. The System controls any devices (printers, scanners, disk drives, and so 
on) connected to your computer and the use of programs and fonts. The System also 
enables you to choose from several desk accessories, small programs stored in the 
System file and available in the Apple menu on the far left of the menu bar. You can 
install fonts and desk accessories with the Font!DA Mover utility for System 6.05 and 
earlier versions. 

The System and Finder constantly are being updated by Apple Computer (to fix bugs, 
improve speed, add features, and so on), and updates are available from your Apple dealer. 
Ask your computer dealer for the latest version, System Version 6.05 when this book was 
written. 

Using MultiFinder 

When using MultiFinder, you can launch several applications and open several documents 
at tl1e san1e time. Under MultiFinder, the bottom of tl1e Apple menu includes ilie nan1es of 
oilier running applications. You can switch from one application window to another or 
switch to MultiFinder (see fig. 2.1). You also can switch from one application window to 
anomer by clicking ilie icon in me top right comer of tl1e menu bar. 

The use of MultiFinder is not necessary unless you want to use several applicatio ns at 
the same time and transfer graphics and text from one application window to 
another. Remember that MultiFinder requires at least 2 megabytes (and usually more 
than 2.5 megabytes) of RAM to be useful. 

Using Application Programs 

When working wiili different application programs, the operations you use most often are 
ilie Cut, Copy, and Paste commands (found in me Edit menu of most Macintosh applica
tions). You can use iliese commands to transfer text and graphics wit11in an application and 
from o ne application to anomer (witl1 Finder o r MultiFinder). For example, you can use tl1is 
feature to transfer a graphic image (or a piece of a graphic image) from a program such as 
SuperPaint (Silicon Beach) to a PageMaker page. You also can use me Macintosh Scrap
book desk accessory (or a substitute such as Solutions Inc.'s SmartScrap) to receive copied 
or cut elements from different app lications and men cut or copy me elements one-by-one 
from me scrapbook ftle into anomer ftle. 
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Fig. 2. 1. MuhiFindc:r c:nabks you 10 run several appl ications :11 the same time. You can switch from one 
to the: other hy dicking in the: application's window or by selecting its name in the Apple menu. 

Patt of nearly evcty Macintosh application is the capability to undo an action. TI1e 
ndo command usually is found in the Edit menu and only undoes the results of the 

most recent operation. You must use the Undo command immediately, before doing 
anything else. If, afkr using Undo, you decide that the original operation was correct, 
you can re-do the operation. (After selecting Undo, Undo is replaced by the Redo 
command on the Edit menu.) 

Most applications also offer a Revc11 command on th • File menu. Using this command 
revens your publication file back to the last saved vei·ion. This command enables 
you to return to a previous version, throwing away ll e current version of the file. You 
only usc this command if you really do not want to s vc the current version. In 
addition, every dialog box has a Cancel button and/ r a close box (in the Lop left 
corner), so that you can back out of a command. Thjse features are designed to make 
the computer experience as pleasant and non-threat ' ing as possible. 
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Using Utilities and Desk Accessories 

Apple includes several utility programs for managing system resources such as fonts, 
desk accessories, and disks. The Macintosh System has room for you to store 
miniprograms, called desk accessories, that perform special operations while you are 
running one or more programs. Desk accessories are similar to pop-up memory
resident programs on PCs, except that they occupy memory only when being used. 
You already may have used the Alarm Clock or Calculator desk accessory by drag
ging down the System menu (click the Apple logo to see the System menu) and 
releasing the mouse button on the accessory's name. 

In addition to Alam1 Clock, Calendar, Notepad, Scrapbook, Control Panel, Chooser, 
and others, Find File is supplied with the System file. This remarkable accessory 
searches folders on multiple disk drives and displays file information and the route 
you need to follow through disks and folders to gain access to that file . You can run 
Find File during an application session and find a file before using the application's 
Open command to open the file. 

The Macintosh has easy-to-use methods for giving you control over devices. When 
you use the Print conunand in the File menu, the system uses the application 
program's print function (as long as you have the application program on disk). TI1e 
Macintosh provides two desk accessories that give you control: the Chooser for 
choosing an output device or zone in a network and the Control Panel for control
ling the characteristics of your keyboard, mouse, and display devices. Both are 
located in the System menu with od1er desk accessories. 

Desk accessories and fonts can be loaded into the System or removed from the 
System by using me Font/DA Mover utility program supplied with me System. You 
can purchase fonts and desk accessories from third parties and load these items into 
your System anytime you need them. You only have to restart the System after 
loading me new fonts or desk accessories to use them. 

Learning about Fonts 

The tem1s font and typeface have recently joined me computer lexicon, but they 
have been in the publishing lexicon since the beginning of the publishing business. 
A typeface, or face, is a letterfonn design such as He lvetica or Times Roman. A set of 
faces that have a similar design-such as Times Roman, Times Italic, Times Bold, and 
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so on-is a typeface family (the Times family). A font is traditionally a particular 
instance of a typeface at a certain size, but the tem1 also has come to be used syno ny
mously with typeface. Today, font is used more often than typeface, and both have 
come to share the same meaning. 

The terminology may be confusing, but the results of using fo nts are not. The goal of 
using fonts fo r text is, in most cases, to improve communication- to make text easier 
and faster to read. In addition, the application of fonts to jthe text of advertisements 
and s igns is often to capture attention o r to reflect a design aesthetic (or both). The 
best fonts for a given project depe nd on individual taste and design sense and on the 
overall appearance and readability-qualities you may not be able to predict unless 
you actually see the fonts. 

Seeing the fonts on-screen before making a final choice and committing the design to 
print, therefore, has been important in desktop publishing. The Macintosh was the 
first personal computer to show fonts on-screen, and its marriage to the laser printer 
made desktop publishing with fonts not only possible but also effective for improving 
the quality of publishing projects. 

Using Screen and Outline Fonts 

System 6.0 and earlie r versions of the System use two types of fo nts: PostScript outline 
fonts for printing and screen fonts, also called bit-mapped fonts, for display purposes 
and fo r printing on Image\Xfriter printers. PostScript is a language used to describe 
font information, graphics, and pages; bit-mapped graphics are composed of discrete 
clots (also called pixels). 

PostScript fonts are higher in quality than b it-mapped screen fonts, because they are 
stored as outlines that can be scaled to any size and resolution (rather than bit maps 
that are locked into a specific resolution). PostScript fonts can be printed on high
resolution PostScript-contro lled devices such as typesetters and imagesetters (with 
resolutions usually over 1,000 dot'5 per inch) and on Posthcript laser printers at 300 
clots per inch (clpi) and up. PostScript fonts are the best fonts to use if you intend to 
produce the final version of your text on a PostScript prir ter or typesette r. These fonts 
are available from many diffe rent font vendors such as Atlobe Systems, Agfa 
Compugraphic, Bitstream , and The Font Company. I 
Bit-mapped screen fonts are like graphics on the Macintosh screen, which are limited 
to 72 clpi. Bit-mapped fonts, when printed on higher resolution devices, do not have 
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smaller clots--you see jagged edges as if they were printed on dot-matrix printers. 
Some devices, such as film recorders and the non-PostScript Apple Laser\'V'riter IISC 
printer, can resize a larger bit-mapped font to make it look better on the slide or 
printer. Bit-mapped fonts also are betrer for screen presentations because they are 
fast. (Besides, the screen is already limited in resolution.) 

In System 6.0 and earlier Systems, bit-mapped screen fonts are used for the display o f 
PostScript fonts, largely because the earlier Systems have no provision for rendering 
the actual PostScript outlines for fonts on-screen. When you print tl1e document, the 
actual PostScript outlines are substituted for the bit-mapped versions, and you get 
true PostScript output w ith the highest possible quality with font rendering. The font 
substitution is automatic, and most users don't realize that they are using two distinct 
pieces of font information: bit-mapped screen fonts and PostScript outline fonts. You 
install the screen version in the System using Font/DA Mover, and if the PostScript 
outline font is not built into the printer, you drag a printer font file into the System 
Folder. The System takes care of the rest. 

Using Adobe Type Manager 

Adobe Systems (the developers of PostScript) offers a utility for Macintosh System 6.0 
users called Adobe Type Manager (ATM) . ATM is a System stan-up document (placed 
in the System Folder and launched automatically when the system staltS) that pro
vides the essential scaling and display functions for PostScril?t outline fonts. You can 
control ATM's operation from the Control Panel (see fig. 2.2). 

ATM provides the convenience of having one outline for the font stored on disk. 'l11is 
outline can be scaled to any size for display and printing. You also can print 
PostScript outline fonts on non-PostScript devices, such as film recorders and the 
Laser\'V'ritcr IISC printer. 

ATM is essential for graphic anists and designers who need to see a better match 
between the display and the printer and for those who usc a lot of different fonts and 
want to save disk space. 

Choosing Appropriate Fonts 

Type design is an an, and designers achieve a balance in strokes of varying tl1ickness 
and serifs, tiny curves at the ends of strokes. The result is beautiful, even for tl1e most 
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Fig. 2.2. Adobe Type Manager displays text using the actual PostScript outlines for the fonts, resulting in 
a better match between the screen and the printer. 

heavily used day-to-day fonts such as Times Roman. Ser~s on a font are not merely 
for decoration-they draw your eyes into the letter and ake reading more comfort
able. Serif fonts, therefore, are popular for the body text f publications, or in any 
dense text. 

The serif fo nts are, for the most part, older than the sans erif (without serif) fonts that 
appeared in the 20th centuty as pa1t of a new design tre d (associated with the 
Bauhaus school). Sans se1if fonts usually have stro kes of he same width, no serifs, 
and no embellishments. Sans serif fonts are popular for eadlines, titles, advertising 
copy, packaging, signs, coupons, brochures, and fine pri t in which the goal is to 
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make the type compressed and hard to read. If you are unsure of the look you want 
fo r your text, consult a book on designing with type and the use of fonts o r consult a 
designe r. 

If you don't have all the characters or faces you need in your current set of fo nts, you 
can customize a font by adding symbols or create a new font. 

Creating and Customizing Fonts 

Fontographer (from Altsys) is the leading font creation and editing program. Its 
primary purpose is to create high-quality fo nts, logos, and intricate PostScript artwork 
designed to be used as symbols. You can create graphics or enhance existing 
graphics or font characters, and d1e program offers the capability to automatically 
trace (create an oudine around) scanned images. 

You can assign a specific graphic image, symbol, o r newly defined character to any 
key on the keyboard. After such an assignment, you can type that key to place that 
particular graphic image, symbol, o r character in text or graphics files, and you can 
repeat and resize the image, symbol, o r character, regardless of the application you 
are using (the graphic image or symbol is treated as a character of a font). 

Fontographer generates the appropriate hints for obtaining perfect characters for 
printing at low resolutions. Fontographer offers the highest level of precision fo r 
drawing the strokes of characters, and the program offe rs complete control over 
character widths and kerning pairs (pairs of letters that should be closer together than 
most other pairs). 

Altsys also provides a less expensive program for converting existing artwork into 
font characters. The Art Importer creates high-resolution PostScript fonts from 
Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) or Pier graphics (described later in this chapter). You 
can do a bit of touching-up with The Art Importer and then assign the resulting 
graphic image to a key as a characte r of a font. Because the output is PostScript, it is 
as precise and detailed as the original artwork, even at ve ry small sizes (although the 
appearance is limited by the resolution of the printing device). 

Fontographer and TI1e Art Importer are the most popular tools for creating your own 
fonts and symbols. Because they can be used with existing artwork (Fontographer 
can be used to draw new artwork), all graphic images can be converted to a font 
character and used in text and graphics flles as a font character. Besides technical 
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publishing applications that require special symbols, the ,most popular application of 
these programs is creating custom logos for stationery and presentations. 

A fo nt can be viewed as a highly detailed graphic image and the use of fonts with 
graphics and icons can provide a rich set of navigation a1ds for moving through 
infom1ation. The use of fonts, icons, and graphics is exactly why the Macintosh has 
taken the lead in the personal management and presentation of info rmation- and the 
leading program on the Macintosh to offer these capabilities is HyperCard. 

learning aOOUt HyperCard 

Computer users always have had problems entering information that does not readily 
fir into categories into a daLabase and establishing links to other pieces of infonnation. 
With HyperCard, you don't have to create a fixed, immutable structure. You place the 
information on an electronic card and link pieces of infonnation as buttons d1at can 
propel you to other related cards. You can add more butto ns at any time and update 
the database as needed. 

HyperCard is the answer for the information explosion-you can con·elare pieces of 
data without wonying about defining a logical sequence such as an index. You, 
therefore, can search for anything throughout a database, and HyperCard is extremely 
fast in irs text searches. The stacks (piles of cards) can b stored on any accessible 
disk or storage device, and the program works with videodiscs, CD-ROM, network 
servers, and so on. 

HyperCard gives you the ability to create buttons that link to cards on any stacks on 
any medium, including a local disk, network server, videodisc player, or CD-ROM. 
The program provides a scripting language that controls the display of information 
and enables you to play sounds, perfonn calculations, open windows of infom1ation, 
link to other cards, and so on. You can use HyperCard rp merge text with graphics, 
computer animation, video, sampled voice and sound, arc! computer-generated 
sound. Special transition effects and sounds can be set u to play as you navigate 
between cards, and custom buttons such as calculator ft ctions or sounds (such as a 
complete clickable piano keyboard) can be designed on a card. 

HyperCard compresses graphics for easy transfer over n tworks and for quick display, 
and the software unpacks an image more quickly than r ading the disk. l11e program 
has very fast fu ll-text search and retrieval capabilities, wi h the capability to browse 
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through a stack of cards and over links to other stacks. HyperCard comes with an 
abundance of canned graphics and sound, stack and card templates, button and 
arrow styles, and other special effects. It even comes with a stack called "Home" (see 
fig. 2.3) that provides a place for the buttons you need to go to any other stack in 
your HyperCard universe. 

You can design applications wid1 HyperCard that you wouldn't d1ink of designing 
with other programs, such as an animated storyboard for a movie's special effects or 
the simulation of a brewery's operations. Training stacks developed with animation 
are more effective than books and manuals and more entertaining (nearly every 
Macintosh application package is shipped wid1 a HyperCard tutorial on the disk). 
HyperCard also is useful for storing any personal information that has to be orga
nized by association, context, and hierarchy (see fig. 2.4). 

HyperCard plays a central ro le in Apple's desktop multimedia products. The program 
can be used to create interactive presentations, simulations, animated tutorials and 

• File Edit Go Tools ects Font Style Home 

Welcome to HyperCard Home 
© 1990 Apple Computer , Inc. 

~ ~ 
HyperCard Tour HyperCard Help Practice 

~.~m.J 
Appointments Addresses Phone Dialer Graph Maker 

~ 
Puzzle Train Set ScanMd Images Art Bits 

Steck Kit Card 3 Card 4 Card 5 

Fig. 2.3. The HyperCard 2.0 -Home" stack presents the first card you see when you run HyperCard. and 
from Home you can use a burton to go to any other stack. 
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Fig. 2.4. HyperCard is supplied w ith sample stacks you can customize for personal infom1ation, such as 
the Address stack . 

storyboards, database access screens, personal infom1ation managers, calendars, 
diaries, clip art libraries, and so on. HyperCard can fi ll this role because it has a 
language to control events, and you can use the program to assemble digita l graphics, 
text, and sound and control video sources, while establishing links among different 
types of information. HyperCard and HyperCard-compatible programs play impo rtant 
roles in nearly every example of desktop multimedia. The multipurpose erector set is 
the number one authoring system for multimedia projecl" 

Chapter Summary 

Every Macintosh is supplied with the System, the Find<:r, util ity programs such as 
Font!DA Mover and Disk FirstAid , HyperCard, and built- n fonts for use with all types 
of printers. All Macintosh application programs have ace ··ss to the built-in fonts and 
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any installed fonts. The Finder can find any application or flle on disk; Fonr/DA 
Mover can install fonts and desk accessories; and Disk First Aid can help detect any 
problems with disks. The System controls the Macintosh and launches application 
programs. Nearly all application programs follow the same menu conventions so that 
they are easy to learn. 

Any Macintosh model can be used to create, edit, and deliver multimedia presenta
tions,· although some models are better than others for specific types of projects. If 
you are considering purchasing a new system, this chapter helped you to investigate 
the various models and displays offered. You also learned how you can adapt your 
current model for other applications .. 

This chapter also discussed the ways in which you can undo a recent action and the 
operations you use most often--Cut, Copy, and Paste. Desk accessories-
miniprograms that perform special operations and give you control over devices 
while you are running one or more application programs--were discussed, including 
Fonr/DA Mover for loading and managing fonts. 

For those new to desktop publishing, typeface and font were defmed. The Macintosh 
currently uses two types of fonts: outline fonts for printing and screen fonts, also 
called bit-mapped fonts, for display purposes and for printing on ImageWriter 
printers. You discovered the difference and how to get the best results from tl1e fonts 
you are using. You also learned about Fontographer and Art Importer, which are 
programs you can use to create, customize, and manage fonts. 

Adobe Type Manager is a utility that provides scaling and display functions for 
PostScript outline fonts. PostScript is a language used to describe font information, 
graphics, and pages; bit-mapped graphics and fonts are composed of discrete dots 
(also called pixels). 

Finally, this chapter stated the importance of HyperCard, which plays a central role in 
Apple's desktop multimedia products. The program can be used to create a variety of 
interactive presentations, simulations, animated tutorials, storyboards, and other 
multimedia projects. HyperCard has a scripting language to control events, and you 
can use it to assemble digital graphics, text, and sound, as well as control video 
sources, while establishing links among these d ifferent types of information. 

The next chapter describes the many ways to create and assemble on the Macintosh 
text elements you can use for printed publications, presentations, and multimedia 
projects. 
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and Tables 

Words challenge eternity. 

-Horace, latin poet, 2000 years ago 

Despite its reputation as an excellent computer for graphics, or maybe because it has 
this reputation, the Macintosh is considered the easiest computer to use for creating 
and editing text, business charts, and tables. Although text-only PCs have been 
optimized for editing text, the Macintosh offers two built-in capabilities not built into 
standard PCs: the display of text in fonts and system support for the use of a mouse to 
select areas of text. Both features work with all Macintosh applications. 

The display of te:Kt in fonts has an obvious advantage for users who do publishing 
and other forms of multimedia-what you see on-screen is what you get when you 
print, when you make slides, and when you make a videotape. Very little guesswork 
is involved in making your text look good in different media. 

One not-so-obvious advantage of displaying text with fonts is that you can read the text on
screen more easily with less eye strain and can be more productive when working with text. 

The ability to select sections of text with a mouse makes editing easy because you do 
not need to memorize a set of mnemonic commands or function keys. This selection 
ability works with the cut and paste metaphor so that you can move sections of text 
from one document to another. The same selection technique works in different 
application programs, so that the way you select text in J word processing program is 
the same as the way you select text in a charting program, a table creation program, 
and a page makeup program. 

This chapter describes two methods for creating electronic text: using a word process
ing program and scanning text from paper using a desktbp scanner. This chapter also 
describes editing text with word processing programs a ~ sharing the editing task 
among members of a work group (such as an editorial s aft). 
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In addition, this chapter explains how to create charts and graphs automatically from 
spreadsheets (a spreadsheet is an e lectronic ledger for entering numbers, formulas, 
and explanato1y text). This chapter also describes the programs that can prepare 
fonnatted tables and text cha1ts. You learn the strengths and weaknesses of various 
word processing, chaJting, and table creation programs, and how these programs can 
help you create and edit text, charts, and tables. 

Learning about Word Processing 

Word processing programs are designed fo r writing and editing text. Although some 
word processing programs can prepare entire pages with tex't and graphics, and 
some can merge database infom1ation with text on a page, all word processing 
programs are designed for the creation and editing of pure text. These oper-ations are 
what they do best. 

Every Macintosh word processing program offers a set of formatting functions that 
governs how the text appears on the printed page. Sometimes, however, producing 
special page effects, such as boxes around text and vertical lines (column rules) 
between columns, is ve1y difficult. With most word processing programs, starting two 
different stories on the same page in diffe rent columns and keeping them as separate 
stories is impossible. 

Page makeup progr-ams, however, specialize in formatting, even if they include word 
processing functions. Programs such as QuarkXPress and Aldus PageMaker enable 
you to edit text with nearly a complete set of word processing functions. These 
programs, however, are designed as finishing tools and are not as fast as word 
processing programs for editing text. These programs give you complete control over 
the page layout and type spacing features and enable you to place different stories 
on the same page and keep them as separate stories. 

Many of d1e same features arc available in word processing and page makeup 
programs, but the duties of text editing and page creation usually are separate and 
sometimes are handled by different people. A program rarely offers the best of both 
worlds. Nearly every popular word processor for the Macintosh (and the PC) can 
create tex1: for use with page makeup programs on the Macintosh. The word process
ing vendors realize that many of their customers use a word processing program for 
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text writing and editing and a page makeup program fo) layout. These types of 
programs, therefore, are described in separate chapters ~age makeup is described in 
Chapter 8). 

Presentation programs used to create slides and overhead transparencies are treated 
as finishing tools and, therefore, compliment word processing programs. You can use 
a word processing program to prepare text to be incorporated imu a presemaliun
some of these programs, such as Microsoft Word, offer built-in outlining for preparing 
an oudine. You also can use outlining programs such as MORE II (from Symantec) to 
create d1e text for slide presentations (presentation programs are described in Chapter 
6). 

Generatly, using a word processing program is much faster than using a page makeup 
program or a presentation program to write more d1an one page of text. Using a word 
processing program also is more efficient if you are preparing text for use with 
different programs or in other publications. 

Reviewing Word Processing Programs 

The leading word processing programs for the Macintosh arc Microsoft Word, 
MacWrite II (Claris), WriteNow (']'/Maker), and WordPerfect. We used Microsoft Word 
to write and edit this book. 

Microsoft Word for the Macintosh is completely compatible with Microsoft Word for 
the PC, and WordPerfect is compatible with its PC version. Microsoft Works is a 
popular program that combines word processing wid1 sfreadsheet analysis, database 
entry, and communications. 

Microsoft Word 

.\1icrosoft Word, d1e industry leader, is the program that virtually defmes what features a 
standard word processing program should have. The progra,m displays text in a movable 
and resizable window, wid1 or without a ruler at the top for 1 tting tabs, margins, and 
justification options (such as fully justified, ragged light, cent red, and so on). 
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Inserting new text into existing text is easy: you can click an insertion point and start 
typing. You can edit text by selecting it w ith t.he mouse (by dragging over it) and 
typing new text. You can limit your selection to one word by double-clicking the 
word. You also can copy or cut and paste text in a new position in the currently 
open document or in another document. Word enables you to open multiple 
documents at the same time. You also can search for any word or combination of 
characters and replace them w ith another word or combination of characters (includ
ing spaces, tabs, and pardgraph endings). 

Word enables you to add graphics to the document (see fig. 3.1). You can create the 
graphics using any type of graphics program (described in Chapter 4). Then, you can 
use d1e Copy or Cut command in the graphics program to move the graphics into the 
Clipboard (a temporary holding area) and use the Paste command in Word to place 
d1e graphjcs on the page. Graphics are placed at the insertion point. 
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Fig. 3.1. Adding a graphic image to a Microsoft Word document. 
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Page layout features include the capability to lock an obJect (such as a graphic image) 
in an absolute position on a page and to wrap text around graphics automatically. 
Word offers automatic repagination so that you can see where the page breaks fall 
while writing or editing. Word also offers a page preview mode in which you can 
create and edit text as in regular text editing mode with an accurate view of how the 
page looks with page breaks, margins, headers, footers, and footnotes. Word auto
matically places each footnote at the bottom of the page containing its reference. 

Word also offers stylesheet formaning-stylesheets are a collection of styles that define 
the text font, size, style (italic, bold, and so on), leading (the space between lines), 
paragraph spacing, tab senings, indents, and color. When you change a stylesheet 
defmition, all sections of text defined by that stylesheet change to adopt the new 
definition. You quickly can assign stylesheet names to paragraphs by clicking a small 
menu on the mler. This menu lists predefined stylesheet names. You also can fom1at 
a paragraph and define a stylesheet based on the formaning in one easy step. 

Word includes outlining features tl1at enable you to move a large section of text to 
another place in a document quickly by dragging the section's heading in outline 
view. You can select a word or phrase and press a Command-key combination to 
mark the text for indexing. Creating tables in Word is a breeze, because each table 
element can be formatted as a spreadsheet cell. 

One major innovation in Microsoft Word is the ability the program gives you to 
customize all menu options and Command-key equivalents. Word provides a menu 
option for listing all the operations and assigned keyboard equivalents, and you also 
can store and retrieve specific menu-keyboard assignments. 

Many users flocked to Word in tl1e past for one major feature not found in other 
programs: the capability to merge data from a database witl1 text to create fom1 letters 
or reports and for publishing databases. Microsoft Word displays the fields in a 
Microsoft File darabase for use with tlus merge-print option. Most of the otl1er word 
processing programs now include this feature. 

With every copy of Word, Microsoft includes the Word Ifinder tl1esaums (Microlytics) 
and the QuickSwitch feature that loads Excel for an autolnatic data link (so that you 
can incorporate charts and spreadsheets in your docum<fts and update them from 
Word). 

The only major omission is the inability to import and expo rival fom1ats such as T/Maker's 
WriteNow and Symantec's MORE II (such as importing a M RE II outline into Word's out
lining mode). We particularly like its relationship with Page aker, described in Chapter 8. 
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MacWritell 

MacWtite II (Claris) offers a complete set of high-end word processing features, although 
not enough to unseat Microsoft Word as the leading word processing program. The 
program offers complete text editing f·unctions, including search and replace. MacWtite II 
also offers automatic footnoting, separate headers for left and right pages, text in equal
width columns, and a combined preview-editing display so chat what you s<..oe on-screen is 
a good representation of what you get on d1e printed page. 

MacWrite II also offers a spell ing checker, data-merging features similar to Microsoft 
Word, and a paragraph-applying mler at the top of the document The program 
conveniently opens a variety of other word processor file fo rmats (including me 
MacWrite format) and saves in those fom1ats. 

Although you can define a set of styles to appear in the Style menu, MacWrite II, 
unlike Word, does not offer true srylesheet contro l over formatting. MacWrite II also 
lacks outlining features. However, MacWrite IT offers an excellent search and replace 
facility that enables you to search for and replace a specific font, size, style , or a set 
of characters. MacWrite 11 is popular, but the program is quite slow on Macintosh 
Plus and SE computers when compared to Word or the less expensive WriteNow. 

WriteNow and Others 

Write ow (T/ Maker) is the most popular word processing program for users on a budget 
who need just about every feature of Word except stylesheets. Write 1ow outperfonns 
nearly every od1er word processing program and is less expensive chan most. 

WriteNow includes nearly every feature of MacWrite II and most of me features of 
Word except the capability to create an index, a table of contents, and tables and to 
assign stylesheet names to par.tgraphs. WriteNow also lacks a page preview feature. 
The program, however, has no limit on me number of documents that can be 
opened s imultaneously. Write ow is the only word processing program to offer 
several levels of undo so d1at you can undo the last few steps, not just the last step. 

WordPerfect offers the same features as Word, but it differs from Microsoft Word in 
mat it provides column-style fom1aning and enables you to change fonts fo r text and 
add graphics in the text body or in headers or foote rs. WordPerfect also hyphenates 
and offers manual kerning with automatic leading control. 
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FuiiWrite Professional (Ashton-Tate) offers all of the features of Word, MacWrite ll , 
Write 1ow, and WordPerfect, plus the capability to create and edit outlines of struc
tured documents, so that you can move headings in an outline to move d1e text. The 
program also can produce a table of contents and an in~lex and organize a book's 
footnotes and bibliographic references. FullWrite, however, perfonns poorly if your 
Macintosh has less than 2 megabytes of RAM. 

FullWrire Professional offers style sheets, automatic pagination, footnotes, indexing, 
outlining, revision tracking, headers and footers, text in olumns, graphics on the 
same line as text, and sidebars. FuiiWrite also has page layout features, such as the 
capability to specify column gutters wid1 rules and wrap text around graphics. 

FuiiWrite has typesetting features in addition to multiple-column layout and drawing 
functions. The program satisfies most of the requiremen~ for a commercial book 
publishing tool (except for automatic kerning and word 1spacing controls). FullWrite, 
however, is not the best program for designing newslette r or magazine pages, 
because the methods for setting up diffe rent articles on the same page and for moving 
graphics into place are clumsy compared to page makeup programs. 

Letraset's ReadySetGO! and Aldus PageMaker (described in detail in Chapter 8), 
however, are designed to be word processing programs with complete find and 
replace functions, a spelling checker, and fast typing response as well as page 
makeup programs. For using only one program to create a commercial-quality 
publication, such as a book, ReadySetGO! and PageMaker are preferable because they 
aiso offer higher quality type and graphics. 

Any of these programs can be used to edit scanned text. l11e result of scanning text from 
printed pages usually is a text ftle that can be read by any of d1ese word processing pro
grams. 

Using Scanners for Text 

Desktop scanners are designed to capture an image fron a piece of paper or what
ever is placed on its copier-l ike platen and convett the ~age into digital information. 
Scanners mostly are used to scan line art and graphics, lfcause the quality of digital 
information is good enough to reproduce graphics, and ou can use a graphics 
program to retouch the results. 
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The scanner treats any image the same; it does not recognize text by itself. Special optical 
character recognition, OCR, software is required to review the image and recognize text 
characters. 

OCR software usually is not used to scan important documents because the accuracy 
is not perfect. OCR software often is used to scan newspaper and magazine a1ticles, 
passages in books, and other text where total accurdcy is not a requirement. 

Choosing a Text Scanner 

Scanning technology is applied in different ways to accommodate a variety of raw 
information sources and to provide reasonably priced products. Scanners range from 
less than 5500 for hand scanners and scanners that attach to the ImageWrite r's print 
head to more than $5,000 for desktop color scanners and higher resolution scanners 
mounted on tripods. In the middle range are desktop scanners that can sense only 
black and white, or up to 256 levels of grdy. 

The best scanners for text unfortunately are the more expensive ones, because the 
better resolution you can get, the easier it is for the software to recognize text 
characters. A $500 hand scanner such as the ScanMan (Logitech), however, can be 
used to scan pages for text and gets reasonable results. 

For better results, you can use a scanner like the Apple Scanner with a resolution of 
300 dots-per-inch (dpi) or higher and with the capability to sense different levels of 
gray. A scanner that senses different levels of gray eliminates noise in the image (such 
as a patterned background) and increases the accuracy of optical recognition soft
ware. Gray-scale scanners that can sense many different levels of gray also are bette r 
for text recognition because they can resolve the gray edges of letters to be sharp, 
and they make text more recognizable fo r OCR programs so that accuracy is higher. 

The majority of desktop scanners are flat-bed devices with a glass platen on which 
you lay paper or objects-just like a copier. With flat-bed scanners, the paper o r 
object (for example, a book or magazine) is stationary while a ceo (charged couple 
device) array and light pass under the object. Although they are more expensive, flat
bed scanners can scan a variety of items including irregularly sized pages, magazine 
pages, book pages, maps, fabrics, and objects. These scanners can be outfitted with 
automatic sheet feeders if you want to scan multiple pages as fast as possible. 
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Sheet-fed scanners without a platen use a roller to pull a piece of paper across a 
stationary CCD array. Sheet-fed scanners are designed for multiple pages-you can 
insert sheets of paper into them without having to align the sheets on a glass plate. 
Unfortunately, aligning pages so that OCR programs can recognize characters without 
errors is not easy. Paper tends to get caught in sheet-fed scanners. (With some 
scanners, pages jam inside the machine and are returned shaped like accordions.) 
Because you cannot tmst a sheet-fed scanner to leave an o riginal undamaged, you 
have to scan a copy. We recommend using flat-bed scanners with an automatic sheet 
feeder if you need this feature. 

Using Optical Character Recognition 

Text-scanning software packages that work with most desktop scanners are available 
for under $1,000. Although scanning text may save time and effort, today's OCR 
(optical character recognition) programs are not 100 percent accurate in converting a 
page image to a tex't file and, therefore, are limited to applications that do not require 
100 percent accuracy. A 97 percent accuracy rate doesn't sound too bad, but you may 
get multiple errors in almost every paragraph! The accuracy rate is even lower if the 
page is slightly askew when placed on the scanner or i( the scanned image does not 
yield enough contrast. 

Most OCR programs are designed to read only monospilced , typewritten text (the 
majority of office documents), but several OCR programs can read typeset characters 
by the user training the software or by the software training itself. 

OCR programs show best results with pages from daisywheel printers or typewriters, 
such as business reports and spreadsheets. Problems occur mostly with typeset text, 
because the characters can be almost touching and not distinctly recognizable. Some 
OCR programs can be trained to recognize certain fonts but you may spend more 
time training the program than a fast typist could crank out the text. You can train the 
software to recognize one font and then scan hundreds 

1
of pages that use the same 

font (such as a book) with higher accuracy, but if the fdnt appears in different sizes 
(such as a magazine article), you may have to train the !oftware on each size first. 
Trainable OCR software is useful for reading lengthy dOfuments that use the same 
font; otherwise, the time spent training is probably ben9r spent retyping. TextPert 
(CTA) and Read-It (Oiduvai) are examples of trainable ackages that can recognize 
typeset fonts after you train them. 
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OmniPage (CAERE Corp.) can train itse/fto recognize typeset l(mts. When rl1e 
program starts recognizing, it may rake a little longer than usual for the training, but 
then, me program flies through the material. OmniPage has the best en·or rate of any 
OCR program we have seen. 

OmniPage can recognize text areas, separating them from graphics. You also can 
select manually the text blocks to scan and the sequence for these blocks. The price, 
however, is high: the standard version of OmniPage requiJcs a 68020 or 68030 
processor (Macintosh 11 , llx, llcx, !lei, IIfx, or SE/ 30) with at least 4 megabytes of 
RAM. 

Some OCR programs may be able to recognize text in a database listing, but most 
programs have trouble with the spacing of the dots in dot-matrix output. Using a 
copier to copy the pages first may improve the scan by spreading the dots and fill ing 
in the white spaces. En·ors can be found by using a word processor to clean up the 
text file-an automatic spelling checker can find many mistak<.:s, and some OCR 
programs leave a characte r (such as an •) in place of me unrecognized character so 
rl1at you can search for them. Proofreading, however, also is necessary because errors 
in mailing list ZIP codes and other numerical data can cause other problems. If 
absolute accuracy is paramount, have the same listing typed in tandem by two typists 
and then compare the two fi les. 

However you plan to use OCR software, you need to set aside enough srorage space 
for image fi les. If you scan many pages in o ne session with the intent to use OCR 
software late r, you need about 200K of disk space for each scanned page. A better 
alte rnative is to use OCR software while scanning, because the resulting text files 
usually are less than l OK per page. 

Editing and Organizing Manuscripts 

In many organizations, a distinct division of labor exists between the writers, editors, 
page makeup artists, and so on. You don't have to know anything about page 
makeup, however, to write and edit text for e lectronically produced pages. Editors 
and writers may use different computers in different offices-or even in different 
countries- and prepare text for the production artists who are using page makeup 
programs. Large manuscripts can be sent from one computer to another over the 
telephone or through network connections, and floppy disks are easy to exchange. 
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A variety of document management programs are availf ble (such as MarkUp and 
Annotator, described next, and DiskTop, GOfer and CanOpener, described in Chapter 
5) that make filing documents by topic, searching for d cuments based on their 
content, and adding annotations to documents easy. Most word processing programs 
include word counts and the capability to check spelling, an essenrial proofreading 
step that can be handled electronically. You also can perform some management 
tasks--such as adding comments to documents-usinglonly your word processing 
program. 

I 
Annotating and Proofreading Text 

One of the greatest benefits of using word processing programs is the ability to check 
for spelling errors and typos. Another benefit is the ease with which you can add 
review comments for others to read and possibly inca orate into a document. 

Writers and editors can prepare text for printing from their word processing programs 
wid10Ut paying attention to the page layout. Margins, fdotnotes, page numbers, 
headers, and footers created by word processing programs are not used by the page 
makeup programs. The settings for these functions can be changed w ithout any 
consequence to d1e final page production effort. You can keep a working draft of a 
manuscript that constantly changes and provide versions of d1at manuscript for 
various editions of a publication. 

When in electronic form, a large manuscript can be checked for spelling in just a few 
minutes. Words never have to be retyped, and editing anges can be added or 
deleted in an instant. 

Some word processing programs contain built-in spelling checkers, such as Microsoft 
Word, Microsoft Works, MacWrite II, and WriteNow. Otper word processing programs 
work with desk accessories such as Spelling Coach Pro~essional (Deneba Software). 

You should use a spelling checker on the fmal draft of a manuscript before using the 
text with a page makeup program, because errors mak a publication look less 
professional. 

You can add comments to a manuscript by enclosing d~e comments in double 
brackets (as in [[comment]]), and then searching for douple brackets to find the 
comments. Another method is to use a different font, a uch larger size, or boldface, 
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to distinguish between comments and the regular text. MacWrite II enables you to 
search for any words or phrases that use a particular font, size, or style. Microsoft 
Word enables you to type hidden text-displayed upon command but not printed. 
Hidden text does not affect the fonnaLting of the manuscript. 

If you are sharing a manuscript with a group of reviewers, these methods of annota
tion may be cumbersome . You can set up annotation procedures for a group by 
using programs designed for this purpose, as described in the following section. 

Editing in Work Groups 

Work group describes a working entity from two to twelve people (or more than 
twelve, although such a group may not be practical) that are sharing documents and 
data in an effort to produce something-a book or manual, a newsletter or magazine, 
or even an advertising campaign. 

When a group is working together on a document or on articles for publication, they 
need to pass documents around for comments and may need to present documents 
to managers for approval. Several programs are available for handling the review 
process, such as Mainstay's MarkUp. This program enables you to create an image of 
a document that can be shared, commented upon, and tracked through the review 
process. The image of the document can be reviewed by users who don't even have 
MarkUp. Most imp01tantly, no reviewer can make changes to the original docu
ment-all comments are recorded on layers, overlays, that are like transparent pages 
attached to each page of the document. 

A major benefit of MarkUp is that the program does not intrude on the group's habits 
and does not force the group to use the same word processing and page makeup 
program. TI1e program is designed strictly for managing a review process and 
tracking documents through that process, no matter what application is used for 
producing the document. 

MarkUp maintains a database of documents and comment overlays with simple 
mechanisms for trackjng jobs, controlling access, messaging other users, and keeping 
an audit trail of editorial activity. Because the program works with virtually every 
Macintosh application, including all page makeup programs, you can use MarkUp as 
a production tracking system (tracking PageMaker, QuarkXPress, ReadySetGO!, and 
word processing pages simultaneously) and as an editorial management system for 
collecting comments from reviewers. 
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You also can export documents from a MarkUp database into a file containing mini 
MarkUp features, so that the documents can be reviewep by users who don't have the 
MarkUp application. The reviewer can double-dick the file, read comments, and add 
more comments (all of MarkUp's editing tools, the grap7ics toolbox, and proofreader's 
symbols are included). You then can import the result back into a MarkUp database. 
This capability is impressive when you realize that you can organize an extensive 
review process involving a lot of reviewers, requiring only a few copies of MarkUp for 
viewing all the comment layers and controlling the process. 

Farallon, which also offers the MacRecorder audio digitizer with a built-in micro
phone, is introducing a program called Annotator that offers similar markup and 
commenting facilities, plus the capability to include voice comments and any sounds. 
Members of a group can view and listen to any or all cor:nents, which do not affect 
the original flle. The program offers a pencil tool for drawing or writing, a straight-line 
tool for drawing arrows and links, a highlighting tool with six highlighting colors, and 
editorial marks based on the Chicago Manual of Style. 

Sound in Annotator is recorded and played with a 22-~ohertz sampling rate, suitable 
for voice and useful for jingles and sound for presentatiC?ns and stotyboards. The 
added voice component is compelling-there are thousands of different applications. 
Meetings can occur without meeting rooms because participants can sit at their desks 
and voice-annotate documents. Engineers can explain plans and drawings to an entire 
company without leaving the lab. Voice identification can be used as a security 
precaution rather than typed passwords. Multimedia project developers can use voice 
annotations while reviewing presentations. 

MarkUp and Annotator are excellent examples of how group-oriented software facilities can 
be provided for the benefit of editorial and production environments. They can operate side
by-side with projea planning software, spreadsheets, and creative tools, without burdening 
the artists and writers wid1 excessive procedures. They also 1dd a measure of security to an 
otherwise chaotic situation for document exchange. 

Creating Charts, Graphs, and Tables 

One of the strengths of the Macintosh is that you can cr ate charts, graphs, and tables 
automatically from data stored in spreadsheets or databa es and then use those charts 
and graphs in od1er projects, such as newsletters, slide p esentations, annual reports, 
scientific proposals, and so on. 
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Spreadsheet and cha1t/graph programs can perform calculations and produce a bar 
chart, a pie cha1t, or an x-y graph that is accurate in proportion to those calculations. 
Using the output of these programs, therefore, is better- at least as a template for 
tracing new shapes accurately. You can bring the template into a program such as 
Aldus FreeHand or Adobe Illustrator or directly into Persuasion and otl1er presenta
tion programs described in Chapters 6 and 7 and then draw your own shapes based 
on the template. 

Using Automatic Charting and Graphing 

As researchers and seminar leaders, we have had many an occasion to graph the 
results of surveys and chart the progress of tl1e computer industry for publication and 
fo r slideshow presentation. Usually, the job requires gathering data and computing 
results in a spreadsheet. We use Microsoft Excel for creating the spreadsheet and the 
automatic charts and graphs. 

A spreadsheet consists of numerical information organized in rows and columns. 
Each number or text element is a cell. Spreadsheets can have named cells, rows, and 
columns for easy reference. This spreadsheet data is turned into a chart or graph by a 
spreadsheet program such as Excel. You can save tl1e chart or graph in a separate 
Pier file or copy the entire cha1t into tl1e Clipboard, where it can be pasted into the 
Scrapbook. We use Sma1tScrap from Solutions, Inc., to store groups of charts and 
graphs in separate Scrapbook files. 

Several other programs that create spreadsheets, such as \Vingz (Informix) and 
Microsoft Works, also can create charts and graphs that can be saved as Pier files or 
copied to the Clipboard and tl1en to a Scrapbook file. 

You can transfer the graphics in the Scrapbook file to a graphics program (such as 
MacDraw II) or to a presentation program. Aldus Persuasion (a slide presentation 
program) also can produce charts and graphs from spreadsheet data mat can be 
imported into its data sheet (see fig. 3.2). Persuasion can make a cha1t or graph look 
three-dimensional, and with tl1is program, you can add legends, axes labels, colors, 
patterns, and other special effects (see fig. 3.3). 

The original chart can be stored in the Scrapbook file unchanged for future use in 
other projects. You even can store the Persuasion-enhanced version in me same 
Scrapbook file. The built-in Clipboard enables you to transfer, via Copy and Paste, 
any type of graphics to and from any application. 
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Fig. 3.2. Aldus Persuasion, a slide presentation program, can import spreadsheet data into a worksheet 

and create autornatic charts and graphs. 
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Fig . 3.3. An automatic chart in Persuasion, enhanced to look 
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Another way of capturing a chart or graph from a spreadsheet or graphics program, if 
you intend to use it for on-screen presentations, is to use a utility such as Fkey that 
enables you to set up the capture key as function key F8. Capture, from Mainstay, is 
another utility that perfom1s the same function but uses the print screen key rather 
d1an d1e F8 key. The difference is that Fkey can create a Scrapbook file holding the 
results of successive capture operations. Capture saves the result of one capture 
opel"'dtion in the Cliphoard (where it can he pasted inro the Scrapbook in another 
operation) or in a PICf file. 

This capture method works if all you need is a screen image as the final result. If, 
however, you want to use a graphic image at the highest-possible resolution of the 
image for printing and slide-recording, you should save d1e graphic image in the 
program's regular file fom1at and then import the graphic image file into programs 
that do printing and slide recording. We describe graphics file fonnats in the next 
chapte r. 

Creating Tables 

Spreadsheet data often needs to be printed as a table. Microsoft Word offers sophisti
cated table too ls as part of its basic word processing toolkit, and Tycho from 
Macreations is a table creation program that works with any word processing or page 
makeup program. 

In Word, and in most other table-making programs, each table element can be 
fonnaned as a spreadsheet cell , with text Wt"'dpping automatically around each line 
and justification options. Word offers an adjustable grid for the quick alignment of 
columns, and you can change the size of any selected table cell or cells by dFdgging 
ruler markers (see fig. 3.4). 

Graphics and text can be mixed in tables, and table cells can be highlighted with 
special borders for effects such as boxed sidebars and floating or boxed graphics. 
Word 's Table features are consistent with the rest of d1e program's features, and text 
fonnaning within cells is the same as ordinary text fonnatting. Word's QuickSwitch 
feature loads Microsoft Excel for an automatic data link (so that you can incorporate 
charts and spreadsheets in your documents and update them automatically). 

Tycho resembles a spreadsheet at first, and the program uses similar tenns in menus 
and the same shortcut keystroke combinations as Microsoft Excel, PageMaker, and 
programs that fo llow Apple's guidelines. Tycho includes a set of dingbat symbols that 
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complement::; the Zapf Dingbats fo nt of special symbols. The dingbat font rear-off 
palette contains arrows and symbols, check boxes, pic po rtions, weather symbols, 
and other useful table symbols. Most users probably find the extensive set of arrows 
contained in the smooth Zapf Dingbats typeface more than adequate, but Tycho's 
arrow dingbats are in a different style, and although they are mo re jagged as screen 
fo nts, they are attractive when printed. 

One of Tycho's best features is the ability the program give::; you to define styles for 
individual cells and for the entire table and to produce a repott of the styles used. 
This information is helpful to have in a repott, because Tycho enables you to apply 
styles to anothe r table and offe rs hiera rchical style formatting similar to a word 
processing program. 

Tycho also gives you the ability to format footnotes at the ends of tables. Footnote 
references added to te>..'t in cells appear superscripted, are treated as graphics (the 
style is not affected by text style changes), and are associatively numbered to match 
footnote entries at the end of the table. 

Although Tycho does not offer math f1.mctions, the program enables you to sort table 
entries, and Tycho can export a table in SYLK, comma-delimited, and tab-delimited 
file formats for use in spreadsheet and database management applications. 

Word's table features are the easiest to learn how to use, and the program offe rs 
math functions that Tycho CUITently lacks. Word's intuitive approach makes d1e 
program the obvious choice for someone preparing a business rcpo1t. Tycho has 
nifty features fo r those who need to create extens ive table::; and can be used for 
entering data into tables for preparing databases and spreadsheets. Both programs 
have features that make them attractive for creating most type::; of tables. 

After you have created and saved the table as a Pier file, you can use it in almost any 
Macintosh application. The Pier fom1at is used as a common denominator in Macintosh 
graphics, and you can depend on Macintosh applications to suppo1t this format. 

Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, you learned about creating and editing text with word processing 
program::;, ::;canning text, organizing a manuscript review process, and programs for 
creating chans, graphs, and tables. 
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Word processing programs are designed for writing and editing text. Every Macintosh word 
processing progmm offer~; a set of fommtting ftmctions that govern how the text appears on 
the printed page. TI1e leading word processing progmms for the Macintosh are Microsoft 
Word, MacWrite ll (Ciaris), Write 'ow (T/Maker), and WordPerfect. Word virtually defmes 
what features a standard word processing progmm should have. Word is the one word 
processing program most often recommended by software reviewers, and it is the one we 
use the mosr. MacWrite n offers an excellent search and replace facility that lets you search 
fo r and replace a specific font, size, and style, as well as a set of characters. MacWtite Jl is 
popular, but it is quite slow on Macintosh Plus and SE computers when compared to Word 
or the less expensive WriteNow. WriteNow is the most popular word processing program 
for users on a budget who need just about every feature of Word except stylesheets. 

TI1e discussion of scanners focused on the uses and the types of scanners that can recognize 
characters. Special optical character recognition software is required to review d1e image and 
recognize textual characters. Scanners that can sense many different levels of gray are better 
for text recognition, and flat-bed sc-anners wid1 attached she t feeders are recommended 
over sheet-fed scanners. Most OCR programs are designed to read only monospaced, 
typewtinen text, but several scanners c-an read typeset characters, by the user training the 
software o r by the software training itself. 

In this chapter, you discovered d1at you can perfo m1 some management L:'1Sks-such as 
adding comments to document5-Using only your word processi,ng program. (Other 
document management programs, discussed in Chapter 5, make it easy to ftle documents by 
topic, to seard1 for documents based on content, and to add annotations to documents.) 
Most word processing programs ind ude word counts and the ability to check spelling, an 
essential proofreading step. Once in electronic fom1, a large n1anuscript can be checked fo r 
spelling in jllS( a few minutes. Words never l1ave to be retyped, and editing changes can be 
added o r deleted in an instant. 

If you are a member of a workgmup, you learned dlat you have several options for shating 
document<; and data to streamline activities. A major benefit of Mainstay's MarkUp is d1at it 
does not intrude on the group's l1abits and does not force t:h.c group to LL->e d1e same word 
processing and page makeup program. MarkUp and Faralloh's Annotator are example<; of 
group-oriented software that can m<m~tge edito rial and production work groups. 

One of the strengths of the Macintosh is tl1at you can automlttically create chatts, graphs, and 
tables from data stored in spreadsheets or databases and d1e use tl1ose chatts and graphs in 
adler projects. After you create and save a table as a PICT Ill , you can use d1at table in 
almost a ll Macintosh applications. Now that you know abou PICT files, tum to the next 
d1aprer to team more about creating graphics files in PICT a d od1er fonnats and Lt-;ing 
those graphics with differe nt applications. 
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Space is unimaginably big. 

-Douglas Adams, novelist, 7be Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy 

You know that a picture is often worth more than a thousand words. Nearly all 
multimedia projects begin with graphics, and rarely do you find a published work that 
does not include graphics. When done in good taste, graphics can be compelling, 
entertaining, informative, and instructive. 

By itself, the personal computer does not tum non-skilled people into excellent 
graphic artists and designers. The computer enhances creative ability and provides 
too ls that make it easier to acquire drawing skills but does not provide a qualified 
critique of the drawing. Graphic design is a skill best acquired by experience and 
instruction. Most corporate computer users can take better advantage of desktop 
media by hiring an artist and designer to create original graphics and to design 
templates for publications and presentations. Business users, therefore, can derive the 
benefits of personal computer graphics without the drawback of having unskilled 
people drawing graphics and executing poor designs. 

Painting and drawing tools for the Macintosh, however, are invaluable for bringing 
out the creative side of individuals who have never drawn or painted before. You can 
work with scanned artwork (as long as you acquire the copyrights) and create 
collages with litde or no drawing or painting skill, ald1ough an a rtistic sensibility is 
required. An abundance of digital clip a/1-artwork you can use without obtaining 
permission-is available for use with Macintosh deskto~ media applications. Ex
amples are the ClickArt series from T/ Maker, SmartArt from Adobe Systems, and d1e 
DeskTop Art series from Dynamic Graphics. For examp e, we have produced a 
restaurant's menu and a variety of party and wedding i vitations that include clip art. 

This chapter introduces the different types of graphics rograms and explains how 
certain types are better than others for specific tasks. Tl e chapter provides a detailed 
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description of graphics file fonnats, painting programs, and professional drawing 
programs. The discussion includes information on gray and color image retouching, 
photorealistic color images, professional drawing, and the productio n of commercial 
artwork. This chapter also describes how scanners can be useful and reviews the 
various types of scanners and scanning software. You learn which programs are best 
for creating technical drawings, three-dimensional graphics, special graphic e ffects 
with text, and for tl""acing scanned images to create professional artwork. 

Comparing Painting and Drawing Programs 

There are two kinds of graphic images: paint-type (bit-mapped graphics) and draw-type 
(obje<.t-otiented graphics). The fundamental difference between the two types is IYased on 
how they are cre-ated. 

Paint-type images are created from individual dots that correspond to screen pixels. Such 
images are limited in resolution to the display used to create them, which is 75 dots per 
inch on the Apple Color Display or 72 dots per inch on d1e Macintosh Plus and SE displays. 

Paint-type images also can be created by a scanner, which breaks down an image 
into a set of dots with corresponding gray or color values. Again, such images are 
limited to the scanner's resolution setting. 

Drawn images, however, typically are drawn with mouse tools designed for drawing 
geometric shapes, straight lines, and cutves, and contain areas of solid color, tints, or 
consistent patte rns. Drawn images consist of a series of drawing commands that 
describe the image. Draw-type graphics usually are not limited to the resolution of 
the screen. They may look a certain way on-screen, but they invariably look bette r 
when printed with a higher resolution laser printer or imagesette r. 

Painting programs, such as MacPaint, are popular with free-style painting and 
amateur artwork because d1e programs are easy to learn and very flexible (see fig. 
4.1). You can touch up the dots to improve images and pa int int1icate patterns and 
shapes. 

Drawing programs, such as MacDraw II, are popular with conunercial artists, design
ers, architects, and engineers (see fig. 4.2). These programs offer precision tools, 
perfect geometric shapes, and graphic objects that can be moved, transformed , 
cloned, and grouped with od1er objects. 
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Fig. 4.2. MacDraw II (Ciaris) enables you to draw objects that can be independently moved, trans
formed, and grouped with other objects. 

Both types of programs are popular with desktop publishers, who tend to use draw
type programs for logos, line drawings, business charts, graphs, and schematics and 
who use painting programs to create intricate designs and free-style artwork and to 
edit photographic images. The highest resolution can be achieved with PostScript
drawing programs such as Adobe Illustrator 88 and Aldus FreeHand that enable you 
to create resolution-independent PostScript graphics (described not by screen pixels 
but by graphics commands). 

Resolution-independent (draw-type) graphics are better for publishing applications in 
which a typesetter or imagesetter is used for high-resolution output (up to 2540 dots 
per inch, compared to the screen's 75 and the laser primer's 300). Resolution-indepen
dent graphics also are better when you are creating slides. Essentially, graphics 
rendered at high resolutions do not show jagged edges (dots that are too large). 

Gray and color photographic images are technically paint-type gmphics because they 
are tied to a specific resolution (usually the resolution of the scanner), but because 
they carry more information about grays and colors, programs can simulate gmys and 
colors on high-resolution devices and obtain excellent results. 
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Using Gray and Color 

Many publishing applications require black-and-white graphics because graphics are 
essential for many fom1s of communication. Color graphics, however, require more 
expensive press runs. Graphics in black and white can be just as compelling as color 
graphics and are much less expensive to produce. For example, most of the multime
dia presentations described in this book are in full color, but we are using black-and
white graphics that are quite effective for communication and help keep the book's 
price reasonable. 

Color painting and drawing programs also can be u:-;ed for black-and-white painting 
and drawing, and in many cases, the color programs offe r far more control and 
precision, plus special effects such as complex transformations of shapes. These 
programs, however, are usually more expensive than thJ programs that paint only in 
black and white. In addition, black-and-white grdphics are not as complicated to 
produce in print and slide fo1m. 

The realism you can achieve is limited by painting o r drf wing in black and white, but 
you can create images with enough gray to make them \ook as good or better than 
black-and-white video images and almost as high-quality as black-and-white photo
graphs. 

A black-and-white image composed of display pixels looks the same as it prints
each black pixel corresponds to a black dot. An 8-bit color graphics adapter (built into 
the llci, separate in other models), however. can display 256 colors or different shades 
of gray, including black. for each pixel. The shades of gray are called gray scales. 
When using such an adapter (or the Hci), a gray-scale image looks much berte r on
screen than when printed, because each screen pixel car show 255 different gray 
shades, but printed dots are only black. 

To print a gray-scale image, a black-and-white COIJiillli0 1/S tone image, d1e software 
converts gray pixels into ha!ftone cells composed of sev ral black clots and white 
spaces that can simulate grdy shades on a black-and-white printer. The cost of a press 
run is nut affected by the use of gray-scale halfto nes be ause you sti ll are using o nly 
black ink. Halftones are described in more detail in Chaf ter 9. 

To process black-and-white continuous tone images, yo need at least 40 and possi
bly 80 megabytes of hard disk space, a desktop scanner that can scan up to 256 levels 
of gray, and at least 2 megabytes of RAJ\11 (more if you i1 ' tend to use MultiFinder). 
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Macintosh II models can be upgraded to a maximum of 8 megabytes. The extra disk 
space and RAM are needed because 256-level gray-scale images take up far more 
disk space than one-level (one-bit) b lack-and-w hite images. 

The same is true of color images: 8-bit color images actually can be larger than gray
scale images, and you need a scanner that can scan gray-scale and color source 
materi::lls. Photorealistic color images (with 24 bits of color per pLxel) take up far 
more disk space and RAM than 8-bit images-approximately three times more space. 

Each color (up to more than 16.7 million colors) is expressed in percentages of cyan, 
yellow, magenta, and black (CYMK); in red , green, and blue (RGB); or in hue, 
lightness, and saturation (HLS). These three different color models are used in 
different applications; fo r example, CYMK is the preferred method of specify ing 
process colors for printing because they match process inks used in printing presses. 
An additional mapping system for specifying color is lhe Pantone Matching System 
(PMS), a patented method of identifying a particular color and its matching ink. Many 
applications support the PMS model and the RGB and CYMK models. 

Essentially, three types of color images exist: scanned continuous tone color photos; 
created artwork that has a slightly d ifferent color fo r each pixel or is painted w ith a 
pixel-oriented program such as PixelPaint; and illustrations. created in a drawing 
program, that contain objects assigned specific colors or colo r blends. These different 
types are served by different color painting and drawing programs with overlapping 
features. 

Continuous tone color images scanned at full 24-bit quality look like photographs on
screen, but like any continuous tone image, they have ro be converted into a halftone 
before printing. The colors in an image also must be separated ( in a process called a 
color separation) so that the image can be output to separate films corresponding to 
colored inks. Color printers have built-in separation facilities, but you have to create 
color separations w ith a high-resolution imagesetter if you intend to use color images 
in a printing press operation. 

You may decide to defer color choices until the graphics are ready to use in publish
ing or presentation programs. In some page makeup and presentation programs, 
colors can be assigned directly to objects (text, boxes, lines, o r graphic images) by 
selecting the object and choosing a colo r from the color palette. You also can define 
colors by name for a publication in a color sheet, w hich is like a style sheet that 
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holds the names of the colors and is saved with each publication. You can copy 
colors from another publication and edit or remove color definitions. Your graphics 
therefore can be used as is or modified for use in many different projects. 

Understanding Graphics File Fonnats 

Because any graphic image can be reused in many presentations, we try to create 
graphics in a resolution-independent drawing program and store this version in an 
archive (on floppy disk) for use with high-resolution projects. To use the same 
graphics in lower resolution display animation , we conveh the graphics and images to 
anothe r graphics format in which resolution is fixed. Fo r example, the MacPaint 
format is fLXed to the resolution of 72 dots per inch (dpi). 

The PICT format, designed fo r transferring graphics from one Macintosh application to 
anothe r, is fLXed in resolution to the original device or program that created the 
graphic, but this format can define graphic objects in a language called QuickDraw, 
the native language for Macintosh computers. PICJ'2 is a new version of the format 
that accommodates color and gray-scale information. Depending on the type of 
patterns used in the image, PICT and PICT2 graphics usually can be resized without 
distortion. 

Since the invention of PICT, great strides have been made in graphics file formats, 
creating a common currency for transferring graphics between the Macintosh and PC 
worlds. The Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) file format has emerged as a standard 
format for line art and graphics on many differenr types of computers. PostScript fi les 
are coded in ASCII (American Standard Code for Info nnation Inte rchange, used for 
text), which is easy to transfer over telephone lines with modems. Because line art 
and graphics are represented by algoritluns, the EPS fi les generally are smaller than 
other formats for line art. We typically use Encapsulated ostScript (EPS) fom1at fo r 
graphics and line art. 

EPS graphics also are described with the PostScript language. PostScript makes the graphics 
independent of the display resolution (unlike QuickDraw). P<(StScript graphics are expressed 
as algoritluns rather than as a series of dots, and the graphics can be resized freely. EPS 
graphics can be stretched or compressed with little or no dist rtion. 
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EPS can act as a super-fom1at. Gtn)"ing PostScript algorithms and a PICT version of 
the image for quick display operations. Y ou can usc EPS flies in publishing applica
tions that demand high resolution, therefore. and use the PICT images for displaying 
the graphics faster on-screen and fo r use in screen presentations and animat ions. If 
you are preparing graphics for screen use only. PICT-only files arc generally more 
compact than EP · files that contain PICT images. For publishing applications. 
howe\"Cr, having the EPS formal is helpful so that you can print a high-resolution 
version and dispby a lower resolution version of a graphic image. 

All Macintosh drawing progt:uns can save a PICT, PICT2. or EPS file with PICT 
embedded in the file , and many clra~Ying programs can save all three types. Only EPS 
l"iles, how<:v<.:r, are independent of the recording device's resolution. PIC I" and PICI"2 
graphics usually arc set to 300 or 75 dots per inch, which are useful for print ing on 
1 he Las<:rWri ter or d isplaying on-screen (multiples of th is resolution enable you to 
seal<.: PIC!" graphics Lo high resolutions for slide recorders). 

A file formal for se<tnnecl images also has emerged: TIFF (Tag Image File Fo rmat), 
sponsored by Aldus. Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard, and a host of desktop scanner 
manubcturers. TIFF stores the gray-scale or color information of a continuous tone 
in.age and provides a standard fo rmat fo r image data so that professional-quality 
halftones can lx: produced with desktop publishing softwar<.:. lmagcStudio and 
ColorStudio (Letraset) can read and w rite TIFF files ancl enable you to adjust the gray 
tones or colors and retouch scanned images before using them with page makeup 
programs. Both progt~tms also offer a compressed file format called HIFF ( t ~ lster 

image file format) that occupies less disk space ~·hen storing the image. 

With scanned images. higher resolution (or more gray-scale or color informat ion) 
usually means larger image files. Because larger files require more proce~sing time, 
you need more powerful equipment to deal w ith rich color ancl gray-scale images. 

Comparing Painting Programs 

The applications o f painting programs include graphics fo r display or video anima
tion, b<.:cause resolution independence is not required, and the computer can d isplay 
these images (perhaps using additional , more powerful equipment) faster than 
printing them. J·:xcellent printed results also arc possible w ith pa int-type graphics, 
especially if the graphics consist of line alt that can b<: resized into almost any 
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proportion and still look good. Painted images with tigh , regular patterns, however, 
do not print well (they appear muddy because the fixed

1 
resolution is too coarse for 

printers with higher resolutions). You are better off, when creating graphics from 
scratch for printing, to use a drawing program such as 1 dus FreeHand with drawn 
rather than painted patterns. 

The exception, of course, is when you are using scanned gray-scale and color 
continuous tone images that cannot be edited by drawi~g programs. Professional
quality painting programs that can prepare output fo r high-resolution devices are 
available for creating gray-scale halftones and color-separated halftones for p1inting 
applications, and these programs (such as Adobe PhotoShop, PixelPaint Professional 
from SuperMac, and ColorStudio from Letraset) also are :LI1seful for adjusting both types 
of images for multimedia presentatio ns. 

Black and White Painting 

MacPaint is one of several excellent painting programs t at primarily paint in black 
and white. Almost all painting and drawing programs can save a MacPaint file. 
MacPaint format images are stored as bit maps that correspond direcdy to screen 
pixels. 

For example, Stumt Sharpe used MacPaint to create the ~liagram for "The Mall" (an 
interactive presentation of the stores in a shopping center). Each shape for a store 
could be cloned and altered slighdy to make the next store (see fig. 4.3). Stuait also 
created shapes with patterns that are easy to copy to the scrapbook and use with 
different presentations. I 
Because MacPaint was the first Macintosh graphics application program, it defined the 
features required for any painting program. MacPaint offers, for example, the ability to 
zoom into a drawing and see the pixels magnified so that you can make precise 
adjustments. The pen tool is used to tum a pixel black +r white, and the brush tool 
enables you to paint with a wider stroke that can be cu tomized. The program offers 
a rectangular selection tool and a free-style selection to I, plus a grabber ('·hand") tool 
to move the image around the display. 

Straight lines, arcs, and simple geometric shapes such a~ rectangles and ovals can be 
drawn qu_ickly. An airbrush (spray can) tool is provided to spray black over an area, 
and you can fill a closed shape o r any area with solid b ack or a pattern (30 patterns 
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Fig. 4.3. Painting shapes in MacPaint for 1hc inlcrnclivc presen1a1ion ···nw i\lall" by Sruan Sharpe. 

are provided, and you can create your own patterns). MacPaint also offers an eraser 
tool for erasing black areas. Text can be added to artwork using all of the fonts and 
styles available. 

Studio/ 1 (Electronic Alts) offers simple animation features (described in Chapter 6) 
and a complete set of black-and-white painting too ls, including free-style, rectangle, 
and polygon selection tools, a gmbber hand, an eraser, an airbrush, a brush that you 
can customize, a pencil, and tools for drawing straight lines, rounded and straight 
rectangles, rotated and straight ellipses, equal-sided triangles and polygons, irregular 
polygons, and freehand shapes. You also can draw arcs, as w ith MacPaint, and bezier 
cw ves-curves w ith control points you can drag to change their shapes. 

Most of the tools work like MacPaint's tools, but in some cases, Studio/ 1 's tools are 
bener. For example, Studio/ 1 provides tool modifiers for customizing the action of 
certain tools. One modifier changes the way shaping tools work: you can draw 
shapes that are framed but not filled, or filled but not framed, or framed and filled. 
Another modifier changes the way selection tools work-you can modify the rect
angle sclection tool to shrink the selection to the smallest possible rectangle that can 
contain the shape. 
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Selection is easy with this program for another reason: you immediately can select the 
area you last drew or painted, and you can save a selection in a file for later recall. 
The program offers you the ability to transfo rm a selection by dragging it into per
spective, shearing the selection, bend ing the shape, resizing (freely with the mouse or 
by a percemage), rotating by any degree, and distoning the shape. 

In Studio/ 1, you can define a perspective plane llpon w hich all elements arc dr:c~ wn . 

The program off<.:rs 10 built-in orientations for the persp crive plane, and you can 
rotate the plane around the x , y. and z axes. When you h11 the document with the 
new perspective, any selected object fills the screen at tHe new perspective, leaving 
the o riginal selected object and other objects unchanged . 

The program enables you to create black-and-w hite gradients, fill pattems that change 
from solid black to solid \Vhite in gradually dissolving pixels. Studio/ 1 offers linear 
gradienrs (one end to another) or n.tdial grad ients (from a point outward). You also 
can choose a gradienr that fills to the shape or one that pus unifonnly throughout the 
shape. A uniform gradient fill is useful for setting a uniform fill for a background, but 
the gradient fil l to shape option creates the appearance ~f depth in the object. 

Studio/ 1 enables you to define any image or piece of a~ image as a brush. The text 
tool provides access to fonrs, point sizes, sty les, and alignment, and you can treat text 
as a bit map (on the paint layer) or as text that can be printed at higher resolutions on 
PostScript printers (on the text layer). The layers arc ind ·pendent, and you can edit 
text in the text layer bur nor in the paint layer. You can use sever~tl tools with text in 
the paint layer to achieve special cl'fccts SLJCh as outlined text, text w ith gradient nils, 
and the look or embossed te.>-1. 

The mask feature enables you to set aside areas of an image to be unaffected by 
subsequent painting or special effects. You can mo\'e a selection behind the masked 
area so that the selection shows through transparent areas. Masking also is useful fo r 
painting next to an object w ithout getting paint on the ohjecL 

Studio/ J is perhaps the most robust or the hbck-ancl-wl ire painting programs. Studio/ 
1 's animation features and its usc with HyperCard stack. arc described in Chapter 6. 

Gray Image Painting and Retouching 

Gray-scale images can be created by scanning photographs or by using a gray-scale 
painting and retouching program such as Letraser's lma lcStudio and Silicon Ueach 
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Software's Digital Darkroom. These programs can create and retouch professional
quality gray-scale halftones for printing as well as continuous-tone gray-scale images 
for multimedia presentations. A scanned photograph , for example, can be retouched 
in ImageStudio and then used in a SuperCard stack or MacroMind Director presenta
tion, and you can produce a halftone of that same photograph using the same 
program (see fig. 4.4). 

Fig. 4.4. A halftone;: of a gray-scale image, scanned wilh a full 256-lcvel gray-scale scanner and !hen 
enhanced wilh Lc1rase1 's hnagcS!udio. 

With ImageStudio, you can paint with gray and retouch scanned images. The pro
gram offers a wide array of versatile tools for ai rbJUshing, wate r coloring, or charcoal 
d rawing. Multimedia anist Stuart Sharpe, for example, used the program to soften the 
edges of black-and-white graphics and video still images (see fig. 4.5). 

ImageStudio's painL brush can sketch with a soft brush stroke using a variety of attributes 
that enable you to change the shading as you paint. For example, you can use a pressure 
setting to change from a lighter panem to a darker one as you apply pressure. The shading 
anributes also can lx: tLsed with the pencil, rubber stamp, and charcoal tools. 
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- - -

Fig. 4. ) . Stuart Sharpe used ImageStudio to soften the edges of this vidt=o still image captured from a 
videocassene recorder. 

The paint brush, pen, rubber stamp (for repeating shadcf) and charcoal tool have an 
option that enables you to draw only if the spot is lighter or darker than what already 
is in the picture, and you draw only in the background shade ro add shadows and to 
paint behind areas. The paine bucket tool enables you to fill an area with the same 
shade, with an option that enables you to fi ll only one pLxel width border or to fill an 
area with a ramp (graduated shades of gray). 

The pencil lOol is useful for laying down thin or fat strol cs of a Oat gray shade and 
for drawing polygons with straight lines. The rubber sra T p copies the current brush's 
gray levels into different areas of the picture. With the tj)ber stamp tool, you can 
make new textures and use the "slide brush" to copy th shade that was under d1e 
current brush stroke. The charcoal tool works like soft-e lged charcoal to make things 
darker and can be set to "negative charcoal" to make thihgs lighte r. Yo u can set the 
charcoal tool to draw no darker than the current shade.: ih the pa lette. 

I 
To soften edges, remove spot';, and smooth out aliascd tatures of the image, you can 
use d1e water drop tool (l ike adding water to a watercol() and the finger tool (for 
smearing). The water drop averages d1e dots in an area ,md is affccted by shading 
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attributes-you ca n change the blu1Ting effect by changing the drawing priority and 
the time integration settings that affect how wet the water is. The finger is useful for 
cleaning up an area and for smoothing out a light shading and works like the water 
drop tool at ve1y light pressure settings. 

l mageStudio's Graymap \'<Iindow enables you to adjust the brightness and contrast of 
the iumge with sliding buttons. You can draw a custom curve to define brightness 
and contrast and to select standard options like posterization (see Gg. 4.6) and 
equalization (expanding the range of gray shades by adjusting brightm:ss and 
contrast settings). T he program also has bui lt-in filters for shaping, bltming, tracing 
edges, resharpening, o r diffusing the image. 

Fig. t1.6. An example of poslc:rizal ion: lakin£( a gray-~ca le image and shi fting mid-lone gray values to 
reduce thc: number of gray shades to black or w hite. 

l mageStudio can impmt graphics files in TIFF (Tag Image File Format), RlFF (a 
compressed raster image tile fom1at developed by Frct<.:lal Sufhvare, creators of 
l mageStudio), and T hunderscan, MacPaint, and FOTO formaL<;. The program can save 
images in TTFF, the Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) format, RIFF (used by default), and 
MacPaint files. 

Digital Darkroom is designed with less emp hasis on painting tools and more emp ha
sis on selection tools, w ith features for dissolving and blending a gray-scale image 
w hile pasting the image into another. The design goal is to enable users to make 
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global changes to an image quickly and to limit those changes to selected areas rather 
than making many changes with brush strokes. 

The program's most outstanding features are its capability to select all areas of an 
image that contain a certain gray-scale value, the versatility of its selection tools for 
se lecting no ncontiguous areas, and the c:apability to add to, subtract from, or other
wise rdlm: a selection. Digital Darkroom also can automatically lmce areas and create 
bezie r curves, lines, and polygons for reshaping in SuperPaint or in PostScript drawing 
programs such as Adobe Illustrator 88 and Aldus FreeHand. 

Digital Darkroom can perform effects such as bluning, sharpening, and poste rization 
(reducing all gray dots to black or white). The program has two gray-scale maps: one 
for adjusting gray values and another for contrast and bn'ghtness, which can be 
adjusted independently. You can perform a special effect, such as poste rization, and 
then refine the image with contrast and brightness adjustments. 

The Paste If function enables you to defme the gray values to paste or the gray values 
to paste over. A control panel enables you to decide how much of the Clipboard 
image is pasted into the active image area and the amount you ca n blend or dissolve 
the new image into the active image. You also can use the Paint If controls to paint 
over only specified gray values. 

Digital Darkroom enables you to select an area of a scanned image in the shape of a 
polygon or circle of any size to perform special effects on and to change its gray-scale 
values. This procedure is usefu l for making silhouettes in an image. The magic wand 
tool selects areas with contiguous gray-scale values and provides an option to widen 
the selection. The scissors tool cuts out sections of a selectio n for further refinement, 
and the lightning bolt quickly "zaps" unwanted sections. 

lmageStuclio and Digital Darkroom have different approaches, even though they are 
not radica lly different in the effects they can produce. lmageStudio provides simulated 
inking and water-color tools that an artist may favor, and its paint bmsh can sketch 
with a soft brush stroke using a variety of attributes that enable you to change the 
shading as you paint. Digital Darkroom, however, provi]les a simpler set of brush 
tools and more selection tools with transformatio ns that appeal to a desktop publisher 
who has little time and no skill in airbrushing techniques. 

We prefe r ImagcStudio because we like to store our sc~ed images in compressed 
RIFF files, which at times can be less than one third the lsize of TIFF or P!Cf files 
containing the same images. Our scanned image archive conrains RIFF files that can 
be converted to TIFF o r PICT with ImageStudio. We also use Digital Darkroom for 
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opening TIFF fi les from other sources, such as PCs, and for changing the conrrast and 
brightness for selected areas of an image. 

Page makeup programs can import T IFF and PICT fi les, and ReadySetGO! and 
DesignStuclio (from Letraset) can impott RJFF files d irectly. Multimedia progr-::tms such 
as MacroMind Director import 11FF and PICr files, and slide presentation programs 
such as Aldus Persuasion and Microsoft PowerPoint also import TIFF and PICT fi les. 

Color Image Painting and Retouching 

To create color artwork at the pixel level and to retouch scanned color images, you 
can choose between 8-bit color programs (offeling 256 out of a possible 16.7 million 
colors in each document) and 24-bit color programs (offering all 16.7 million colors 
at once). PixelPaint (SuperMac Technology) and Studio/8 (Electronic Arts) are 
examples of 8-bit programs; PhotoShop (Adobe Systems), PixclPaint Professional 
(SuperMac), and ColorStudio (Letraset) are examples of 24-bit color programs that 
also can be used as 8-bit programs. 

The kind of images you want to create and the type of graphics display adapter you 
are using (8-bit only, or one that operates at 8 and 24/ 32 bits) affects your choice of 
an 8-bit or 24-bit program. The 24-bit image files containing conrinuous tone color 
images are huge, usually three times larger than the 8-bit fil es (and sometimes over 
30 megabytes each file). However, 24-bit color is required for making high-quality 
color halftones for printing or making color slides of continuous tone images. 

The use of 24-bit images is not usually necessary for most animated presentations, 
especially ones to be displayed with 8-bit display adapters. The majority of Macintosh 
color users have 8-bit adapters; and 24-bit color images take a lot of processing 
power and, therefore, are painted slowly on-screen compared to 8-bit images. 

Most desktop media users do not need to use 24-bit images unle ·s they are involved 
in the production of slick color publications such as magazines, annual reports, and 
so on or are working w ith color video images or scanned color photos. 

PixelPaint (SuperMac Technology) is one of the leading 8-bit color painting pro
grams. The professional version (PixelPaint Professional) also can run in 24-bit mode 
w ith 24-bit or 32-bit color graphics adapters. 
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PixdPaint offers cqui\'alenl tools to .\lacPaint plus an array of special color cffccL-; and 
painting capabilities. The paintbrush tool. for examplc. can usc any image captured in 
the Clipboard as the brush shape and color. The mask feature enables you to set 
asiclc are:1s of an irnagc to be unaffcctccl by subsequent painting or special dfects. 

Studio/ f! (Electronic Ans). another 8-bit color painting program, offers a variety of 
colo r effccts such as Blend. Watercolor. Neon. Smear. Smooth, Shade. T int, and 
Darken. A disk of textures such as Oak, Granite, and Silver T ile is supplied w ith the 
program. Tools can he modificd fo r more powerful opcr~~t ions, and areas can be 
selected with the capability to shrink or expand the selection automatically to fit thc 
contours of an image. Any selected image can become a brush. 

One of the lx:st features of Stuclio/ 8 is the abil ity the program gives you to define 
your own gradients. which can be appl ied to fill a shape or to fi ll ,,·ith a unifonn 
gradient (see fig. -!.- ). Studio 8 also enables you to align a selection along a pcrspec-

Fig. 1.7. SIUclio 8 offer~ a variety of color dfccl~ ;tnd lht.: abilit)' 10 
particul:t r im:1gc. Animatrix uses SIUdio H for both bl:tck-and-white 

· your own set of g~<tdients for :1 

color images. 
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tive (a three-dimensional plane) and to fill the perspec.1jve plane with a pattern. Wit:h this 
program, you mask areas of your image to protect: them from subsequent paint operations. 
This procedure enables you to move selections behind the masked area. You also can set a 
mask by a certain color, so t:hat you don't paim over or erase that color. 

Studio/ 8 is not the only paint program that offers colo r cycling features for animation. 
MacroMind Director, a multimedia presentation program, offers a complete set of 
color painting features, animation, and automatic in-between features useful for 
creating pieces of an animated sequence. 

Director's painting tools enable you to scale , rotate , flip, invert, and otherwise 
transform graphic objects. In addition to the standard painting tools, Director includes 
a lasso and a rectangular selection tool that can shrink, or tighten, the selection 
around an irregularly shaped object (tracing the edges). 

The program offers a paint brush that paints with the currently selected color, ink 
effect, or fill pattern, and you can define several brush shapes to be available while 
painting (without having to continually change them in a dialog box). The program 
also offers an airbrush tool that can be modified by choosing different ink effects 
from a pop-up menu. You can control the airbrush tool's spmy size, dot size, and 
flow rate, and set the brush shape. You also can define up to five different types of 
airbrush settings that pop up in a menu by double-clicking the tool icon. 

The paint window enables you to zoom into a magnified view of the artwork, and a 
registration tool enables you to align graphic objects to a fixed refe rence point fo r 
animation. The program offers 18 different ink effects, including blend, gradient fill , 
and cycling (for changing colors as you paint). A gradient destination selector enables 
you to choose the starting and ending color of a gradient fill , and gradient fills can be 
set to a shape burst or sun burst and in any direction. Gradients can be made with 
different pattems and dithering, a technique of mixing the dots of different colors in 
a pattern to create a blend from one color to the other. With dithering, you can 
represent a 24-bit image with 8 bits for displaying with an 8-bit graphics adapter. 

The reveal effect: erases white areas to show the artwork in the preceding easel. You can 
darken and lighten colors, smooth (blur) or smear (mix colors in) existing artwork with the 
paint brush, pick up a specific color from the artwork wid1 the eye dropper, and slide 
whatever color or panem is currently under the paint brush across d1e artwork. Line 
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thickness can be set in pixels, and tiles (repeating sections containing the same image) a m 
be created from artWork as a building block for a custom pattem. You also am create 
<.ustom pattems by clicking pixels on or ofT in the Patterns dialog box. 

Transfonnarions such as rotating (including free rotation), stretching for perspective 
drawing, slaming, disto rting, and edge tracing can be done automatically, and cast 
me mbers (elements such as artwo rk) cah be created for each inte rmediate step so that 
the transformation can he set up as an animated sequence. 

Whe n you impo rt a PICT image into Director, you can use the color palette (stored 
with the image), or you can remap a stored palette to the system palette of 256 
available colors (in 8-bit color) . Imported palettes can be defined by name. and every 
frame of animatio n can have a diffe rent palette. You can ble nd colors within a palette 
to create a smooth color transition, reverse the order of colors in a palette (creating a 
negative image), and sort colo rs by hue, sawration, and brightness. 

TI1e extensive transfom1ation and painting tools in Director are designed for creating a 
sequence of frames for anin1ation. Some a1tists prefer to work entirely witllin Director, which 
a m accept scanned images and PICf and Scrapbook files, as well as sounds from popular 
digitizers. Because Direaor is used mostly for preparing animated and interactive presenta
tions, tllose feawres are desaibed in more detail in Chapters 7 and 11. 

Many of tl1e techniques of gray-salle image processing also apply to 24-bit color image 
processing. Adobe PhotoShop, a 24-bit color image retoucl1ing and painting program, offers 
an a nti-a/iasi11g bru<;h for softening t11e edges of objects and text characters, which is 
especially useful for text used in video presentations. TI1e program also offers a rubber 
stamp tool for cloning a part of an image. Any part of an image can be a brush, and you am 
rotate, stretch, distort, skew, and inve1t parts of an in1age. 

PhotoShop processes 24-bit images and uses the remaining 8 bits (not defined by 
Apple) for creating masks. Se lectio ns can be added or sJbtractecl from masks, and 
edges can be feathered so that they are softe r. The program can convert 24-bit images 
to 8-bit, 4-bit, and 2-bit images, and vice-ve rsa. The program also offe rs automatic 
traps for overlapping the bo rders of colors (to avoid white lines between them) whe n 
making color separations for printing. PhotoShop can import TIFF, PICT2, Pixe lPainr, 
Targa, Amiga IFF, and Scitex image files and export all of these fo rmats, plus EPS with 
P!CT preview image for display purposes. 
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Photo realism in colo r d isplays will soon become the norm as new hardware for 
screen d isplays is developed . At this point, 24-bit and 32-bit Color QuickDraw add-on 
adapters and software are used mostly fo r preparing colo r separations of colo r 
halftones for printing (as described in Chapter 9). Colo r g raphics that are not continu
ous-tone images can be created (or traced from scanned images) and then separated 
for printing by using colo r d rawing programs. 

Comparing Drawing Programs 

Drawing programs give you precise tools for drawing geometric shapes and cu1ves. ArtisLo; 

may fmd the drawing tools harder to le-c:tm than the painting tools, but learning these tools is 
well worth the effort because they can be used to d raw commercial amvork and illustra
tions with no compromise in quality. They also can be used to trace scanned images, to 
create graphic effects with text, and to create three-dimensional graphics. 

Drawing programs define shapes as objects thar are d istinct and separated from o ther pieces 
of the illustration. A shape sud1 as an open-ended Clllve can be an object just as a clOS<..'<.I 
shape is an object. Objects can be copied fiu rn one drawing to anod1er and treated ao; sep
arute pieces. Lines can be drawn straight, and curves can be precisely angled, requiring little 
a1tistic skill to drag a mouse. l11e progmrn, however, is designed for pi'Ofessional illustrators 
who understand how tl1ese tools can be used to produce high-quality art and graphics. 

MacDraw II (Claris), Aldus FreeHand, and Adobe Illustrator 88 are examples of drawing 
programs. Illustrator, FreeHand, and Claris CAD are designed for pi'Ofcssional illustr.ators, 
and offer free-style drawing and precise drawing tools. Illustrator also offers a med1cx.l fo r 
manually tracing a scanned inlage on-screen. MacDraw II is designed for a more gencml 
user but offers easy-to-leam tools for an1ateur architectural drawing. Claris CAD is designed 
for profes<>ional architects, engineers. and designers who specialize in computer-aided 
design. Wid1 these tools, the Macintosh can be n1med into a professional tool for commer
<.ial rutwork and illustrations in publishing and multimedia projects and fo r tl1ree-dimcn
sional models, architectural dr.twings, and engineering designs. 

Professional Drawing and lliustrating 

The two basic types of drawing progra ms are ones that use Q uickDr.aw algorithms to 
define drawn objects and o nes that use PostScri pt. Nea rly every type of appl ication 
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can be served by both types of drawing programs; PostSCJipt graphics can be printed 
on high-resolutio n PostScript devices but not o n QuickDraw devices, and QuickDraw 
graphics can be printed on both but first must be converted to PostScript for 
PostScript devices. Qu ickDraw is convened to PostScript on the fly by the Laser Prep 
software supplied with the LaserWriter II printer driver. Chapter 9 discusses printe r 
options in more detail. 

Generally, QuickDraw drawing programs, such as MacDt·aw II , are designed for 
I 

making slides and multimedia presentations, and PostScript drawing programs, such 
as Adobe Tllustrator, are designed for print applications. {n practice, both types of 
programs are used for both types of applications, because most of their features 
overlap. Three-dimensional graphics programs draw obj cts and are, for the most 
pan , QuickDraw programs. 

If you need to use PostSctipt devices, especially typesette1s and imagesetters, use a 
PostSctipt drawing program for best results. QuickDraw drawing is best for display-oiiented 
presentations and ftl.rn recordeJs . If you do both, try a PostScript drawing program and copy 
d1e results through d1e Scrapbook to create PICf Illes for QukkDraw devices. PostScript 
drawing programs also can in1port PICf files from QuickDraf' graphics programs. 

One of the most popular QuickDraw programs is MacDraw IT (Claris), the successor 
to the first Macintosh drawing program. MacDraw II creates graphic objects and text 
that can be printed at high resolutions. Objects can be scaled independently, re
shaped , grouped together with other objects, and moved and copied without affecting 
other areas of a drawing. 

MacDraw creates layers in a drawing that can be manipulated separately (up to 500 
layers with 1 megabyte RAM). Objects can be stored in libraries and retrieved when 
needed for a drawing. Text and drawn objects can be rotated in one-degree incre
ments, and objects can have custom patte rns. The program gives you the ability to 
assig!1 colors to objects, text, and patterns. 

SuperPaint 2.0 (Silicon Beach Software) has all of the fea ures of MacPaint and most of 
MacDraw's features. SuperPaint holds drawn objects on ne level and painted bit 
maps on another, and you can overlay images with tran:r,arency or opaqueness. The 
LaserBits functio n enables you to edit enlarged areas of i .bit map at 300 dpi; the 
edited areas become LaserBit objects that can be moved mywhere on the page and 
copied to other documents. Unlike other painting prograf~1s , SuperPaint's text is 
printed with PostScript fonts substituted for the screen fohts, and the program offers 
32 gray-scale pattems that take full advantage of the Las~·Writer. SuperPaint can freely 
rotate text and graphic objects to any degree by draggin the mouse, and autornati-
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Cally trace painted images to create line a11 in the drawing layer. The rrogram also 
supports the use of color. 

SuperPaint, like MacDraw, creates PICT Illes fo r b lack-and-white graphics. MacDraw 
TI can create PJCT'2 files containing color information and can be scaled into highe'r 
resolutions for specific devices such as the tvlirus Filmprinter, a film recorder for 
creating slides (described in Chapter 7). 

The Clllve draw ing tools of PostScript drawing programs. such as Adobe Illustrator 
and Aldus Freehand, can create bezier nnves 'vvhich have control points and d irec
tion tangents that can be moved to precisely alter the shapes of the cu1vcs. Bezicr 
curves are described by algorithm rather than by a specific number of dots, so that 
the cwves and all other shapes based on them are independent of any resolution. 

!Uustrator and FreeHand enable you to draw cuJves by spc'Cifying a sta1ting point and 
dragging in the direction of the cuJvc. 111e pen tool does not draw lines--you use this tool 
to establish points for the program to draw with precision the line or curve segment used to 
connect the points. 'TI1e process of drawing with the pen tool is more like a connect-the
clots puzzle. You can 5witch from the pen tool to the selcc.1ion t<X)I to move the points, 
lines, and direction poinLers to change the shape of a cu1ve and switch back to tJ1e pen and 
continue establishing more points. 111is technique can be mastered until it becomes second 
nature; people who are proficient can build smooth cu1ves much faster in dlis manner than 
by drawing d1em wid1 an ordina1y pen on paper. 

Both programs also offer free-style drawing tools that create a line or curve based on 
the actual movement of the mouse-you dra'\\· w ith the mouse as if it were a pencil 
or paintbrush, even though the shape of the mouse makes dnnving \Vith precision 
difficult Cit 's like drawing with a brick). L3oth programs enable you to adjust the free
hand tool to be less sensitive to variations in your hand movement so that sketching 
w ith a mouse can be a more natural activity. 

In PostScript drawing programs, such as Adobe Illustrator and Aldus Freehand, a 
graphic object consists of points and segments (lines o r curves) connected in a path. 
A path can be one line, curve, or shape, such as a circle or rectangle, or a combina
tion of lines, curves, and shapes. You select an entire path to pcrfonn many opera
tions, such as resizing or rotating an object. 

Adobe illustrator offers a unique blending tool that helps you blend one shape into 
another-you can click the st<uting and ending points and specify the number of 
steps, or specific shapes. that the program should o·catc between the sta1ting and 
ending shapes (see fig. 4.8). 
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a File Edit Rrronge Ulew Style Window 

!10~ Untitled ort 2:1 ~0~ Untitled ort 2:2 ~0ll 
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Fig. 4.8. Using Adobe Illustrator to automatically create steps of blended shapes between two distinct 
shapes . 

Illustrator also is an excelle nt tool for engineering and technical line art because you 
can draw and scale a complex graphic to any size and prese!Ve the line weights (the 
lines do not get thicke r when you resize the image to be larger). This feature is 
important for technical illustrations and architectural drawings in which line weights 
must be preserved regardless of the size of the printed drawing. 

Anyone can become a quick map maker with drawing progrdffiS. For example, we used 
Aldus FreeHand to create a selies of maps desclibing the best diiving routes from San 
Fmncisco to the Mendocino coast (see fig. 4.9). FreeHand alb is used by San Francisco 
ExamineratUsts and by other newspapets for va.Iious charts, graphs, and the weather map. 
Maps or portions of maps can be re-used for other pu~, and patterns (for exan1ple, min 
and snow patterns) can be overlaid on top of a copy of the map to produce a different 
weather chart for each day. The benefit of using a drawing progmm rather than manual 
methods is that after a map of an area is drawn, the map neyer has to be drawn again--it 
can be scaled to any size and re-used by itself or as part of another map. 

Color illustrations are created with drawing programs th t offer color features. For 
example, Adobe Illustrator enables you to assign paths io have a percentage of black 
(gray) along with a percentage of each of the process c , lors (cyan , yellow, magenta), 
a specific Pantone Matching System (PMS) color, or a c stom mix of process colors. 
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\ 
Fig. ·1.9. We u~ed Aldus Freel land. another d1~1" ing prug1~1 m. to d r:m :1 M:rie~ or maps in \\'hich e :.tch 
ro:.td. bui ld ing. symbol. and so on is a sepa rate movable object that can be copied and pasted into other 
m:1p~. With Fred l:lnd. we were abk to rotate type in :my angle :111d hind type to an irrC'gubrly sh<~rx:cl 

path . 
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Tracing Images 

With FreeHand or lllustrcno r. you can trace lines, curves, and shapes using a rough 
image as a guide (a template). You also can draw w ithout using a template for 
guidance and trace only parts of a template image. 

You also can automatically turn a scanned image into a series of curves w ithout 
draw ing. For example. Illustrator automatically can u·ace a scanned image brought in 
as a template, so that you can start w ith shapes already drawn. 

To make a template for tmcing, you can sketch the rough image on paper and use 
an inexpensive desktop scanner to scan the image. Fo r example. anist and designer 
Suzanne \XIatzman (Watzman Keyes Information Design) scanned a photo of a teapot 
and traced the scanned photo in Il lustrator (see fig. 4.10) for use w ith a brochure and 
a multimedia presentation about the Uoston SIGGJWlH computer graphics show. 
(The teapot logo symbolizes Huston and computer inclusuy graphics.) The teapot 
was rendered half as a w ire-frame object (an abstract rendition of lines and curves) 
and half as a solid model (solid colo rs or textures. w ith stroked lines and curves) to 
show the evolution of computer graphics. The teapot logo then was used on all the 
conference materials. Illustrator offers a Pre,·ien · Illustration view that shows the solid 
model, and a regular view that shows only the w ire-frame objects. so that you can 
adjust the lines and curves. The program enables you to sec both views at the same 
time, side by side. 

Because Illustrator also is a PostScript drawing program, you automatically can trace 
individual shapes of the scanned line art and then finish drawing the rest of the ar1 
w ith the same program. 

Digital Darkroom, a gray-scale image retouching progran.1, automatically can trace 
shapes in a scanned gray-scale image, creating bezier cu(ves that can be edited w ith 
SuperPaint's drawing tools o r with a PostScript drawing 1 rogram. Digital Darkroom 
cannot change the bezier curves. 

By converting scanned line art or images to PostScript. you can set the image free of 
its previous resolution. Curves can be made smoother; lines can be made finer and 
straight; and entire shapes can be scaled to any size w ithout distonion. Then the 
image can be printed at the best possible resolution of tl]1e PosiScript output device. 

Publishers want to scan and trace line art because they a ready have invested time 
and money in original images. Convening an image of' d >ts (such as a continuous 
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SIGGRAPH 89 
Fig. 4. 10. Using Adobe Illustrator, a PostScript drawing program, to trace over a scanm:d image ami 
create a resolution-independent graphic imagt:. (Courtesy o f Wat7.man Keyes Information Design) 
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tone image or a photograph) into smooth lines and cutv<ts described by algorithms, 
however, is st ill too hard to do w ithout human intetvention and editing. 

Simple line art and black or solid-fi lled shapcs usually can be tmced w ithout any 
image preparation, although you probably want to use thc er<.tsing tool of a painting 
or image editing program to erase scanner attifacts before tracing (attifacts are small 
imperfections from dust. scratches, or inherent tlaws). 

Tracing, however, is not so easy w ith gray-scale images ?f low contrast. In Digital 
Darkroom, you can adjust contrast and brightness and u~e a bit-map eraser before 
tmcing the image. You also can use special effects such as posterization to reduce the 
number of gray scale levels if the shape's edges are too amb iguous. 

Illustrator and Digital Darkroom offer ways to constrain thc tracing so that less bumps 
occur in the outline (more bumps mean more curve segments, increasing the com
plexity of the image). You can increase or decrease the number o f points in the 
shape. and the rrogram retraces \Vith the new seuings. The smoother the cutves, the 
easier reshaping them is when using a PostScript draw ing program. The goal is to 
have the least number of points to define the shape. 

Digital Darkroom can save the outline in EPS format. so that the outline can be 
brought into any PostScript drawing program (such as Illustrator or FreeHand). 
Jllustr.ttor provides sophisticated tools for adjusting points and curves, and you can 
sometimes drag a point over another point to join them to rlllt hcr reduce the number 
of points for defining a shape. A PostScript draw ing program helps clean up the 
shapes and make the drawing more efficient fo r storage and production. 

Uecau e the process of tracing images can be time-consuming, Adobe Systems 
invented a utility program called Streamline that automatically traces a batch of 
images, w ithout your intervention, so that you can go to lunch or have the operdtion 
performed overnight. Scanned images and painted grapl ics can be convctted into 
Adobe Il lustrator files or expotted to other programs as I ostScript attwork. 

So far. none or these programs can make judgements that the human eye would 
routinely make when tmcing, such as recognizing a complete ci rcle or an object that 
is touching another objecr. Too many cutves can be created if the image has a lot of 
black or gray spots, or w hite gaps that break up a shape into many shapes. ln most 
cases, you want to reshape the outlines after the automa ic tracing rrocess is com
pleted , no matter w hich program you use LO trace the in age. 
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Creating Graphic Effects with Text 

One of the nice features of PostScript fonts is the ability to transfom1 characters using 
PostScript drawing programs and still get high-resolution fonts when printing on 
hjgh-resolution devices. You can distort bit-mapped fonts in painting programs, but 
those fonts remain fLxed to the resolution of the display. When you distort PostScript 
outline fonts, you are actually transforming a PostScript object that retains its fill 
patte rn, stroke width, and resolution independence. 

Adobe Illustrator and Aldus FreeHand can be used to transfom1 letters to make 
special headlines, logos, advertising copy, and decorative type of all sorts. FreeHand 
is better for text effects because the program can bind text to an arbitrary path-the 
type's baseline follows the shape of the path (the baseline is an imaginary horizontal 
line for aligning the characters). 

TypeStyler (Br0derbund) is a type manipulation program that can arrange type along 
a path or in any shape, and apply different styles, using any Type 3 PostScript font as 
well as the 10 Agfa Compugraphic fonts supplied with the program. (TypeStyler does 
not manipulate Adobe Type 1 fonts.) The program is useful in a variety of desktop 
publishing and multimedia projects for designing logos, headlines, labels, signs, and 
fancy lette ring. The results can be output directly to a PostScript printer or typesetter 
or saved in Encapsulated PostScript, PICT, or MacPaint fonnats. 

TypeStyler creates two kinds of objects: type and panels. Type objects contain text, 
font, shape, and styling info rmation, including color and pattern selections. Panels are 
used as backdrops and come in different shapes, such as stars, circles, and various 
polygons, and can contain color and pattern infonnation. The program is supplied 
with 35 predefined shapes and 35 styles for panels and type, and you can add 35 
more custom shapes to the list. 

The shaper tool in TypeStyler can distort characters around arcs and circles, and 
between lines and bezier curves. You can independently manipulate line control 
points that fo rm a shape or move top and bottom po ints simultaneously as if they 
were linked (see fig. 4.11). 

TypeStyler graphics can be copied to the Clipboard and pa ted into other applica
tions. The program copies the PICT representation as well as the embedded 
PostScript necessaty to print the image to a PostScript printer. You can paste to and 
print TypeStyler graphics from applications that do not otherwise import EPS (Encap
sulated PostScript) graphics. 
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Fig. 4. 11 . Using TypeSty ler to reshape a rype object with endpoints linked so that they move at the same 
time w ith a mirror effect. 

A variety of d1ird-party PostScript Type 3 fonts can be used with TypeStyler, including 
any font created using Fontographer, described in Chapter 2. TypeStyler does not 
support stroked fonts (fonts wiili open paths that can't be filled). 

If you really want to get fancy, Letraset offe rs the Electro nic Type Library of over 100 
typefaces from Letrdset's catalog of decorative faces, and t etraStudio, a type, logo, and 
headline designing program. A designer can use LetraStudio to place characters on a 
page with considerably more freedoin to resize and rotate characters and change ilie ir 
shape and spacing than wiili any other program. The result can be saved in an 
Encapsulated PostScript file for use wiili Adobe Illustrator, Aldus FreeHand, or other 
PostScript drawing programs, as well as with page mak4up programs. 

LetraStudio offers special effects such as coloring, oudining, and precise kerning 
(reducing or expanding the space between two lette rs). he program can create drop
shadows, optical distortions (chosen from a sample pale e of effects), curved 
baselines, and three-dimensional effects. Type fo rms are treated as graphic objects mat 
can be scaled , stretched , italicized , duplicated , or manip lated by moving handles for 
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changing their shapes. The program enables you to color objects with specific 
Panrone colors o r percentages of process colors and produces color separations as 
\veil as Encapsulated PostScript fi les. You can use LetraStuclio g1~1phics with 
ImageStuclio, combine them w ith scanned images, or use image processing Lech
niques (softening, diffusion, airbrush effects, and so on). 

You also can use a scanned image, paint file, or PICT file as a background template 
for tracing in LetraStuclio . The rotation tool works on basdines and graphic objects 
and is similar to Adobe Illustrator's rotate tool. LetraStudio includes a tool similar to 
Adobe lllustrator·s zoom tool for magnifying or reducing the view. The Let raStudio 
line, arc, cuive, rectangle/ square, and circle/ ellipse drawing tools arc similar to 
Mac0rdw tools. 

With LerraSrudio, an aitist can work directly w ith the basel ine and with each charac
ter, adjusting its position, size, and shape, and rotating and slanting individual 
characters. You can create a new baseline for specific chamcters, reverse characters 
into mirror images, nip characters upside clown, and move the baseline in any 
direction to stretch or squeeze letter spacing. Baselines can be angled, changed into a 
bezier curve, or changed into a circle or ellipse. A dist011ion tool IXO\·ides stra ight
line and cuJv ilinear disto rtion of characters, including shears, stretches. proportional 
scaling. flip-overs, and perspective effects. You also can distort text to look innatecl, 
deflated, curved to one side, and suspended in an arch. 

LetraStudio is rich in the features that arc not found in Adobe Illustrator or Aldus 
FreeHand, w hich makes l.etraStudio the perfect complement to these progmms. 
TypeSryler has more of a mass-market appeal w ith iL-; canned effects, ~·hereas 

LetraStudio appeals directly to graphic m1ists familiar with Adobe Illustrator and Aldus 
FreeHand. You can directly manipulate characters more freely in LetraStudio. w hich 
enables you to work directly with the baseline and w ith each character. TypeStyler 
provides more automatic results. Both programs can be used to create three-dimen
sional text w ith special effects. However. to create three-dimensional graphics that 
have far more detail. use a three-dimensional drawing program. 

Creating 3-D Graphics 

·n1e two-<:Iimensional images we have desCiilx.->cl so t~tr are all that is n<..'Ccl<..xl in the world of 
p1inting, but the new media for presentations and simulations--slides, videotape, and the 
computer screen itself--etn simulate a tl1rcc-dimensional world over time. You can show 
aU side<; of a Lhr<..'C-dimensional object. 3-D mcxlding programs such as Paracomp's 
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Swivel 3D or Silicon Beach Software's Super 3D are useful at the conceptual stage of 
engineering design and concept development, and also can be used in Computer
Aided Design (CAD) presentations. The output of these programs then can be 
rendered with textures, surfaces, one or more light sources, and shadow effects, using 
a rendering program such as MacroMind Three-D or Pixar's Rendennan. 

Swivel 3D and Supe r 30 provide superb three-dimensiooal drawing capabilities. 
Swivel 3D's Hidden Line feature enables you to only show lines on the front surfaces 
(see fig. 4.12). Swivel 30 offers an incremental animatio n feature called "tweening" in 
which you define the starting and stopping points of the animatio n seque nce, and the 
program creates the intermediate steps. You then can transfe r the entire sequence Lo 
MacroMind Director for inclusion in an animated presentation. Swivel 30 images can 
be saved in PICT (dr.:~w-type) o r MacPaint ( paint-type) fom1als and transferred via the 
Clipboard and scrapbook files to other applications. 

Brad Pettit of Channel 6, KHQ-TV in Spokane, Washington, used Super 30 from 
Silicon Beach Software to create a commercial logo using bevelled surfaces (see fig. 
4.13). Super 30 can display mode ls in wire frame or solid view (with or without 

Fig. 4. 12. Swivel 3D"s Hidden Line fe~ture cn~blcs you to only show I m:s on the front surfaces ofthn:c

dimensional ob~1S. 
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Fig. --1. 13. TI1c: KIIQ·T\' logo created in Super 3D. which offers a four-~ided view. 

perspective), and the program offL:rs an automatic view of all four sides. Objects are 
drdwn in e-vo dimensions using famil iar drawing tools, and then transformed into 3-D 
objects w ith automatic commands. uper 3D offers .. spin wheels·· for rotating objects, 
entire models. or the .. camera .. (viewpoint) in all three dimensions around their 
respective centers. The .. camera .. can zoom in and out or be mo\·ed in any direction, 
and shading can be modified by placing up to four .. light sources .. and controlling 
their imensities. The program displays up to 16,000 simultaneous colors and provides 
speed advamages when used w ith the 6888 L math co-processor (standard on all 
Macintosh II and SE/30 models). 

Super 3D may be the easiest to learn how to use, but Swivel 3D has extra rendering 
capabilities including anti-aliasing for smoothing jagged edges, and the capability to 
have objects cast shadows on other objects. You can import 256-color painted images 
and apply the contents of the Clipboard to a surface. 

Although some painting and drawing programs offer 3-D effecL-;, the informat ion 
stored for such graphics does not represent an object in three d imensions. True 3-D 
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objects can be transformed with a change in the viewing ori<.:ntation, so that you can 
see sides of an object thar were hidden. When displaying solids, 3-D modeling 
programs can hide areas that are underneath o r behind areas rendered opaque. As an 
a11ist you are working in a three-dimensional world. defining an object that exists 
some<;Yhere in a space defined by x. y, and z coordinates. 

What can you do with these mcxlels? Some progr~m1s, such as Swivel 3D and Super 3D, 
offer animation f<.:atures that enable you ro move object-;, li~ht sources, and so on. You can 
record the movements as a sequence and expo1t the sequerce to an animation program 
such as Macro:VIind Director. You also can take an electronic ·'snapshot" of a perspective 
and expo1t the :mapshot to a presentation program to ci-e-Jte a slide, to a graphics program 
for further retouching. or to a page makeup progmm for use on a page. 

Three-dimensional modeling progrcuns are not only useful in the creative process fo r 
designing mcxlels-they can be useful for preparing mocleb to be rendered as final 
artwork. For prototype-quality rendering, you can impol1 the 3-D model into 
MacroMind Three-D. adjust light sources, and create textures for the slllfaces. For 
professional film-quality rendering. you can use Renderman from Pixar, a program 
that encodes 3-D graphics <;Yith an industiy-standard rendering language that provides 
resolution-independent rendering. 

The production of high-quality 3-D images can be enhanced by the use of a desktop 
color sl ide scanner o r paper scanner. The texture and image used on each surface can 
be created on the computer in a painting program, or they can be created from 
scanned images, fabrics. photographs. and rough drawings. 

Reviewing Scanners and Digitizers 

Scanners can be useful for many dil~en:nt gmphics applicatibns. With a simple black-ancl
whire scarmer. you can scan hand-drawn illustrations for automatic or manual U<teing w ith a 
drJ\Ying program. With gray-scale sc<~nnei-s you e m scan photographs for use with desktop 
publishing software and o-cate halftones for p1inting. An adve1tising fim1 (.Jordan ~ lcGrath 

Case & Taylor) routinely scans pencil sketches for lL<;e in Hyf~r-card stacks that are mock
ups of TV commercials (see fig. 4.14). Even in conventional ublishing prcxluction scnings, a 
desktop scanm:r witl1 page layout sofm·are can be used to 1 ).-;iLion clements on the page fo r 
roughs and mock-ups to aid in tl1e creative proces.-;. 
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Fig. 4. 14. j ordan McGrath Case & Taylor use an Apple Scanner and HyperScan software to create 
images for 1V commercia l mockups done in HyperCard. 

One not-so-obvious use of a desktop scanner is to scan patte rns on fabrics for use as 
backgrounds and textures for graphics, especiaUy for rendering 3-D images. For 
example, multimedia a1tist Stuart Sharpe scanned different fabrics and merged them 
in ImageStudio (using Copy and Paste commands) to get patterns for a multimedia 
presentation (see fig. 4.15). 

Color scanners can be useful for capturing textures and designs from fabrics
clothing designers now use them to prepare pattern examples for printing on color 
printers. Luca Pozzato, one of the principal designers for Benetton (an inte rnational 
knitwear and clothing design house in Milan, Italy), designs from scratch in Aldus 
FreeHand or scans and traces the image. He then prints the image, in color, on the 
QMS ColorScript color laser printer. Pozzato says that the color capabilities are the 
key to success with clothing design. 

Desktop scanners can be used to capture photos for retouching. Previously reserved 
for the gmphic arts studios, the tools of airbrushing and retouching photographs are 
available in TmageStudio and Digital Darkroom- all you need is the raw image and a 
scanner. Multimedia artists scan images and graphics in black and white, and then 
colorize them in programs such as PixeiPaint and MacroMind Director for use in 
publications and presentatio ns. 
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Fij.l. 1. 1 S. F:thrics w<.:n: 't~lllncd with :1 color scanner and m<:rg<:d in llnagcStuclio. and the result was 
us<:cl as a pattL'I'Il in a •'>l :tero~ lind Dircnor :mirn:tted presentation (by Stual1 Sharpe). 

Most desktop scanners are connected to the Macintosh t ~1rough the SCSI (Small 
Computer System lnterf~tce) port. The benefit of using the SCSI port is that up to 
seven different types of SCSI devices, such as hard disks, scanners, printers, and 
backup devices--can be connected to one Macintosh through d1c SCSI pott by setting 
up a chain of SCSI devices connected to each other. Video digitizers such as the 
~lacVision connect through the modem or printer pon. Video frame grabbers, such as 
Personal Vision from Orange \Ilion. arc on adapter cards that plug directly into a 
1\uBus slot on any 1\l:tcimosh II model. 

Scanners range in price from less than S500 lor hand scanners and scanners d1at 
attach to printers. to over S5.000 for desktop color scanners and higher resolution 
scanners mounted on tripods. In the middle range arc dqsktop scanners d1at can 
sense bbck and \\'hitc only, or up to 256 gray scales. Flal-bed scanners are best for 
sc:.tnning black and \\'hitc or gray images for graphics applications. Flat-bee! scanners 
can scan a variety of items including irregular-sized pagek magazine pages. book 
pages, maps, fabrics, and objects. Flat-bed color scanner. arc designed the same way, 
to accept any type of object on LOp of its platen. A sl ide canner such as the Barney
scan CIS•.~515 (IJarneyscan Corp. ) provides the best res Its wilh color pho1ographs. 
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Gray-Scale Scanners 

Gray-scale scanners can sense from four to eight bits per pixel of gray-scale info rma
tion, resulting in 16 to 256 levels of gray. For example, the Apple Scanner can sense 
four bits, o r 16 gray levels, which is sufficient for most applications. For preparing 
images for printing high-quality halftones on imageserters, you need at least an 8-bit 
(256-level) gray-scale scanner, such as the Xerox Imaging Systems Datacopy Model 
70 or the Microtek MSF-300G. Most scanners can create image files with 300 dots-per
inch resolution (or less), and faithfully can reproduce the grays or modify them to 
create black-and-white line att. 

All gray-scale scanners can be set to scan black-and-white images without gr&ys 
(called "line art"), and some can effectively change gray-scale information into a 
series of black and white dots (a process called ditherinlf> that can simulate gray 
shades without using gray dots. You can use a Macintosh Plus or SE (which does not 
offer gray-scale display capability), therefore, with a gray-scale scanner and see 
dithered versions of the gray-scale images. You also can save dithered versions for 
use in applications such as HyperCard (see fig. 4.16). 

1554 01986, usa Comstock t 554 
__ ...., 

~ 1986. t 9S8 Comstock 
II"·~L'UUSJ~f'C:!nl( 

Fig. 4. 16. The difference between a gray-sc~le continuous tone image (after converting from 300 dots 
per inch and 256 levels of gray to ~ halftone for printing at 2540 dots per inch) and a dithered image 
(limited to 300 dots per inch but also printed :.tt 2540 dots per inch). 
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Although gray-scale scanners are generally better for handling the variety of scans required 
for desktop media applications, you can use less expensive scanners that cannot sense gray 
scale, or hand scanners, to scan line a1t and images for use in drawing programs for tracing, 
o r in mockups, in HyperCard stacks, as "fo r positio n only" stand-ins to r halfto nes, and in 
other applications in which gray scale is not necessa1y. 

Hand Scanners 

1l1e SamMan 32 (Logitech) is a hand-held scanner that attaches d irectly to the 25-pin SCSI 
port of a Macintosh. Operation of the device is sin1plc, and ScmJ\IIan can sense gray scale 
(you can edit the gray shades in lmageStudio or Digital D'arkroom). LightningScan 
(Thunder\Xfare) is similar in operatio n but more flexible in SCSI installatio n (sans built-in 
tenninator) and can save a gray-scale in1age with 16 levels of gray, as well as a ditl1ered 
in1age. 

Hand scanners can be canied into libraries for samning graphics or p<L'>-'i<tges of te>-1:, into 
laborato ries to scan the re:.ults o f expelimenrs and gr.:~ phs, o r o nto the facto1y floor to scan 
drawings, pans lists, and specifications. However, hand-held scanners require you to have a 
steady hand when scanning, and to be able to pull straight as you drag the scanner over the 
piece of paper or flat object (such a.o; a magazine o r book). lf you move your hand too fast, 
you may cause streaks in the image and shortened se<.tions of line art; if you move your 
hand too slow, the image may not be aligned propcdy. 

Color Scanners 

Color scanners are more expe nsive and hig hly sensitive; some can sense up to 24 bits 
of colo r infom1atio n (mo re than 16.7 million different colprs) a t 300 dots-per-inch 
resolution. The Howtek Scanmaster colo r scanne r has a glass platen fo r placing colo r 
pages, and the scanner comes with software that can reduce the image to 8-bit colo r 
(thro ugh a dithe ring process) or saves the image in fu ll 2 -bit colo r. 

1l1e Bameyscan colo r slide scanner is an electro-optical devi<.:e that digitizes a 35mm slide 
and saves the image in various fom1ats, including PixelPaint 1nc.l1lFF. ·rhc 13ameyscan uses 
a six-d ement color-con-ected lens <:apabk: of 2000 lines per i ch (at 80 percent contrast). 
Color-con-e<:ting software is supplied , and you can change th I-esolulion of a scanned image 
to match output devices. u· you'!-e making color separations, Jcanning a slide or film 
transp-arency is better than satnning a paper-p1inted colo r im,tge (t-eflective artwork). 
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Video Digitizers 

Devices that convert video signals from video cameras into digital still images are 
often called digitizers or frame grabbers. Video digitizers can be connected directly to 
a video source, such as a VCR, or to a video camera. The MacVision (Koala Tech
nologies) is an example of an inexpensive gray-scale video digitizer that takes a few 
seconds to complete a scan. For best results, this scanner requires a steady video 
camera, a freeze-frame function in a videodisc player, or a still image camera. We've 
used the scanner with a VCR set to pause, but the recorder must have a very steady 
pause to get anything other than a fuzzy image. 

A frame grabber can digitize video faster, and can be used with a variety of video 
equipment. Stuart Sharpe used the Personal Vision full-color frame grabber (Orange 
Micro) with a hand-held video camera to capture several images in sequence of a 
woman turning her head (see fig. 4.17). A variety of full-color frame grabbers are 
available fo r Macintosh II models from RasterOps, SuperMac Technology, Mass 
Microsystems, and Computer Friends; some of these are desCiibed in Chapter 13. 

Using Scanning Software 

All gray-scale scanners are supplied with scanning software for controlling the 
brightness, contrast, and gray-scale map. Color scanners are supplied with similar 
controls for manipulating color infonnatio n. You can use these tools to help compen
sate for lack of contrast or brightness in an image or to bring out or hide detail. 

The Apple Scanner, for example, is supplied witl1 the AppleScan program that can 
scan at different resolutions (up to 300 dpi) and different scan settings (gray-scale, 
halftone, and line art) and enables you to set the scanning area based on a preview 
scan. You even can scan an irregularly shaped area and leave out the rest. 

AppleScan enables you to set the threshold level at which a gray shade is digitized as 
either black or white for a line-art scan. You also can change the contrast and 
brightness settings for continuous tone images. A high contrast emphasizes black and 
white, leaving few gray shades, and a low contrast emphasizes the middle gray 
shades. A high brightness makes an image lighter; a low brightness makes the image 
darker. AppleScan also provides an adaptive fil ter to convert gray-scale images into 
halftones without using traditional halftone patterns. Flesh tones in print and continu-
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Fig. 4. 17. Several images in sequence o r a woman turning her head were captured with the Orange Micro 
Personal Visionframe grabber by Stuan Sharpe ror a presentation in MacroMind Din:ctor. 

ous tone images used in display presentations o n monochrome monitors sometimes 
look better with an adaptive filter rather than a halftone pattern. 

Also supplied with the Apple Scanner is I-IyperScan, a HYjperCard stack designed 
specifically for scanning images for display on-screen in multimedia presentations. 
I-IyperScan uses a unique contrast and brightness control- by moving the cursor to 
the left or right, you can decrease or increase the contrast; up or down increases or 
decreases brightness. The stack offe rs 30 dithe ring effects for displaying on-screen; 
diffusing provides the best results (see fig. 4.18) 

JmageStudio and Digital Darkroom can be set up to scan images directly from an 
Apple Scanner into the program, and Studio/ 1 also offers this capability, so that in one 
step you can scan an image and pe rform retouching and gray-scale adjustments in the 
same program. 

Gray-scale scanners can be set to scan line att or continuous tone images, and some 
can create halftones directly. Line art is an iinage that consists of black-and-white 
areas with no shades of gray, and is usuaiJy on paper. C ntinuous to ne images (sl ides 
and 35mm prints) have shades of gray that blend into ani almost continuous shade 
that varies without distinct separations. 

Some scanner software (such as AppleScan) offers you th3a ility to convett the image to a 
ha!fione while bringing d1e iinage into d1e computer (a p ss similar to ditheling). A 
halftone is an image prepared wim tiny dots to give the illLLSi • ri of continuous tones 
(halftones are desaibed in Chapter 9). However, page makeEp programs such as Aldus 
PageMaker offer controls for settmg d1e line screen for halfto · g images, and iinage editing 
progran1S such as JmageStudio enables you to modify d1e g1~ y-scale Wonnation. If you are 
using eimer type of progran1, be sure to set d1e scanner sofi~are to do a gray-scale scan 
without did1eling or halftonmg, so d1at you can take advanta 'e of the page makeup 
program's halftone settings. Omerwise your image is stuck in a dithered panem that cannot 
be changed for different output devices. 
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Fig. 4. 18. Using llyrcrScan 10 scan illla).(<.:S wi1h 1hc diiTu~ion half10nc dTccl for on-screen prcscma1ions. 
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Getting the best scan of an image is often a trial-and-erro process and requires some 
thought and preparation to get decent results. Nothing looks worse d1an a photo or 
scanned image that is too black or muddy. Use an original that is the same size or 
larger than the size you want the image to be on the page, because if you enlarge the 
image, you may make it more jagged (because you are decreasing the resolution by 
enlarging the image). When using slow-moving camera-based scanners such as Koala 
Technologies' MacVision, be sure d1e image and the camera are not moving or 
shaking while scanning. 

Unless you are creating a special effect, do not scan an image that already has been 
printed as a halftone. When you run a halftone through the halftoning process again, 
you are overlaying dots upon dots which can cause a moire effect (a wavy patte rn 
caused by the repetition of a pattern on top of another pattern). 

Chapter Summary 

Paint-type images are created from individual dots that correspond to screen pixels. 
Such images are limited in resolution to the display or scanner that created them. 
Drawn images, on the other hand, consist of a series of drawing commands that 
describe the image and usually are not limited to the resolution of d1e screen. 

Painting programs, such as MacPaint, are popular with free-style painting and amateur 
artwork. Drawing programs, such as MacDraw II , are popular with commercial artists, 
designers, architects, and engineers. Bod1 types of programs are popular with desktop 
publishers, who use draw-type programs for logos, line drawings, business charts, 
graphs, and schematics, and use painting programs to create intricate designs and 
free-style artwork as well as edit gray-scale and color images. 

Although gray-scale and color continuous tone images a1 paint-type graphics tied to 
d1e resolution of the scanner, d1ey carry information abo~tt gray scales and colors, and 
programs can simulate grays and colors on high-resoluri9n devices and obtain 
excellent results. To print a gray-scale continuous tone i'J'age, the software converts 
gray pixels into halftone cells that can be printed on dev ces that use black dots. 

Continuous tone colo r images scanned at full 24-bit qual ry look like photographs on
screen, but like any continuous tone image, they have to be converted into halftones 
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if you intend to print the m. In addition, the colors in an image must be separated (in 
a process called a color separation) so that the image can be output to separate fi lms. 

The Pier fonnat is designed fo r transfe rring graphics fro m one Macintosh application 
to another and is fixed in resolution to the o riginal device o r program. This fonnat 
defines graphic objects in a language called QuickDraw. Pler2 accommodates color 
and gray-scale infonnation. 

The Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) fi le fonnat has emerged as a standard fom1at fo r 
line art and graphics on many differe nt types of compute rs. EPS gra phics are de
scribed in the PostScript language and are inde pendent of the resolution of the 
display. EPS can act as a supe r-fom1at, carrying PostScript algorithms and a Pier 
version of the image for quick display operations. 

In addition, a file fom1at for scanned images called TIFF (Tag Image Fi le Format) 
stores the gray-scale o r color infonnation of a continuous tone image and provides a 
standard fom1at fo r image data across d ifferent computer systems. 

Generally with scanned images, higher resolution (or more gray-scale or color infonnation) 
means larger image ftles. Because larger ftles require more processing time, you need more 
powerful equipment to deal with rich color and gray-scale in1ages. 

The applications o f painting programs include graphics fo r display or video anima
tion, because resolution independence is not required and the compute r can d isplay 
these images faster. Excellent printed results also are possible with paint-type g raph
ics, especially if the graphics consist of line art, which can be resized into almost any 
proportion and s ize and still look good. MacPaint (Claris) is one of several excelle nt 
painting programs that p rimarily paint in black and w hite. Studio/ 1 (Electronic Arts) is 
perhaps the most robust of the black-and-white painting programs . 

Gray-scale images can be created by scanning photographs or by using a gray-scale 
painting and retouching program such as Letraset's lmageStudio and Silicon Beach 
Software's Digital Darkroom. 

To create color artwork and to retouch scanned color images, you can choose 
between 8-bit color programs (offering 256 out of a possible 16.7 million colors in 
each document) and 24-bit color programs (offering all 16.7 millio n colors at the 
same time). PixelPa int (SuperMac Technology) and Studio/8 (Electronic Arts) are 
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examples of 8-bit programs; PhotoShop (Adobe SystemJ Pixc!Paint Professional 
(SuperMac), MacroMind Director (MacroMind), and ColorStud io (Letraset) are ex
amples of 24-bit color programs that also can be used as 8-bit programs. 

Drawing programs give ,You precise tools for drawing geomeuic shapes and cwv es. These 
programs define shapes as objects that are distinct and separated from other pi<..'CCs of the 
entire illusll-ation. Examples of drawing programs are MacDraw n (Claris), SuperPaint 
(Silicon Beach Sofiware), Aldus f reeHand, and Adobe Illustrator 88. Claris CAD is designed 
for professional architect<;, engineer.>, and designers who specialize in computer-aided 
design. With these tools the Macintosh am be turned into a pmfcssionaltool for commercial 
a1twork and illu~ll<rtions in publishing and multimedia project-; as well ;t-; for three-dimen
sional model-;. architectural drawings, and engineering design-;. 

You can use rwo basic types of drawing progr-ams: ones that use Quick Draw algo
rithms to define drawn objects, and ones that use PostScript. early every type of 
application can be served by both ty pes of drawing programs; the diiTerencc is that 
PostScript graphics can be printed on high-resolution PostScript devices but not on 
QuickDraw devices. w hereas QuickDraw gr~tphics can be printed on both but must 
fiJst be converted to PostScript for PostScript devices. 

With FreeHand or lllustrator you can trnce lines, curves, and shapes using a rough 
image as a template. You also can draw freely without using a template for guidance 
and trace only patts of a template image. In addition, you can turn a scanned image 
into a series of Clllves without any need for drawing. 

One of the nice features of PostScript fonts is the ability they give you to u~msfonn 
characters using PostScript drawing progmms and still get high-resolution fonts when 
printing on high-resolution devices. Examples of type manipulation programs arc 
TypeStylcr ( Broderbund) and LetraStudio (Lctraset). You can directly manipulate 
characters more freely in LetraStudio, which enables you to work directly \Vith the 
baseline and \Yith each character. TypcStyler provides m 1re automatic results. 

3-D modeling programs such as Paracomp·s Swivel 30 or Silicon Beach Software's 
Super 3D are usefu l at the conceptual stage of engineering design and concept 
development and can be used in Computer-Aided Design (CAD) presentations. The 
output of these programs then can he rendered w ith teJ,:~ures. surfaces. one or more 
light sources, and shadmY effects, using a rendering pro1n.rm such as MacroMind 
Three-D or Pixar's Renderman. 
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Scanners can be useful for many different graphics applications. With a simple black
and-white scanner, you can scan hand-drawn illustrations fo r automatic or manual 
tracing with a drawing program. With gray-scale scanners, you can scan photographs 
for use with desktop publishing software and create halftones for printing. Color 
scanners can be useful for capturing textures and designs from fabrics, as well as 
color photos and illustrations. 

Flat-bed scanners can scan a variety of things including irregular-sized pages, maga
zine pages, book pages, maps, fabrics, and objects. Flat-bed color scanners are 
designed the same way, to accept any type of object on top of its platen. A slide 
scanner such as the Bameyscan provides the best results for color photographs that 
have been converted to 35mm slides or colo r transparencies. 

Devices that convert video signals from video cameras into digital still images are 
called digitizers or frame grabbers. Video digitizers can be connected directly to a 
video source, such as a VCR, or to a video camer-a. A frame grabber can digitize 
video faster and can be used with a variety of video equipment. 

All gray-scale scanners are supplied with scanning software for controlling the 
brightness, contrast, and gray-scale map. Color scanners are supplied with similar 
controls for manipulating color information. You can use these tools to help compen
sate for lack of contrast or brightness in an image or to bring out or hide detail. 

Now that you have learned how to create many different kinds of graphics files, you 
will discover that graphics files can quickly fill up your storage devices. In the next 
chapter, you learn why it is important to organize files and maintain regular backups 
of these fLies. 
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5 Organizing and 
Storing Infonnation 

A man will tum over half a library to make one book. 

-Samuel Johnson 

Sometimes it seems that the most time-consuming task in the preparation of publica
tions and multimedia presentations is the copying of infom1ation from disk to disk, 
even d1ough d1e actual time spent copying is a miniscule fraction of the time spent 
interacting with me computer and editing material. However, finding a specific piece 
of information in a disk brimming with data can take too long, especially for hard
working, deadline-pressured graphic artists and publishing professionals. 

The problem is increased by the fragility of today's o n-line compute r storage media. 
Hard disks are reliable while they are operating, as long as mey are not shaken or 
otherwise physically disturbed , but if the hard disk does not start up because of some 
system malfunction or missed connection or because the disk controller has been 
zapped by a random electronic spike, that disk is out of commission. The amount of 
data you can recover is limited by the backup procedures you follow; typically, you 
can recover only what you already have backed up. 

The problem of locating files in logical places on disks is related to the problem of 
backing up your disks. Both depend on forethought and planning, as we ll as consis
tent follow-up. You have to organize your files, which are units of infom1ation, so d1at 
you and omers can find them. In addition, you have to be sure to keep up-to-date 
backups of every file . 

This chapter introduces various file organizing tools and file searching utilities, and 
describes how backup procedures can be set up. l11e di 'ferences among me best 
types of information storage and backup devices, from Hard disks and tape cartridges 
to d1e latest in optical disc technology are explained. 1111 chapte r ends with a discus
sion of digital versus analog stof"c~ge methods for certain types of data. At the end of 
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this chapter, you w ill know which programs arc useful for organizing and searching 
flies, which programs are useful for keeping archives, and which hardware storage 
devices are best for your multimedia projects. 

Organizing and Searching Files 

Even if you cultivate excellent backup habits, you still may have a major problem 
trying to find what you need w ithout spending too much time searching. l3ecause 
you have so many graphics, word processing, and presentation progntms avai lable to 
assemble elements, you may end up w ith many files distributed on the disk in 
various locatio ns for various projects. What if you need a piece of artwork from one 
project in another project? 

Some programs arc designed to hold all elements in a single document but still allow 
you to export each clement to separate fi les for use in other projects or at least copy 
the element through the Clipboard to another appl ication or to a Scrapbook fi le. For 
example, Aldus P:"geMaker stores a publication's graphics and text elements (except 
graphics larger than 64K in size) in the same file, and provides an Export command 
to export the text into word processing files. 

MacroMind Director, an interactive multimedia presentation program, can store text, 
graphics, animated sequences, sounds, and still video images in a single multimedia 
document. The progf"'am also enables you to export all these elements to separate 
files. Director also keeps track of every element by assigning a "cast member·· 
identifier (see fig. 5. 1), and you can browse through the cast and refer directly to 
members in the script of a presentation (a script controls the action in an interactive 
presentation, much like a movie script). 

You may choose to store dx: "source" files that contain the original element-;, as well as d1e 
resulting public·ations and presentations that u -;e the elements; or you may just store the 
publications and presentations and throw out the source files because you always c:an re
create d1e source Illes by e>.'")JOtting d1e element<:;. 

Your solution to management can be as simple as sets of files and folders and an eJ~:tr<t 
backup hard disk for every hard disk in use (or sets of floppy disks tor backups). TI1e 
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We will begin with a successful 
an ozone molecule and a nitrogen 

NO+ 03 ~ 0--

Fig. ;.1. MacroMind Director offers a table of infom1atio n slots, called the cast, that can hold all of the 
elements (text, graphics, sounds, animated clips, images, and so on), called cast members, in one 
multimedia document r.tther than in sep:irate files. 

solution also can be as complex as using removable cartridges and instituting backup 
procedures for everyone on a network and maintaining image and text archives on optical 
media. But you're in luck; the Macintosh platform has software to handle nearly every 
management problem. 

Using Scrapbooks 

The Cut, Copy, and Paste commands (found in the Edit e nu of most Macintosh 
applications) enable you to transfer text and graphics wi 

1 
1in an application and from 

one application to another. These commands transfer information into the Clipboard, 
a file reserved in the System Folder for these operations. 
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From the Clipboard, information can be Pasted into another application or into the 
Scrapbook file-another reserved file in the System Folder, but this one is designed 
to accept as many pieces of information as you want. You can open d1e Scrapbook 
by selecting it in the list of desk accessories. The Scrapbook numbers each piece 
sequentially and presents you with a scroll bar to navigate through the pieces. 

A better "scrapbook" desk accessory, designed to replace Scrapbook, is SmartScrap 
from Solutions, Inc. SmartScrap enables you to open and save individually named 
Scrapbook files and copy pa1t of a Scrapbook page to the Clipboard. Included with 
SmartScrap is The Clipper, which can crop and scale graphics stored in the Clipboard 
before pasting the graphics into an application. The Clipper can be very useful if you 
are pasting graphics into word processing files. 

We use Sma1tScrap to organize MacPaint graphics, PICT graphics from drawing 
programs, and snippets of text (such as copyright notices and other repeated items). 
Each Scrapbook file has a name d1at readily identifies its contents (such as "Icon 
Scraps" for our file of icons and symbols). We also use MacroMind's ArtGrabber II 
desk accessory to browse a variety of clip an libraries (PICT and MacPaint formats) 
and select pieces of artwork. AltGrabber II and SmanScrap together provide the 
ntdiments of a graphical database. 

When preparing graphics for animation, you can captme an image of the screen with 
a utility such as Mainstay's Capture-press the Print Screen button, and Capture 
displays a crosshair fo r dragging across the screen and selecting an area to copy. 
Capture then places an exact copy of the entire screen or the selected area into the 
Clipboard, where you can Paste the selection into a Scrapbook file or application. 
Another utility that performs this function is the Screen Capture Fkey supplied with 
MacroMind Director. This function key utility is easy to use and works like Capture, 
but the utility also can save a collection of captured ilnages in a Scrapbook file you 
can browse wid1 A1t Grabber II. 

When you use Command-Shift-3 to capture a screen image on a Macintosh Plus or 
SE or use various utilities (such as Capture) on a Macintosh II model, d1e captured 
screens are stored in numbered files (Screen 0, Screen 1, Screen 2, and so on, or 
Picture 0, Picture 1, Picture 2, and so on). However, some utilities store these files in 
different places (such as the current folder, the System folder, or the application's 
folder). If you need to capture many screens, you mn the risk of overwriting some 
files if you try to bring them all into one folder before renaming them. 
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Combining the operation of a capture utility such as Cap ure with a disk fi le re name 
and move operat ion using a utility such as DiskTop, the refore, can he useful. DiskTop 
is described later in this section. You alte rnatively may \Vant to store these screen 
images in an artwork library or archive using a program r;uch as Curator. 

Using Curator 

The Curator (Solutions. Inc.) is an art management system that can help you find a 
graphic image on disk without any need for reo rganizing your image fi les. You can 
select any image from thumbnai l sketches of each image in a folder. regardless of the 
file fom1at. You also can search an entire disk for an image u~ing key,vords associated 
with the image, or using pan of the image file's name. 

TI1e Cur'dtor can convert grt~phics from their original formaL-; to oth:r standard Macintosh 
fonnats, so that image editing can be performed with a wider variety of programs. For 
example, TI1e Curator can convert a scanned image in 'T1FF <jrag Image File Fonrutt) to PTCf 
or MacPaint format or an Encapsulated PostSoipt fommt (EPSF) tile to llFF or PICf. 

You can associate unique keywortb or p11r'..!SeS with each art document or one keyworcl or 
phrase for all documenLo; in a folder. You then can use Cur..1tor to search for aft\, rork using 
those keyworcls or phmses. TI1e alternative would be to look for a specific artwork tile and 
run the applic:ation program that created the anwork to see whether that artwork file is the 
right one. Curator sm·es a great deal of time by enabLing you to search by keywords and 
displaying the artwork as you find it. 

TI1e Curator aLso recognizes keyword'i as.<;igned to clip art by dip an vendor.;. You can 
assign keyworcls and phrases while bro<ssing or use the supplied utility, l11e Curator's 
Assistant, to catalog a large number of files at the same tin1e. l11e Curator's Assistant creates 
thumbnails for all artwork found in a hard disk volume, UfX11ling the Curator Cat:alog for 
that volume to include new document<; and their keyword<; ~Jr phmses. 

The Curator is supplied as rwo programs--a desk accessory, and an application 
compatible with MultiFinder-so that you can find artwdrk while using another 
application. The program shows the date the artwork was created and the date of the 
last modification, so that you don't have to go back to tl e Finder to find this infom1a
tion. 
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Using File Search Utilities 

To search for a piece of artwork in a d isk filled w ith a1twork can sometimes seem 
like opening a can of wonns. After you get started, you can't help but try to look at 
numerous works of art before finding the right art and the right version. In these 
situations, AnGrabber II and Smart crap are a bit clumsy because they require too 
many steps and they have no search-fo r-caption capabilities, but CanOpener (Abbon 
Systems) can be handy. CanOpener helps you organize your artwork-which may be 
arrdnged in files in a variety of different fonnar.s-and enables you to add resources 
such as sounds and icons to other files. In certain cases, CanOpener also can retrieve 
data from coiTUpted files. 

As a desk accessory or as an application under MultiFinder, CanOpener enables you 
to browse other files without leaving your application and transfer graphics, tex'l, and 
sound from one application to another. The program al~o enables you to build 
libraries of fn.:qucntly used text, graphics, and sounds (see fig. 5.2). You can search 
for and extract text stored in graphics files (such as chart legends, captions, PostScript 
code, and so on), and extract icons and sounds stored as resources. You also can 
install such resources in other files. 

CanOpener functions like a scrapbook but can hold entire files and objects from files 
in its "libraries." CanOpener can search for files containing a word or phrase and can 
open any file and examine its data and resource forks to extract infonnation. The 
infonnation can be stored in a library file (you can have many libraries) and copied 
to other applications and displayed w ithout the need for the original application. 

For searching text, GOfer (Microlytics) is a desk accessory that can find one or more 
word<; or phrases in a file, including text stored in any word processor-created files, 
in publication files of page makeup programs, in HyperCard files, and in MORE II 
(Symantec) outlines. The utility can search while you continue to use your applica
tion, whether or not you arc using Multifinder. 

GOfer enables you to specify any type of search using and, 01~ not, and nearby 
operatives, which are called boolean searches. For example, you can search for 
"multimedia" and ·'Macintosh" or "Apple" nearby "MacroMind" and fmd only those 
files that contain the words "multimedia" and "Macintosh" or "Apple," but only if they 
are used in context nearby the word "MacroMind. " 

GOfer displays the text you are searching for in context and provides a Copy com
mand to transfer text to the Clipboard so that you can Paste the text into any applica
tion. GOfer also provides a Copy More command to append text from different 
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• File Edit Find 

• File Edit Find 

goWeekl y myDate 
open to t he "'eek of a speci f i ed date 

nvert myDate to seconds 
:put ( fiel d "Monday" of card 6) & ", .. i nto it 
:-- f i r st i n "'eekl y background 

Fig. 5.2. CanOpencr enables you to built! Scrapbook-l ike libraries of text, and sounds. 
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sections or d ifferent files to the current text in the Clipboard, so that you can perform 
one Paste command to transfer all of the text into an application. 

GOfer enables you to limit searches to specific drives, fo lders, and files and enables 
you to pick specific file types (defined by creator applications) to search through. 
This utility is far more convenient for finding text than mo t other utilities. After 
finding the files that contain the search word or pl m:tst:, you can scroll through the 
files clicking the Find Next button, and the program continues finding more instances 
of the search word or phrase from an insert ion point in a file. 

CanOpener's search files function is limited for searching text files compared to 
GOfer's search files function, bur CanOpener is faster than GOfer at specifying a 
search word or phrase and searching a specific fo lder (with the option to search 
folders within that folder). Unlike GOfer, CanOpener can search resource and data 
forks and can find the search word or phrase in fi les stored as other than tex1 files. 

Using Diskfop 

You can use the DiskTop desk accessory (CE Software) to get immediate access to 
Finder-type functions (such as copying, renaming, and deleting files; creating folders; 
and nmning programs), folders, and files. DiskTop is most useful when you are 
running an application and not using MultiFinder. 

DiskTop displays an infom1ation window w ith the contents of the current folder, the 
amounts of disk space (used and available), and buttons for various functions, 
including a Drive button for switching to other drives. and a folder pull-down menu 
to select the parent folders or disk. From this window, you can copy, delete, find, 
move, and rename files and compute the sum of the sizes of selected files and 
folders. DiskTop also has a pull-down menu in the application menu bar (labeled 
DiskTop) with functions that include the following: create a nen· folder, set prefer
ences, and add programs to the menu. You also can change the default folder (used 
for storing work files, temporary files. and screen images from screen capture 
programs or Command-Shift-3 operations). 

You can use DiskTop to manage files from within applications and to switch from 
one program to another. After selecting and adding programs to the DiskTop menu, 
you can switch to another program by selecting DiskTop and then selecting the 
name of the program. The ability to manage fi les w ithout having ro leave the applica-
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tion (and without having to run MultiFinder) is a major advantage. ln addition, 
DiskTop can find any file by name or search for a ceJtait;J file type or for files that 
were created or modified after a ceJtain date. The utility blso displays the sizes of 
folders. 

When you use DiskTop's Get Info command with any file, you get info1mation about 
that file (such as its size, original application, daLe of creation and last modificatio n, 
and any comments). You also get the oppoltunity to change the file's type and creator 
codes and attributes, such as whether the file is locked , invisible, cached, shared, 
busy, changed, and so on. This feature is wo1th the price by itself; with this feature, 
you can fix problems with PC files transferred to the Macintosh and change the 
System, Inited, Bundle, and NoCopy attributes of Macinrbsh files. 

We have added nearly all of our most often used programs to the DiskTop menu to 
facilitate switching without having to use MultiFinder. You also can shut down the 
system from the DiskTop menu. Nearly any kind of infonnation storage and backup 
operation can be accomplished with DiskTop while you are using another application 
program. 

Storing and Backing Up Files 

A single scanned color image can occupy over 2 megabytes and does not fit on a 
floppy disk. One second of sound can occupy from 5 to 122 kilobytes, and you need at 
least one megabyte to hold about 45 seconds of medium-quality music. 

Infonnation takes up space, and retrieving infom1ation takes time. As you may expect, 
you never have enough space and time. As you add new types of infonnation to your 
communications toolkit, such as sound and color images, you may be increasing your 
storage requirements exponentia lly. 

I 
First, everyone bas a need to keep some large amount of disk storage on-line, 
available to the computer with out anyone having to load a cartridge or inseJt a disk. 
Typically, the on-line storage medium is one or more fixbd hard disks. 

Second, everyone'"' a need to keep at le»St two backu~ copies as an a.-chive of 
every document-text, graphics, sound, whatever-if th t document is one stored on 
a volatile medium. A volatile medium is one that can be erased, written over with 
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new data, or damaged very easily. We consider floppy disks to be extremely volatile, 
while CD-ROM (compact discs that store read-only data) discs are relatively no nvola
tile because you cannot write new data on them; they cannot become infected with a 
virus; they are rated to last more than 10 years of constant use; and they can stand to 
have ice cream spilled on them. Archival storage should in essence be damage-proof, 
and in most cases, you should keep a duplicate copy in another location (perhaps 
thousands of miles away). 

Third, nearly everyone has a need ro keep a dynamic backup of all the information 
available on-line at any given rime, as well as the state of the system and applications 
(a system-wide and project-in-progress backup). This type of backup is insurance 
against having to reconstruct the on-line information if your on-line equipment fai ls 
catastrophically. The idea is to store everything currently on-line onto a slower, 
relatively nonvolatile medium that can ho ld the entire on-line capacity. 

You may be able to solve the on-line requirement with a hard disk, tl1e system-wide 
backups with another hard disk or tape cattridge backup unit, and the archive requirement 
wid1 floppy disks. Your equipment choices depend .entirely upon your applications, 
because different types of mass storage are suitable for different applications. 

Using Fixed Hard Disks 

Most users want to have one and possibly more magnetic hard disk drives. These 
components have been in use for many years and have proven themselves worth
while for all interactive applications but are not ideal for backup and archive, nor for 
distribution of information to other users, because they are bulky and must be 
handled with extreme care (unless they are .shock-mounted). 

Fixed hard disks contain the entire workings in one enclosed unit. Internal (built into 
the computer) drives are less expensive than external drives, but external drives 
(using SCSI) are transportable and can be used with other computers simply by 
plugging them into the SCSI port or linking them in a SCSI chain. E>..'ternal fixed disks 
are popular because you can move tl1em from one computer to another if me 
computer must be serviced. 

Fixed hard disks range in access rates from as slow as 60 to faster than 10 millisec
onds; the faster the access rate, tl1e better me overall performance. For use witl1 
servers on a network, me ftxed hard disk is me most appropriate choice. Fixed disks 
are generally more reliable because they are closed systems, and dirt cannot enter 
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and harm the read/ write mechanism (even the tiniest particle can damage a magnetic 
read/write disk and head). I 
The high-capacity hard disks are cost-competitive with all other technologies and are 
usually faster. The problem with hard disks is that the data is never pem1anent---disks 
can fail, and static e lectricity and other ambient factors can cause reliability problems. 
However, curremly hard disks are the most efTecLive largt: capacity storage devices 
available for on-line interactive access. 

Using Removable Hard Disks 

In theory, removable hard disks provide close to the performance of fixed hard disks 
plus the convenience of removing the infom1ation and using a removed disk as a 
backup. In practice, you can encounter compatibility and re liability problems, but 
many users are not affected by them. 

1 Two forms of removable hard disks are available: removable disk cartridges and 
removable disk drives. The Syquest-designed removable cartridges contain disks that 
are removed from the drive mechanism. The 45-megabYfe disk ca1tridges are inter
changeable among different Syquest-based drives. Each drive is about $900-$2,000, 
and the cartridges range from $80 to $125 each. They are reliable as long as you 
handle them carefully but may have a sho1ter use cycle hnd may need to be refo nnat
ted (formatting destroys existing data on the disk) due to the strain of inserting and 
removing the disk cartridges. I 

Removable disk drives are similar except that you remove the entire drive assembly 
and disk from the chassis. However, because no standa~d chassis exists among 
different manufacturers, the removable drives are not interchangeable. Removable 
disk drives are much faster than removable cartridges; i? fact, some removable hard 
disks are faster than fixed hard disks with the same capacity. Such drives are expen
sive at $1,000 to $3,000 per drive. 

Bernoulli disk drives are a special type of removable di k; Bernoulli drives are reliable 
because the media rides on a cushion of air, and the read/write head never touches 
the media. Bernoulli drives are slow (24 to 40 millisecol:

1 
ds) when compared to 

removable Syquest-type cartridges and are more expen ive. However, they are more 
re liable than removable cartridges. Bernoulli drives cost from $1,200 to $2,000 for the 
drive and $80 to $120 for each disk, providing essential y unlimited data storage (20 to 
40 megabytes per disk). 
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Similar i.n concept to a Bemoulli cartridge, a mega-floppy can provide 10 to 20-
megabyte storage but is even slower (60 to 70 millisecond access rates on the 
average). In addition, you may have trouble finding appropriate equipment to use 
with them if your current equipment dies or you are on the road. 

Using Tape Cartridges 

Tape backup is still the recognized standard device for backing up large-capacity 
hard disks. Apple offers a tape ca1t ridge system for backing up 40-megabyte hard 
disks. However, tape backup devices are slow and expensive, leading many users to 
use another hard disk instead, or removable hard drives or cartridges, for backup. 
The formatting operation for a tape cartridge also is ve1y slow. 

Nevertheless, the p01tability of tape cartridges is a major advantage, because ce1tain 
tapes can be used with different drives. The dlives cost $700 to $1,200, and DC-2000 
tape at 20 megabytes can cost $1.25 per megabyte and drop to $0.44 per megabyte at 
80 megabytes. DC-600A tapes can cost $0.53 per megabyte at 60 megabytes, and 
$0.25 per megabyte at 150 megabytes. Tape cartridges also are less volatile than 
almost any other medium except optical. 

A new form of tape used in music record ing, called Digital Audio Tape (DAD , also is 
now used fo r data storage. OAT drives will soon be available for about $6,500 with 
high-capacity tapes costing $35-$40 each (or around $0.01 per megabyte at 1.2 
gigabytes). OAT also provides much faste r access and far greater capacity than tape 
cartridges, as well as portability. OAT can retrieve a four-megabyte file in about 47 
seconds. The only stumbling block with OAT is the current price of drives, but d1ese 
prices will come clown in the next few years. 

Using Optical Discs 

Lasers and optics have brought us the compact disc fo r music, and compact discs are 
popular primarily because they deliver higher fidelity than any other medium and 
because the discs are nonvolatile-you can dump ice cream on them, wipe them off, 
and still use the discs. 
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Current examples of optica.l technology include CD-ROM (compact disc-read only memory), 
WORM (write-once, read many times) removable discs, and Jrasable magneto-optical discs. 
CD-ROM discs are useful for distributing clip art, but this medium is "read-only" and cannot 
be used to write new data. A WORM disc writes new data after the old-the old data cannot 
be erased. WORM is therefore useful for audit trails and archives but not for system-wide 
backup or storage of data that must be overwritten on a regt!Jar basis. Currently available 
WORM discs can hold from 200 to 400 megabytes each, but ~ccess times (about 150 
milliseconds) and data rates (about 2 to 3 megabits per second) are much slower than hard 
disks. 

Many institutions are switching from microfiche to WORM drives, whicl1 offer indestructible 
storage. Some even use a system made up of WORM platters that are selected by software 
and moved into place for use (as a jukebox). Unfortunately, WORM discs from one drive are 
not usable in another, due to a profusion of proprietary fom1ats, and WORM drives are 
expensive--325-megabyte erasable magneto-optica.l disc dtivfs are around $5,000, and 400-
megabyte WORM drives can be $4,500. The cl1ances that typesetting service bu!'e".:tus have 
your specific WORM drive are pretty slim. 

Erasable magneto-optical discs are attractive for backup but are still too expensive for 
the mass market (about $4,000 per drive and $250 per disc). Enclosed in cartridges 
that are about the same size as WORM discs, erasable magneto-optical discs cost 
about $0.75 per megabyte, and a 20-megabyte "megafloppy" is about $0.15 per 
megabyte. We expect to see less expensive erasable disc~ and drives in the next two 
years. Erasable discs, whether magneto-optical or completely optical, eventually will 
replace floppy disks as the medium of choice for backup and travel. 

CD-ROM is still the medium of choice for distributing software and information 
content that can never be changed. The read-only nature makes CD-ROM attractive 
for distribution of copyrighted material, such as large databases, software, and image 
libraries (clip art). CD-ROM also is useful for large visual land audio presentations and 
for music. One example is the MacroMind CD-ROM, wh'ch contains hundreds of 
megabytes of "clip animation" Canin1ation you can use id your custom presentations), 
clip art, sample presentations, and animated "movies" fr 

1

m a variety of artists. 

A CD-ROM can hold about 650 megabytes and is the exact same size as an audio 
compact disc. Although CO-ROMs must be created at a 1 aste ring facility, they are not 
prohibitively expensive for distribution. Pressing 100 dis s costs about $3,000, and the 
cost per disc drops quickly as you increase the volume. 
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Content develo pers with a need to send vast amounts of data to a CD-ROM master
ing service may choose removable hard disks (as long as the service can read them) 
or may choose ex1:emal SCSI disks for the flexibility of going to different services. 

Comparing Digital Storage Devices 

Your choices can be narrowed by decid ing which typ<.: of device is useful for on-line 
and backup needs for your applications. We like to use fixed exte rnal hard disks for 
on-line storage due to their perfonnance and the flexibility of using them with any 
Macintosh. 

On a cost-per-megabyte basis, fixed hard disks are cost-competitive with all other 
alte rnatives for o n-line storage, and they usually perforn1 faster than the alternatives. 
Standard 40-megabyte ftxed hard disks are about $12 per megabyte, and the price 
per megabyte declines rapidly as capacity increases (down to about $10 per mega
byte for SO-megabyte hard disks and $8 per megabyte for 200-megabyte hard disks). 
By comparison, 40-megabyte removable drives are about $30-$40 per megabyte, and 
200-megabyte removable drives are about $10-$13 per megabyte; 40-megabyte 
removable cartridges are only $3 per megabyte plus the cost of the drive (around 
$900-$1,500), and 20-megabyte Bernoulli cartridges are about $2.50 per megabyte 
plus the cost of the Bernoulli drive (around $1,200-$2,000). 

We prefer to use removable caJtridges for exchanging la rge amounts of infonnation 
(such as multimedia presentations with sound) wid1 other users and with service 
bureaus who have removable cartridge drives. All removable ca1tridges are made by 
Syquest and are smaller in size than removable hard disks. They also are limited to 45 
megabytes. However, they are less expensive per cartridge, and you can keep files 
secure by removing them from being on-line. 

Removable cartridges are attractive bec-ause they act as their own backup device, and 
data can be transported easily from one machine to another as long as both ma
chines have Syquest-based drives. However, removable cartridges are generally 
slower and less reliable than fiXed hard disks, and are d1erefore less attractive for 
regular, on-line storage. Besides, inadvertently contaminating or damaging a remov
able cartridge or d1e drive itself is easy when inserting or removing the cartridges 
from d1e drives. 

Removable hard disks, on the other hand, are self-enclosed with the read/ write 
mechanism and are far more reliable, although they are more cosdy. Removable 
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drives can range in access rates from as slow as 50 to as fast as 20 milliseconds. These 
rates are too slow for server-based on-line storage and for performance-minded users, 
but the removable drives provide virtually unlimited storage as long as you can afford 
more disks. Removable hard disks would be more attractive for system-wide backup 
and archive disks if different drive manufacture rs made compatible chassis. 

\X' ith any type of removable hard disk, you can grow your memory storage to meet 
your needs over time, but with removable drives, mega-floppies, and Bernoulli drives, 
you cannot expect to exchange information with other users or service bureaus unless 
they have the exact same drive. 

We always have been concerned with the ability to quickJy hook up a disk drive to a 
computer and start using the drive. SCSI-based external fixed hard disks have been 
more useful to us than removable d rives, because any SCSI-based hard disk can be 
attached to a Macintosh Plus or any other Macintosh without requiring any other 
hardware or software. Ex'ternal ftxed hard disks, however, can be damaged easily in 
travel. 

Removable cartridges are excellent for archives, for syster-wide backups, and for 
transporting information to other Macintosh users, but we do not use them on-line, 
nor do we re ly on them solely for archives--we also keep floppies of source files. A 

file that cannot fit on a floppy still can be copied to multiple floppies by using the HD 
Backup utility supplied by Apple on the Utilities disk. 

Sometimes digital media is not the most e fficient method to store information, espe
cially inforn1atio n already stored in an analog format, such as records, audio compact 
discs, videodiscs, and film. To convert the information into digital forn1 dramatically 
increases your storage costs, although this step also preserves the information in a 
pure digital form that can never degrade. The decision to go digital with certain types 
of info rmation, such as high-quality music and film, depends on how well you can 
protect its original medium and how long that medium can be expected to last. 

Comparing Digital to Analog Storage 

Digitized stereo music, four-color continuous tone imag~s, and full-motion colo r video 
take up precious disk space. These types of information must be in digital fo rm for 
editing, modifying, and retouching, but the original sour e mate rial (music, images, 
video) can be stored in its original analog medium-au io CD, slides, videotape, laser 
videodisc, and so on. 
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If you have no intention of alte ring the sound, for example, you may consider us ing 
an audio CD for the sound contro lled from HyperCard-which is exactly how Robert 
Winter sto red the music of Beethoven 's Ninth Sy mphony fo r his HyperCard-based 
interactive presentation (see fig. 5.3). "1l1e re was no way we could fit that much 
music on o ne disc alo ng with the software,·· Robert Winter explained , '·but a t the 
same time, we needed to be able to start and sto p the mu'1;ic instantly.'' 

In much the same way, laser videodiscs also can be contro lled fro m within 
HyperCard to present full-motion video sta rting at a specific video frame . Steven 
Freedman of the Stanfo rd University Medical Center used this method to provide live 
videos on videodisc of surgical procedures linked by HyperCard to text and graphical 
explanatio ns of those procedures in the Electric Cadaver project. 

It also makes sense for a publisher of real estate listings to keep tl1e house photographs as 
prints or slides until tlley are needed fo r publicatio n and tllen to use a scanner to create 
digital info rmation for electronic page makeup and color separatio ns. 

The first sketches that are unmistak
ably associated with the work that we 
know as the Ninth Symphony date 
from 1818. At this time Beethoven was 
actually planning to write two sym
phonies. The Ninth sketches focus 
almost exclusively on the mysterious 
opening that was to be imitated so 
often during the nineteenth century
a portrayal of music emerging out of 
avoid. 

I PLAy NINTH SYMPHONY OPENING I 

Fig. 5.3. Robert Winter's Ludwig Van Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 interactive present:llion used music 
stored on audio CD due to the limitations of disk space. (Courtesy of ·n1e Voyager Company) 
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The reason why these techniques work is that the original information-music, video, 
color photograph- is already in a compact form. However, any info rmation that 
needs to be changed in any way should fi rst be conve1ted into digital form. With any 
other method you run the risk of degrading the quality of the original material. 
Because digital copies of digital flles are exact copies, you can expect to retain the 
highest level of quality when the information is in digital form. 

Chapter Swnmary 

You have to organize your files, which are units of information, so that you and 
others can find them. In add ition, you have to be sure to keep up-to-date backups of 
every me. 

Some programs, such as page makeup and presentation programs, are designed to 
hold all of its elements in a single document but still enable you to export each 
element to separate files fo r use in other projects. 

The Cut, Copy, and Paste commands found in most Macintosh applications enable 
you to transfer text and graphics elements into the Clipboard, from which they can be 
transferred into a Scrapbook file, which can hold a variety of different elements. 

File management programs such as The Curator (Solutions, Inc.) enable you to assign 
keywords to documents to make searching for those documents late r much easier. 
File search utilities such as CanOpener (Abbott Systems) and GOfer (Microlytics) 
provide boolean search methods as well as browsing functions. You also can use 
DiskTop to manage files from within applications and to switch from one program to 
another. 

Three kinds of stor.:~ge operations are required for eve•y computer insta llation: on-line 
storage to have files available while you work in applications, backup storage for 
keeping an archive of important files, and a dynamic, sy rem-wide backup of every
thing you are working o n at a given moment, in case your on-line storage systems 
fail. J 

Fixed hard disks are best for on-line storage. Removable 1hard disks and cartridges can 
be used for on-line as well as system-wide backup storage. Cartridge tape is useful for 
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archives and file backups, as well as system-wide backup. Optical discs can be used 
for all types of backup operations but are still too slow for on-line storage. 

Sometimes digital media is not the most efficient method to store infonnation, 
especially sound and video information already stored in an analog fom1at, such as 
records, audio compact discs, videodiscs, and film. However, information must be in 
digital fom1 for editing, modifying, and retouching. Converting information into 
digital form may dramatically increase your storage costs, but this step also preserves 
the information in a pure digital fonn that can never degrade. 

This chapter inrroduced file organizing tools and file searching utilities and described 
the best devices for implementing backup procedures. The discussion also compared 
various types of information storage and backup devices, from hard disks and tape 
cartridges to the latest in optical disc technology. You now know which storage 
method is bener--digital or analog-for certain types of data. You also know which 
programs are useful for organizing and searching files, which programs are useful for 
keeping archives, and which hardware storage devices are best for your multimed ia 
projects. 

You now are ready to discover which programs are best for creating a presentation 
with 35mm slides or transparencies and printed handouts, which programs can 
provide special animation effects for computer screen presentations, and which 
hardware projection devices are appropriate for your audience. 
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Presentations 

All I can tell you is, it :S all show biz. 

- j ohn Lennon 

As you learned in the previous chapter, photographic originals on 35mm slides can be 
stored on slides r-ather than conve1ted into digital fom1at, unless you want to retouch 
or otherwise modify the image, use the image in a publication, or make printed 
versions. If you have photos to use in a slide presentation, you can still use a 
Macintosh to create other slides, such as cha1ts, bullet lists of text, and other graphics, 
to go along with your photos. 

The goal in using the Macintosh computer to assist in a slide presentation is to 
express ideas in a powerful way. A good idea is only th~ beginning; to make the idea 
fly, you must be able to explain and persuade others and communicate the idea 
effectively. Even for the most traditional slide presentations, the Macintosh can 
manage the entire effort and provide snazzy visuals. Business presentations also must 
be attractive and timely. Infonnation can change in an instant on the computer and be 
presented on-screen instantly, with high-quality slides produced and available for the 
carousel in just a few hours. 

You can choose from a variety of methods of communicating ideas, using printed 
material, 35mm slides, overhead transparencies, or the *acintosh screen and speaker 
for .live, moving pictures with sound. This chapter describes the use of 35mm slides 
and overhead transparencies and how you can use a Macintosh and presentation 
programs to create slides and manage the presentation kffo1t. In this chapter, you 
learn which software is best for creating overhead transrarencies for use with an 
inexpensi.ve overhead projector and which software is ~est for creating 35mm slides. 
How you can prepare images with text and use a deskt?p film recorder to expose 
film for 35mm slides is explained. You also team the b efits of using a slide service 
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bureau that accepts the p resentation on disk or over a modem. In addition, you will 
understand the bene fits of previewing slides on the Macintosh screen and controlling 
a slide show fro m the same software used to create the slides. 

Choosing the Right Media 

The most impottant aspect of a ny presentation is its e ffective ness. In addition, a 
presentation is not just your slides or your printed handouts-a presentation is you. 
In other words, the presenter is the dynamic part of any presentation, and the 
presenter's goal is usually to establish personal contact with the audience, not unlike 
the goal of a stand-up comic. The best kind of medium is one that brings out the 
presenter's personality, so that the entire presentation becomes an extension of the 
presenter's personality. 

\Xlhich medium you choose depends on how important your visuals are to your message 
and how much interactivity with the audience you want to encourage. Slides and transpar
encies are the most popular media for group presentations, and video is gaining in popular
ity as are presentations combining video with animation and sound. 

Overhead transparency presentations are effective for groups of less than 40 people 
in a small, well-lit room. Because transparencies are relatively informal, such presen
tations tend to be infom1al and re laxed, allowing the audience to interrupt with 
questions and comments. The presente r can write directly on top of transparencies, 
e ncouraging group participation and using the medium interactively. Overhead 
projectors are commonly available in nearly every corner of the world. 

The 35mm slide is the most popular medium for presentations tl1at require high
quality stationary visuals. Slide shows are recommended for presentations that require 
little or no audience interaction. The room must be da rk, and no te-taking should not 
be required. Slides are considered fom1al, and interactivity is not e ncouraged because 
the slides must be show n in rigiu sequence. 35nU11 slides are portable and useful in a 
variety of projection devices and slide viewers. Because professional-quality slides are 
costly to have made for you-nearly $100 per slide at a graphics service, plus a long 
time to wait to see results-Composing slides on a Macintosh yourself and outputting 
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them to a seJVice bureau makes more sense. Using this method, you pay only $12 per slide 
and can receive slides within 4 hours, or you can use a desiJop film recorder that may cost 
belWeen $4,000 and $10,000 to produce your own slides in just a couple of hours. 

The Macintosh screen also can serve as a slide presentation device, without the need 
fo r 35mm slides. Such ·'live" presentations and the equipment and software used to 
deliver them are desclibed in the next chapter. 

The print medium also is useful, especially for hand-ou~ the audience can take with 
them. A variety of desktop color printers, described in Chapter 9, can reproduce slides 
with enough detail and quality to seJVe as hand-outs. 

You should design your slides to fit the chosen medium, but some designs have 
similarities that make using the same artwo rk and text in presentations with different 
media possible. You can create the same graphics for use o n printed hand-outs, 
slides, transparencies, and the Macintosh screen. 

As a presenter, choosing a medium you are comfortable with is important. Presenting 
info rmation is a personal act, and although a group effort is usually required to put 
together the facts and graphic e lements, the presentation is still usually de livered by 
one person, using that person's style. One person makes the decision about how to 
make the presentation and what the content should be. 

Creating Transparencies 

Images and text fo r transparencies can be assembled in graphics programs, in page 
makeup programs (described in more detail in Chapter 8) or in the presentation 
programs described late r in this chapter. All three types of programs can bring diverse 
elements together on a single "page" or slide and print that page, and page makeup 
programs and slide presentation programs can prepare multiple pages. Slide presenta
tion programs, such as Aldus Persuasion and Microsoft's PowerPoint (described later), 
however, are the best to use for organizing a presentation and for preparing transpar
encies that are designed to resemble 35mm slides, espe 'ally if the material will be 
presented on transparencies and on 35mm slides. 
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Transparencies for overhead projectors may be as large as a standard 8.5-by-11-inch 
page, but the same design rules for slides apply because you are projecting the 
information. Use large, bold type, and allow at least 1.5-inch margins on top, bottom, 
and sides for the frame. Use framed transparencies to avoid the appearance of glare 
around the edges and to make your transparencies look professional. 

Overhead projectors actually outsell 35mm slide projectors in the business market 
and are less expensive and therefore attractive for use in educational institutions. 
Most projectors have fixed lenses, and the only way to change the size and focus of 
an image is to move the projector closer to or away from the projection surface 
(usually a screen). 

You can produce black-and-white transparencies (see fig. 6.1) by using a laser printer 
fo r paper masters and then using a copy service bureau or by printing directly onto 
copier-certified film sheets. 

PowerPoint Creates 

Transparencies 

IS ... \ ........ . 
;:~· ......... . 
1: ::.:: --~~-··· ~ 

Flip Charts 

·:·:·:-:·:·:·:-

·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· 

35mm Slides 

[g] 
.-~&A~ 
On-Screen 

Fig. 6. 1. Overhead transparency pages can be printed from a page makeup or slide presentation 
progr<~m directly onto copier-approved acetates in a laser printer, or onto laser printer masters that are 
convened to acetate in a copy shop. 
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Desktop color thermal-transfer printers, described in derail in Chapter 9, make 
exce llent color transparencies. These printers use a heating e lement to fuse a ribbon 
with a film of pigment or wax to specially coated paper or transparency fUm. Some 
service bureaus that provide high-resolution irnagesetting and 35mrn slides also 
provide cameras for producing high-resolution transparencies from paper masters. 

Creating 35nun Slides 

Any graphics program that saves a Pier file can create visuals for a 35mrn slide. With 
progr-.m1s that do nor save PICf files, an altemative method is to "print" to a disk file that can 
be taken to a service bureau. SuperGlue (Solutions, Inc.) is a utility progr-.m1 that enables any 
application to "ptint" to a file that can be converted to Pier or other graphics fom1ats. 

The presentation programs described later in this chapter (such as Aldus Persuasion 
and Microsoft's PowcrPoint), however, are much better for creating 35mrn slides 
because they offer special features for organizing slide presentations and preparing 
them for desktop slide recorders o r service bureaus. These special features include the 
capability to handle text outlines for organizing a presentation, tools for drawing and 
painting graphics, the capability to import graphics from a variety of graphics pro
grams, and methods of saving color choices for use in multiple presentations. All of 
these features make designing different presentations using the same elements, such 
as corporate logos, and the same color schemes easy. 

Color can be used to organize ideas and identify elements, milestones, or processes. 
Color also can bring clarity to technical illustrations and make presentations more 
attractive and attention-getting. But the use of some colors can produce undesirable 
results. For example, you should not use red for income totals, because the color red 
suggests that you are losing money. Nor should you use purple with Japanese 
audiences, because purple headbands are worn by Kabuki dancers when they are ill. 
Many people are color blind to red and green used together. Blue is possibly the 
safest color; dark blue backgrounds are used for many ~ ofessional slides. 

Use the following general rules for color in 35mm slide ~resentations: use one main 
colo r and two or three others, and use light colors on a~ontrasting dark background 
for highlighting. Too many diffe rent colors can be confu ing ~mel irritating. Use the 
same colors for the same type of element in the presen tion, and change colors and 
backgrounds only if the topic is changing dramatically. A consistency in the use of 
color reflects professio nalism. 
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Quality in slides is usually a measure of the resolulio n of the slide recorder, as well 
as a subjective opinion of the content. As the resolution increases, the image on the 
slide is cleare r and its text, curves, and diagonal lines have less-jagged edges. The 
resolution is determined by the number of pixels and the size of the pixels. The 
number of pixels in a row is refe rred to as lines (rounded to the nearest thousand). 
For example, a 4,000-line resolution means that the slide has between 4,000 and 
4,096 pixels per row. Because 35rnm slides have a 1.5 to one ratio of width to height, 
the 4,000-line slide most likely has 2,700 to 2,732 rows. For Macintosh-based film 
recorders, the resolution depends on the capabilities of the recorder and accompany
ing software. 

The trade o ff with resolution is speed: recording at 2,000 lines of resolution takes less 
than half the time it takes to record at 4,000 lines. More often, the sharpness of the 
image and text on a slide is detem1ined by proper focusing of the projecto r, but pixe l 
size (in relation to the size of the recorder's internal CRT) also can be a factor. 
Diffe rent film recorders offer va1ying degrees of image sharpness due to d ifferent 
pixel sizes, even when recording at the same line resolution. 

These factors are important to consider when choosing a service bureau that special
izes in slide-making and has a film recorder or when purchasing a desktop film 
recorder. The choice you make also detem1ines the fo nts you can use fo r the text in 
your slides: you can use only the fo nts that are supported by your output device, a 
desktop film recorder o r a recorder avai lable at a service bureau. The alternative is 
characters of text with jagged edges that make the slides look unprofessio nal. No 
maner which program you use, your choice of fonts for text on the slides is dcter
mjned by your choice of output method. 

Using Service Bureaus 

just as desktop publishing enabled the local copy shop to provide publishing output 
services, desktop presentations arc enabling those same copy shops and service 
bureaus to output slides. Infrequent presente rs can go to copy shops or desktop 
publishing service bureauS tO print slides Without having tO purchase Or share a f'tlm 
recorder. These service bureaus also can recommend freelance Macintosh artists for 
designing graplucs for use with slides. 
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You can find a setvice bureau for Macintosh slides by looking for a desktop publish
ing setvice bureau or copy shop that specializes in desktop publishing. If they don't 
prepare slides, they will know of a service bureau that does prepare slides. The 
setvice bureau can be anywhere in the country (or the world, for that maner), 
because you can transfer Macintosh files over te lephone lines and use express 
delivery services to receive the slides. 

Two important factors for comparing service bureaus is the tum-around time to make 
slides and deliver them and the cost per slide. In most cases, a Macintosh-oriented 
se1v ice bureau can process your files with no compatibility problems, except perhaps 
with fonts (as described earlier). The best way to find out is to uy a service bureau 
with a small set of slides that use the font you want to use and check the quality of 
the resulting slides. 

Most presentation programs offer a direct link, by means of a special software driver, 
to specific service bureaus. For example, Microsoft 's PowerPoint offers a direct link to 
Genigraphics service bureaus, and the package includes Genigraphics templates 
specialized for their equipment with specific color schemes. Although nearly any 
setvice can produce slides from Macintosh PICf files, you may get jagged fonts due to 
inadequate font substitution. The best way to avoid this problem is to use the special
ized drivers provided with the presentation programs or to stick with popular fonts 
(such as Helvetica) that are used with most se1vice bureaus and film recorders. 

At about $10-$12 per slide produced at a service bureau, you would break even with 
a 56,000 desktop film recorder (not counting film and processing) if you produced 
about 500 different slides. If you don't intend to produce 500 slides in one year, using 
a setvice bureau or copy shop is the less expensive option. Of course, even with 
desktop fUm recorders, you still need the setvices of a photo shop or lab to develop 
the ftlm and make the slides. Most service bureaus offer film recording and film 
developing. Some service bureaus offer enhancements to slides, such as the addition 
of a corpordte logo or interesting background. Some also offer 4-inch-by-5-inch or 7-
inch-by-9-inch high-resolution transparencies for making color separations (described 
in Chapter 4). 

Service bureaus typically can output fi lm and develop sl'des in four hours to three 
days. Rush service usually commands a premium charge but most setvices provide 
overnight service. 
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Service bureaus can receive Macintosh files on disk, mailed or de livered, and by 
modem and telecommunication software over phone lines. A variety of modems are 
available for the Macintosh, including the portable Apple Modem, and the Macintosh 
Portable includes a modem. With a modem, all you need is a telephone line with a 
modular jack, and telecommunication software such as Apple's MacTerrninal, Dow 
j ones' Desktop Express, o r Software Venture's MicroPhone. Fo llow the service 
bureau's instructions for sending the flles. Remembe r that presentation files can be 
very large and rake a considerable amount of time transferring by modem. 

Comparing Film Recorders 

A digital filin recorder grabs the video image on the computer screen and displays the 
iinage on an internal high-resolution CRT (cathode ray tube) inside the recorder, where the 
image is photographed with a built-in camera. Digital recorders range in price from around 
$2,000 (for low resolution) and $5,000 (for at least 2,000-line resolution) to about $13,000 
(for high resolution). An analog film recorder also captures the video signal but produces 
lower resolution images (typically 640-by-480 pi.xels with 256 colors, which is the resolution 
of the Macintosh II screen). 

Desktop film recorders are attractive to graphic arts services, publishing service bureaus, 
copy shops, advertising agencies, PR fums, other professional communicators, and corpo
rate presenters who need to keep theii· slides confidential, or need to be able to make last
minute corrections without waiting fo r a service bureau. [f you typically want the fastest 
tum-around tin1e, ftlm recorders are more economical than service bureaus because with 
the service bureaus you also pay delivery charges and possibly rush charges. 

Film recorders expose film, and you have to develop the ftlm into slides, but you also can 
develop the fllm for other meclia, such as transP'drencies, colo r prints, posters, and whatever 
else your local photo shop or photo lab can produce. 

The problems of font substitution and iinage quality with service bureaus also exists 
fo r film recorders; you should use the specialized driver software provided w ith the 
film recorder o r with presentation programs. Most film recorde rs are supplied w ith 
driver software that can process Macintosh PICT flles, but you should use the fonts 
supplied with that film recorder. 
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Mirus Corp. offers an 8,000-line dig ital film reco rder called the Film Printer. This 
recorder uses the same color QuickDraw instructions used to display Mac images and 
connects direcdy to a single Macintosh thro ugh d1e SCSI inte rface. The supplied 
software can process an image in the background of MultiFinde r. The FilmPri nte r 
driver software from Mirus is optimized for 2,000 lines of resolution, which is suffi
cient fo r many applications, but d1e recorder can reproduce 8,000 lines. You can 
choose d1e FilmPrinter d river by using d1e Chooser desk accessory then use any 
Macintosh application to print to the film recorde r. 

The FilmPrinter is an a ll-digita l device wid1 a high-resolutio n CRT, an RGB (red , g reen , 
blue) colo r fUte r w heel, and a Ko nica 35mm camera with a special lens. The o nly 
moving pa tts are the filte r w heel and the film transpo rt mechanism in the camera. The 
recorde r processes the image seque ntially thro ugh its RO B filte rs, producing good 
colo r saturatio n with a full range o f colors . The FilmPrinter o ffers excellent colo r 
gradients (patte rns tha t dissolve from o ne colo r to ano d1e r gradually), but the recorder 
tends to fatten thin lines a bit. The Po laroid Bravo is nearly identical to the Mirus 
FilmPrinte r, but is fine-tuned fo r Po laro id Presentatio n Chrome film. 

ll1e Montage FRl (Presentation Technologies), the ProColor and SlideWtiter (Agfa Matlix), 
and the LFR (Lasergraphics) digita l recorders are similar but ci>ffer varying levels of qua lity. 
The Montage and LFR recorders handle thin Hnes bette r than the Milus filmPrimer, but the 
slides from the Montage are sometimes fuzzier when p rojected to very large size. l11c LFR 
offers better slide quality man the Montage and is faster man the other recorders but also is 
mo re expensive. l11e SlideWriter is twice as sharp as its cousin, the ProColor, and both offe r 
good value for the ir prices. The LFR and the SlideWriter also perfom1 the best with text. 

Until recently, PostScript graphics could not be imaged by these recorde rs unless they 
were fi rst converted to PICT fo rmat. Optio ns to record ~ostScript g raphics w ith film 
recorders are now becoming available, in the fom1 o f PostSCtipt fi lm recorders (such 
as recorde rs from Agfa Matrix) o r in PostScript software interpreters such as Freed om 
o f Press (Custom Applications, Inc.). A PostScript inte rpreter is a piece o f software tha t 
operates in the device o r in your computer and translates o r inte1prets the PostScript 
instnrctio ns to create a high-resolutio n bit map, o r serie~ o f pixels, to record the slides. 
In PostScript devices, the inte rpre te r usually is sto red in read-o nly me mory, o r ROM, 
on the contro lle r card that includes a processor, and th inte rpre ting occurs in the 
device, setting free your computer to do othe r tasks. II. o ftware-only PostScript 
inte rpre te r, o n d1e other hand, runs in your computer a nd then sends the bit map of 
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the slide to the recorder, and your computer i occupied with the task of interpreting. 
Freedom of Press, a software interprete r, can inte rpret PostScript into a high-resolu
tio n bit map for specific film recorders (such as the Montage and LFR recorders). 

PostScript recorders can provide the highest resolution for your graphics and text. Some
times high resolution is not necessary, however, esp<..>cially fo r slides that change otten and 
arc not expected to be high in quality. In such cases, you can get low-quality inexpensive 
slides from an analog film recorder rather than using a digital device. 

The Addtech Film Recorder is an example of an analog fi lm recorder. which records 
at the resolution of the Macintosh screen. This recorder connects to the cable from a 
standard MacinLOsh II video card and is shipped with the Polaro id PowerProcessor 
for developing instant slides-no film processing is necessa1y. No software is re
quired because the recorder captures the video signal directly. Because the Adcltech 
recorder is a low-resolution recorder, we recomme nd the recorder for informal 
presentations but not fo r high-quality s lide presentations. 

Color quality with any type of film recorder depends on the type of film and the quality 
contm l of the photo shop or lab. lkcorder manufacturers fmc-tunc their recorders to work 
with certain types of film and recommend using only that film. Some manufacture rs 
recommend professional Hlrn, and od1ers recommend using Ektachmme 100 HC (available 
at most phannacies). Out-of-date film may produce washed-out colors. Prof~ional films 
are kept in cool storage and have emulsion batch numbers on their packages so that you 
can purchase a series of films and maintain a consistent quality t11roughout the series. You 
should use a professional photo lab when using professional film. 

Overall quality for slides created witl1 a desktop film recorder also depend<; on die type of 
program you use to prepare d1e presentation file. Although any graphics program that can 
save a PICT file can theoretically prepare slides, slide presentation programs are designed 
for this purpose, and you can usually get better results with them. Slide presentation 
programs also can impo1t graphics from other p1ograms, so that you can use die tools in a 
graphics program first then use a presentation program to prepare slides. 

Reviewing Slide Presentation Programs 

Several colo r slide presentation programs have been developed fo r the Macintosh 
including PowerPoint (Microsoft), StandOut! (Lctraset), Persuasion (Aldus), and 
MORE II (Symantec). Ali o f these products create presentations as a collection of 
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slides (called charts by MORE TI). A slide can be the size of a regular page (for 
transparencies), the size of a 35mm slide, or a custom rectangular shape and size. 

With all of these progr-ams you have several output choices-including desktop ftl.m 
recorders and printers-and all of them can create a slide show on the Macintosh display. 
The programs also can print hand-outs and notes, and all are provided with templates, 
which are predesigned presentations that contain dummy text and graphics you can replace 
with your own teA't and graphics. Templates are designed to be used to a-eate presentations 
semi-automatically without requiring you to invent a design for your slides. 

Some of the slide presentation programs are designed witl1 attists in mind: with an 
emphasis on graphics tools and visual organizing techniques. Others emphasize their 
automatic features and are pitched to tl1e presenters, not to artists. Yet even those 
programs pitched to non-attists differ in what automatic features are provided; some 
are designed with charting and graphing features built-in, and others are designed to 
import charts and graphs from spreadsheet programs that can prepare such graphics. 
When charts and graphs depend on numeric informatio9 that changes frequently and 
you want to update that information in one place, you should choose a spreadsheet 
program tl1at can be linked to a presentation program. 

Presentation programs are more flexible for making slides than page makeup pro
grams. They offer additiona l features for working from an outline and sequencing 
slides, and for presenting slides on the compute r screen. Some presentation programs 
offer direct output to professional slide service bureaus. his feature is useful if you 
do not want to own or share an in-house film recorder. 

Another useful feature of presentation programs is their capability to organize and 
print a st01yboard, which is a set of thumbnail sketches of individual slides with 
comments derived from a speech oudine. The presenter uses the storyboard to 
remember key phrases and to keep the sequence and pace of the speech intact. The 
storyboard conta ins the entire presentation in a form you can browse. Some programs 
offer features for creating hand-out materials as well as totyboards. Hand-out pages 
can be printed on a color printer and perhaps copied by means of a color copier. 

The benefits of using desktop presenta tion programs ar similar to the benefits of 
desktop publishing: bener-looking presentations are more credible, and you can save 
time and money preparing your own (without artists an

1
d using clip art) or use an 

attist to create beautiful slide art. But perhaps the best l:lenefit for presentations is that 
you are free to make last-minute corrections without inCurring major productio n costs. 
Parts of a presentation can be worked on by different ~ople and assembled in a s lide 
presentation program for final sorting. 
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Microsoft's PowerPoint 

PowerPoint (Microsoft) is designed specifically for producing presentations, with 
word processing and diagram draw ing tools, and on-screen slide sorters. Microsoft 
includes a disk of already designed presentation layouts, and the program enables 
you to work on an entire presentation at one time. Professional slides and overheads 
can be produced from PowerPoint, as well as presentation hand-outs that include an 
image of each slide and accompanying text. 

PowerPoint offers slide sequence views (by title, or by thumbnail display) to enable 
you to visually organize your presentation. The program provides a spelling checker 
that refers to Word·s supplemental user dictionary and the capability to import 
graphics from a variety of sources, including EPS files. 

PowerPoint can output an entire presentation to a Scrapbook file for use with other 
programs, such as the software supplied with desktop film recorders. Microsoft also 
has an agreement with Genigraphics to provide PowerPoint slides via modem to 
produce fast 35rnm slides at Genigraphics service centers. The package includes 
Genigraphics templates specialized for their equipment with specific color schemes. 

PowerPoint offers you the ability to add color lines, fills, shadows, and gradations 
that use the slide title as the center of the gradations of color. Also, when you specify 
the background color of a slide, the program suggests complementary colors for the 
text. This feature is nice for helping non-artists design colorful slides that also are 
readable. Microsoft offers a special palette that matches Genigra phics colors. 

With PowerPoint, you can define and store color schemes for presentations and 
merge slides from other presentations into a new presentation, and the slides take on 
the color scheme of the new presentation. Additional colors can be added to the 
menu, and any color can be substituted for any other color automatically and 
globally. 

PowerPoint has minimal features for previewing or presenting a slide show on the 
Macintosh screen, although if you memorize the Command-key shortcuts and know 
your slides by number, you can interrupt and resume the slide show to make an 
effective presentation. You also can change the color of the text and backgrounds of 
all the slides in one operation in order to customize the presentation for specific 
lighting conditions or room size at the last minute. 
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PowerPoint's templaLes are presentations you can open and then save w ith new file 
names; then you have to manually replace the tel\1. on each slide. Alternatively, you 
can open a template prescnwtion file and copy elements to your presentation file. 
PowerPoint's master slide offers a default title position and repeating text and gmphic 
elemems, but you cannot make global changes to slides from the master slide. 

PowerPoinr's drawbacks are that the program does nor include outlining features 
(although Microsoft Word , a companion product, inclu9cs outlining) and does not 
generate charts and grdphs from spreadsheets (although Microsoft Excel, another 
companion product, offers chaning and graphing along with spreadsheet features). 
PowerPoint can import MORE 1.1 outlines (Symantec's MORE 1.1 and MOREn are 
the most popular outliners). 

PowerPoint offers the capability to define text styles for the menu so that users can 
select the font, the style, and the color in one action. 13ut the real value of style sheets 
is not exploited: the capability ro globally change the font, style, or size of a class of 
text objects such as the headings, level 1 subheadings, level 2 subheadings, and so 
on. In this regard, Microsoft Word's styles are the model to follow, but instead, the 
style definition in PowcrPoint is merely a med1od of combining text settings into one 
menu choice. 1 onetheless. PowcrPoint offers high-quality results. excellent color 
suggestions, and direct support for Genigraphics slide sel\lice bureaus. 

Aldus Persuasion 

Aldus Persuasion offers precision drawing tools, special gmphic effects, and flexible 
and semi-automatic charting. You can resize, stretch, and othenYise d istort graphic 
objects, as well as flip and rotate them and usc gradual fills. The standard set of 
geometric drawing tools are included, along with a free-hand drawing tool and a 
zoom tool for magnifying the display. 

The program provides layers for holding different objet ts and for establishing a huild, 
in which each layer presents pan of the slide over time so that you can build up to a 
finish \Vith the entire slide displayed (see fig. 6.2). Other special effects include text 
and object shadows, and you can specify the text shadow offset and object shadow 
offset separately in Preferences. 
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Present [Hemple 

Present bemple 

• Print - brochures, hand·outs 

• Sll ~t :;::: 35mm, overheads 

Pretenl bamplt 

• Print - broduues, hand-oul.s 

• Slide - 35mm, overheads 

• Lh·e - ;l!l).lhe <O f11JUI.,. 

Fig. 6.2. A sequence of slides called a build, designed in Aldus Persuasion. 
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Persuasion offers 10 auto matic chart options based on data typed into Per.;uasion's data 
sheet or imported from an ex'temal spre-.1dsheet (and then edited in the data sheet). You also 
can cleftne your own chart, and the program offe rs conveniert methods fo r replotting sets 
and switdling d1art types to obtain the best cha1t. You then can ungroup chart elements, 
enhance them with special effects, and regroup d1em. Drag a wedge from a pie chart, for 
example, and move legends and other pieces. Persuasion gives you control over the x and y 
axes positions, d1e gJid lines, plot range, and tick marks, and d1e numeJic folmats. Yo u also 
can show depth to simulate three-dimensional charts (see ftg. 6.3). 

Persuasion includes 24 AutoTemplates, which open as untided presentations (copies), so 
dun you can save your version ac; a new ftle witho ut danger of overwriting the template. 
Each AutoTemplatc is a collectio n of SL'< or eight master slides, and you can create new 
AutoTemplates. 

A master slide is a model of what you want to appear on one slide or a mnge of slides, and 
a master slide contains placeholders with size, fonnat, and location infonnation for texr and 
charts. You also can cleftne the direction in which text flows within a placeholder, as well as 
the alignment o f text wid1in a text block. You can w;sign slide builds to a master s lide and 
create separate masters for the speaker's notes and handouts. 
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After choosing a set or master slides. you can apply any master to one sl ide or a 
range of slides. You also can set one master lO serve as the default master when the 
program launches. The Gallery command enables you to preview the master slides, 
and you can assign a master to one or more slides in the Slide sorter view, the 
normal Slide view, or the Outline view. 

TI1e master slide in Persuasion holds enough infom1ation for you to change the formatting 
charaderistics of all the te:-..'1: governed by that master slide in one opemtion. If you use 
seveml different master slides for one presentation. however, you need to change all the 
masters in order to change the typeface or size for handout-;. In this regard. Persu~L-;ion is 

less flexible than MORE n, which oOers global Rules for text form atting. 

Persuasion offers a default palette of eight colors ( including black and white) and a 
color grid of 200 colors, as well as access to the entire 16.7 million colors offered in 
the Macintosh II family and the SE/30. The program can import color graphics, but 
each color is convened to a matching color from the 200 colors in the color grid. You 
can change the color grid colors by selecting and editing one, and you can change 
the colors in the default palette. 

You can apply different colors to the Une, fill , and shadmv of an object or group of 
objects, and to the line and fill backgrounds. The Set Colors dialog box enables you 
to assign colors to these classes of elcmenrs at one time for all slides in a presenta
tion. The progmm offers gr.tdual fills (also called gradient.-;). radial fills (a gradiem 
that radiates from a central point outward), and color-shadowed texr. 

Persuasion can expon slides as individual PICT Hie; or as a Scrapbook !lie for tl1e entire 
presentation; eitl1er C'dn be used with most desktop film recorders and slide service bure-.tus. 

Persuasion has excellent features for presenting slide shows on the Macintosh screen. The 
program offer~ a Slide show dialog box tl1at enables you to select a range of slides (or all 
slides) to show in S<.."CIUCnce, once or continuously. Persuasion oners a full-screen presenta
tion or a presentation in~ide tl1e windo\'\', and you can set the delay between layers for 
builds, as well as the delay between slides during automatic advance. 

As a competitor to PO\YerPoint, Persuasion has more features and is more convenient 
to use. The program combines a very robust drawing environment with an impres
sive set of templates, the Oexibility to edit text on slides and add colors, and com
plete outUning facilities. In addition, Persuasion enables you to change text formatting 
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globally on a master slide, and you can use more than o7e master slide in a presenta
tion. Persuasion is a fu ll-featured presentation program that can produce high-quality 
results and is easy to learn. 

letraset's StandOut! 

StandOut! resembles ReadySetGO! (a page makeup program), with drawing tools and 
style sheets for defining text e lements with global refotmatting capabilities. The 
program enables you to crop and resize images and to repeat text and graphic 
clements from a master slide onto every slide, similar to a master page in a page 
makeup program. To use a consistent design in a presentation, you can duplicate the 
design of the first slide and use a master slide to define repeating elements. 

StandOut! enables you to change a font specification in a style sheet definition in 
order to apply the change to all slides for that patticular class of text. StandOut! even 
enables you to find and replace formatting characte ristics. 

StandOut! offers five basic chart and graph styles that are created from a data sheet, 
and the program also can import Excel spreadsheets for charting and graphing. The 
options enable you to define the style and formauing of the chatt's legend, labels, 
axes, grid lines, and shadows. You also can drag a slice out of a pie chart and drag 
elements such as the legend to new positions. 

Excellent features of StandOut! are the capability to stretch and compress letters as graphic 
objects and to run text around graphic objects. StandOut! offers grouping, alignment, and the 
capability to lock objects, as well as Send Behind and Bring to Front commands for overlap
ping objects. You also can specifY the text repel dismnce (for wrapring text around an 
object) and set a prefened line weight to use for all thin lines. 

You can save any slide design, including colors, patterns,~ objects, in a seJYarate ftle. You 
then can use any of these designs in another presentation ~f calling up the list with the Slide 
Design System button; the program oflers five standard desi,ns. 

1l1e package contains 18 sample presentations that can be Used as templates. First, save one 
as a new presentation; then you can alter the presentation · needed, but this method is not 
as fast as others. You also can import the text style sheets~ , m another presentation. 
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StandOut! offers you the ability ro create a custom color palette for a presentation, as 
long as you keep the paleue in the same folder with the presentation. StandOut! is 
the only program that can import scanned image RIFF tiles from lmageStudio, 
Letraset's gray-scale painting and retouching software described in Chapter 4. (RIFF 
image files are much smalle r than TIFF and Pier files for holding bit-mapped 
images.) The program's designer added a nice touch ro the color palette menu-a 
scroll bar showing a blend of the colors in the list, so that you can quickly scroll to a 
ce1tain hue. 

StandOut! can export slides as individual Pier files for use with film recorders or 
service bureaus, and the program can print color separdtions. Fo r presenting slides 
on the Macintosh screen, the program offers the standard features of manual and 
automatic advancing (same as PowerPoint) and 12 transition effects to use between 
individual slides, providing simple animation in your slide show. For example, you 
can dissolve o ne screen into another so that each pixel of the first slide is replaced by 
the corresponding pixel in the second slide-a dissolve transition-or have the 
second slide wipe across the first slide-a wipe transition. 

StandOut! looks just like ReadySetGO! and even rums ReadySetGO! pages into slides. 
The program offe rs stylistic control over the text of all slides, and its close relation
ship to ReadySetGO! means that users of the latter product can make slides quickly 
and easily without retraining. The capability to export slides as Pier files makes 
getting high-quality slides produced at any service bureau or using any Macintosh
based film recorder easy. 

Symantec's MORE II 

Of the preceding presentation programs, MORE II has the most extensive outlining 
features. Graphics can be placed in an outline and thereby tied directly to an idea, 
rather than placed on a slide as an afterthought. MORE 11 also can import outlines 
from GrandView and from the Mac and PC versions of ThinkTank. Only Persuasion 
comes close to providing the outlining features of MORE 11. 

MORE II also stands out in the global text refom1atting category with its hierarchical 
rules. A general set of rules can define the overall text fom1at, and rules for different 
classes of text inherit the general rules but override them with more specific format
ting instructions. You can change a font specification for the overall text fom1at (or 
for a specific class of text) to apply the change to all slides fo r that particular class. 
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Unlike the other programs, MORE II does not include extensive drawing tools. This 
program has rectangle, rounded rectangle, oval , and straight line tools, accompanied 
by a fill and background tool, frames and frame edge styles, shadow patterns, and 
line endings. You can import graphics from other programs or from the MORE II 
libraries. MORE II offers grouping and alignment of objects, Send to Back and Bring 
to Front commands, and the capability to add colors, fill patrerns, and shadow 
patrerns to objects. 

MORE II graphic objects are stored in the Objects Library, and clip art images (each a 
single object) are stored in the Graphics Libraty. MORE II enables you to inco1porate 
graphics w ith headlines or w indows in the outline, treating graphics as one object to 
be moved along with the headline or w indow. You alternatively can place the 
graphics on a chart (slide) or master page (master slide) and move them separately. 

MORE II 's templates are stored in a Templates Library and consist of rule sets for 
outlines, bullet ch<uts, and tree cha11s. You can create your own templates. and you 
can open any of the sample outlines in other libraries and bon·ow master slides 
(MORE II calls them master pages) to assign to your presentation sl ides. The mles tl1at 
govern fonnatting for all slides can be tweaked or left alone, and you can get nearly 
automatic creation of slides from templates. 

MORE IT offers color pop-up menus that provide access to the color and pattern 
editor for creating custom colors and patterns. The program enables you to change 
the background and all other pa11s of a window, including scroll bars, rulers, and title 
text. The color palette holds 32 colors, that you can change by choosing Custom 
Color. 

With MORE II , you can selectively color text in an outline if, for example, you want to 
set one word of a headline in a different color. You also can colorize tex1: blocks and 
objects on the slides. The program enables you to customize color dithering w ith 
standard panerns and freely drawn patterns (you can e~it the pLxels of a pattern). 

You can expo11 an entire MORE II outline to other outline fonnats, such as ThinkTank 
(Mac and PC), tvlac\Xlrite, 1\llicrosoft Word, Ready! (PC), plain text, and MORE 1.0. You 
also can expo11 slides as PTCT files. 

MORE II has the most extensive contro ls for presenting slides on Macintosh displays. 
You can set up rwo or more displays-for example, on at the podium to act as a 
teleprompter for the presenter and one projected for th audience. The presenter's 
display can show a w indow of notes w ith a miniature s

1
1ide (see fig. 6.4), and the 
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All Star Inc. 

• Advantages ( in order of 
• A l ternatives 

e ere the notes for this sl ide. whtch eppeer 
only on the presenter's display (while the eudience 
sees only the sltde). 

Don't forget to tell the jokes!! 
;j: ,, .• 

Fig. 6.4. When using two displays, the audience can he shown a full-size slide while the prcsentcr sees a 
miniature version of the slide with notes for tilL' speed1. and the time limit for each slide (MOHE II ). 

audience sees a full-size display of the slide. A control panel enables you to set a 
different time limit for each slide as well as a time limit for the entire presentation. As 
a presenter, you see a quick visual display of how much time you have left for the 
slide and the entire presentation. You also can use these features on one display to 
preview the slide show and measure how long delivering the presentation takes. 

MORE II offers 24 visual trc~nsition effects between slides, and the slide show also can 
be controlled by the SA YETI Smatt Remote contro l unit. A truly exciting feature is 
rhe ability the program gives you to click on a headline or text item in a slide during 
a Macintosh screen presentation and jump to the slide (if any) with that text as its 
heading. The linking power of the computer is used so that you can jump to any 
slide based on the context of your speech rather than the sequence of slides. 
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MO RE II provides little in the way of drawing capabilities, assuming that you use 
drawing programs and import the g raphics into MORE II outlines. The program offers 
the best contro ls for Macintosh-based slide shows. In fact, with its superb outlining, 
text editing, and computer presentation controls , MORE IT may have a larger impact 
on the technology of desktop presentations than any of the other programs. 

Chapter Swnmary 

ll1e goal in using the Macintosh computer to assist in a slide presentation is to express ideas 
in a powerful way. ll1e Macintosh can manage the entire effo rt and provides snazzy visuals. 

You can choose from a variety of media for communicating ideas, such as ptinted material, 
35mm slides, overhead transparencies, o r the Macintosh saeen and spe-aker for live, moving 
pictures with sound. \Xlhich medium you choose depends on how i.Jnpottant your visuals 
are to your message and how much interactivity with the audience you want to encourage. 

Transparencies can be created in graphics programs, in page makeup programs, or in the 
presentation programs. laser printers and color d1errnal-transte r printers can be used to print 
transparencies, and copy shops can convert paper masters into transparencies. 

Slides are created wid1 a ftlm recorder on a desktop or at a setvice bureau. Two ilnpottant 
factors fo r comparing setvice bureaus is me tum-around time to make slides and deliver 
them and d1e cost per slide. 

Desktop ftlm recorders are attractive to d1ose who need to keep their slides confidential, or 
need to make last-mmute corrections wid1out waiting fo r a service bureau. 

Nearly any graphics program d1at can save a PICT ftle, such as PixelPaint, Adobe IllustJato r, 
Aldus FreeHand, Srudio/8, and many omers, can prepare a slide or transparency on an 
individual basis--one slide per PICT ftle. Page makeup programs also can prepare slide 
presentations and hold more "slides" (as pages) in a ftle, but these programs lack d1e 
controls for organizing and presenting slide shows. 

Slide presentation programs, such as PowerPoint, Persuasiof), StandOut!, and MORE II, are 
designed for creating slide shows, transparencies, and preseihtation hand-outs, and fo r 
organizing and managing effotts to create presentations. 
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Many other application programs, such as graphjcs programs, can be used to create 
source material, which then can be combined w ith other elemenL'i in slide presenta
tion programs. 

The same materials can be combined w ith special animation effects for Macintosh 
screen presentations, described in the next chapter. Multimedia autboring programs, 
such as HyperCard, SuperCard, MacroMind Director, and Studio/ 1, can act as presen
tation programs for combining elements and sequencing them for Macintosh screen 
slide shows. Bur they also can go much further to communicate ideas: they can 
combine all this information w ith animation and sound and provide ways for the 
speaker to interact w ith the infom1ation, making presentations that are more conve
nient to the speaker. 
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Demo or die. 

Making live 
Presentations 

-Motto of the MIT Media Lab 

Macintosh software brings you the power to create all of a presentation's visuals and 
to control the costs, the timeliness, and the quality of the visuals. Bur rather than using 
35mm slides, you can use the Macintosh itself to pn:sent information as well as 
prepare visual aids. After you start to use a Macintosh for overheads and slide presen
tations, you may find the computer useful as a replacement for slides and overheads 
because the Macintosh offers new capabilities, such as animation and interactivity. 

With the Macintosh as the presenting device, you can prepare an interactive presenta
tion that enables you to navigate through the presentation through different paths and 
at different speeds. The presentation can play sound at the click of a mouse or jump 
from one topic to another o r from one image to another. As a presenter, you have 
complete control over the sequence of slides and animated material. You also can 
jump from the presentation to a live software demo o r ~preadsheet. 

Another major advantage of showing slides on the Macintosh screen is the capability 
to add animated transition effects between slides using programs such as MacroMind 
Director. For example, you can add a wipe, in which the next slide pushes the current 
slide off the screen smoothly, or a dissolve, in which the current slide dissolves slowly 
or quickly (you set the timing) into the next slide. Text can slide across the screen to 
make animated bullet lists. Pie chatt slices can separatJ~ and dance around the rest of 
the pie. The possibilities are endless. 

This chapter describes the benefits of using inreractivi '• animation, special effects, 
and sounds in presentations and compares various soft are tools for creating presen
tations with these elements. This chapter also describes the projection or display 
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hardware needed to make these presentations to large and small groups. This chapter 
is an introduction to the special effects you can achieve with animation and 
interactivity, which are explained in more detail later in Chapter 11. After reading this 
chapter, you will know d1e basics of using programs such as HyperCard and 
MacroMind Director, which can be used for presentations as well as for creating 
other types of interactive media. You also learn how to set up the appropriate 
projection or display equipment for group presentations and how to "publish'" 
presentations over a network and eliminate the need for face-to-face conferences. 

Displaying live on the Macintosh 

The presentation of ideas does not occur only in boardrooms and classrooms. A large 
categoty for presentations is the advettising and movie inclust.ties. For d1e movie Star 
Trek v; special effects attist Lynda Weinman put together animated sequences that 
serve as animatics, animated storyboards for describing scenes in the movie (see fig. 
7.1). She used VideoWorks II (the predecessor of MacroMind Director) on a 
Macintosh II with a color monitor to present the animatics to the producer of the 
movie and to the special effects crew. The animatics were used only for prototyping 
the actual scenes, although MacroMind's Marc Canter hopes to put the capabilities 
into future versions of Director to produce film-quality animated scenes entirely on a 
desktop Macintosh. 

The Macintosh becomes the center of your creative effotts because you can arrange 
the same digital in1ages and text for different types of presentations. A three-dimen
sio nal model of a product package, for example, can be presented on a color 
Macintosh monitor as an object that moves in any direction in three-dimensional 
space and have light projected from any angle. A particular sequence of these 
movements and lighting changes can be saved as a standard animation and then 
incorporated into a larger animated presentation perfom1ed on the Macintosh screen. 

A particular image or single digital "frame" of a presentation can be used to create a 
high-quality slide and color print. The image also can be incorporated into a printed 
publication and evenntally used for ptinting the graphics and text that appears on the 
final package. 

The presentation also can be saved on videotape directly from the Macintosh using a 
video adapter such as Apple's 8• 24 or 8 • 24GC card , or a third-party equivalent 
product. Saving to videotape is described in Chapter 13. 
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Fig. 7.1. Live on the Macintosh screen: scenes from the animatics 
Video Works, the predecessor to MacroMind Director (courtesy of Ly 
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The Macintosh can be a presenting device as well as the creative tool. Even typical 
marketing and sales presentations can be effectively delivered using a Macintosh
and if you're traveling, on a Macintosh P01table. A projector o r very large monitor 
can be used to show the screen to a larger group of people. 

With the Macintosh as the presenting device, you can prepare an interactive presentation 
using HyperCard that enables inquisitive users to navigate through the presentation at their 
own pace. Sound can be played on cue from the presentation, and a user can jump from 
one topic to another, or one iinage to another, by clicking the mouse. 

Using the Mac screen as the delivery system for presentations has many advantages. One is 
the ability to show "slides" (display frames) in any o rder and follow topic threads to otl1er 
frames. Anotl1er is tl1e ability to switch to a live spreadsheet for d1anging infom1ation. A 
mu-d is the ability to demonstr&te siinulations and prototypes, applying new infonnation or 
moving objects in sin1Uiated three-dimensional space. A fourtl1 advantage is the ability to 
branch into a software demo, anu11ation, or video clip, and incorporate prerecorded sound 
triggered by making selections witl1 a mouse. 

A multin1edia presentation requires some preparation, if only to be sure tl1at tl1e audience 
can see and hear tl1e presentation. The projection equipment described later in this chapter 
is suitable for most presentations, although the color projectors and large color monito rs are 
relatively expensive pieces of equipment. Nevettheless, they pay for themselves by reduc
ing or eliminating the use of slides. 

If you include sound with your presentation, you need to amplify the sound. All 
Macintosh models have built-in stereophonic jacks fo r connecting to standard audio 
amplifiers, receivers, recorders, headphones, and pottable speakers. All Macintosh 
units also have built-in speakers; the Macintosh Plus, SE, II , and Ilx can play only one 
channel of stereo sound through its single built-in speaker, but the Macintosh SE/ 30, 
Ilcx, and llci can play both channels. The Mitsubishi 37-inch monitors described in 
this chapter also have built-in speakers. 

Altl1ough sound can enhance some presentations, it dea-aets from others . You don't need to 
use every feature of a multimedia system. Simple anin1ation, combined with the capability 
to interact witl1 the ptesentation, can be more effective than any other media combination. 

For exan1ple, after using a gmphics program to simulate an object such as a product 
package in two or three diinensions, you can use a progr&m that offers aniination features, 
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such as MacroMind Director, to simulate the object's movement over time or its appearance 
in certain lighting conditions. A specific set of animated sequences can be prepared and 
presented on the Macintosh or transferred to videotape, although on videotape, you lose the 
interactive capabilities. Running the presentation on the Macintosh is more compelling than 
watching a video of the presentation. The ability to navigate through information in a 
non-sequential way can be invigorating and enlightening. 

Applying Animation and Interactivity 

In this age of infom1ation overload, an animated presentation can simplify a complex 
subject- and condense the content-to get over the firsf hump of comprehension. By 
using animation, speakers can illuminate their material in ways that extend their 
personalities, rather than in rigid, predictable ways. For fxample, you may include 
animated charts and graphs, attention-grabbing transitions, and talking heads ("and 
now, my staff will say a few words about how eager th~y are to se1ve you!"). The 
p resentation becomes more effective the more you can customize the presentation for 
a particular audience. 

Speakers can have many special effects at their disposal for presentations. Animated 
transitions between slides are simple but effective for attention-grabbing. Sound, 
animation, and video can be used to enhance a presentation or demonstrate a 
working concept. For example, Animatrix developed a self-runnirig demonstration of 
the Macintosh SE/ 30 with videotaped and digitized images of two people, animated in 
MacroMind Director, to provide the illusion that they were placed inside the Mac 
screen (see fig. 7.2). The people's voices were recorded and synchronized with the 
in1ages so that you hear them talking and knocking on the glass of the SE/ 30 screen. 
The demo begins with the sound of a Macintosh booting, which immediately grabs 
the attention of passersby, and then continues w ith the usual "Welcome to 
Macintosh" startup sequence; then the demo shows the couple talking and moving 
inside the screen, with a narrator explaining details abo t the SE/ 30. 

Sound and video take up enom1ous amounts of memol and disk space, by today's 
standards. Multin1edia methods can condense infonnati n in a manageable way by 
increasing the ability to initially comprehend the infonn tion, so that less raw material 
is required to produce excellent content. 
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Fig. 7.2. An animated prescn!alion using scanned image~ and sound 10 create the illusion that the two 
people are inside the Macintosh looking out through the dbrlay screen (courtcsr of Animatrix). 
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Transition effects such as builds are an example: To repeat the background and show 
one, then two, then three bullets of text, and so on, you would have to create a 
separate slide for each element of the build. Wid1 animation software, you can create 
the image once, then move graphics and text around a stationary background 
without creating any new images. You also can make sound loop continuously so 
that the sound plays for the duration of the presentation, yet occupies considerably 
less disk space. 

You receive an additional benefit w ith scanned images and dense drawings if you 
design your presentations only for the Macintosh screen: because the screen is 72 dpi 
or 75 dpi resolution, you do not need high-resolution output, and you don't need to 
save the graphics in a high-resolution format. You may have continuous tone color 
and gray-scale images for use in publications and sl ides, stored in the TIFF format at 
300 clpi resolution, but you can convert copies of these images to lower resolution 
versions for use in on-screen presentations, effectively reducing the disk storage 
requirement for the presentations. The Macintosh Plus and SE displays are 72 clpi , 
and the eA'ternal Apple Color Display is 75 dpi. 

Animation, sound. and graphics. when combined, offer ways to communicate d1at 
are far more effective than piint and ways to mock-up and simulate ideas before 
producing them. Animatics are a good example. You can use a program, such as 
HyperCard or MacroMincl Director, with original graphics to simulate a TV commer
cial. For j ordan McGrath Case & Taylor, a New York advertising firm, time and 
money are the issues. They can save time and spend less money when trying out 
creative ideas. What can be clone in a few minutes on a computer used to take a few 
clays in a video studio. According to AJex Ros5 of the fim1, "If you can communicate 
your idea faster and less expensively, it makes aU the difference.·· 

Presenting with HyperCard 

j ordan McGmth Case & Taylor use a HyperCard stack, a complete program or 
presentation written in HyperTalk, the scripting language of HyperCard. This stack 
enables them to place scanned images in a sequence witl sound so that the sound 
can be adjusted w ith the timing of the sequence. This pr ceclure provides a feeling 
for how the television commercial will be produced and · nables the ad agency to 
obtain approvals from clients for the elements and seque1 cing of the commercial. 
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HyperCard is more than a software application, more than an extension of d1e system: 
HyperCard is a multimedia control program. HyperCard can be used to present a slide 
show, but its talents as a tool for intem<.'tive multimedia communications go much furd1er. 
HyperCard and stacks created in HyperCard can run on any Macintosh. 

Wo rking with HyperCard is simple, and beginners can get started right away. In the 
package are many stack ideas such as a calendar, a to-do list, an address file, and an 
automatic pho ne dialer. You can build stacks using these stack ideas as starting 
points and using supplied buuon ideas and clip an stacks. The scripting language has 
"if/ then" consuucts that any BASIC user would be at home with, but you do not need 
to learn the scripting language . You can put togethe r presentalions without learning 
a ll the e lements of the scripting language-HyperCard generates a complete program 
that you then can modify if you learn just a little bit of the scripting language. 

HyperCard uses a card metaphor to desaibe a display of information. All me cards in a 
stack are the same size, and in Version 2, d1e card size o m be as large as any Macintosh 
display; in fact, a card can be any size from a one-inch square to an 18-inch square (64 by 
64 pixels to 1280 by 1280 pixels). 

If the card size is bigger than the display you arc using, you can scroll the display to 
see the rest o f the card. Many stacks arc designed with cards that are the size of a 
Macintosh Plus o r SE screen so mat the cards can be viewed w ithout scro lling on the 
smalle r displays. A stack can present multiple windows as well as cards, and colo r 
images can be displayed in a window or on a ca rd. 

Programs such as MacRecorder (Farallon Computing), MacroMind Director 
(MacroMincl), Stud io/ 1 (Electronic Arts), and Inte rFACE and HyperAnimato r CUright 
Star Technology) can be used to add special effects to HyperCard stacks. With 
MacRecorde r, you can add the capability to record and play sounds; with Director o r 
rudio/ 1, you can add the capability to play completed animated sequences; and 

with InterFACE and HyperAnimato r, you can add d ifferent types of animated "talking 
heads" to a presentation. (MacRecordcr, Director, and Studio/ 1 are described briefly 
in this chapter, and Director, InterFACE, and HypcrAnimaror are described in mo re 
detail in Chapter 11.) 

Many of the special effects you can play from within HyperCard are supplied as 
XCMDs ("X" commands) and XFCNs ("X'' functio ns), commands or functions, 
external to the HyperTalk programming language, that can be written in another 
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programming language and added to HyperCard scripts. Fo r example, you can use an 
XCMD to record sound into a presentation and play it back or to statt a videodisc 
playing a particular segment of video in a window on-screen. Stacks ava ilable from 
user gro ups and CompuServe software libraries often contain buttons that install these 
XCMDs and XFCNs in your stacks, so that HyperCard users who haven't learned 
HyperTalk can still use them without learning how to program. 

Many conu11ercial Hypet0 trd stacks have been developed by third-party vendors and are 
sold through regular software outlets as well as tlu-ough APDA, tl1e Apple Progranuners and 
Developers Association. The vast majotity of the stacks are tools for creating interactive 
multimedia presentations and simulations (described in Chapter 11), and for adding special 
effects to slide show presentations petfonned in HypetCard. 

Adding Sound with MacRecorder 

Sound is a relatively new type of data for personal computers; in fact, most PCs cannot 
produce sound without some kind of add-on equipment. Every Macintosh model offers a 
built-in capability to play sound and a mini-phone jack for cotmeaing the computer to 
stereo speakers and amplifiers. You can design multimedia presentations, therefore, to 
include sound with tl1e knowledge that every Macintosh owner can hear it. 

To play sound from a Macintosh, you fust use a sound digitizer to record and convert tl1e 
sound to a digital fonnat. l11e MacRecorder (Farallon Computing) is a digitizer that connects 
directly to one or both serial ports (nonnally used for connecting to a LocalTalk or Phone et 
network and for connecting a modem). To record stereo sound, you can use two 
MacRecorclers connected to both setial ports at the same time. 

MacRecorder is supplied with the SoundEdit program for editing and mixing sounds 
and storing them in the Macinrosh sound file fom1at (for use with programs such as 
MacroMind Director). Farallon also provides two stacks ca lled HyperSound and 
HyperSound Toolkit (part of the MacRecorder package) ~hat provide a variety of 
options for storing sounds in HyperCard stacks (see fig. 7.3). 

To digitize sound, the MacRecorder takes samples, or digital values describing the 
sound, at regular intervals. The higher the sampling rate, \measured in kilohertz, the 
better the quality of the sample. The MacRecorder also can compress the sound to 
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Fig. 7.3. The HyperSound stack from Farallon Computing can be used to record and store ~ouncls in 
digi~tl fonn to be p layed from other llyperCard swck~. 

save disk space and HAM, but as you compres.c; at higher ratios, you lose sound quality. 
HyperSound can record and play mono soundc; at various sampling rates and compression 
ratios and can copy sounds to and from stack<;. HyperSound has a simple interface with an 
input level, an output level, a list of sounds available in a particular stack, and the capability 
to cut and paste sound. HyperSound is designed for anyone who uses HyperCard stack">. 
Chapter 12 provides a detailed explanation of how a sound digitizer works and how to get 
excellent results with compression and different sampling rates. 

The Hype rSound Toolkit, designed for multimedia stack dcvelope rs, provides tools 
for recording and playing sounds that can be used in any stack. The toolkit is a set of 
HyperTalk external commands (XCMDs) and functions (A."FC 's) that. when installed 
in HyperCard stacks, enable any user of the stack to record and play mono sampled 
sounds at a variety of sampling rates and compressio n ratios and to play 
uncompressed stereo sounds. You can use these XCMDs and XFCNs in your stacks 
and distribute the m freely, without paying licensing fees. Many stacks available from 
user groups and public domain stack libraries are s imilarly free to use. 
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Adding Animation with Stud.io/1 

Animation for HyperCard stacks can be m~ated in HyperCard simply by flipping through 
cards quickly. You also can create animation using Studio/ 1 (ElectrOnic Arts), the black-and
white younger cousin of Sn.tdio/8, the graphics program described in Chapter 4. 

Sn.tdio/ 1 offers you d1e ability to create animated sequences more easily than wid1 
HyperCard itself. With Srudio/1, you can paint linages that d iffer stighdy from one display 
card, o r frame, to another, so dut when you flip through d1em rapidly, you see anin12.tion 
(see fig. 7.4). Srudio/ 1 also offers d1e capability to scan inuges directly from an Apple 
Scanner into the program. 

To create a simple anin12.ted sequence, you set the number of frames and then paint on 
ead1 frame. You can make this method convenient in a nu1 1ber of ways, such as sening up 
the frames to repeat d1e attwork so d1at you can work with the same elements without 
luving to copy and paste them. TI1e aninution control panel. however, is the only way to 
see how many frames you luve. You a m speed up or slow down the speed ofd1e anin1a
tion, and any mouse d ick or key prL><;s stops the animation. 
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Fig. 7.4. Creating simple hlack-a ncl-white animated graphics for llyp rCarcl SLacks with St udio/ !. 
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You can attach a sound to a specific frame, as long as the sound already is digitized 
and stored as a resource in the Studio/1 file. (Farallon's MacRecorde r stack and 
SoundEdit program can record and save sounds as resources in files.) After you have 
loaded a sound resource into a Studio/ 1 fi le, the next time you choose to attach a 
sound to a frame you are presented with a choice of sound resources already loaded. 

A function called Anim Move enables you to define the start and end points of an 
animated sequence and the number of frames that complete the sequence. The 
program then creates the "in-between" graphics for the intermediate frames. Anim 
Move works in two (x andy) d imensions; for a sequence in three d imensions 
(including the z axis), u~e d1e program's Anim 3D option (see fig. 7.5). 

Studio/ I 

Fig. 7.5. A simple animated sequence created by the progt~tm (Stud io/1) with the Anim 3D function, 
w hich creates all the imennediate frames between the start and stop frames. 

The Pickup Selection feature enables you to copy an area of the screen appearing on 
consecutive frames. If the area contains images in a sequence for anin1ation, you end up 
with a copy of the animation, which you d1en can assign to the Brush tool or save in a 
separate file. You can use this feature to create clip aninlations for use in other documents. 

111e Pickup Selection, Arum Paint, and Brush features, when combined, provide a powerful 
method of creating animated sequences and saving clip aninlation files. For example, you 
can pick up a sele<..tion in an aninlated sequence, assign the selection to the brush, then use 
Anim Paint to "paint" a new version of d1at animation (see fig. 7.6). The Anim Paint feature 
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enables you to paint on-screen while the program flips from one frame to the next. 
Unfortunately, you have to be skilled to use this feature; if you are not quick enough 
to release the mouse button, animation continues to be recorded, and if you slightly 
move the mouse bunon, you have another image painted in those frames instead of a 
smooth-looking movement from one position to another. 

1/12 
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Append ... 
Saue nonge ... 

Delete ~ 
Insert ~ 
Clear ~ 

Anlm Templet e ... 
Anlm Distortion ... 
Anlm Effect ... 
Anlm Moue ... xo 
Anlm 3D ... 

Fig. 7.6. Using the Pickup Selection, Anim Paint, and Brush featurt:s In combination to "paint" an 
animated sequence (Sllldio/ 1). 

Template files provided with Studio/ 1 perfom1 automatic animated effects, such as 
three-din1ensional cylindrical movemem, zoom-in and flip, zoom-in and spin around, 
and so on (a total of eight 3-D movements are supplied on tl1e program disk). TI1e 
effects w ork on anything selected on-screen, including tht frozen as a bit map (for 
example, painted). I 

·n,e program packs tlve typic-al transition effects that can occur over multiple frdmes: Ve1tical 
and Horizontal Blinds, Dissolve, Zoom, and Metamorphosis. Any effect can be applied to an 
area of the screen. TI1ese effects have to be seen in real time! to be appreciated. 

The Anim 3D feature offers considerable potential for a1imating with 3D effect'>. The 
feature enables you to move and rotate a selection or br tsh in all three dimensions 
over a specific number of frames. This feature also pres nrs a dialog box for typing 
dimensions for the x, y, and z screen axes for specifying the direction of movement 
and angle of rotation. After specifying a degree of rotatic n, the "object axes" shift with 
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the rotation from the screen axes, and you can fu rthe r specify movement and rotation 
on the "object axes" or d1e screen axes to achieve different results. 

You can specil)r the starting and ending keyposilions(a key position specifies an orientation 
and a location in three-dimensional space and can mark a beginning or an ending). You 
also can change a key position, but the methods are clumsy compared to "tweening" 
features of 3-D graphics programs that enable yuu Lu <.:reate intennediate (in-between) steps 
automatically. One advantage, however, to Studio/1's key position feature is that you can 
specify a key ending position and work backward to create a sequence. 

Ordinarily, animated sequences are linear in that they stop at d1e last specified frame, but 
you can create an animated sequence that loops back on itself by using d1e Chained option. 

One excellent feature of Anim 3D is the ability to specify the number of frames to 
"Ease In" and "Ease Out" (accele rate and decelerate) the movement of a selection to 
make a smooth animated sequence. Another great feature is Anim Distortion, that 
enables you to distort a selection over a specified number of frames. 

Studio/ 1 offers a compressed file fonnat for saving animations, and you also can save 
a sequence in PICS fom1at, which is a sequence of Pier images beginning with the 
first full image area and continuing with changes to that image area. PICS fi les can be 
imported into other programs that play animations, such as MacroMind Director and 
SuperCard (Silicon Beach Software/ Aldus). You can save an entire animation (all 
frames) or a range of frames by first setting the frame range and then saving d1e 
range. You also can save a specific frame as a Pier, MacPaint, or TIFF file. 

Studio/ 1 includes a HyperCard Animation Driver XCMD for playing Studio/ 1 anima
tions from within HyperCard. Script commands for working wim me Driver enable 
you to load an anin1ation into memory, play the animation, go backward, go for
ward, jump to a specific frame, and re lease it from memory. With a combination of 
script commands to work this Driver and a set of animations created in Studio/ 1, you 
can create black-and-white, interactive, animated presentations. 

Presenting with MacroMind Director 

MaauMind Director is far more than a presentation p1ugram. It Lo.; a fully featmed animation and 
multimedia authoring tool whid1 excels in presenting slide shows mixed with animated 
sequences and sound on the Macintosh screen and in tJansferring slide shows to videotape. 
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l11e program enables you to combine teAt, graphics (including video stills), animation with 
transitio n elfeas, and prerecorded audio, aU sequenced to time for presentations. Animatio n 
is as easy as a cakewalk with MacroMind Directo r if you have artwo rk and sounds ready to 
use. l11e progrdm can a-eate animated sequences and complete animated presentations that 
run by themselves or can be run from widun a HyperCard stack. 

MacroMind Directo r has a painting window for creating artwork from scratch o r 
modifying imported a ttwork, a Studio window for creating animatio ns (called movies), 
and an Overview w indow for putting together simple a nimated p resentations. 

The Overview window also can be used fo r p laying many movies in sequence or for 
combining Director movies wid1 Pier, Paint, and Glue images, accelemted movies, auto
animated text, transition effects, and sound, into a comple te presentation (see fig. 7.7). The 
window also can be used as a slide p resentation progr-dJ11 and to prepare 35mm slides from 
Prer images. 

The Joining o 

Fig. 7.7. The Overview window in MacroJVIind Director enables you 
including text, graphics. sound, transition effects, animated " 
automatic animations created from menu choices. 

sequence a variety of clements, 
designed in the Studio window, and 
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As a presenting tool, the Overview w indow is in a class by itself, offering a control 
panel w ith icons representing standard VCR controls (play, rewind, pause, and so on) 
and offering you the ability to dynamically change the tempo and the background 
color of the screen. Slide show presenters can use Director to assemble slide shows 
that can be fully animated w ith transition effects w hen shown on a computer. 

Director's control panels can be displayed for controlling presentations, or you can 
hide all panels and windows to d isplay fu ll-screen presentations while retaining 
control over them. The Ovetview provides a simple control panel with rewind and 
play buttons, and you can click above each slide to start the presentation from that 
slide. 

The Studio w indow offers complete animation tools for making movies that can be 
accelerated w ith the Accelerator accessory program and played back from within 
HyperCard and SuperCard (with MacroMind Player, a supplied utility program). The 
Studio can display cast members, which are elemenLS of a presentation, such as 
pieces of tex1: and graphics. The Studio provides access to the score, a table or 
spreadsheet containing cast members arranged in frames, which are a measure of 
time. The score is used to define the action in a movie, just like a musical score 
defmes a piece of music. The Studio also provides access to the painting and drawing 
tools for creating or modifying cast members. 

Studio-creaced movies can be played by themselves or assembled in a sequence in an 
Ovetv iew document for playback. Other Overview documents (which are sequences 
of other movies and elements) can be included in an Overview document. You can 
assemble sets of movies and images in Ovetview documents, therefore, and organize 
the Overview documents in a final document that plays them all in sequence. In 
addition, MacroMind offers the Accelerator utility for convetting Director movies into 
expanded versions that mn much faster and smoother, even if the movie contains 
very large and intricate color images. 

With Director, you can add sound d irectly to movies or to a sounds file for use by 
many movies. You can print a stoty board of scenes w ith comments, overlay anima
tion, titling, and other graphics over full-motion video and save a presentation to 
videotape. You can use other visualization products, such as Paracomp's Swivel 3D, 
to create 3-D animated sequences and bring them into Director (see fig. 7.8). 

MacroMind Director's painting tools, which are as complete as many color painting 
programs, are described in Chapter 4. You edit any text on the stage in the Studio 
w indow, and you can use different fonL<> and styles in a text block and edit text in a 
special text w indow rather than in a paint window. 
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Fig. 7.8. A three-dimensional image of a video camera designed in Swivel 3D and imported into 
t.tacrot.tind Director (by Stuart Sharpe, courtesy o f MacroMind). 

MacroMind Directo r is the most widely used animation program on the Macintosh. Its 
predecessor, Video\Vorks II , and Director have been use~ for everything from the 
Macintosh SE Tour (an animated presentation shipped with evety Macintosh SE) to 
the Star Trek Vanimatics by Lynda Weinman and product demos for Farallon Com
puting (see fig. 7.9). Most of the interactive multimedia projects were constructed with 
the Video\Vorks Interactive toolkit, which has since evolved into MacroMind Director 
(Version 2.0). 

Using Automatic Animation 

MacroMind Directo r includes a facility for creating anima eel text effects such as bullet 
and bar charts, zooming text, banners, and credits. Thes~ features are available in the 
OveiView and in the Studio, along with automatic transil ons between frames. 

To use the auto-animate feature in the Overview, you drug the icon into position and 
select one type of text effect from a dialog box of choic (sec fig. 7.10). You then 
type the words to be animated and set the text style and font. In the bullet list effects 
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Fig. 7.9. Product demos created in MacroMincl Director for Farallon Computing, created by Animatrix 
(counesy of Animatrix). 
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dialog box, you can set the type of bullet, the speed of the animation, the direction 
of the motion (for example, from the right, from the left, from below, and so on), any 
delays (such as an initial delay, an ending delay, a bullet delay, and so on), and the 
vertical spacing between elements. You then can click the Preview button to see the 
animation. When you click in the Preview window. a crosshair appears as the starting 
point for the animation, and the animation moves to whatever location you click in, 
so that you can place the animation exactly where you want on d1e screen. In the 
Overview, you always can change the text of the automatic animation by clicking d1e 
icon again and retyping over the old text. 

MacroMind also provides this feature in the Studio window to make building com
plex animations with flying text and other special effects easier. The auto-animate 
feature in the Studio saves the resulting animation in individual frames in the score 
for further editing. 

Using Animation Tools 

In d1e score, Director uses a table metaphor of rows to represent channels, which are 
elements on the stage (where the animation is shown), and columns to represent 
frames, which are a measure of time. This metaphor is used consistendy from the 
Overv iew w indow to the Studio score window. 

In the Overview w indow, you place icons for elements such as graphics, auto
anim;;!ted text, accelerated movies, transition effects, sounds, and so on, in sequential 
order from left to right in the top row. You can line up several elements in a column 
to occur at the same time, such as icons for a sound and a tempo contro l. You also 
can create a composite image of the elements (place them on-screen at the same 
time) by placing their icons in the same column. 

The score window extends the metaphor to de cribe specific events with cast 
members. In the score w indow, each row is a channel that ex'tencls over time, 
holding information about a cast member in each cell. Each column is a frame, or 
unit of time, in which you can line up cast members (graphics, text, sound, color 
palette, and so on) to appear at the same time on d1e screen stage. 

The Studio control panel displays a recording symbol in the appropriate channel and 
provides icons for turning the sound on or off and changing the background color. 
You can set the tempo for the <:.ntire movie in frames per second, which represents 
d1e fastest speed possible (although many things can affect speed. including the size 
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of images and the type of computer). On a Macintosh II display with black-and-white 
elements, you can set the tempo to 60 frames per second and get very close to that 
speed. The tempo of individual frames of the movie can be defined in the score by 
clkking the tempo channel and setting the tempo in a dialog box. You even can 
define the tempo to wait for a mouse click before jumping to the next frame, provid
ing some interactive control. (For more interaction, use Director's scripting language, 
described in Chapter 11.) 

Director offers several methods of animating, including the ability to assemble simple 
animations using only Cut and Paste in the score window. To see the results, you can 
drag a marker from frame to frame to move quickly through the entire animation. You 
can magnify the score window, display the currently selected cast member, and select 
choices for inking the graphics (such as matte, ghost, transparent, blend, and so on). 

In addition to animation channels, the score provides channels for synchronizing 
sound and for defining a transition, a color palette, and a different tempo for each 
frame. The Set Transition dialog box enables you to define an automatic transition 
between frames (see fig. 7.11). You can add imported of built-in sounds in the sound 
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Fig. 7.1 1. Setting transitions between frames in a MacroMind movie's score window. 
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Fig. 7.12. Enlargc<.l view of the MacroMind Director score window showing cast members in each 
channel and frame and infom1ation including the motion and rypc of inking. 

channel. The notation in each cell can show the motion, the cast member position in 
the cast, the type of inking, or aU of this infonnation in an enlarged view (see fig. 7.12). 

Direa or enables you to animate w ith the teclmiques of Lraditional ceLl animation: moving 
elements around a stage w hile leaving the background unchanged. You can drag any cast 
member to any position on-screen and define animated sequences frame by frame or in 
"real lime" by dragging cast members while in frame recording mode. 

The :Cast to Time feature places selected cast members in the same channel across 
time frames to quickly set up an animated sequence. A similar function in the score 
w indow (Space to Time) enables you to arrange several cast members in the same 
frame (in different channels) so that you can see all of them then moves the indi
vidual members to the same channel but places them in d ifferent frames. 

The ability to do "in-betwcening" (or "tweening")---<:reating intennediate steps 
automatically-and to control the smoothness and tempo of individual steps while 
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"in-betweening, ., are the ha llmarks of Director. The key is the ability the program 
gives you to do '·in-betweening" with automatic trdnsformations and to save each step 
as an individual cast member. For example , you can paint an object, transform the 
object to a nother shape. and then tell Director to create all of the intennediate steps 
betwee n the first and last shapes. The Auto Transfom1 options and the painting tools 
make you far more productive than if you had to switch to another paint program and 
create the intermediate steps yourself. Director is flexible, however, so that if you 
wam to use the "tweening" functio ns of anothe r product, such as Swivel 30 , you can 
save the steps in that program in the Scrapbook or in a PICS fi le, and the n import the 
Scrapbook or PICS file into Director's cast. 

l11e use of Cast to Time and Space to Time, when combined with the In-Between and In
Between Special functions, enable you to easily create a sequence such as a human figure 
walking naturally and smood1ly. The In-Between Special dialog box (sex: fig. 7.13) enables 
you to define a sharp or smood1 cwved pad1 or circular path for the animation, and to 
decide whed1er or not to accelerate over the starting fi<~mes and decelerate over the ending 

• File Edit Control Window Sound Score 

In- Between Special ... 

[8l Circular 

~~ i ·f i'*+'" i · : i · ··I· ··! · i · ;~ : : ! ~ 
Inside Linear Out~ide 
Accelerate over first I 4 frames (ease - in) In 1 1 

:==~ 
Decelerate over last I 4 frames (ease - out) o-1 --lt--<IHII+lll 

0 Use film loop if selected in Cast 
( Put path in Cast ) 

n In -Between J) Cancel Preview path 

Fig. 7.13. The ln-Bcrwccn Spccial dialog box for automatically <.:rca ing the in-bctwccn frames for an 

animated sequcnet: (~ !aero!> l ind Director) . 
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frames. You can see a Preview of the sequence, fine-tune it, and save the entire sequence 
as a ftlm loop in the cast for repeated usage in the score. TI1e In-Between function aL'50 can 
be used to !Ill to the right in a score to continue :m animated S<.'C]Uence over tin1e. 

The cast stores all elements: text, graphics, sound, color palettes, and individual film 
loops (a looping animated sequence used often in different places). Saved with each 
movie, cast members usually take up the bulk of the disk space occupied by the 
entire document. To manage the cast database, you can delete all unused cast 
members and move cast members into other slots for grouring them by similarity or 
categoty. To speed up animation, you can change cast members from tex't or PICT 
into bit-mapped graphics (because the screen resolution or videotape is usually the 
target resolution). You also can save d isk space by changing the color depth of 
black-and-white Pier images to be one bit deep. 

Every frame (step in time) can have a different color palette for displaying 256 colors 
at a time (eight-bit color) , defined in the ralette channel in the score. The program 
can blend between the palettes and cycle colors w ithin a ralctte. Transition effecl<; 
are available for palette changes so that you can, for example, fade to black before 
changing a palette. 

You can blend colors w ithin a palette to create a smooth color transition, reverse the 
order of colors in a palette (creating a negative image of a cast member that uses that 
palette), and sort colors by hue, saturation, and brightness (changing the color 
assignments in cast members that use the palette). The Select Used Colors option 
highlights the colors in a palette used by one or more sek:cted cast members to make 
it easier to define a new palette for remapping cast members and to define color 
cycl ing within a palette. 

The extensive palette management controls and painting tools are designed to make 
color cycling and palette cycling-two common special effects for animation-simple 
to create. No other painting program offers such a rich assortment of tools and effects 
for producing animated graphics. 

Playing Movies in HyperCard 

MacroMind Director offers an elegant method for playing movies from within 
HyperCard and SurerCard stacks. MacroMind Player, a utility provided with Director, 
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runs Director movies (and Vicleo\Xforks li and Accelerator movies) from w ithin a 
stack. The program also enables you to build separate applications that consist of the 
movies you specify. You then can run these movies by themselves (without Director) 
by douhlc-clicking them. Movies can be clistJibuted by themselves and played on 
computers without any other software required. 

Adding playing instructions to HyperCard and SuperCard stacks for Director movies is 
relatively simple. To play movies from w ithin stacks, first you install the PlayMovie 
XCMD in the stack, and then use the PlayMovie command. 

Director and YideoWorks 11 movies played within a HyperCard stack can include full
screen color images and sound (see fig. 7.14). You can see full-screen color movies 
on top or behind the stack background. You still can click buttons on the card to 
interrupt the movie and go to another card. 

·ckDemo 

Q) sf ~ ~ ! ~ 
MacroMind Co lor MoviP Play Movie moviPNoClear i movieNoUpdatP 

OOOO ............... N000000000 .. 000000"00 .. : ........ OO~OOO .. o oOO O OOOOO O OOOOOO .. OOOOO OOO : 0-000 0000oo o ooo MO OOOOO " O Oo O oOoooooooo-oo: o oooo o o ooooo- oooooooooooo o oooo-oooo"O"'': OO O O OOOOOOOOO OOOOOO OOOMO"OO OOOOO"OO OOOOOO: 

• ? : 
..... ~.~!.~.~.~~ .. ~~}. .. ~!...... .. ......... ~.~.~=.~ .. ~ ... ~.~ .......... ! 

fl 
1£!3 

~ ! 
ijJJr ~ 

......... ~~.~.i~~.~~.9.~ ......... 1 

INDEX 

Fig. 7.14. From within a llypt:rCard stack, the MacroMi nd DirectOr ima tion can play on to p of a card , 
disappear underneath it , or play outside it. 
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With PlayMovie, you even Gin set the location on a card for slmting the movie. You 
also can use PlayMovic to display the movie's last image on-screen until llyperCard 
takes over and moves you to another card. Many other options are available, includ
ing preventing the movie's sound from playing, changing the speed of the movie, 
and playing only a specific set of frames. 

Whether you play Director movies from within HyperCard stacks or play them by 
themselves or with Director, the screen is the stage that must be projected or dis
played on a large monitor to be seen by a group. 

Using Projection Equipment 

Performing a slide show on a Macintosh eliminates all of your production erforts for 
visuals, except for assembling the content You need a ve1y large monitor or a 
projector, however, to project the Macintosh display for presentations to groups 
larger than a handful. 

An exception is a presentation on more than one Macintosh linked by network 
cabling. An application called Timbuktu (Farallon Computing) enables you to 
broadcast an an imation presentation or slide show, although w ithout the sound, 
throughout a building to eve1y Macintosh on the network. You also can store a 
HyperCard, SuperCard, or Director presentation, including sound, on a network·s file 
se1Ve1; which is a disk or computer designated to hold files to be shared. Individual 
users then can transfer the presenration to their Macintosh computers and run them. 
Until eve1yone carries a po1table Macintosh w ith a cordless link to a network, 
however, you w ill need to show one display to large and small groups. 

The quality of the computer presentation depends on the quality of the projection 
and display equipment. Large high-resolution monitors are the best choice, and video 
projectors offer reasonable quality although the result is usually not as sharp as a 
monitor. A new fom1 of projection device-a Liquid CJystal Display (LCD) pad 
placed on a conventional overhead projector-is perhaps the least expensive ap
proach, but most current LCD pads project only black-and-white images and are not 
suited for large groups. Po1table video projectors that can display color and still fit 
under an airline scat offer price and perfom1ance advantages over all these methods. 
Choices depend mostly on the size of the audience and the room, as wel l as the use 
of color in presentations. 
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Understanding Macintosh Displays 

The Macintosh uses a cathode-ray tube (CRT) built into the unit (as w ith the 
Macintosh Plus and SE models) or in a separate monitor (as with the Macintosh II 
family). The Macintosh Portable uses a reflective active-matrix liquid-crystal display 
(LCD) that offers one of the clearest pictures ever seen in a laptop computer (each 
pixel has its own transistor). These displays are monochrome (black and white only), 
even though some color applications can run on them (you just cannot see color). 

The built-in monochrome displays (nine inches diagonal) of the Macintosh Plus and 
SE models offer 512 by 342 pixels for a resolution of 72 dpi (each dot is one pixel). 
The SE models have an extra slot for adding a video card and attaching an external 
monitor. 

For the Macintosh II models, Apple offers the Apple Color Monitor, which is con
nected to the 4• 8, 8• 24, or 8 • 24GC display card from Apple, described in Chapter 2. 
You can connect the Color Monitor directly to a Macintosh Ilci, which essentially 
offers the Color Card electronics on the main processor board (also called the 
motherboard). 

The Apple Color Monitor is twelve inches diagonal and offers 640 by 480 pixels for a 
resolution of 80 dpi. With the 4• 8, 8 • 24, or 8• 24GC card (or with the standard 
Macintosh flci), you can display 256 colors or gray-scale shades simultaneously in 
eight-bit mode; with appropriate software, you can pick which 256 colors to use out 
of a possible 16.7 million. You can switch to 24-bit mode with the 8• 24 and 8• 24GC 
cards, and w ith third-party cards from RasterDps, SuperMac, and others, you can 
display any of the 16.7 million colors, providing photorealistic color w itl1 no limita
tions other than the total number of pixels. 

The Macintosh Portable's black-and-white LCD provides a wider display, w ith 512 by 
342 pixels. Because the LCD has no internal illumination (the display is reflective), the 
LCD may be hard to read in dim light or at the wrong angle but offers excellent 
contrast and sharpness in a well-lit room or in sunlight. 

The built-in displays and the Color Monitor are all set to landscape orientation (wider 
than tall). Apple also offers two large monochrome exte al monitors: the Apple 
Portrait Display (taller than w ide, or p01trait orientation) which displays one full 
page, and the Apple Two-Page Display. The monochro1fe Portrait and Two-Page 
displays are primarily useful for page makeup applicatiops tl1at do not require the 
display of color. 
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Generally more pixels and higher resolution provide sharper displays, but most 
Macintosh applications assume a resolution of 72 dpi. An inch on a program's ruler 
with a 72 dpi monitor, therefore, corresponds almost exactly to an inch on paper. 
Monitors with higher resolution squeeze more informatio n into an inch, and the 
resulting page as displayed is smalle r than a piece of paper but prims at the usual 
size. 

Using Multiple Displays 

If you work in publishing and multimedia presentations, as we do, you can use 
external monochrome and color displays with the same Macintosh II at the same time 
(the Macintosh SE models enable only one external display in addition to the built-in 
display). The Macintosh II family has the inherent capability of suppotting multiple 
displays--each one must have its own video adapter, and you can fit three adapters 
in a Macintosh Ilcx and up to six in a Macintosh IIx or Ilfx. 

The System spreads the desktop over all three displays rather than duplicating the 
same information. You can place separate windows on the separate displays to 
compare them, and drag items, such as icons and windows, from one display to 
another, and even spread windows to appear on more than one display. Many 
applications suppott the use of multiple displays (such as MacroMind Director and 
MORE II) so that you can put the audience information on one display and keep the 
contro ls and notes on another display facing the speaker. 

Many third-patty external displays are useful for desktop presentations. At the low 
end, the SuperMac SuperView dual-page color display is 19 inches diagonal and 
connects to the SuperMac Spectrum video card, offering 1365 by 1024 pixels. This 
display monitor may be large enough to show a presentation to a group of 10 or 12 
in a small room. 

An external display monitor frequently seen at trade shows in exhibit booths is the 
Mitsubishi XC3710. This 37-inch monitor (with a 35-inch diagonal viewing area) can 
display 800 by 560 pixels and vibram color images, due to the 30 MI-Iz bandwidth of 
the supplied video amplifier. The monitor is housed in a casing with two stereo 
speakers, and a unit without speakers is available for wall or ceiling mounts. A line 
amplifier to suppott the Macintosh n analog signal is needed if the signal source is 
more than 30 feet from the monitor. Anotl1er Mitsubishi monito r that uses the same 
37-inch display tube is the AM-3501R. Both monito rs can adjust to the scan rate of a 
Macintosh II video card (they are multiscan monitors), and both are compatible with 
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l{GB analog (Macintosh 11) and RGB TTL (Macintosh Plu~ and SE) as well as NTSC 
(National Television System Committee, used for Amerid n TV and videotape and 
described in Chapter 13). The A..M-3501R accepts othe r types of video input but uses a 
lower bandwidth video amplifier and displays 720 by 520 pixels. 

\XIith both Mitsubishi monitors, text visibility is poor beyond 15 feet, and straight lines 
start to curve near the edges. Strong overhead lighting also can cause glare, but 
notm ally the picture is bright and clear. 

The NEC DP5200S Data Projector uses a Fresnel-type screen to achieve a rich, non
reflective image. The rear-projection 52-inch monitor is housed with a forward
projection unit (the DP-1200A) in a heavy wood cabinet. The DP5200S Data Projector 
offers an excellent non-reflective pictw·e as long as you are watching from directly in 
front-from as little as 30 degrees to the right or left of the front position, the picture 
appears too dark. Mount this monitor on the ceil ing o r high on a wall, because it must 
be e levated to be viewed by a large group. The monitor works best in narrow rooms 
or rooms longer than 30 feet. The picture is better and larger than the Mitsubishi 37-
inch monitors, and the unit is compatible with nearly eve1y type of video signal and 
can adjust to the sc-an rate of the video card. 

The Macintosh Pottable can be used to control an exte rrya l monitor directly. The 
Portable is designed to be connected via the Pottable Video Adapter to Apple moni
tors and to 1\'TSC, PAL (a European standard), and SECAfvl (a French standard) video 
monitor inputs. The current version of tl1e Portable, ho\Jever, does not offer colo r 
output for display. For black-and-white presentations on the computer, the Macintosh 
Portable is attractive because you can travel witl1 it, make changes on the fly, and rent 
a monitor ar your destination. 

Using LCD Projection Pads 

One cost-effective alternative to video projection is tl1e CD (l iquid-crystal display) 
projection pad for use witl1 transmissive overhead projetrors (the kind that shine light 
up from below the panel). This rype of overhead projedor commonly is used in 
schools, in government and educational institutions, in qusiness, and practically 
everywhere else. Overhead projection is effective for srriall groups (under 35 people) 
in well-lit rooms, especially for informal presentations o if the speaker wants to 
encourag~ interaction with the aud ience. Because tl1e i'lformation is on the 
Macintosh, you can change the presentation quickly an easily call up other graphics 
and programs. 
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The LCD pad , which is connected ro the compun:r, is placed on top of the panel and 
displays the Macintosh screen image, which then is projected onto a wall or screen. 
Many LCD pads arc on the marker; the following paragraphs describe a few that are 
currently the best in picture quality, price. and performance. 

SAYETT Technology offers the SAYE1T DATASH0 \'<1 I Iltivi®, which displays 512 by 
342 pi.:xels (for a 20:1 contrast ratio). The DATASHOW can be adjusted to compensate 
for ambient light and presentation surfaces and offers an inve1t mode for displaying 
white text and graphics on a black background as well as a contrast control. The 
DATASHO\XI can project a clear black-and-white image w ithout ghosting (image trails 
left behind by animation). 

By itself, the St\YETf DATASHOW HRM can be connected ro a Macintosh Plus or SE 
(the Macintosh Plus in:;tallation requires diill ing a ho le for the video cable). You need 
the Nutmeg LCD Video Interface to connect the DATASHO\XI to any Macintosh II 
model. Thi~ Interface is a video card for the Macintosh II and enables the LCD panel 
to operate as another monitor in addition to the monitor you are using with the 
computer. You can usc any program that takes advantage of two monitors, such as 
MacroMind Direc.tor and MORE n, and display a full-sized presentation to the audience on 
the LCD pad while &splaying thumbnails, menus, contro ls, and nores on your monitor. 
You also c.<m drag items and windows from the monitor to the LCD pad and back, as if the 
pad were another monitor. ·n1e DATASHOW and Nuu11eg Inte1face, however, is limited to 
512 by 342 pixels, the size of the nine-inch Macintosh Plus and SE display-you must 
design your black-and-white presentation-; accordingly. 

The MacViewFramc 11+2 (nVIEW) connects directly to the Apple video card in a 
Macintosh II and d isplays the same image as the Apple external color monitor-a full 
640 by 480 gray-scale image (not color). This pad is more useful for pre:-;enlations 
that include gmy-scale continuous tone images-the picture is clear but the cont.rast 
is nor as sharp as the DATASHOW. The MacViewrramc 11 +2 is one of rhe few pads 
that can translate color images into eight shades or gray. 

The MagniVicw 480 (Oukane) LCD pad can translate Macintosh II color images into 
16 shades of gray and oOcrs the highest resolution of all the pad<> on the marker-
720 by 400 pi.xels for text and 680 by 480 pixels for gmphics. The LCD p-ad can be 
connected to the Apple \ "ideo card in any Macintosh II model. Dukane also offers 
adapter cards for the Macintosh Plus and SE models. 

The Flattop (Network Speci::IIties) is perhaps the smallest and lightest unit (4 lbs.) on 
the market, which makes the Flattop the tmvclcr's cho ice. This unit does not have a 
fan or separate power supply because it draws power from the Macintosh. The 
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Flattop is supplied with a padded case for protection while travell ing, and the 
TopShelf software (a Contro l Panel device) that offers a large cursor, a magnified 
screen image, and the ability to invert an image (change black to white and white to 
black) . The Flattop, however, works only with Macintosh Plus and SE models. 

When us ing a black-and-white projection system (such as an LCD pad) wid1 color 
images, be prepared to lose some information unless me LCD pad 's sofrNare can 
convert the color info1mation to shades of gray. Green, blue, and brown usually 
project as white, and red and magenta project as black o r g ray. If you put green 
letters on a white background, you cannot read the letters. Light blue against a white 
background also may disappear with monochrome projection. The best approach is 
to test your projection equipment with color images; after you find a set of colors that 
work in colo r and monochrome projection, you should save that set as a palette 
(MacroMind Director, SuperCard, and all of the presentation programs described in 
Chapte r 6 provide the capability to save custom palettes) . 

I 

Using Video Projectors 

A typical video projector can project in image sizes ranging from 5 to 15 feet, mea
sured diagonally. Portable, lightweight models are availaf?le for monochrome (black
and-white) projection for around $4,000. Color projectors start at around $12,000 and 
can be as high as $200,000. The wide p1ice range reflects a w ide range of features, 
picture quality, med1ods of color calibration, and focusing abilities. Your choice 
depends upon many different factors, such as where the unit is located, how large the 
room is , whemer the room is dark o r as bright as a convenrion showroom, and what 
kind of quality you can afford. 

Most colo r video projection units have three color guns, or projection devices, fo r red, 
green, and blue (RGB), and about a half-hour is required to synchronize them so that 
colors appear normal. The Macintosh II Video Card has a ho rizontal sweep freque ncy 
(for refreshing the image) of 32.4 kHz, and the Macintosf Plus and SE sweep at about 
22.25 hHz. UnfoJt unately, many color video projectors sweep in the range between 15 
and 27 hHz and are no t useful wid1 the Macintosh II Vic! o Carel. A simple but cmde 
method of projecting the Macintosh d isplay is to focus a ideo camera on me screen 
and connect the video camera to the video projector, sid stepping the s ignal conver
sion proble m. 

Epson Ame rica offe rs pe rhaps the best buy in p01table c lor video pro jectors: the 13-
pound Epson Liq uid Clystal Image Projecto r, which can roject video images up to 12 
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feet w ide. The entire unit fits into a canying case small enough to be stored under an 
airline seal. The projector uses a three-color LCD image matrix and can project 
images from iTSC composite video sources, digital RGB (red, green, blue) signals 
from computers, and analog RGB component video. The unit is easy to set up and 
enables you to adjust color saturation, tint, brightness, and audio levels. The picture 
quality is still not as good as most video projectors-ghosting occurs with anima
tion-but the package and price is a major step in the right direction. 

For traveling presenters who need the best possible picture quality, the cost-effective 
option is to rent from an audio-visual service specializing in projecting Macintosh 
screens. In some cases, you are better off using their Macintosh as well as their 
projector, because problems can occur when ny ing to connect these two devices, 
and it is rare to find a service that doesn•t blame your equipment for the problems. 
You must be aware of w hat you are getting: our experience has shown that some 
rental services do not provide enough RAM in their Macintosh II models to mn 
multimedia presentations. A minimum of four megabytes is required for most full
color presentations produced in MacroMind Director, and eight megabytes is usually 
required if the presentation includes sound. Expect the service to spend at least half 
an hour calibrating the projection equipment for a patticular color adapter and for 
room lighting. Bring your own hard disk, because the service most l ikely does not 
have your software. We typically cany a SuperMac Data Frame XP150 (which is 
shock-mounted for travel) and rent evetything else-the Macintosh Ilcx or any other 
member of the IJ family, the color monitor, and the video pro jector. 

If each member of the audience for a presentation has a Macintosh connected to a 
network, presentations can be "published" for all to use at their own convenience, 
eliminating the need for projectors or large d isplay monitors; in fact, eliminating the 
need to meet in one location at a specific time. 

Presenting over a Network 

Evety Macintosh has the capability, built into the computer, to be connected to an 
AppleTalk-compatible LocalTalk network. The computer network itself is a medium 
for transmitting presentations. When you have all d1e recipients of infonnation 
located on the same local-area network or internet, you can publish information 
electronically over the network or internet, including animated interactive presenta
tions that include sound. 
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An easy way to publish presentations over a network is to store them on a file server, 
which is a computer with hard disks acting as a repository of all shared files. Users 
connect with the flle server and transfer the presentation file to their Macintosh 
computers. The presentations then can be nm on their computers. Anyone connected 
to the network by means of cable or telephone connection can receive the presenta
tion. 

If the presentation is a Macro.Mind Player movie, the recipients can play the movie without 
using Director. All sounds can be heard on the built-in Macintosh speaker. Because every 
user has HyperCard, you can assume that stacks can be run by everyone. SuperCard "stand 
alone" stacks also can play by themselves without the use of Supe!Utrd. 

Another way to show a prese ntation to a group of Macintosh users on a network is to 
use Tin1buktu (Farallon Computing). Timbukru enables you to see another Macintosh 
computer's display on your display and enables you to perfonn functions on the other 
computer while watching from your computer, using your mouse and keyboard. You 
cannot hear sound on your computer, however, because the sound is playing on the 
speaker of d1e other computer. Timbuktu is therefore useful only for presentations 
without sound. 

Timbuktu/ Remote, a companion product, enables a Macintosh to interact with a 
network of Macintosh computers in the same fashion by typing into the network via a 
modem. With Timbuktu , any Macintosh user on the ner,::rk can see and participate 
in a computer presentation; with Timbuktu/ Remote, any ~v1acintosh user in d1e world 
can connect to a network and participate. 

Timbukt:u links two computers as a host and a guest, and with the host's permission, 
a guest can operdte the host computer directly from the guest computer. Timbuktu is 
an interesting alternative for e nabling people in small work groups to vis it each 
other's screens without leaving their desks. 

A number of training and presentation applications can ~~e develo ped and provided, 
via network, to an entire corporation. Seminars on using programs could be offered 
on-line. Training movies can be played for everyone in t e department at the same 
time, watching from the ir in9ividual computers as the sar•le movie unfolds on their 
screens. 

The capability of adding narration offers the possibility t at network management 
reminders and talking presentations could be viewed on everal screens at the same 
time, transmined by one computer over the network. Th use of these applications 
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along with electronic mail and scheduling programs could cut clown considerably the 
need for face-to-face meetings in conference rooms. 

The network concepts are the same as for publishing documents on a network: each 
presentation is simply a multimedia "document" treated as any other file in the 
system. 

Chapter Swnmary 

With the Macintosh as the presenting device, you can prepare an interactive presenta
tion that enables you to navigate through the presentation through different pad1s 
and at different speeds. As a presenter, you have complete control over the sequence 
of slides and animated material. 

The advantages to using the Mac screen for presentations include the capability to 
show "slides" in any order, to switch to a live spreadsheet for changing information, 
to demonstrate simulations and prototypes, and to branch into a software demo, 
animation, or video clip. 

Animated transitions between slides are simple but effective for attention-grabbing. Sound, 
animation, and video can be used to enhance a presentation or demonstrate a working 
concept. Uve presentations offer ways to communicate that are far more effective than print 
and ways to mock-up and simulate ideas before producing them. 

HyperCard, supplied with every Macintosh, is a multimedia control program. 
HyperCard uses a card metaphor to describe a display of information and a stack to 
hold cards. Special effects can be added to HyperCard in the fom1 of XCMDs and 
XFCNs, which are commands or functions external to HyperCard that can be added 
to HyperCard scripts. 

To play sound from a Macintosh, you first use a sound digitize r, such as Farallon's 
MacRecorder, to record and convert the sound to a digital fom1at. The HyperSound 
Toolkit supplied with the MacRecorder provides tools for recording and playing 
sounds that can be used in any HyperCard stack. 
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Black-and-white animation for H yperCard stacks can be created in Studio/ 1 from 
Electronic Ans. Complete animated sequences in color or black and w hite can be 
created in MacroMind Director and played in Director, in HyperCard, or by them
selves as individual movies. 

MacroMind Director is the most w idely used animation program on the Macintosh, 
offering cell animation features and painting tools for experienced users as well as 
automatic animation for beginners. You can combine movies with images, sound, and 
other elements in a single presentation. 

For large groups, you need projection and display equipment. Large monitors offer 
the best picture, and video projectors offer reasonable quality although the result is 
not as sharp. An LCD projection pad placed on an overhead projector is the least 
expensive approach, but most pads project only black-and-white images. Portable 
video projectors that can display color and sti ll fit under an airline seat are the best 
choice for traveling presenters. 

I f all the recipients of a presentation arc connected to a network, they can receive the 
presentation electronically, w ithout wasting time or travel expenses getting to the 
presentation room. They then can play the presentation on their computers. This is 
similar to publishing documents over a network. 

The nexrt chapter leads you into the world of publ ishing i ~ formation . The same 
materials you gathered fo r sl ide and live presentations-the same graphic images, 
cha11s, and text--can be used again in publications. 
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Doaunents 

A publisher is simply a useful m iddle-man. 

-Oscar Wilde 

If your organization prints reams of documents every day', you are in the publishing 
business, even if those documents never leave the building. Far more printed pages 
are produced as an incidental function of business and government than by all the 
book, magazine, and newspaper publishers combined. 

Desktop publishing is growing up and becoming respectable. Corporations have 
already started doing most publishing in-house, and commercial publishers are not far 
behind in their acceptance of desktop publishing methot, which can be cost
effective in the production of high-quality publications. 

Desktop publishing has changed the way published materials are produced. Primarily, 
desktop publishing has changed the way publishers prepare the camera-ready masters for 
the traditional printing process. 1bis process also has changed the appearance of corporate 
reports and presentations that were formerly printed on daisy-wheel printers or type
writers-adding fonts and graphics where no fonts or graphics had ever appeared before. 

For activities involving graphics, the Macintosh II models are the most powerful 
publishing systems available on a desktop-they are fast; they can display over a 
mimon colors and near-photographic-quality images; and I they can prepare PostScript 
output for high-resolution devices connected to a network as well as QuickDraw 
output for inexpensive printers. No matter which fonn of publishing media you 
choose, the Macintosh II platfom1 offers a variety of tools and can be outfitted to be a 
complete production environment. 

The next three chapters cover nearly everything involved with publishing and help 
you choose a publishing medium, learn about page mak up programs, and choose a 
printing and distribution method to match your needs. T 1 is chapter describes the 
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design skills required for various publishing applications and how you can use page 
makeup programs ro mock up the entire contents of a publication and print thumb
nail sketches of the pages for rough layout. The greatest benefit w ith electronic page 
makeup is that you can go ahead and use the same program to produce the final 
publication. This chapter also shows how such programs can be effective for layout, 
planning, and design, as well as production. By the end of the chapter, you will 
understand the publishing process and know the comparative strengths and weak
nesses of the various page makeup programs. You also learn how these programs 
can prepare pages for whatever medium you choose to publish in. 

Choosing a Publishing Medium 

Information moves in mysterious ways, but one fonn of information that is here to 
stay is the paper publication. Paper is the best p01table medium for information-you 
can take it anywhere and it "works" as long as you have enough light to read. 

\Y/e all may feel the need to save trees, but the corporate appetite for paper is never 
satisfied. Paper is still the most popular distribution medium, because it is more 
po1tablc than any other medium. Despite all efforts to create the paperless office, the 
usc of paper is at an all-time high, although its use has changed from primarily a 
storage medium (paper files) to a transfer medium (for conveying information to 
readers). Recycled paper is put into use for newspapers, but not for glossy paper, 
which is the preferred medium for color. 

The lure of laser printing has significantly increased overall paper consumption. Laser 
printers are revolutionary because they enable you to print on demand and use 
paper as a way to digest information. Laser printers are so seductive that we are all 
enticed to print test copies. The paperless office may someday come tme, but for 
now, paper remains the most convenient way to communic-ate infonnation. 

Before the Macintosh, electronic publishing of text grew slowly because text by itself 
(without fonts and without graphics) was not as interesting, and because the method 
of distribution was not uniformly capable of reaching everyone who uses a com
puter. Now, electronic publishing with fonts and graphics-incleecl , full pages- is not 
only possible, electronic publishing is preferable to the nom1al route of printing and 
distributing paper. 
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Electronic publishing is actually electronic distribution of information. Pages put 
togethe r electronically for printing can be transported first, before printing. It can be 
far more economical and much faster to transfer the electronic version of the publica
tion, and then print the publication at a site closest to the reader. Large newspapers 
and magazines trt~nsmit pages e lectro nically to regional printing centers; this same 
metaphor can be applied to office documents and publications. Methods include 
using fax devices as remote printers, distributing documents over networks, and 
transmitting documents directly to computer users by modem. These electro nic 
methods of distributing documents are described in Chapter 10. The publishing 
process, however, is essentially the same for all these methods of distribution. 

Infonnarion can be delivered on newsprint, copier paper, offset sheets , uncoated or 
coated stock or sheets, and a variety of othe r papers. Infonnation can be delivered 
through dial-up infotmation and videotex services, o r on CO-ROM, o r over the 
telephone via data modem or fax modem, or over a netw?rk. No matte r which type 
of paper, press, o r e lectronic distribution method you choose, the Macintosh can be 
used to prepare the content in a cost-effective way. No matter which medium carries 
the message, you must have the design skills to present the message in its most 
readable form. 

Obtaining Design Skill and Support 

The ads for desktop publishing say the process is easy- you can do it yourself. 
Quality is no longer an issue because PostScript provides compatibility with a wide 
range of high-resolution typesetters and film recorders for high-quality output. That 
does not mean, however, that managers should buy the equipment, place it o n the 
desks of tl1eir employees, and expect them to be instantly productive. The industry 
has finally recognized that training, design skills, and production know-how are all 
necessary ingredienL-; fo r successful publishing operations. 

You have many options for training in computer and design skills, and you need both 
types of skills in desktop publishing applications. Start with the sto re where you 
bought the equipment; the retailer may offer classes that t~ach basic computer use 
skills and introductions to a few of the best selling progra~ns. The retailer also may 
offer classes in design and graphics as well as in desktop publishing. Even if you 
didn't buy the equipment at a patticular store, the classes hre usually affordable for 
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small bus[nesses and entrepreneurs ($100-400 per course). Another option is contmu
ing education offerings at colleges and universities and independent training courses 
provided by personal computer user groups. 

Buying from a VAR (value added rc.._><;eller) can be better than buying through mailorder or 
from a retail store, simply because the VAR w;ually provides lra[ning, w hich is the .. value 
added" to the equipment. Many VARs specialize in consulting to large corporations where 
in-house desktop publishing effo1ts need to be coordinated. ·n1e VAR should provide 
quality in-depth trainmg and support for entire depaltlncnts of users. 

Design skills are not easy to acqu[re, and even if you usc clip an (artwork ready for use in 
the public domain), you musr have some design sen<;itiviry to place elements in proper 
positions on the page. As laser printer.; proliferate in a co1poration. the use of decor-ative or 
bizarre fonts and the unintentional (or intentional) departures from corporate identity 
standards contribute to a chaos of gaudy memos and sloppy-looking reports. Individual 
expression is something to cherish, but not when that expression emlxxlies 40 different 
fonts on the same page. Trademark disputes can occur if coipoi-ate logos and product 
names are not properly reproduced throughout a company. 

One solution is to use design consulting firms and communications companies, 
which offer a variety of se1vices such as corporate identity programs. custom page 
layout templates, consulting on product ion, setting up internal systems, information 
design, package design, adve11ising design, and marketing support. 

You may hire such a f11m to standardize the design or letterhead, business cards, office 
fomlS, and in-house rcpo1ts. TI1e design finn could provide custom templates to use w ith 
page makeup programs so that you c:m produce your documents in-house. 

The key ro success w ith this strategy is to hi re the right design finn to express the 
COipOI-ate identity and get the appropriate training to use custom templates. By hiring 
a design consultant for the design and then using desktop publishing equipment to 
do production in-house, a corporation can t::tke advantage of desktop publishing 
without risking ineffective communications. 

For some, the economical choice is to use walk-in desktop publishing service 
bureaus, which are popping up like mushrooms inside the famil iar copy centers and 
print shops. One advantage to using a se1vicc bureau is one-stop shopping for 
production and offset printing. Some 11nns offer a w ide range of services from design 
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and graphics work to computer consulting, on-site customized training, corporate 
design, typesetting, imagesetting, scanning of text and graphics, and data conversion. 
In addition, some even offer printing and mailing services. 

Some service bureaus rent you time on desktop publishing equipment and give 
discounts to those who attend the classes offered by the services. Even if you have all 
the equipment you need for production in-house, you may want to go to a service 
bureau for testing or using an expensive piece of equipment, such as a color slide 
scanner or imagesertcr, to expand your range o f options. Franchise service bureaus 
renowned for their deskwp publishing faci lit ies include Krishna Copy Center (San 
Francisco, Calif.) and Alpha Graphics Printshops of the Future (Tucson, AZ). 

1o matter what production method you use, the Macintosh can form a link between 
your creative effons and production. For example, you can use a Macintosh and a 
page makeup program to create a mock-up of a publication or printed piece, which 
can be distributed to reviewers for approval. The same page makeup program can 
turn the mock-up into the final product. 

Creating and Managing Mock-Ups and Layouts 

In the complex world of commercial publ ishing, layout art ists prepare mock-ups 
of page layouts to submit to an art director and managing editor for approval. 
Usually the entire publication is mapped out from page to page with thumbnail 
sketches of these layouts. A thumbnail sketch of a page may be o nly an inch 
high. but the elements such as spot color and color images are indicated, so that 
the art director and managing editor ca n make decisions about such things as the 
use of color. On many printing presses, a publication is printed as a series of 
signatures, which arc sets of pages pri nted on one sheet, then folded and 
trimmed to produce a set of pages in sequence. The use of particular colors on 
particular pages of a signature-such as the use of color only on o ne side of the 
sheet-intluences the overall cost of the press run. Layouts with miniature page 
sketches, therefore, arc essential in the design process1

. 

The currently available page makeup progmms can prod rce thumbnails for the layout 
process, and you can continue to work w ith the prototy e layout to produce the final 
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camera-ready pages. Of these programs, PageMaker (Aldus) is the most flex ible, but 
the od1er programs, such as XPress (Quark) and DesignStudio (Letraset) also have 
advantages. 

Single-page advertisements and double-page spreads may be produced by desktop 
or traditional methods, but mock-ups for these pages are better handled by desktop 
programs that can provide the flexibility for creative exploration. The same page 
makeup programs can be used for single-page and spread mock-ups, and specialized 
ad-page makeup programs, such as Multi-Ad Creator, provide even greater flexibility 
and tools designed for preparing page ads. You also can use the type-manipulating 
programs, such as LetraStudio (described in Chapter 3), and drawing programs, such 
as Adobe Illustrator and Aldus FreeHand (described in Chapter 4), to prepare mock
ups and final pages for advertising. Such pages then can be imported into page 
makeup programs for integrating them with the rest of the publication's layout. 

One of the benefits of blurring the edge between design and production is the ability 
to take a mock-up through all the phases of design and approval, and then go 
through several production stages, while retaining the ability to change things. 
Sometimes the use of floppy disks to move the pages through the design and 
approval process is cumbersome, and if your Macintosh computers are linked by 
network, you can increase the productivity of your operations by making it easier to 
move designs and pages around to where you need them. 

One of d1e best ways to organize a network used for design and production is to use 
a file server for the network's users that holds all of the final versions of designs and 
pages. Apple offers the AppleShare file server d1at runs on a dedicated Macintosh 
and provides simple file sharing w ith access protection so that only authorized users 
can actually make changes to files. 

Timbuktu (Farallon Computing) was described in Chapter 7 in the section on pre
senting information over a network. Timbuktu is an interesting alternative for en
abling people in publishing work groups to visit each other's screens without the usc 
of a file server and w ithout transferring files. Pages can be shown to others for 
approval, and an editor, as a guest can visit the production computer (acting as host) 
to make last-minute changes. Writers can go over drafts together and never leave 
their desks. 

At this point in d1e creative process where you are experimenting with the look and 
layout of a printed piece, the most important characteristic of these tools is the 
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flexibility to move eleme nts around on pages. Page makeup programs generally have 
an advantage over word processing and graphics programs in that they can combine 
coltmms of text from clifte re nt sources on the same pages w ith graphics from different ftles. 
You can grab elements from other programs, throw them together on the page, and then 
move them around to your heatt's content. Different layouts of the same information can be 
used to mock up ctifferent publications and to prepare presentations. Nothing is wasted, and 
experimentation is not expensive or othetwise prohibitive. 

Reviewing Page Makeup Programs 

Page makeup programs can combine text and graphics, including scanned images 
and color graphics, o nto pages. They o ffer the most flexible and powerful tools fo r 
designing and producing pages and incorporating multip le stories and precise 
typesetting features optimized for the print world. 

Although desktop publishing features are being added to word processing p rograms 
in o rder to take advantage of laser ptinters and graphics sofrware, page makeup 
programs also are growing in sophistication to handle longer documents. Word 
processing programs are optimized for fast text editing. Page makeup programs, o n 
the other hand, are optimized to bring d iffere nt e lements together to create a publica
tion. Word processing programs are preferred for automated document productio n, 
but they do n't offer eno ugh tlexibility for des igning magazine , book, and newsle tte r 
pages. 

Some graphics programs also o ffe r presentatio n and page makeup features but are 
oriented toward sing le pages o r dual-page spreads. Some programs are designed 
specifically fo r mocking up and p roducing adve•tising pages, such as Multi-Ad Creato r 
(Multi-Ad Services). Addressing the page layout needs o f g raphic an ists, Aldus 
FreeHand and Adobe Jllustrator 88 offer minimal page layout features as pan of a 
comple te graphics toolkit. These p rograms are not designed to handle heavy loads o f 
te>..1:. but may he perfect for o ne-page or rwo-p;~ge adverisements, flyers, and promo
tio nal pieces, as well as slide show and overhead presentatio n materials . 

. o single program provides eno ugh features to campier ly replace a ll of the features 
offered by the variety of word processing, graphics, and page makeup applications. 
Not eve•y application can be se1ved pro pe rly by one or even two programs. This fact 
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escapes many who are accustomed to using one word processor, one spreadsheet pro
gram, and one database program. Page makeup methods may differ greatly from one 
project to another, and each program must be viewed as a finishing tool for a particular 
project. 

A few layout features are common to all of the page makeup programs. They are: 
text elements and graphics can be positioned on a page directly next to each other, 
text is automatically hyphenated for optimal spacing, and the spacing between letters 
and words can be controlled for high-quality typesetting. All of them also can 
produce PostScript output for high-resolution PostScript typesetters and imageseners, 
as well as QuickDraw output for QuickDraw printers and fax modems. 

Aldus PageMaker 

Aldus PageMaker was the first page makeup program to be successful, and this 
program established a level of functionality that is considered the de facto standard. 
PageMaker is still the most widely used page makeup program on the desktop, far 
surpassing the other programs in popularity. The current version (PageMaker 4) is the 
most flexible and appealing of all page makeup programs and is designed to handle 
any publishing task. 

PageMaker's layout features mimic conventional design techniques. When placing 
each column of te:>..'t, a paste-up artist has semi-automatic page layout and automatic 
typesetting features, as well as the ability to move or change any te:>..'t o r graphic 
e lement on an electronic version of a conventional pasteboard. This electronic 
pasteboard can hold columns of text that can be s ized and adjusted to your heart's 
content. The "snap-to" ruler guides and general freedom of movement make design
ing any type of page possible . Graphics can be cropped and scaled , and text can be 
typeset with professional results. 

PageMaker is by far the easiest program for quickly setting up a page format to be used on 
all subsequent IYages. For exan1ple, you can quickly prepare a mock-up of a newsletter (see 
fig. 8.1). Simply move to tl1e master page, set the number of columns and column width, 
and then set the type charaaeristics. PageMaker assumes the text areas are to be linked 
from column to column and page to page when you choose the Autoflow option. 

You can design each page independently, with column guides tl1at change (see fig. 8.2), or 
you can design the 01aSter pages to use the san1e ruler and column guides for each page. 
PageMaker displays rulers with moving tick marks for precise adjustment of text and 
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Column guides 

Both 

Number of columns: I~ 
Spilce between columns: l~..o_.2_5 __ _, 

0 Set left ilnd right pilges sepilriltely 

-[ Cilncel ) 

inches 

fig. 8.1. Designing a mock-up of a newsletter in PagcMaker by setting the column width in the master 
pages for the left and right pages. 

• rue £dll 

Fig. 8.2. Changing the column layout for a page in the newsletter 
defined in the master pages (PageMaker). 111e ruler guides and 
and gr.1phic elements snap to them for quick and easy alignment. 

preserving the standard layout as 
gu ides can be set to have text 
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graphics. Column and "snap-to" ruler guides are displayed at the same Lime, and guide 
positions can be locked. 

When moving text and graphic elements around a page, PageMaker continually 
displays the element while you arc d r.:tgging the mouse so that you can see the 
element 'Vvhile moving or resizing it. The program displays numbered page icons 
(showing two-page spreads) for navigating from page to page quickly. You can scroll 
up or down and right or left on the pasteboard, and zoom into a 400% enlarged view 
of the page or out to a view where the entire t\vo-page spread is displayed, and out 
beyond that to view the pasteboard surrounding the spread as " ·ell. 

A designer can start early by using PageMaker to plan the overall look of the publica
tion. With an estimate of the amoum of text and number of graphic elements neces
sary to convey the message and the number of pages, you can determine the page 
size, image area, page orientation, and perhaps even the number of columns per 
page. You then can print tbumh11C1il sketcbes of the pages, using gray boxes to 
represent text, black boxes to represent images, and white boxes for line art. You 
may even produce full-size sample pages before placing manuscript text and final 
graphics and images. PageMaker has line-drawing, box-draw ing, and circle-drawing 
tools, w ith many line styles and panerns, plus the ability to use graphics from a 
variety of programs. 

PageMakcr can pour text from a word processing file automatically, creating pages as 
it goes and w rapping text around graphics. You also can pour text manually. column 
by column, to experiment w ith the layour. PageMaker goes ftut her than most other 
programs to define how text should be w rapped around graphics. 

PageMakcr's major feature is it.-; capability to impo11 a variety of text and graphics 
files, and it also can export text to Microsoft Word or WriteNow files as well as to 
text-only files (which can be used by any word processor). PageMaker also offers a 
story editor with word processing features such as search and replace, spell checking, 
indexing, and creating a table of contents. 

You can usc s~)l/e sbeets-each a ·'sheet'' of definitions to control the formatting of a 
pa1ticular kind of text element, such as a subtitle-and global changes to the layout 
by changing a single sryle sheet definition. Because the Style palene can be moved to 
any location, attaching styles to text is easy (see fig. 8.3). You can change a style 
sheet definition in order ro make a global fonnaning change, and you can copy styles 
into other publications. Style information includes all type specifications and para
graph settings, including indents and tabs. You also can specify colors for text. 
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Fig. 8.3. Auaching a style sheet definition to a ,;cction of text in PageMaker. 

You can define style sheets in Microsoft Word, which offers style sheet features, and 
import the documents with the ir style sheets into PageMaker. The style sheets are 
impotted with the same names from Microsoft Word files, and PageMaker recognizes 
Word's definitions and settings. Writers therefore can use Microsoft Word to assign 
style sheet names to elements before the layout process even begins. 

PageMaker offers impmt filters that recognize certain ch~cterist ics of text files, 
including embedded style info rmation in the form of style sheet tags. These tags can 
be typed in advance using any word processor. Filters or tags are useful for importing 
any type of text file that has been previously coded for typesening. The program also 
includes an export filter for Microsoft Word that can export text from PageMaker to 
Word files with style sheet definitions intact. A text-only ASCII filter also is supplied 
that can save tags as embedded codes in the text (ASCII js the American Standard 
Code for Infom1ation Interchange). 

PageMaker's automatic hyphenation, which is based on hyphenation dictionary and 
supplemental dictionary with your exception words, can be turned on or off for a 
selectio n of te:-.:t. You also can set the program up to ask you how to hyphenate 
words when needed. Dictio naty-based hyphenation can e slower but is usually 
accurate and not as conservative as algorithmic hyphena ion (used by XPress and 
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ReadySetGO!), which can cause "rivers of white space" in fully-justified columns. 
Optional foreign language dictionaries enable hyphenation and spell checking of up 
to six languages at the same time, w ith the selection of a dictionary recorded as a 
paragraph style, so that different paragraphs can be checked by different dictionaries. 

Columns of text are linked according to the sequence in which you placed them. 
You can, for example, place a column on page one and then skip to page three to 
place the rest of the column, leaving another column on page one and the rest of 
page two blank. When using the AutoOow feature, however, PageMaker assumes that 
you are placing each column right after the last one, page to page in succession, 
w ithout arbitrary breaks. 

You can replace part of the text of a story, or the entire sto1y, w ith the contents of 
another te>.1 file. This feature enables you to easily replace a template's dummy text, 
which is placed, for example, with a column on page one and the rest on page three, 
w ith real text in an automatic operation. PageMaker offers you the ability to search 
for and replace leners and phrases, fonts, point sizes, and paragraph styles. You can 
therefore make sweeping global formatting changes in a single operation. 

lf a page of text ends w ith a single word or a very short line (ca!Jed an orphan) or 
pushes a single word or a short line less than half the width of the column onto the 
next page (called a widow), you may want to set the maximum number of lines 
allowed at the bottom or top of a column. Paragraph-level controls also include the 
ability to keep lines together to control breaks from column to column or page to 
page and to control the number of consecutive hyphens. Spacing controls also can 
be set for specific paragraph styles. Automatic paragraph rules can be set above or 
below or both and can be specified in a stylesheet. 

You place graphics into PageMaker in the same manner as placing text. You can use 
the pointer tool to drag the corners of an image to res ize the image (see fig. 8.4), and 
use the cropping tool to drag from corners or edges to crop the linage. When 
resizing, you arc changing the act·ual size of the entire image; when cropping, you 
are merely hiding parts of the image but leaving it the same size. Most projects 
require resizing and cropping. By holding down the Shift key while resizing graphks, 
you can constrain the operation to uniformly proportional scaling so that the iinage 
does not stretch or become diswrted. 

PageMaker o ffers the built-in percentages (when you hold down the Shift key) for 
resizing bit-map graphics for the different resolutions of output devices. This feature 
of Page~\1aker helps avoid jaggies (a stair-step effect on diagonal lines) and moin~s, 
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Fig. 8.4. After placing a graphic image on the page, you can resize and crop the image (PageMakcr). 

which are undesirable patterns caused by overlaying two different patte rns whe n 
printing bit-mapped (as in MacPaint) or scanned images. 

When placing text around graphics, PageMaker displays a dotted line acting as a wrap 
(or "text standoff') boundary for wrapping the text around the graphic. You can 
adjust the boundaries and control the amount of white space by dragging the dotted 
line (see fig. 8.5). If you move or resize the image, the wrap boundary moves or 
scales with the image. You can wrap text around part of an image while overlaying 
text over another part and vary the amount of white space between the i..tnage and the 
text. No other program offers such flexibiJity in wrapping text around images. 

111e lnline graphics option enables you to place gmphics dire J:tly in the text so that d1e 
graphics move with d1e text as editing changes are made. I~e graphics (sometimes called 
"anchored" graphics) can be scaled, stretched, and cropped .ure any other graphics, but mey 
also can be selected as teA1:, scaled in point size, and aligned on the type baseline. This last 
feature is useful for special graphical elements in me same sizt: as the type. 

PageMaker offers d1e most complete set of typesetting fe tures, including two types of 
automatic leading, which is the space occupied by a singe line of text. Leading can 
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Fig. 8.5. Adjusting the wrap boundary of a graphic image so that text will automatically wrap itself 
around the image aligned to the boundary (PageMaker). 

be measured proportionately, with two-thirds of the leading value above the baseline 
and one third below. The baseline is an imaginary line for aligning the bottom of the 
body, or x-height, section of each character. The ascenders of the characters ascend 
above the baseline, and the descenders descend below the baseline. Leading can 
alternatively be specified as a measurement from the tops of the capital letters in one 
line to the "tops of caps" in the next line. 

PageMaker also offers you the ability to set the optimal word spacing and the spacing 
between letters (/etterspacinlf) for a section of text or for an entire story. You can 
specify the minimum and maximum as well as optimum letterspacing values, which 
are percentages of d1e suggested spaceband amount supplied by the font designer, 
also referred to as "a percentage of the em space." The space between characters is 
measureu in percenrages of the font's designed word spacing. The range of word 
spacing is 0 to 500 percent and of letterspacing between -200 and 200 percent. Type 
sizes can range from 4 to 650 points in increments of one-tenth of a point. 

The program offers you the abil ity to rotate text in 90-degree increments and special 
type effects, including expanded and condensed type as well as force-justified type. 
Optical distortion of type (stretching and compressing) can be set as a percentage. 
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Kerning is adjusting the space between characters so that in certain letter pairs, the 
second letter is tucked under the first. Automatic kerning can be tmned on for fonts 
above a certain point size, and manual kerning between two characters is offered in 
increments of 0.01 of an em space. Manual kerning also can he applied over a 
selection to quickly kern headlines and text. 

PageMaker offers on-the-fly track kerning as found in typesetting systems--a feature 
that many professional publishers require. Tr-dck kerning is based on the font 
des igner's designated spacing information and is point-size dependent-large sizes are 
tracked tighter than small sizes automatically. You can select any pa1t of a story and 
control how dense the information appears, tightening large type and loosening small 
type, in one quick operation. PageMaker offers six choices fo r tracking a selection of 
text: ve ry loose, loose, normal, tight, ve.y tight, and no tracking. 

Separate publications can be chained together into "books" for operations such as 
setting up an index and table of contents, and for batch printing. Page numbering 
across publications can be automatic and overridden with manual page numbers. 
Index entries can be selected by mouse or command-keyl shortcut, and you can create 
up to three levels for each entry, with each entry up to 50 characte rs in length. Range 
options enable you to set how long the topic is discussed, so that you don't have to 
continually select index entries in that range. Range options are the current page, o r 
the number of paragraphs, or until the next occurrence of a specified style. Cross
references for all three index levels is supported, and you can even e liminate the 
duplicate entries caused by different spelling by selecting one version of the entry 
from a topic list, no matter what the spe lling is in the text 

PageMaker offers the most flexible printing options, and supports specific output 
devices by providing APD (Adobe/ Aldus Printer Description) files that work with the 
program and contain information such as the number of paper rrays, supported page 
sizes, and resolution. PageMaker supports all PostScript and QuickDraw printers, and 
offers the same capabilities as the other programs (in printing copies , a range of 
pages, scaled to a percentage, with smoothing, and so on). 

PageMaker prepares its own PostScript output with a print driver that differs from 
Apple's print drive r by offering thinner hairlines, higher rksolution fo r MacPaint 
images resized in PageMake r (a smoothing function that ills in d oL<; on jagged 
pieces), faster print time , an unlimited number of downloadable fonts per publication, 
and a separate Pre p file fo r management by spoolers. Pa eMaker also offe rs the 
option of printing with the Apple print driver, for compa "bility with MultiFinder and 
some spoolers as well as to print some PICf images carr ctly. 
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PageMaker also can print the entire publication as a PostScript file or EPS file to disk, 
so that the document can be transported to a PostScript service bureau without the 
need for PageMaker. The program offers crop marks and registration target symbols 
and performs automatic tiling of pages larger than the page size of the output device. 
Tiling is a feature that breaks a large page into smaller sections that overlap, so that 
you can print the sections and paste them toged1er. PageMaker enables you manually 
to control the tile breaks to set me amount of overlap so d1at you don't break a 
headline or graphic. 

Perhaps d1e most innovative feature of the newest version of PageMaker is its file 
management capabilities. PageMaker lists each text and graphics me imported into a 
publication file, indicating its file type and page in the layout. PageMaker forms a link 
to each imported text and graphics file so that changes to the original can optionally 
be passed automatically to the publication file. 

You can set up a publication so that if an original file is changed, PageMaker notifies 
you of the change in status and replaces the text or graphics element with the new 
version automatically. You can keep the elements in a publication completely up to 
date with the original files. You also can reestablish links that have been broken (due 
to files being moved to other folders or being renamed), or replace a link wid1 a new 
link. 

Because the linked file can be stored outside the PageMake r publication file, publica
tion files are smalle r and easier to transfer to other systems, and linked fi les can be 
stored on shared disks acting as file servers. With story and graphics files, you have 
me choice to include the text o r graphics inside the publication file or keep them 
sto red externally. 

PageMaker has evolved into a full-featured document publishing progrt~m while 
retaining its flexibility as a page layout program. The combination of extensive 
typesetting controls, manual layout, automatic pagination, word processing, index 
and table of contents generation, and ftle management makes PageMaker d1e most 
useful of all these programs for newsletters, magazines, newspapers, page advertise
ments, commercial books, and other applications requiring the precision of typeset
ting with the flexibility of moving objects around the page. The majority of desktop 
publishing applications fit this category, making PageMaker the most appealing. 
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Letraset's ReadySetGO! 

Letraset's ReadySetGO! is appealing to small publishing operations on a budget 
because the program combines word processing, automatic page formatting, and 
flexible page design in one relatively inexpensive program. 

The most impressive fearures of ReadySetGO! are the capability to open multiple 
publication files, the spelling checker, and the global seafch and replace functions. 
The program automatically pours text fast over many pa es and wraps text around 
graphics (with control over the space between the text a d graphics). The program 
also supports custom page sizes up to 99 by 99 inches. 

ReadySetGO! is a fu ll word processor as well as page makeup program. ReadySetGO! 
also recognizes MacWrite, Word, T/ Maker's WriteNow, Microsoft Works, and text-only 
files. The program also can convert inch marks to open and close quotes, and double
hyphens to em clashes. 

ReaclySetGO! uses blocks to contain text and graphics and links between text blocks. 
Text blocks can be sized by typing measurements or by dragging edges. After creating 
pages, you can pour text faster than with any other prog~am. 

Blocks on a page can be linked in any fashion and then duplicated with global linking 
(page by page) or local linking (within each page only). ReaclySetGO! offers you the ability 
to set precise dimensions for text and graphic blocks and to Atart with a page grid. 

ReadySetGO! has more control over automatic hyphenation than PageMaker and 
XPress. You can specify the minimum word size before ~'lyphenaring, the minin1llm 
number of characters before and after a hyphen, and the

1 
maximum number of 

consecutive hyphenated lines. You also can control whelher or not the program 
hyphenates the last word of a paragraph or capita lized .Jords and add words to an 
exception dictionary. 

With the search and replace options, you can search for and change text including its 
font, style , and point size. The case of a section of text q n be converted with a wider 
va riety of choices (all caps, all lowercase, initial caps, set tence caps, and derived 
small caps). 
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One advanced feature is the ability to place PostScript text instructions in a text block 
so that the progr-dm interprets the PostScript instructions rather than prints them. This 
feature is handy for including a complex PostScript illustration on a page if the 
illustration is not encoded in the EPS format, or if you are achieving a special effect 
with PostScript (you have to know how to use the PostScript language--see the 
bibliography for other sources of information). 

You also can designate a text block as a comment, not to be printed-a useful 
feature for editors to add comments to a manuscript in production. 

ReadySetGO! offers style sheet fonnatting and tagging, and styles can be applied in 
advance in another word processor by typing tag names within brackets. 
ReadySetGO!, however, does not recognize Microsoft Word style defmitions. 

The program also offers basic typesetting features, including letterspacing, although only in 
points. 1l1e Track feature offers semi-automatic kerning on a selection of text in increments 
of 1/ 1000 of an em space, and you can manually kern in one-point increments. 

ReadySetGO! can shift text up or down from the baseline to create superscripts, subscripts, 
equations, and other unusual typesetting effects. The program also can expand and 
condense text (alter each character's width). The maximum point size of a font is 327 
points. 

The program provides a grabber hand tool to scroll around the page and numbered 
page icons like PageMaker to help navigate from page to page. ReadySetGO! also 
offers a window of many thumbnail pages. You can print the thumbnail pages for a 
mock layout or use the window to navigate from page to page. You also can cut, 
copy, and paste entire pages in the thumbnail window (see fig. 8.6). 

After drawing or defining a picture block and placing an image from a Hie, you can 
crop the image by dragging it around inside the block (the block is like a window), 
or by dragging the edges of the block (like the other programs). Text automatically 
wraps itself around a picn1re block and can follow the boundary of an iffegular 
shape or overprint the image, whichever you prefer. 

Overall, ReadySetGO! is easy to learn and use, and templates are easy to set up for 
creating new publications. You can navigate around the page and to other pages as 
easily as PageMaker, and the program has more keyboard shortcuts. Because 
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Fig. 8.6. Working with entire pages in the thumbnail view (ReadySetGo!). 

ReadySetGO! is faster at pouring pages and reasonably fast as a word processor, the 
program makes an excellent book processor. You can write, edit, and produce the 
publications using the same program. 

QuarkXPress 

QuarkXPress has a reputation for its precisio n in types tting controls, especially fo r 
kerning. The program offers fu ll word processing, spell checking, and automatic text 
pouring over multiple pages, as well as automatic text rapping around irregular 
shapes. QuarkXPress also provides the capability to expand or contract characters and 
automatic frames and frame editing. I 
The program uses grids and boxes for text and graphics in a similar fashion as 
ReadySetGO!, with a major difference: QuarkXPress of~ rs up to 127 master pages for 
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a single document, and in each master page, you can set the number of columns and 
the width of the column gap without having to draw boxes. With the automatic 
linking tool, QuarkXPress is easier than ReadySetGO! for setting up the first page and 
for creating multiple pages, although QuarkXPress is not as fast. 

The XPress pasteboard is 48 by 48 inches and can show thumbnail images of pages 
so that you can drag elements directly from one page to another. You also can open 
multiple documents and dmg elements-including multiple pages-from one 
document to another across the pasteboard. 

QuarkXPress enables you to make changes on master pages to affect existing pages 
already defined by tl1ose masters, and new master pages can be applied to existing 
pages. Master page items copied to each page can be altered on individual pages, 
unlike master page items used in other programs. If you use several master pages, 
however, a few more steps than usual are required to change the font or size of text 
throughout a document. 

QuarkXPress can import text from Microsoft Word, MacWrite, WriteNow, and 
Microsoft Works documents as well as straight text fLies, and tl1e progmm recognizes 
style definition in Word files. The program offers a spelling checker and also can be 
used as a word processor. QuarkXPress can expo1t to ftles in the MacWrite format as 
well as the Microsoft Word and WriteNow formats and to text-only files. Unfortu
nately, QuarkXPress lacks the option of automatically converting inch marks to open 
and close quotes and double-hyphens to em clashes. 

QuarkXPress offers you the ability to set styles for pamgmphs and includes widow 
and orphan control and the capability to keep paragraphs together. Rules can be 
attached to paragraphs, and graphics can be ancho red to a reference in the text so 
that if the reference moves, the graphics move with it. You also can customize an 
automatic "dropped capital" (a large initial capital letter to introduce a section of text) 
by specifying how many lines to drop the chamcter into and how big the chamcter 
should be. 

The program offers the precision of 1/ 1000 of an em space for ke rning and fractional 
chamcter widths (the same as other programs) or integral widths for use with the 
ImageWriter. Font point sizes can be set in 1/ 1000 increments of a point up to 500 
points. 
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QuarkXPress also offers three "justification expansion methods" for adding more spaces 
between words and characters. You can add spaces only between words, add more space 
between words d1an between characters, or add spaces unifonnly between all dtaracters. 
You can alternatively specify a limit for the amount of white kpace between words or overall 
between characters (down to 1/ 1000 of an em space). 

Automatic hyphenation affects the entire document, w id1 two options: a smallest word 
setting (the program does not hyphenate a word smaller than a set number of 
characters) and an on/off setting for words that start w it1f capita l letters. 

Templates can be filled with text automatically, even with columns linked on non
sequential pages. The visual linking in QuarkXPress-which can be very useful when 
preparing a mock layout-provides bette r feedback than the linking tool in 
ReadySetGO! As in ReadySetGO!, QuarkXPress uses picture blocks you can crop and 
resize by dragging, and you can resize an image by typing percentages. 

By default, text automatically wraps itself around graphics in a picture box and can 
fo llow the boundary of a shape or overprint the image, whichever you prefe r. You 
can control the distance between the text and the graphics by specifying a Text 
Outset for the picture box. You also can draw with the polygon picture box tool to 
create irregular shapes for text to flow around. 

You can rotate text and graphic objects in degree increments of 1/ 1000 degrees. 
Objects can be grouped temporarily or permanently, and you can set a frame to be a 
"child" of a "parent" frame so that if you move the parent frame, the child moves with 
the parent. Quark has added an in1age library to maintain up to 2,000 separate objects 
for use in documents. 

The Show Measurements palette displays infom1ation and enables you to edit the 
characteristics of a selected object or group without having to access dialog boxes. 
Changes are displayed instantaneously. For example, you can change the dimensions 
of a text block, or the size and fo nt of the text, or the li e weight of a rule, and so on, 
from the Show Measurements palette. 

One of the best features of QuarkXPress is its capabili- j to automatically draw a frame 
around a picture or text block. The program offers a f~be editor so that you can 
design nearly any type of frame. 
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The program prints in the normal fashio n (using the Apple print driver) but also 
provides direct support of several PostScript printe rs including the Linotype 
Linotronic imageserrers. This support includes the capability to print copies of the 
publication, a range of pages or all pages, scaled to a certain percentage, and using a 
proprietary smoothing algorithm for bit-mapped images. QuarkXPress offers auto
matic and manual tiling. 

Many professional users are completely satisfied with QuarkXPress, despite the lack 
of frle link management features (found in PageMaker), because the program does 
the job of typesetting and page makeup very well. Setting up a QuarkXPress docu
ment may take a bit more planning than a PageMaker document, but the ability to 
open multiple documents and drag e lements from page to page in the thumbnail 
view are definite advantages. 

Letraset's DesignStudio 

DesignStudio is a high-powered page makeup progr-am that differs from the company's 
ReadySetGO! program by offering a pasteboard metaphor similar to PageMaker's and 
advanced typeserting features. The program also offers you the ability to set a grid for the 
page and to align objects by snapping them to the grid lines or to guide lines. ln many 
respeas, the progr-am resembles PageMaker with master pages, guides, and the pasteboard. 
ReadySetGO! also offers true tracking for typeserting. 

DesignStudio can open several documents at the same time and display a thumbnail 
view of the pages, in which you can duplicate and delete pages as well as rearrange 
them. 

Text can be entered into text blocks, as in ReadySetGO! and XPress, but the blocks 
can vary in shape as well as size- you can have rounded boxes, circles, triangles, 
diamonds, and para llelograms frlled with te}..'t. These blocks also can be stretched or 
condensed, and rotated to any angle as well. 

DesignStudio can import text from the popular Macintosh word processing programs 
including Word, MacWrite, and WriteNow, and the program can export text as an 
ASCII text file. Included is a spelling checker and the capability to assign styles to any 
sections of text, nor just parngrnph sections. DesignStudio imports styles from a Word 
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document as new styles, not replacing existing styles set ·n DesignStudio. You can 
then edit the new style defmitions to change d1e f01matting, and you can reassign 
styles to te>..'t by selecting the text, but you cannot automatically apply a predefmed set 
of DesignStudio styles by simply naming them the same as the Word styles, as you 
can in PageMaker. 

Text flows from column to column and from page to page if you chain them toged1er, 
just as in ReadySetGO!. After chaining columns together and chaining to the next 
page, you can extend d1e chain by inserting more pages d1at are automatically 
chained. Text can flow around an irregularly shaped object, which can be a graphic 
image or another text block, and you can specify a text repel distance to set type 
closer to or farther away from the border of the shape. 

Automatic hyphenation, automatic kerning, and automatic tracking can be applied to 
any section of te>..'t, and d1e program suppor[S additional languages for hyphenation. 
You can set the maxinlum number of consecutive hyphenated lines, the minimum 
length of word to be hyphenated, and the minimum number of characters before and 
after a hyphen. You also can set d1e program to refrain from hyphenating words in all 
capitals and the last word of a paragraph. 

The program cautions you against overriding style definitions when trying to change 
words into italic or bold, for example, or when defming a fraction (using smaller point 
sizes for the numbers). This feature of DesignStudio is less flexible than PageMaker's 
style handling, which enables you to override style definitions with specific settings. 
In DesignStudio, you have to remove the style definition first, then make your 
changes. DesignStudio, however, offers excellent search and replace facilities, includ
ing the ability to specify font, size, and style for searching and replacing, and to 
ignore or maintain the use of capitalleners when replacing. You also can search for 
tabs, carriage returns, fi..xed spaces, or any ASCII code fo,r a special character. 

DesignStudio offers two modes of justification: standard and professional. In standard 
justification, DesignStudio keeps all word spacing as d o e as possible to the minimum 
spacing set by the font designer and hyphenates if nece sary to keep the spacing low. 
The program never goes any lower than the minimum a d never changes lenerspac
ing. 

In professional justification, you can set the minimum a d maximum space as a 
percentage of the designer-specified optimum space, an DesignStudio refrains from 
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hyphenating if spacing is w ithin that range. You also can specify a range of let
terspacing to help justify the line but not higher than 125% of the optimal spacing 
value set by the font designer. 

DesignStuclio also offers a professional ragged-right justify option that uses a percent
age of the full measure of justification for alternate lines, so that lines appear more 
ragged if they would otherwise appear almost fully justified. You can specify the 
percentage of the full measure used on alternate lines. 

The program offers the most extensive kerning and tracking facilities yet provided in 
a desktop page makeup program. You can add to and change kerned pairs, and kern 
individual letter pairs with the Conunand-left arrow key combination as well as with 
a numeric specification. DesignStudio offers tracking, in which the amount of space 
removed between characters varies with the point size and font. You can set d1ree 
levels of tracking, in increments of 1/1000 of an em space, to vary the spacing 
accord ing to font and size. I n most cases, you would set a track to remove more 
space for larger sizes and to actually add space for very small sizes. You may need at 
least three different tracks depending on your documents-a loose track for books 
and manuals, a tighter track for newsletters and magazines, and a very tight track for 
page advertisements. 

DesignStudio does not provide all the features of PageMaker, nor is the program as 
easy to use or as flexible, but it is more flexible in some ways than XPress and offers 
better tracking features. As a new program (Version 1) DesignStudio is not as stable 
in performance as the tried and tested versions of PageMaker (Version 4), XPress 
(Version 3), and ReadySetGO! (Version 4.5), but the program has an extensive set of 
features for a program at the starting gate, and Letraset has plenty of experience with 
page makeup. 

Multi-Ad Creator 

Multi-Ad Creator is designed specifically for creating mock-ups and final materials for 
single-page ads and spreads. When given a set of te.Kt and graphic elements, the 
program can automatically suggest a page layout for the ad. You also can customize 
any page layout and save the customized version; so, in a sense, you can make the 
program learn your layout preferences as you use it. 
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Multi-Ad Creator can track multiple page layouts for the L me ad. This feature is 
convenient for experimenting with different layouts, testing ideas by simultaneously 
showing others the results of different formats, and for u~ing the same text and 
graphic elements in a range of different magazine ad sizes. You can resize and move 
objects for each layout and reformat the text to fit. The p 'Ogram can display thumb
nail sketches of all layouts for a particular ad. 

Multi-Ad Creator uses a drawing-table metaphor that enables you to place elements 
on or off the actual page. You can use the area outside the page to ho ld rough 
illustrations or scans. You can freely rotate objects or groups of objects wid1 the 
mouse or other pointing device or specify a rotation angle in one-degree increments. 

The program offers automatic copyfitting-text can be reduced to fit within an 
irregular shape, and you can wrap text around irregularly shaped objects. Text is 
automatically wrapped when you drag anod1er object over a text block. You also can 
rotate text in one-degree increments and still edit the rotated text. The program's word 
processing features include the capability to search and replace fonts, styles, and sizes 
as well as text itself, and the capability to convert text to all upper or lower case 
letters. 

Kerning, an important feature for page advertisement mock-ups, especially with large 
letters, can be applied in increments as litde as 1/ 1000 of an em space. You also can 
offset type from the baseline by a percentage of d1e font's height, enabling you to 
fmely tune subscripts and superscripts or do special staircase effects with type. 

Multi-Ad Creator offers a variety of drawing tools for polygons and shapes, plus 
special effects including custom starburst shapes, drop shadows, frame patterns, and 
ftll patterns. Ads created as mock-ups in the program can be furd1er reftned into ftnal 
pages by the same program. Color can be specified in CYMK or RGB color schemes. 
The program can import a variety of graphic ftle formats (EPS, TIFF, ImageStudio's 
RIFF, PICT, and MacPaint), as well as word processing ftle formats for text. Completed 
layouts also can be exported as PICT ftles to be incorporated into publication files for 
use with PageMaker, ReadySetGO!, QuarkXPress, and o er page makeup programs. 

For users with CD-ROM drives, Multi-Ad Services offers ' bonus CD-ROM disc wid1 an 
interactive animated user's guide that explains how to use the program and demon
strates typical ad makeup procedures. The Multi-Ad Pro{rt series of generic ads, 
which is similar to a clip art library and can be used for lesigning your own ads, is 
included on this disc. 
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Other Page Makeup Programs 

A variety of page makeup programs are available for the Macintosh, although 
PageMaker, ReadySetGO!, DesignStudio, and Quark.XPress are the mo!>t popular. Less 
expensive programs such as Springboard Publisher and Silicon Beach Software/ 
Aldus' Personal Press also are useful for mock-ups and layouts, although Personal 
Press is better equipped to cany the layout through final production. 

Personal Press has impressive features for putting a publication together semi
automatically (you still need to be involved with making choices). Most of the power 
of the automatic processing comes from the use of "proxies" in dialog boxes. A proxy 
is a thumbnail image that provides direct, constant, interactive feedback. When a 
dialog box contains a proxy, you can see the results of specific actions before 
clicking the OK button. In the AutoCreate feat;ure, for example, you can select a 
template and see the entire page layout in a thumbnail sketch, and then selectively 
place text and graphics, previewing the results before actually clicking OK to create 
the publication. You can even crop graphics while in this dialog box. 

We prefer to use a creative tool that has fu ll production capacity and the precision to 
create final pages, as long as that tool also is convenient for putting together quick 
mock-ups. Our preference is PageMaker for most applications because this program 
has the flexibility and the features we require to produce books, a newsletter, 
miscellaneous marketing pieces, pages for sending to remote fax machines, and 
e lectronic pages for incorporation into a CD-ROM archive of publications. We have 
been able to obtain excellent results even when incorporating complex e lements 
such as black-and-white and color photos and color graphics. 

Chapter Summary 

The lure of laser printing has significantly increased overall paper consumption. Laser 
printers are revolutionary because t11ey enable you to print on demand with good 
enough quality for many documents and publications. 

Electronic publishing with full pages, including fonts, graphics, and images, is 
preferable to the nonnal route of printing and d istributing paper. Pages put together 
electronically for printing can be transported to sites closer to the readers before 
printing. The publishing process is essentially tl1e same for all these methods of 
distribution. 
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No matter which medium canies the message, you must ~1ave the design skills to 
present the message in its most readable fo rm. You have many options for training in 
computer skills and design skills, and you need both types of skills in desktop 
publishing applications. 

No matter what production method you use, the Macintosh can fo rm a link between 
your creative efforts and production. Mock-ups and layouts with thumbnail pages are 
essential in the design process. Page makeup programs can be used in design to 
produce thumbnails for the layout process, and the layout can be used with the same 
program to produce the final pages. 

Page makeup programs can combine text, graphics, scanned images, and color 
graphics, onto electronic pages for printing or e lectronic distribution. These programs 
offer precise typesetting and layout tools for designing and producing pages with 
multiple stories. 

PageMaker (Aldus) is the most flexible page makeup program and has the largest set 
of features, but the other programs, such as XPress (Quark) and DesignStudio 
(Letraset) a lso have significant advantages, and ReadySetGO! (Letr.tset) and Personal 
Press (Silicon Beach Software/ Aldus) are less expensive and can handle many jobs. 
Multi-Ad Creator is designed specifically for creating mock-ups and final materials for 
single-page advertisements and spreads. 

Page makeup programs brought the power of publishing to small businesses and 
individuals, providing them with the ability to produce commercial-quality printed 
materials on demand on laser prin ters and to produce master pages and pages on film 
for press runs and high-volume printing. Long the exclusive province of typesetters, 
composition experts, and page strippers, full-page makeup on the desktop has 
unleashed a potential communications revolution d1at only needs an inexpensive 
output solution. Now you are ready for desktop printing, the subject of the next 
chapter. 
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Freedom of press is guaranteed only to those who own one. 

- A. J. Liebling 

Desktop publishing had a profound effect on business printing largely because black
and-white copiers and laser printers-the printing presses of the o ffice--could 
effectively duplicate the pages on demand. 

The Apple LaserWriter was the recognized leader in desktop publishing applications 
because it was the first laser printer to be supported by system software that o ffers 
standard fonts and graphics. With a higher resolution (measured in dots per inch) 
than the ImageWrite r dot-matrix printer, laser printers provided the opportunity for 
Macintosh users to create professional-looking documents. The current LaserWriter II 

' is now the recognized leader because this p rinter offers a level of perfom1ance and 
quality that other ptinter manufacturers ny to emulate. The LaserWriters are a major 
factor in the success o f desktop publishing. 

Another important factor in the success of desktop publishing is the link from the 
desktop world to d1e professional publishing world, where higher resolution devices 
called imagesetters Ct:Om1erly called (ypesetter~) are used to print "camera-ready" pages 
on photographic paper o r film, a major step in the process of creating plates for the 
printing press. 

This link first became available with the Macintosh and aserWriter combination, in 
the form of the PostScript page description language, de eloped by Adobe Systems 
and now used in laser printers from IBM, Hewlett-Packa d , Texas Instruments, Digital 
Equipment Corporation, and many other manufacturers. ostScript laser printers are 
compatible with each o the r and with higher resolutio n f~ 11-page imagesetters from 
Linotype, Varityper, Agfa Compugraphic, and several otHer manufacturers. 
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The importance of this PostScript link is that the same page that prints on a PostScript 
laser printer also pti nts on a PostScript imagesener, but with far better qualiry due to 
the increase in resolution. You therefore can use a laser printer for on-demand 
printing and fo r printing proof pages for high-qualiry print jobs without switching 
software. For example, you can complete a publication in PageMaker, print the 
document on a laser printe r, and then substitute a high-resolution Linotronic 300 for 
the laser printe r (both devices connect to an AppleTalk network the same way, 
requiring no extra software or hardware). Alternatively, you can send your 
PageMaker file to a service bureau that offers the equivalent of Linotronic output. 

As a Macintosh user you can prepare pages for a variety of output devices from the 
inexpensive Image Write r to high-resolution Post cript imagesetters, even if you don't 
have a printer of any kind. Service bureaus and some copy shops can provide laser 
printing, color printing, imagesetting, and film recording. so that you can experiment 
with the output before choosing a rype of printer. 

This chapter describes the various production and printing methods available for 
desktop printing and how to prepare publications for commercial-qualiry printing 
presses using imagesetters. The costly steps of page stripping, preparation of nega
tives, and electronic prepress operations can be minimized if not eliminated by using 
the desktop publishing software described in this chapter. After reading this chapter 
you will be able to choose a production method, a deskwp printe r, a color printe r fo r 
proofing images, and a method for linking to prepress systems and pti nt shops for 
high-volume printing press runs. 

Choosing a Production Method 

The volume priming process-the method by which you print mass quantities of the 
publication--dictates certain requirements that must be met in order to get a decent, 
high-qualiry printed publication. Will you use a copier or a laser printer to produce 
10 or 20 copies? Will you need more than 200 but less than 500 copies? More than 
1,000? More than 10,000? You must answer this basic question fi rst and then plan the 
publication's production effort. 

For example, a newslette r or business repott may require a clean, polished look. 
Because this rype of publication is inexpensively primed in small quantities (less than 
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500), the extm expense of production on a high-resolution (over 1,000 dots-per-inch, 
or dp t) imagesener is not required-a lower resolution, 300-dpi laser printer, such as 
one of the Apple LaserWriter II models, can do the job. 

For most printing applications, you can use a desktop laser printer (at 300 dpi) and 
not be concerned with using an imagesetter. Small newspapers and newsletters can 
be put out on a budget, foregoing color and imagesetting, because the output of a 
300-dpi laser printer is usually sufficient for printing on n,ewsprint paper. Newsprint 
paper is too coarse and absorbent to hold much higher resolutions. Laser printer 
output also is sufficient quality for offset printing and is the preferred choice for 
xerogmphic printing. Laser printer output also can be cost-effective for catalogs and 
magazines printed on medium-quality paper by a web press (a press that prints on a 
continuous web of paper mther than on cut sheets). 

On the other hand, a book, a magazine, a piece of marketing literature (such as a 
page advertisement, flyer, or brochure), or an instruction manual may require typeset
quality text and photographic-quality images. For such production efforts, compatibil
ity with an imagesetter could be critical. The surest way to maintain compatibility 
between your laser printer and a higher resolution imagesener is to use a PostScript
compatible laser printer. PostScript is the most popular page-description language 
used in both printers and high-resolution imagesetters and film recorders. 

For jobs involving high-quality printing methods on medium-to-high-quality paper, 
you. should use an imagesetter for producing full pages, to cut down on stripping 
charges. The Apple LaserWriter liNT and IINTX are PostScript-compatible printers that 
enable you to print proof pages before using a PostScript-compatible imagesetter. 
Genemlly, outputting complete pages rather than strips of typeset text that must be 
hand-pasted onto pages is better. Imagesetters, therefore, have become more impor
tant to the publishing process as complete pages with g~aphics are prepared on the 
system. They are absolutely essential if you want to obtain medium-quality and high
quality results with scanned photos and color graphics. 

Using Black-and-White Photos 

As you learned in Chapter 4, continuous tone images de ·ved from scanned photo
gmphs or digitized video images must be converted into halftones to be printed. A 
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hafjione is the result of conveJting a continuous tone image, which can contain gray 
o r color clots of va1ying intensity, into an image consisting of only black or solid 
color dots of unifom1 intensity. 

For black-and-white photographs, a halftone can simulate gray shades on a black
and-white printer because the halftone is composed of cells containing a matrix of 
black dots: some turned on and some turned off. The halftone screen density, which 
is the frequency of cells measured in lines per inch (I pi), determines the size of the 
halftone cells in the image. This size can make the difference between a muddy 
reproduction and a clear reproduction. Newspapers typically need a 65-line or 85-line 
screen. For advertisements, commercial work, and magazine pages, use screens with 
120, 133, 150, or more lines per inch. I 

Photographically made halftones consist of negatives usually stripped into position 
before plates are made. In a page makeup program, you reserve a blank area of the 
page for the stripping operation- usually filled with a rectangle marking the exact 
place and size for the halftone. Photographic halftones offer the best quality because 
the size of each halftone cell varies to provide the illusion of gray, and you can 
obtain a high screen density (over 150 lines per inch) with photographic equipment. 

Digital halftones consist of electronic data described in unifonnly sized pixels on
screen or dots in a laser printer or imagesener. To make the equivalent of a halftone 
cell with a digital device, the software combines several small dots (all of the same 
size) into one halftone cell clot (which can va1y in size). You can raise the resolution 
(number of cells, or lines, per inch) of the image, but the result is a denser image 
with less gray levels. 

To detennine the number of gray levels that will !:>e printed, divide the printe r's dpi 
resolution (dots per inch) by the desired halftone screen lpi density (lines per inch), 
and raise the result to the power of two. A 300-dpi printer, therefore, can prim a 50-
lpi halftone with 36 (simulated) levels of gray-suitable for a newsletter or an internal 
document. The PostScript-compatible Linotype Linotronic 300 imagesetter (with a 
resolution of 2540 dpi) reproduces a commercial-quality halftone at up to 150 lpi 
with at least 256 levels of gray- suitable for a magazine. 

Page makeup programs can crop and scale gray-scale images and turn them into 
halftones. For example, PageMaker offers in1age adjustment features that enable you 
to lighten, darken, or adjust the contrast of a scanned image from a gray-scale TIFF 
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file after the image is placed on a PageMaker page. The program offers five preset 
patterns for screens and enables you to vmy the angle of lines and frequency of lines 
pe r inch. You also can adjust the lightness and contrast rdtio for gray-scale images 
with a "graphic equalizer" tool. 

PageMaker initially screens gray-scale images at 53 lpi, which is a density that works 
well with 300-dp i laser printe rs. With the Image control feature, you can change the 
screen frequency to anything that you want, such as 90 lpi o r more, for printing on 
high-resolution devices such as the Linotronic 100 or 300. You also can lighten o r 
darken images fo r a specific press n m. The lightness value lightens or darkens the 
image, and the contrdst value lightens or darkens areas of the image in relation to 
the ir surrounding backgrounds. For example, you can adjust the contrast of an image 
to 100 pe rcent and reduce the lightness to zero percent to obtain a high-contrast 
image with no gray scales. 

PageMaker does not have the painting and selection features of an image retouching 
program such as Letrdset's ImageStudio or Silicon Beach Software/ Aldus' Digital 
Darkroom, but you can import TIFF (Tag Image File Fom1at) and PICT2 (standard 
Macintosh graphics) files into PageMaker and continue to perfonn brightness and 
contrast adjustmenL<; as well a~ ad justments to the halftone screen. Nme, however, that 
you cannot import ImageSrudio's RJFF file directly, only indirectly by using 
ImageStudio to convert the ima~c into TIFF or PICT2. 

ReadySetGO! enables you to change the brightness and co ntrast of scanned images 
like the mher programs and enables you to .flop an image (turn the image into a 
min·or image of itself). The progrdm supports gray-scale TIFF files from scanners, as 
well as EPS (encapsulated PostScript) files, PICT files, and MacPaint files. ReadySetGO! 
also can import a RIFF image file from ImageSrudio (another Letraset product). RIFF 
offe rs more file compression than TIFF, resulting in image files that take up less disk 

space. I 
ReadySetGO! establishes a link to an image file and uses a lower resolution version 
for display purposes similar to PageMaker and Quark.XPress. If the program cannot 
find the image file when loading the document, ReadySetGO! searches the disk (other 
folders) for the file; the progrdm then substitutes an empty picture block for the 
missing file. This is more useful than Quark.XPress but d es not offer as many choices 
as PageMake r. Less space is taken up in the ReadySetGO publication file by the lower 
resolution version, however, than in othe r publication fil s. Of all the page makeup 
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programs, PageMaker offers the most features and the most convenience in manag
ing image files linked to the publicatio n file. 

The Advanced Halftoning feature of Digital Darkroom provides smoother gray scale 
and sharper detail than the usual output from 300 dpi laser printers. This feature 
works with PostScript and QuickDraw printers. The software does not construct 
halfto ne cells with printer dors in the usual fashion, but uses d ifferent resolutions 
(dots per inch) to represent differenr gray-scale values. This process works only 
when Digital Darkroom prints the halftone. ln most cases, you would want the page 
makeup program you are using to print the entire page including the halftone. The 
Digital Darkroom program, therefore, can save its dot pattern in a TIFF file for 
exporting to page makeup programs. 

Continuous tone colo r images are handled in much the same way- a halftone must 
be created-but more complex issues are involved due to the fact that all of the 
displayed colors are not reproducible on a printe r or on a press. 

Using Color 

Color is an essential ingredient in publications, and high-quality color reproduction is 
the hallmark of commercial magazines, adve1tising pages, and brochures. Colo r 
printing, however, remains a more expensive process than black-and-white printing, 
and the cost of priming is a limiting factor in producing commercial and in-house 
publications and documents with color graphics and photos. You always need to 
justify the use of color in economic tenns. 

Nevertheless, the cost of producing color publications is coming down, and the 
reason is that the cost of preparing color images and color graphics has come clown 
drastically. 

The Macintosh is a major reason for this trend. Only the Macintosh offers, as a 
standard part of the system, the capability to use any of the 16.7 million colors at the 
same time, limited only by the total number of pi..xels in an image. You need a 
display adapter capable of displaying in 24-bit mode, as described in Chapter 4, in 
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order to see all of these colors, but the color information is stored with the image and 
can be processed by any Macintosh. 

Color is used in several different ways on printed pages, and Macintosh page makeup 
programs can prepare pages with color for the following uses: 

• Spot color, in which an area of the page, or of a graphit image, is set to a 
solid , consistent color with the same luminosity, hue, and saturation over the 
entire area. Spot colo rs are often used as a highlight for th ick page rules and 
bars, in logos, and in solid two-dimensional and three-dimensional models. 
Pantone Matching System (PMS) colors that directly correspond to Pantone 
inks used in print shops are often applied as spot colors. A spot color also 
can be composed of a combination of process colors--cyan, yellow, ma-
genta, and black (or red , green, and blue). J 

• Color or gray tint, in which an area has a percentage of a spot color (or of 
black, which produces a gray tint) less in density tl1an a solid colo r. A tint is 
often used behind text in a boxed area, or as a shading be hind an image. 
Tints are usually composed of percentages of PMS or process colors. 

• Color halftone (printed version of a continuous tone image). Scanned photos 
and digitized video images, which consist of continuous tones of colo r or 
gray, must be converted into halftones for the printing press. Four process 
colors are combined to make color halftones. Color photos must be separated 
into layers representing percentages of each of the four process colors (cyan, 
yellow, magenta, and black). 

To print color on a printing press, you supply color pages w ith the colors separated 
onto different pieces of film-a separate film for each colored ink. The set of films is 
called a color separa tion. Many publications are printed in four process colors (cyan, 
yellow, magenta, and black, or CYMK), with perhaps a fifth colored ink (usually a 
PMS [Pantone Matching System] color) per signature as an option. 

Color separations are not required for printing on a color rioter and then copying on 
a color copier. Color slide presentations as well as otl1er olor documents can be 
printed cost-effectively with a color printer and copier. Colo r printers also are useful 
as intem1ediate proofing devices for color publishing. 
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Spot colors, tints, and color illustrations (which are usually made up of spot colors 
and tints) are relatively easy to reproduce on a printing press with high quality 
results. Magazine-quality photos, on the other hand, are much harder to reproduce 
and maintain a level of quality equal to conventional methods of color halftoning. 
One color halftone can occupy far more disk space than several pages containing 
spot-colored halftones. In addition, most desktop scanners' accompanying software is 
not yet capable of performing as well as million-dollar prepress systems. 

You can produce inexpensive color separations, however, on PostScript imagesetters, 
such as the Linotype Linotronic 300. PostScript-compatible color desktop printers can 
be used to print proofs of color images before starting the presses rolling. PostScript 
is the page description language that has become a standard file format for laser
printed master pages for publishing applications. PostScript also is useful for transfer
ring computer-generated color images directly to prepress systems in an aU-digital 
color separation process in which color PostScript printers act as proofing devices 
along the way. 

With PageMaker and a color page printer, you can create color mock-ups, also called 
comps, with the color images and elements in place on the page. PageMaker's color 
features are designed to make overlays for spot color (such as solid color areas, color 
screens or tints, and colored text). The program supports three color models: CYMK 
(cyan, yellow, magenta, black), RGB (red, green, blue), and Hl.S (hue, lightness, and 
saturation). The CYMK values represent process color inks and can be mixed to 
simulate any color that can be printed. You can use any one of the three color 
models or choose from the PMS (Panto ne Matching System) palene to specify a color. 

In PageMaker, colors can be mixed to fo rm a named color style that then can be 
applied to the page. The program can separate each named color onto a different 
layer for printing separate black overlays to make negatives and plates. PageMaker 
also ptints alignment targets (registration marks) for aligning the overlays and enables 
you to specify a color for the paper. 

You can choose to have the program mask, or knock-out, areas of overlays from the 
other overlays to have precise contro l and avoid mixing colors. For example, if 
printing on a thermal color printer using the CYMK model, to get a green object, you 
could knock out the object from the magenta and black overlays. 
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With the Aldus PrePrint utility program, you can create color separations directly from 
publication files. PageMaker also offers PMS (Pantone Matching System) ink colors. 

ReadySetGO! enables you to specify spot colors for text and graphic elements using 
the Pantone Matching System (PMS). ReadySetGO! lacks the capability to specify 
colors using the CYMK (cyan, yellow, magenta, black) model for process color inks. 
The program can import a color image stored in PICT2 or the 24-bit color TIFF format 
but cannot separate the image. 

QuarkXPress offers features similar to PageMaker for applying spot color to text and 
graphics and for separating the colors on output. You can specify color for text, rules, 
backgrounds, and frames, but not for elements or areas in the graphics. 

QuarkXPress offers all three process color models-HSB (hue, saturation, brightness
also called HLS for hue, lightness, saturation), RGB (red, green, blue), and CYMK 
(cyan, yellow, magenta, black)-and Pantone Matching System (PMS) colors. 
QuarkXPress can convert a PMS color to equivalent process colors duting output for 
color separations. You can mix custom color names that appear in the Color hierarchi
cal menu. The program can make four separations (one f? r each process color) and 
another separation for each PMS color. 

With the advent of desktop color printers at affordable prices, the explosion of 
desktop color publishing in the office is waiting only for an inexpensive color copier 
to make an appearance. Such copiers would trigger wide -pread use of color in 
documents and are only a year or two away from proliferating in the office. 

Printing Proof and Master Pages 

The quality of your results is directly related to the quali I of your master pages, 
which are used to prepare plates for a press run or are used as the masters for making 
copies. One of the primary benefits of a 300 dots-per-inc (dpi) laser printer or ink-jet 
printer is the fact that 300 dpi is acceptable quality for a v riety of office documents 
and publications, including newsletters. A 300-dpi printer, therefore, can be used to 
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print master pages for these applications and to print these publications on demand 
without the need for press runs or extra copying. 

The other primary benefit is the printer's capability to print proofpages used for 
proofreading and final approvals. When applications call for higher resolutions than 
300 dpi, you can still use the 300-dpi printers to print proof pages, and the process of 
proofing on a desktop printer can save you from the drastic expenses and time
consuming problems of correcting pages on press. 

The PostScript language is used to forge a link between desktop publishing software, 
laser printers, imagesetters, and electronic prepress equipment. Soon PostScript also 
will enable you to send an electronic page directly from a personal computer to a 
plate making device, bypassing all photographic reproduction stages and providing 
direct digital proofs. 

Not all Macintosh users require a link to high-resolution output devices-many 
would rather have less-expensive 300 dpi printers. Apple offers a line of laser 
printers that statt with the low-cost LaserWriter IISC, which does not include 
PostScript but can be upgraded to the liNT, which does include PostScript. The non
PostScript printers are called QuickDraw printers because they are driven directly by 
the Macintosh System software using QuickDraw instructions. PostScript printers, on 
the otl1er hand, are driven by a PostScript interpreter that translates the QuickDraw 
instructions into the PostScript language. The interpreter is usually located in the 
printer, so that any number of Macintosh users on a network can share one inter
preter and printer. For the most part, PostScript p1inters are usually shared on a 
network, and QuickDraw printers are usually connected directly to a single 
Macintosh. 

Page printers are cost justified by the number of pages they can print. Color printers 
have a different justification: the costs saved by proofing with them. PostScript offers 
a path so that a page with a color image can be proofed on a color printer (such as 
the QMS ColorScript) and then produced as a color separation on a high-resolution 
imagesetter or on an e lectronic prepress system. When color copiers become more 
commonplace in the office, color page ptinters will be even more in demand as 
master page printers. 
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Reviewing Printers 

The most important difference among black-and-white pt'nters is resolution, which is 
a measure of dots per inch (dpi). Laser ptinters have grown in popularity because 
they offer better fonts plus image printing at higher resolutions (300 dpi) compared to 
the fonts and resolutions offe red by conventional dot-ma?·ix (less than 150 dpi) and 
letter-quality printers. A dot-matrix printe r such as the Apple TmageWriter II may be 
fme for printing rough outlines and some hand-outs, but the fonts and graphics do 
not look as professional as fonts and graphics printed o n laser printe rs, due to the 
higher resolution of laser printers. 

The most important difference among color printers besides resolution is color depth, 
which is the number of bits of color information per pixel (representing the total 
number of colors ava ilable per pixel). Most color printers can print at least 256 
different colors on the same page (eight bits per pixel), and many can print the 
Macintosh's entire range of 16.7 mi ll ion colors (24 bits per pixel). 

Based on xerographic technology, laser printers resemble
1 
copiers and use electrostatic 

charges with to ner, heat, and pressure to print an image. The LaserWriter II models 
are based on tl1e black-and-white Canon LBP-SX printing mechanism, which offers a 
long life cycle, and smooth and dense black printing. The Personal LaserWrite r 
models are based on the Canon P-110 printing mechanism, which also offers a long 
life cycle but is less expensive (although slower) than the LaserWriter II models. 

Most laser printers, including all Apple LaserWriter models, offer resolution of 300 dpi 
by 300 dpi. Laser printers also can emulate daisy-wheel and dot-matrix printers at 
much better resolution and print quality, although some printers offer only partial
page graphics at 300-dpi resolution. 

The laser printer requires a processor and memoty to sto(e the image of the entire 
page so that it can print the page without stopping. At le~st o ne megabyte of RAM is 
required in the printer to print an entire page at 300 dpi, !mel laser printers with 
additional memory tend to operate faster by storing font ihlom1ation in the additional 
RAM (a process called font caching). With the Apple Las 1rWriter li NTX, you can 
expand RAM to 12 megabytes. 
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PostScript-compatible printe rs are attractive because the PostScript language can 
describe resolution-independent fo nts and graphics. Because PostScript is a common 
denominator, a page can be ptinted on a Personal LaserWriter NT, LaserWrite r liNT, 
or LaserWriter !INTX (at 300 dpi) and then printed with a high-resolution imagesette r 
(over 1200 dpi) to get a higher quality version of the same page. 

Laser printers are simple to use with the Macintosh. PostScript printe rs are connected 
directly to an AppleTalk-compatible network, such as Apple's LocaiTalk or Farallon 
Computing's PhoneNet, and are effectively shared by anyone on that network. The 
Apple Personal LaserWriter NT, for example, is supplied with a LocaiTalk cable to 
connect the printer directly to another LocaiTalk cable connected to a Macintosh, 
creating a network. As other Macintosh computers are connected to the network, 
they become full-fledged users of any PostScript printers also connected to the 
network. 

Non-PostScript printers, such as the Personal LaserWtite r SC and the LaserWtiter IISC, 
connect directly to the SCSI port of a s ingle Macintosh and are therefore not as easy 
to share. Such printers are called QuickDraw printe rs because they are driven directly 
by the Macintosh using its native graphics language, QuickDraw. Nearly all 
Macintosh applications can ptint to QuickDraw and PostScript printers. Color graph
ics, however, are printed as black-and-white graphics unless you use a color ptinter. 
You can use Adobe Type Manager (ATM) to print text in Adobe PostScript fonts on 
QuickDraw primers, but PostScript graphics (in EPS fotmat) will print only on 
PostSctipt printe rs and imagesetters. 

Apple LaserWriters 

Apple offers five black-and-white LaserWriter models: the Personal LaserWrite r SC, 
the Personal LaserWriter T, the LaserWriter fiSC, the LaserWtiter liNT, and the 
LaserWtiter IINTX. Apple offers the range of printers to satisfy mainstream users and 
high-perfonnance users. 

The Personal LaserWriter SC and NT, designed for mainstream users, are based on 
the compact, light-weight Canon P-110 laser xerographic print engine, which offers a 
perfotmance life of 150,000 pages-equivalent to printing 200 pages a day, five days 
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a week, 52 weeks a year, for more than five years. These printers operate at approxi
mately four pages per minute. The LaserWriter II models (IISC, liNT, and ITNTX) use 
the Cano n LBP-SX engine designed for high-perfonnance users. These models operate 
at e ight pages per minll[e. 

The Personal LaserWriter SC and LaserWriter IISC are QuickDraw printers that connect 
to a Macintosh with a SCSI cable. Both printers have a built-in 68000 processor, the 
same as in the Macintosh Plus. Although the Macintosh it<>elf prepares the image in its 
own inte rnal RAM, the p1inter also has enough RAM (one megabyte) to hold one fu ll
page image, so that printing can take place faste r. The Personal LaserWriter SC and 
LaserWrite r IJSC do not have AppleTalk po rts-these printers are designed to be used 
with a single Macintosh and to be connected to the Macintosh's SCSI port. They are 
supplied with popular sizes of the screen fo nts for Times, Helvetica, Courier, and 
Symbol typefaces. You need Adobe Type Manager to print Adobe outline fonts or 
other Type 1 fonts. 

The Personal LaserWrite r NT and the LaserWriter TINT both use the 68000 processor 
and a PostScript interpreter, and both models offer two megabytes of RAM (allowing 
room for font caching). TI1e high-perfonnance LaserWriter IINTX uses the faster 68020 
processor with PostScript and can be expanded to have 12 megabytes of RAM for font 
and image caching ro increase perfonnance. The Personal LaserWriter NT also can 
emulate a Hewlett-Packard Laserjet Plus. These three m<flels can print any PostScript 
page and are supplied with 35 Adobe PostScript outline~onts in the following font 
families: Times, Helvetica, Courie r, Symbol, lTC Avant G· rde Gothic, ITC Bookman, 
New Century Schoolbook, Helvetica Narrow, Palatine, r C Zapf Chancery, and lTC 
Zapf Dingbats. 

The LaserWriter liNT and the IINTX have SCSI po1ts for attaching hard disks or CD
ROM devices to hold extm fonts. Se1v ice bureaus like this feature because they need 
to keep a large variety of fo nts ava ilable at a ll times. Al l three printers have an extra 
AOB (Apple Desktop Bus) port for attaching inputloutpL t devices, and the PostScript 
printers also sport an RS-232 port fo r direct connection rq other types of computers 
(RS-232 is not offe red for the IISC). In addition, the IINTX offers Hewlett-Packard 
Laserjet II as well as Diablo 630 (daisy-wheel) emulation] 

As a replacement for the ImageWriter, the Personal LaseriWrite r SC is an excellent 
entry offering and is less expensive than PostScript print rs. The printer also can be 
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upgraded to the level of the Personal LaserWriter NT to suppo1t PostSc1ipt, if the 
need for compatibility arises later. 

We prefer the economical Personal LaserWriter NT printer that offers PostScript or the 
LaserWriter liNT printer for high-perfom1ance printing, which can be upgmded to the 
IINTX for faster performance. 

Other Black-and-White Printers 

Many PostScript laser plinters are on the market from companies such as IBM, DEC, 
Tektronix, Texas Instruments, Qume, QMS, NEC, GCC, Hewlett-Packard, and Xerox. 
Nearly all PostScript plinters have a connector for attaching the printer to an 
AppleTalk network so that they can be shared by many users. The Macintosh is 
supplied with standard plinter dliver software that works with most of these printers 
(the ones not supported are supplied with their own drivers). Installing a PostScript 
plinter is as simple as connecting the printer to a network and turning it on. A 
standard version of the Laserwliter file must reside in your System Folder, but this 
step is usually perfom1ed at the initial system installation-you can add more 
PostScript printers without installing new software. 

PostScript printers are capable of rendering any font in the Adobe Systems font 
libraries and any PostScript-compatible font such as those created wid1 Altsys 
Fontographer. Bitstream, Agfa Compugraphic, and The Font Company are major 
suppliers of PostScript outline fonts. 

QuickOraw laser printers are attractive as ImageWriter replacements because d1ey 
offer faster, quieter operation as well as higher resolution. QuickDr.:~w printers cannot 
do everything that PostScript printers can do, such as print PostScript graphics, but 
for some desktop publishers, the trade-offs are worth d1e savings in cost, and Adobe 
Type Manager provides the capability to print Adobe PostScript fonts. 

The GCC Personal LaserPrinter (PLP) is a QuickDmw printer that uses a si-x page-per
minute engine and offers excellent type quality by substituting Bitstream's outline 
fonts for the standard Macintosh screen fonts. 
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Hewlett-Packard offers a 300 dpi ink:fel QuickDmw printer for Macintosh computers 
called the DeskWriter. This printer represents a price and performance breakthrough 
as a faster and higher quality altemative to Apple ImageWriter printers. The 
DeskWriter prints at the rate of one to two pages a minute and uses Agfa 
Compugraphic's Inte lliFont font scaling. This printer uses a replaceable ($19) ink and 
print head cartridge and is designed to run quietly. 

Color Printers 

For many presentations and publications, d1ere is no substitute for color to communi
cate infom1ation, to draw distin~tions, to illuminate an idea or process, or just to drnw 
attention. The least expensive route for color in office documents is with dot-matrix 
(impact) printers using a multicolo red ribbon (such as the Apple ImageWriter II). You 
can print only spot color with these devices, and text and black-and-white grnphics 
do not print as well as with laser (non-impact) printers. For higher quality color 
printing, three types of printers can be used: inkjet, thennal, and laser. 

An inkjet printer fires drops of colored ink onto paper from high-pressure nozzles. 
Inkjet printers are less expensive than d1ennal or laser printers and are attractive for 
office use. They also are lower in resolution, but the reduced resolution does not 
impede quality with color images as much as lower resolution impedes quality with 
black-and-white images and text. Many inkjet printers available today, d1erefore, are 
used for on-demand office document printing and for pr?ducing master pages for 
color copiers. 

At the low end of the spectrum are inkjet printers such as the Hewlett-Packard 
Paintjer (wid1 a resolution of 180 dpi) and the Tektronix ColorQuick (216 dpi). These 
printers are perfectly capable of producing hand-outs an master pages for color 
copiers. 

The Pixelmaster (Howtek) is a 240-dpi solid inkjet printe~d1at prints on regular copier 
paper and is compatible with PostScript. This printer can produce master pages for 
color copiers with color halftones that look vety good a can print PostScript 
graphics and color proof pages for publishing. The Pixel ' 1aster is slower than other 
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printers when printing PostScript, because it uses a software interpreter that runs as a 
separate program, requiring a two-step process (interpreting PostScript, then print
ing). 

Tektronix offers a high-end inkjet printer, the Phaser CQS, which uses the same print 
engine as the ColorQuick, offering 216-dpi resolution but also including support for 
PostScript and Adobe fonts. The Phaser CQS includes a Tektronix PrintStation for 
controlling several color printers connected to an AppleTalk-compatible network. 
The PrintStation provides eight megabytes of RAM and a 40-megabyte hard disk for 
print spooling (lining up print jobs in a queue automatically). The Phaser CQS can 
print a page in two minutes and prints on regular paper or transparencies. 

The ColorScript 100 Model 10 CQMS), the Phaser CPS with the PrintStation 
(Tektronix), and the 4693DX (Tektronix) are all examples of 300-dpi thermal-transfer 
printers, which use a heating element to fuse a ribbon with a film of pigment or wax 
to paper. Thermal-transfer printers require specially coated paper or transparencies, 
and are excellent for printing color overhead transparencies. They also are useful for 
making comprehensives (or camps) for proofing artwork before sending a color 
publishing job to a prepress shop. In this category, the ColorScript is more useful 
because it is an Adobe PostScript proof printer and can print Adobe Type 1 fonts 
without requiring the use of Adobe Type Manager. Non-PostScript printers cannot 
print text in Adobe fonts without Adobe Type Manager. 

The quality of 300-dpi thermal-transfer printing is excellent-better than any other 
desktop color printer in the same price range-for making transparencies and master 
pages for use with a color copie r. Color thermal-transfer printers also are slow-at 
least two minutes per page-but are considerably faster than the Pixelmaster, and the 
ColorScript is generally faster than the Phaser CPS. The paper must pass three times 
across a three-color ribbon (cyan, yellow, and magenta), or four times across a four
colo r ribbon (including black). The actual printing area on the page is smaller than 
the printing area of the LaserWriter. The ColorScript A-size page is actually 8.11-by-
8.91 inches, leaving about an inch margin at the top and bottom of the page. Ther
mal paper also is more expensive than regular copier paper, but the increase in 
speed and overall in1age quality makes them1al-transfer printers worth the extra cost. 

Canon U.S.A. offers the only color laser printer, which is actually the Color Laser 
Copier 500 outfitted with an Adobe PostScript interpreter and contro ller. Its resolution 
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is 400 dpi, and it can print 11-by-17-inch pages at 3 to 10 pages per minute in color or 
black and white. The copier currently sells for $39,000 and uses plain paper. We have 
seen excellent quality results from this copier, including proof pages that look better 
than pages from any other color printer and matched closer to the ink and paper used 
in a printing press. Inexpensive color copiers are around the corner that can provide a 
desktop color press for a variety of sho1t-run color print jobs. Although this printer/ 
copier is still expensive, you can save a great deal of time and film consumables by 
using the copier for proofing color images before using an imagesener to produce the 
color separation films. 

Using Imagesetters 

Traditional typesetting o r photocomposition equipment use to be required to obtain 
clear, high-quality type for publishing. Yesterday's '·typesetter" was in most cases a 
photocomposition machine drive n by a computer d1at fed text to the machine. The 
machine then used a photosensitive dmm combined with a CRT or similar device to 
create the image of the type. A roll of photographic paper would come out of this 
machine with type on it; this ro ll was C'd lled a galley, and strips of galleys were pasted 
manually onto the page with glue or hot wax and trimmed with an X-ACTO® knife. 

Today's "typesetter" is usua lly a photocomposition machi~e or a laser imagesetter. A 
photocomposition machine is still limited in the graphics it can reproduce, but a laser 
imagesetter can reproduce any image because the imagesetter is a completely d igital 
machine, laying tiny dots onto photographic paper or film. A laser imagesetter 
consists of a raster image processor(essentially a dedicated computer that translates 
the PostScript language describing the page into a se ries ~f clots, called a bit map, 
con·esponding to the resolution of the imagesetter) and a marking engine (a device 
that marks the dots on paper or fi lm). 

With a raster in1age processor, a full page comes out of tl e machine (again, on 
photographic paper) rather than a galley. The pages also can contain graphics and 
even halftones. An imagesetter can print directly onto photographic paper or onto ft.lm 
to produce a negative (which gives better printed results for halftones and color 
separations) or a positive image of the page. 
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The most popular imagesetters are the Linotype Linotronic 100 and 300 models, and 
the Agfa Compugraphic 9400, although both companies are offering higher perfor
mance models such as the Agfa Compugraphic 9800. The Linotronic 100 offers 1,270 
dots-per-inch resolution, and the Linotronic 300 offers 2,540 dots-per-inch resolution. 
The Agfa models offer 1,200 and 2,400 dots-per-inch resolution settings. 

Imagesetters are still out of most business's price range and not suitable for the fast 
printing chores required in business computing applications. An imagesetter pro
duces output of such high quality that most businesses only use it for the final step, 
before volume printing. Because the photographic paper used w ith the machine has 
to be developed by a chemical-based processor, a ventilated room (preferably a 
darkroom) for the processor is necessary. High-resolution imagesetters typically 
demand a temperature-controlled environment, and color separation software 
perfonllS best when used w ith large monito rs in light-controlled and specially painted 
rooms. 

Using PostScript as a link to these devices means that you don't have to own and 
maintain them yourself. Desktop publishers who need high-quality output can get 
the speed and the flexibil ity of laser printers. plus the high resolution of imagesetters, 
by using PostScript as the output language. You can prepare pages and prim them 
w ith a PostScript laser printer for proofing before sending them to a service bureau
fully aware that the pages w ill not be modified or changed at the se1v ice bureau, 
simply "printed" on a higher-resolution device. The combination of a PostScript laser 
printer and an imagcsetter was used to produce this book. 

lhis compatibility among PostSCiipt devices extends not just to graphics, but also to fonts. 
Because a PostSCiipt font w ill print on any PostSciipt device, you can assign PostScript fonts 
in a document with the knowledge tl1at the document will print on any PostSciipt device. 
No longer are you limited to the tonts available with a pa1ticular piinter. 

Font Compatibility 

The Macintosh has the IE:"..td in desktop publishing for many reasons, but one is that 
PostScript users have access to a variety of high-quality outline fonts mat can be 
rastcrized into high-quality bit-map fonts of any point size w ithout increasing the 
overhead of storing screen and printer fo nt files on disk. 
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PostScript describes each character of a typeface with an outline that can be scaled 
into a bit map at a particular po int size. Although low-resolution (72 dpi) screen fonts 
are used to display the text, outlines are substituted in the PostScript output stream, 
and the PostScript interpreter creates a high-quality bit map for each character accord
ing to the resolut.ion of the PostScript device-a 300-dpi character for tl1e LaserWriter 
liNT or a 2540-dpi character for the Linotronic 300. In the PostScript world, two kinds 
of fonts exist: Type 1, compact and encoded witl1 hints for printing at low resolutions 
with better quality, and Type 3, described with nonnal PostScript instntctions that can 
be edited . 

Some QuickOraw printe rs print the page using screen fonts, which are normally tuned 
for 72-dpi screens. The LaserWrite r IISC substitutes a screen font three times the size 
of the fo nt you specified-a 36-point screen fo nt for a 12-point fo nt in the text-and 
scales the font clown to get a highe r quality 12-point font at 300 clpi (the resolution of 
the printe r). With tl1is clever manipulation you can use the same set of screen fo nts 
for QuickDraw and PostScript printers. 

Othe r QuickOraw printers substitute fonts from a different library for the standard 35 
fonts shipped with cvcty LaserWriter. For example, The GCC PLP provides Bitsrream 
matches for the basic LaserWriter fonts--Times, Courier, Symbol, and Helvetica-and 
matches fo r d1e LaserWriter Plus font<> in the Fonts Plus package. Bitstream's outline 
fonts are now regarded as the only reasonable alternatives to PostScript fonts because 
they are fine-tuned to match the PostScript fonts in character widths and spacing. The 
goal is to match the line endings of text so d1at the text falls in the same place o n the 
page no matter which printer you use. Both the Apple and the GCC Quick.Draw 
printers achieve tl1is goal, and tl1e trade-off is whether or not you want the closest 
match in appearance (the Apple IISC uses scaled screen fonts) or the best possible 
quality (the GCC PLP uses Bitstream outlines). For many users, however, a proof 
printe r does not have to do evetything a PostScript printer can do, especia lly if a 
PostScript device is avai lable on the network as well. 

Adobe Type Manager (ATM), described in Chapter 2, is a utility tl1at enables you to 
rende r Type 1 PostScript fonts on non-PostScript devices s well as display them. With 
ATM, you can display and prim a ny Adobe fom o r other fype 1 font on nearly every 
QuickDraw device on the market, including color printer~ and fi lm recorders. Even 
the lmageWriter can be used with ATM, but the best results are obta ined with 300-dpi 
printe rs or devices with higher resolutions. ATM provides the convenie nce of having 
one outline for the font stored on disk that can be scaled to any size for both display 
and printing. 
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With ATM and the QuickDraw printers, all you are missing is a way to print 
PostScript graphics. Many graphics programs can convert PostScript graphics into 
PICf files that can be printed on QuickDraw devices. Some QuickDraw printers, 
such as the LaserWriter IISC and the GCC PLP, can be upgraded into PostScript 
printers. Another alternative is to use a software-only PostScript interpreter, such as 
Freedom of Press (CAl), which can prepare QuickDraw output from PostScript files. 

One advantage that the LaserWriter IINTX has over other PostScript and QuickDraw 
printers is the capability to attach a hard disk or CD-ROM drive with fonts directly to 
the printer. Sending fonts from the computer to the printer, which is called down
loadinp,, is one of tl1e reasons why typesetting is time-consuming. When a program 
sends output that includes downloadable fonts to a high-resolution device, the 
program also must download the font for every page on which it appears; the 
program may have to download the same font several times for one page. Because 
AppleTalk is slower than a hard disk, storing the fonts on a d isk attached to the 
printing device saves time. 

With tl1e SCSI ports, you can attach hard disks or CD-ROM drives acting as font 
se1vers, which contain every font everyone on tl1e network needs, all in one place. 
You can customize your printers to have as many fonts as needed without using 
downloadable fonts-including storing logos and other often-used graphics on the 
font server. The expandable memory offers substantially increased performance witl1 
font and graphics caching-storing repeatedly used images in RAM. 

This idea is not new-typesetters have used font-serving hard disks for several years, 
and all of Adobe's fonts are distributed on a hard disk in a special package for 
service bureaus and network users. The IINTX also has an ex.'t.ra slot in its circuit 
board for adding more resident fonts-fonts stored in ROM built into the printer. The 
LaserWriter TI NT and IINTX printers already have 35 resident fonts. 

You can gel tJue integration of presentation and publishing products by sticking to a 
set of fonts that can be used in laser printers and film recorders (the 35 PostScript 
fonts for the LaserWriters or tl1e Bitstream fonts used with the GCC PLP and witl1 
PostScript printers). The alternative is to change the fonts for each application, which 
is easy or hard depending on the application. With Adobe Type Manager, you are 
guaranteed that the Type 1 fonts can be used on any device you connect to your 
Macintosh. 
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Using Print Shops and Presses 

Until color ptinters and copiers become commonplace, you will most likely use a 
printing press or print shop for medium-volume and high-volume print jobs. You 
must consider the limitations of the printing presses you are using when you statt 
your design effort. Adjustments to images and page layouts may be required to match 
the specifications of a given printing press. 

Paper comes in only a few standard sizes, although you can have the pages trimmed 
to a custom size for an additional cost. Some presses cannot print to the very edge of 
a standard page-the area that does prim is called the image area. High-quality 
presses usually allow the image area to bleed off the edges and over 1:\vo pages. 
Professional print shops offer sample pages showing what their presses can do. 

Print shops w ill want you to provide black-and-white ·'camera-ready" pages \Vith 
colored areas specified by an overlay page w ith instructions. For spot color (a single 
color for highlighting text or graphics), color Lints (a single color or mix of colors used 
for a background), and four-color (full-color) images, you have to separate the color 
areas from the black-and-white areas by printing separate pages as overlays or masks. 
Page makeup programs offer you the ability to print overlays, but not the ability to 
separate the many colored parts of an image. For that you need a color separatioll 
utility program, such as Aldus PrePrint (which separates PageMaker files), and per
haps an image retouching program, such as ColorStuclio or Adobe PhotoShop, to 
prepare the image for a particular rype of press. The preparation of images, pages, 
and signatures for a press run is called the prepress step. 

In the prepress step. fine-tuning is applied to color images to synchronize with the 
printing process. This step is a highly specialized craft perfotmed by people with 
expetience in cettain rypes of presses. Because color printing is a more expensive 
process than black and white and involves quality contrc~l beyond the means of the 
desktop, you may want one vendor-usually the printing plant-to be responsible for 
getting the color right. A considerable amounr of expe11i1

1 
e in the specific printing 

press, inks, and paper stock is required. 

Proofs, sometimes called camps, play a major ro le in preiJress operations. Off-press 
proofs and press proofs are necess;:uy in the color reproJluction process. Press proofs 
are closest in showing what the color w ill look like on tl e specified paper using that 
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particular press and mixture of inks, but press proofs are the most expensive kind of 
proof, requiring the use of the actual press and printing plates or cylinders. Off-press 
proofs on digital printers are generally used to check the color of the corrected films 
before the image is transferred to plate, saving some of the "false starts" that charac
terize any press run. 

The key to success for a digital proof printer is ics capability to match the color inks 
used in the printing press to provide the best possible color proof. The ColorScript 
100 Model 10 (QMS), the Phaser CPS with the PrintStation (Tektronix), and the 
4693DX (Tektronix) are all examples of 300-dpi thermal-transfer color printers that 
could be used to print comps before creating color separations. The ColorScript is an 
Adobe PostScript printer capable of printing Type 1 foncs as well as all other 
PostScript fonts and graphics. 

Preparing Color Images 

A fundamental difference exists between the stages of design and production: Design 
requires experimentation, multiple choices, and obtaining final approval for the 
concept and design. Production requires a final design before starting and an 
artention to detail and precision in order to get the best possible result from the 
printing methods you have chosen. Although similar skills are required in both 
realms, the tasks are usually clearly divided between design and production. 

Desktop publishing has placed the tools of production in the hands of the designers, 
enabling them to produce mock-ups, comps, and proofs from the same electronic 
pages that are part of the production stage. As a result of this enabling technology, 
the desktop has grown to accommodate a variety of powerful image editing capabili
ties, including the ability to prepare color photos for electronic publishing and 
multimedia. Even the prepress stage can be started well in advance and on the 
desktop. 

The result is a less expensive process and a faster production c.ycle. Quality is not 
compromised by the use of desktop tools; on the contrary, quality used to be 
compromised due to time constraincs and cost factors. According to Joseph Prieboy, 
Macintosh consultant for Home Box Office (HBO), desktop image processing saves 
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money. "Our printing problem is creating movie support promotions-such as 
posters-from inferior quality slides which have to be sent out to be color con·ected 
and retouched. The process is very expensive," says Prieboy. "Bringing the process in
house, using the Macintosh, could save us between $2,000 and $3,000 per poster. 
Video design is text-oriented, so to have the capabilities of a high-resolution paint 
program with sophisticated text features, such as Adobe PhotoShop's anti-aliasing, on 
a desktop computer is a dream come true." Anti-aliasing is a technique of alternating 
the color of pixels at the edges of a graphic object, such as a text character, to 
simulate higher resolution. 

The Macintosh can display 256 colors at the same time (out of a possible 16.7 million) 
in eight-bit mode w ith the Apple 8• 24 Display Card, but this color resolution may not 
be enough for producing color halftones for a magazine or advertising brochure. By 
switching to 24-bit mode, you can use the same display and card to see any of the 
entire set of 16.7 million colors. Color images, therefore,lcan have richer, fuller colors, 
and these images occupy far more disk space than 8-bit images, because the files 
must accommodate 24 bits per pixel mther than the usual 8. 

I 
ColorStudio (Letraset) is a 32-bit color image editing program that processes 24-bit 
color images and uses the remaining eight bits for a mask layer and masking features. 
ColorStudio offers color retouching tools simiJar to ImageStudio's tools for gray-scale 
images, including an airbrush and a variety of brush settings, selection tools, and 
effects (rotating, skewing, stretching, and so on). The program uses the CYMK (cyan, 
yellow, magenta, black) and HSB (hue, saturation, and brilliance) color models and 
offers Pantone Matching System (PMS) colors. 

ColorStudio supports virtual memory to electronically manage the large file size 
requirements of high-resolution color images. This virtual memory capacity enables 
you to open multiple images for simultaneous viewing, manipulation, and cutting and 
pasting. The program also offers built-in color-correction features-an experienced 
color coordinator can adjust the colors for the particular printing press and for 
different inks and paper stock. ColorStudio is a powerful tool for color image creation 
and the production of comps, transparencies, and proofs. 

Adobe PhotoShop (Adobe Systems) provides tools for retouching and painting, 
including an anti-aliasing brush and a rubber stamp tool for cloning a part of an 
image. PhotoShop processes 24-bit images and uses the remaining eight bits for 
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creating masks, similar to ColorStud io. Selections can be added or subtrJ.Cted from 
m asks, and edges can be feathered. Any part of an image can be a brush, and you 
can rotate, stretch, distort, skew, and invert parts of an image. The program is 
supplied with 22 filters for specific devices and custom fi lters can be added. Support 
for compression and custom screen angles for color separations also can be added. 

Image retouching is necessary only w hen you need to change an image or merge 
two or more images into one. Correcting colors for a particular press run, however, is 
necessary nearly all of the time. Design programs such as ColorStudio, PhotoShop, 
and PixelPaint Professional offer a variety of retouching tools and also can be used to 
set color balancing, dot-gain compensation, and gray-component replacement. 

Aldus offers PrePrint, which is meant to be a production tool in a complementary 
fashion to the design-oriented tools such as ColorStudio and PhotoShop. PrePrint can 
be used for separating color pages that include color halftones or for separating color 
TIFF graphics by themselves. You can improve images and make adjustments and 
color corrections based on ty pical press sellings listed in the menus. 

Because it is a production tool, PrePrint offers a limited set of choices that any 
production artist would understand (see fig. 9.1); design tools, on the other hand, 
offer every conceivable special effect and extremely flexible painting and airbrushing 
tools. PrePrint's strengths are in the research that went into its development-the 
engineers at Aldus have anticipated settings for nom1alizing rones and gray-balancing 
for the majority of printing press cond itions. You select which type of paper you will 
use in your press run-uncoated, coated, or card stock. The program then sets the 
proper amount of ink coverage, dot-gain compensation, and gray-component 
replacement. 

The program can print to a variety of color page printers and make separations w ith 
PostScript imagesetters. The program also supports the Open Prepress Interface 
(OPI), described later in this section, which enables other applications to perform 
image enhancement and retouching operations to images already placed on the 
electronic page (which then is separated by PrePrint). With OPI, PrePrint can prepare 
pages for electronic prepress service bureaus. 

PixelPaint Professional also offers a color separation utility that supports PMS colors 
and can prepare a PostScript file for inclusion in a page makeup program. The 
program enables you to set undercolor removal, toral ink coverage, and the density 
range for process colors. You also can set l ine resolution for output on high-resolu
tion devices. As with PrePrint, this program can print to a variety of color page 
printers and make separations with PostScript imagesetters. 
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LaserWriter "The Final Uno" 
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Fig. 9.1. The Aldus PrcPrint utility offers production-oriented control settings for gray-scale and color 
halftones stored in TIFF file:., including the capabili ty to specify a line-screen and dots-per-inch resolution 
and to set gray-component replacement fo r improving the grays in a color image. 

With this method of "desktop prepress"-preparing out9ut for PostScript 
imageseners--there is no guarantee of quality unless sore experience with printing is 
acquired. Consultants are available to set up relationships with prepress setvice 
bureaus, and there is no substitute for hard experience with printing presses and inks. 
(An essential reference is Computer Color [see bibliogra9hyl which shows 10,000 
swatches of process colors obtained by mixing percentages of CYMK inks.) The key 
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to success with color publishing is the ability to predict what colors will do when 
they are mixed on paper w ith ink. Sometimes showing on a color display what those 
colors look like when printed is difficult. Because the color display shows subtmctive 
colors using different color models in addition to CYMK, and the printed colors are 
additive colors, the display is capable of showing some colors that cannot be printed. 

Matching the Display to the Printer 

A CRT displays colors w ith light; whereas the printing process reproduces colors by 
mixing impure inks on paper. In fact, some colors can be displayed but not printed, 
and some colors you can print but you cannot display w ith any fidelity. Problems, 
therefore, can occur in matching the color you see on-screen to the color you get in 
print. 

Tektronix has introduced TekColor, which helps you pick screen colors that can be 
reproduced by printers, eliminating some of the guesswork involved in matching 
colors on-screen to printed colors. TekColor is compatible with the CIE (Commission 
International de l 'Eclairage) international standard for describing color. The CIE 
model is universally accepted as a uniform way of describing color for all kinds of 
devices. 

TekColor is activated from the Control Panel and displays a "hue leaf' showing a 
range of shades for each color set. To provide consistency in the way shades are 
displayed in each leaf, TekColor accommodates for quirks in our perception of color, 
such as greater sensitivity to oF,mges than greens, and the perception that yellow is 
brighter than blue at equal levels of brightness. TekColor displays monitor and 
printer "leaves," and colors conunon to both devices appear in the overlapping area. 
The Control Panel software works w ith the Tektron i...x ColorQuick Inkjet Printer. 

Complementing this fidelity scheme is an ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) device from 
Radius that helps you calibrate your Radius or Apple color d isplay. The Precision 
Color Calibrator enables you to eliminate color variations between monitors and 
select color temperature settings and perform corrections to more closely match the 
display to printed samples. RasterOps goes a step further and offers a self-calibrating 
color monitor that uses a processor to automatically recalibrate the d isplay every 
minute after you have set up the display the first time. 
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Letraset recently licensed the calibrated color space implementation of the CIE color 
model to use with ColorStudio. The CIE model makes matching colors from displays 
with colors on colo r printing presses easier. The Optronics ColorSetter 2000 is the first 
device to support the software and prepare color separations from ColorStudio. 

Moving from Desktop to Prepress 

You need a high-performance workstation to handle the job of rasterizing an entire 
page at a high resolution for a film recorder that can produce screened color halftones 
at 150 lines (magazine quality) or higher. You also need a lot of processing power 
and storage to perfo rm transfonnations of a high-resolution image. A Macintosh II, Ilx, 
llcx, Ilci , or Jifx can be equipped to handle these operations with reasonable perfor
mance by installing an accelerated 32-bit Color QuickDraw adapter, such as the Apple 
8• 24GC, and eight megabytes of RAM for image processing. With a PostScript 
imagesener, you can obtain results suitable for a medium-quality magazine or book. 

To get the highest-quality color reproduction, however, nothing yet outperforms a 
prepress service bureau. Color reproduction is a science, but there also is a magical 
element to getting percentages of process colors to match a color printed on a certain 
press using known ink pigments. Color retouching also is a craft that seems to require 
expertise and experience bordering on magical powers. The prepress service bureau 
has a fully equipped system to process these images, but more importantly, the 
service bureau has the expertise with trapping, choking and spreading, undercolor 
removal, gray component replacement, and other effects for proper printing of type or 
other elements of different colors. 

A hallmark of Macintosh and PostScript technology is that it can extend the capabili
ties of the desktop by linking d1em to the capabilities of the expensive prepress 
systems at service bureaus. The link from the desktop to the prepress system does not 
hide this combination of science and magic from the user-this link merely delegates 
the process to the expensive prepress system and its opJ rators. You may still have to 
pay for an expensive color retouching process at a servi<re bureau to get the image to 
look just right. I 
In the past, a color separation had to be stripped into the page negative by a stripping 
house or printer with a stripping service. If you wanted 1 full page output from the 
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prepress system, you paid more to have rage layout and text manipulation per
fanned on expensive prepress workstat ions. 

Now rhe Macintosh can fulf~l every role in this process and still provide a link to the 
expensive prepress systems and high-resolution film recorde1~. You am compose pages 
including color images on a Macintosh and then send that page file to a prep1-ess service. 
1l1e prepress service can rescdn the original color artwork or photo at a higher resolution 
and merge the color image w ith the text and other black-and-white element.'; on the page. 

Wh ether you use a link to a prepress service bureau, or a PostScript imagesetter such 
as the Linotronic 300, the result is a page w ith color images that do not require 
expensive and time-consuming film stripping. Remember, however, that the fine
tuning of color images on a color prepress system can still cost more tl1an ten times 
tl1e amount you may spend for black-and-white halftones. You should prepare your 
images first, on the Macintosh, and usc that version of the image if possible. Rescan 
at the prepress service only if absolutely necessary. 

Severdl different types of links exist to prepress syswms. A two-way link using 
PostScript is the most flexible choice, offering ways to reduce design and production 
bottlenecks and use different prcpress systems w ithout compromjsing accuracy of 
placement and cropping, and w ithout sacrificing quality. The Open Prepress Intedace 
(OPI) is a standard way to encapsulate page geometry and image processing instnic
tions in PostScript files so that any program can prepare elements for any prepress 
system. The Aldus PrePrint utility can prepare OPI-compatible PostScript files for a 
variety of preprcss systems using a standard file format for 24-bit color images called 
Tag Image File Format (TIFF). 

The goal of the OPI link is to provide color page geometry and image cropping and 
scaling information independent of any panicular prepress equipment to the prepress 
service bureau. The service bureau can usc a high-resolution scanner to scan the 
image from the original photo and w ill be able to provide a subsamplecl image 
stored in 24-bit color TIFF that you can use on a Macintosh to scale, crop, and print 
comps. This rwo-way link w ill offer a way to use the desktop technology for most of 
your work , and the expensive prepress system for just the first (the scanning) and last 
(the output) steps. The a1t ists and designers can manipulate the subsample of the 
image on the Macintosh and communicate those changes through the link to the 
prepress operator, who makes the changes to the actual high-resolution image on tl1e 
prepress system (see fig. 9.2). The prepress operator does not have to do anything 
else w ith the page. 
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crops, scales, and places color 

TIFF version o n page. 

Color-separated pages without 
manual stripping. 

Chapter 9: Printing 

Original Photo 

OPILink 
~ 

Prepress Service Bureau scans 

original, subsamples for desktop, 

then receives PostScript with 

comments from desktop. 

Fig. 9.2. Thc Open Prepress lntt!rface provides an information link bctwccn the Macintosh dcsktop 
publishing softw:1re (such as Aldus PagcMakcr), which uses TIFF files for imagcs. and thc prepress 
system at a service bureau. which scans the original photograph into a higher rcsolution format for usc in 
final production without manual .stripping. 

The major advanwge of OPI, as compared to other links, is that information about 
scaling, cropping, and placement is not lost between the desktop and the prepress 
system, and PostScript fonts can be transferred if the prepress system can use them. 
The two-way link is a major step into a future where an art director can send color 
correction and other touch-up instructions back to the pr press system so that the 
scanned image is modified appropriately. 

Crosfie ld's Studiolink enables page geometry, scanned it 1ages, text, and illustrations 
to be passed to the Crosfield prepress system. You can uie any desktop program to 
produce PostScript graphics and text and use ReadySerGr ! or DesignStudio, both 
reasonably priced desktop programs, for complete page yout. 
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The link from the desktop to the electronic prepress environment can be fanned by 
network, by telecommunicat ions, or by transfer of cartridge tape or removable hard 
disk. Images in 24-bit color can range from less than a megabyte to over 40 mega
bytes each! With compression util it ies such :.ts Stuffit (Alladin Systems), you can 
compress the files to be manageable. Even large-scale publishing operations can be 
handled this way-USA Todc~y and the Knight-Ridder chain of newspapers, as well as 
7be New York 7i"mes, all use Macintosh computers for graphics, and use some;: funu of 
electronic distribution of graphics and pages. They are reducing costs as well as the 
time factor by taking advantage of desktop productivity and standard methods of 
transferring data . 

Chapter Summary 

You can prepare pages for a variety of output devices from the inexpensive 
lmageWriter to high-resolution PostScript imagesetters, even if you don't have a 
printer. The costly steps of page stripping, preparation of negatives, and electronic 
prepress operations can be minimized if not eliminated. 

For most printing jobs. you can use a laser printer at 300 dpi, but for jobs involving 
high-quality printing methods on medium-to-high-quality paper, you should use a 
higher-r<.!solution imagesetrer for producing full pag<.!s. lmagesetrers are essential for 
obtaining medium-quality and high-quality results w ith scanned photos and color 
graphics. 

Continuous rone images derived from scanned photographs or digitized video images 
must be convc11ed into halftones to be printed. The halftone screen density, which is 
the frequency of cells measured in lines per inch (!pi), determines the size of the 
halftone cells in the image. You can raise the resolution (number of ce!Js, or lines, 
per inch) of the image on a digital device, but the result is a denser image w ith less 
gray levels. To determine the number of gray levels that w ill be printed, divide the 
printer's resolution (dot-; per inch) by the desired halftone screen density (lines per 
inch) and raise the result ro the power of two. 

Page makeup programs can crop and scale gray-scale images and turn them into 
halftones. They also can adjust the lightness and contrast ratio for gray-scale images. 
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Color often is used in several ditTerent ways: as spot colo· or solid color illustrations, 
as a tint or shadow, or as a continuous tone image to be co nverted into a halftone. 

To print color on a printing press, you supply color pages with the colors separated 
onto different pieces of film-a separate film for each colored ink. Color separations 
are not required for printing on a color printer and then copying on a color copier. 

PostScript is usefu l for transfe rring digital color images directly to prepress systems in 
an all-digital colo r separation process in which color PostScript printers act as proofing 
devices. You can create color mock-ups, also called comps, with the color images and 
elements in place on the page. 

The most important difference among black-and-white ptinters is resolution, mea
stn·ed in dots per inch. The most impottant difference among color printers, besides 
resolution, is color depth, which is the number of bits o f l o lor information per pixeL 

Three types of high-quality color printers can be used: inkjet, thermal-transfer, and 
lase r. fnkjet printers are used for on-demand office document printing and for produc
ing printed master pages for color copiers. Thermal-transfer printe rs require specially 
coated paper or transparencies and are excellent for printing color overhead Lr.<~nspar
encies. They also are useful for making comps for proofing color images. Color laser 
printe rs are just starting to appear, and when they come down in price, they will be 
cost-effective for all colo r printing applications because the quality is bette r than any 
other type of desktop color printer, and they print on plain paper. 

An imagesetter is used to prepare final pages or film mateti als for use with a pti nting 
press. You can get the speed and flexibility of laser printers, plus the high resolution 
output of imagesette rs, by using PostScript-compatible programs. 

You can get true integration of presentation and publishing products by sticking to a 
set of fonts that can be used in laser printe rs and fi lm recf rde rs. With Adobe Type 
Manager, you are guaranteed that the Type 1 fonts you s leer can be used on any 
device. 

To get the highest quality color reproduction, nothing ye outperfonns a prepress 
setv ice bureau. A hallmark of Macintosh and PostScript t chnology is that it can 
extend the capabilities of the desktop by linking the des ' op to the capabilities of the 
expensive prepress systems at setvice bureaus. 
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A two-way link using PostScript, such as O PI, is a flexible choice. offering w ays to 
reduce design and production bottlenecks and to use different prepress systems 
w ithout compromising the accuracy of placement and cropping and w ithout sacrific
ing quality. 

The link from the desktop to electronic prepress can be fanned by network, by 
telecommunications, or by the transfer of removable media. After you have estab
lished a means of transfer by network or telecommunications, you also have a means 
of electronic distribution of documents. Large newspaper publishers already use fax 
technology to transfer electronic pages to remote printing sites. You also can use fax, 
electronic mail, networks, and removable d igital media such as CD-ROM for pub
lishing electronic infom1ation. The next chapter discusses this topic in detail. 
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10 Distributing 
Electronic 
Docutnents 

I 
1be new electronic interdependence recreates the wodd in the image of a global village. 

-Marshall McLuhan 

Information in digita l form can move as fast as the speed of light. There is no com
parison, no economies of scale that can describe the difference between moving 
digital information and moving infonnation in any other fonn. Large amounts of 
information can be moved great distances in digita l form 1without losing quality, as 
the computer-enhanced video images from Neptune proyed. 

New media such as compact discs, networks, and teleph? ne lines are changing the 
way digital information is distributed. Electro nic publishi1 g is the distribution of 
information in digital form over any medium that can ha die it, be it on a compact 
disc, over telephone wires, o r through network cabling. 

The largest newspapers and magazines tra nsfer pages e lJctronically to remote printing 
sites, using a high-resolution fo rm of t~tx technology. But as a Macintosh user, you 
have better technology at your finge•tips-better because it is far less expensive, 
much more advanced, and much more useful than fax technology alone, because 
pages can be transferred electronically while retaining th 

1 
capabilities to be edited 

and reproduced on devices of varying resolutions . 

You need to be aware of your distribution methods befo ·e you start a multimedia 
project of any kind, including a publication. just as in th1 print media, where maga
zines, newspapers, and books are designed to be a ceJtatn size to facilitate the sales of 
these items in bookstores and to fit into conventional bo •)k and magazine distribution 
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channels, you must design your multimedia projects to fit into a practical distribution 
strategy. Certain types of infom1ation, such as high-quality music and video, are 
nearly impossible to distribute in digital fom1 over current networks and telecommu
nications equipment; whereas text, graphics, animation, and voice-quality sound can 
be distributed in digital fom1 with current equipment. It is impo1tant, therefore, to 
know about distribution methods even before designing your publication or multime
dia presentation. 

This chapter explains the various methods of publishing and distributing digital 
infom1ation without resorting to paper, exe<.:pt as the end result of the process-as in 
a fax machine or computer printer receiving the information and printing it for your 
convenience. You will learn not only how to distribute electronic pages w ith graphics 
and fonts, but also how to distribute ''documents" that contain voice, music, and 
animation as well as text and graphics. After reading this chapter. you w ill know the 
details of how to use remote fax machines to print pages from your computer, while 
still reaping the benefits of leaving the electronic page in digital fonn. You also \\'ill 
know how to prepare pages for electronic distribution media such as compact discs. 
The chapter ends w ith a description of how to use computer networks to publish 
information electronically, together with sound and animation on pages that can be 
displayed on the Macintosh screen. 

Understanding Electronic Media 

Most information is printed simply because print is the easiest medium for transfer
ring reading material from one person to another. However, if computer media is 
used, the information remains in a digital fonn that can be edited and changed 
without reducing its value or its reproducible quality. 

Information can travel from the author's Macintosh to the user's Macintosh on storage 
media such as compact discs, over telephone lines as electronic packages, and 
through network connt:cliuns as elt:ctronk mail. Any type of infonnation, from large 
referential databases to the most interesting color presentation with music and video 
images, can be distributed electronically either on demand-as the reader wants it
or in an electronic "mailbox " in amicipation of the reader's interest. 
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Until recently, e lectronic publishing and distribution effo s were limited to text, and 
readers could read the information only if they knew how to use a modem with their 
computer and how to access an infom1ation se1vice such as CompuSeiVe. Large 
amounts of inf01mation were nearly impossible to receive due to the limitations of 
floppy disks and removable storage media. 

Now, a Macintosh user can receive graphics and full pages over the same SCiv iccs that 
used to cany only text. Modems are easy to use and operate faste r, and networks can 
transfer messages and store them in e lectronic mailboxes. Any fax machine can 
receive and print Macintosh pages with fonts and graphics. Optical storage techno logy 
has created CD-ROM (compact disc-read-only memory), which is a standard audio 
compact elise that holds up to 550 megabytes of digital infom1ation. 

CD-ROM is emerging as an important new publishing medium fo r animated presenta
tions with sound and as a distribution medium for application software. The compact 
discs are pem1anent and impeiVious to viruses or accidenta l damage. Microsoft, for 
example, has put all of its Macintosh applications on a single compact elise along with 
a HyperCard-based electronic manual that includes sound and narration. Multi-Ad 
SeiVices distributes its Multi-Ad Creator application, a HyperCard-based interactive 
tutoii al, and extensive clip art library, all on one CO-ROM . Apple provides a complete 
software documentation library for Macintosh developers on a CD-ROM (see fig. 
10.1). 

Electronic publishing not only saves paper and makes it easy for a user to search for 
specific info nnation- it also opens up d1e possibiliry of using sound, animation, and a 
linking faciliry to provide a level of interactivity. 

Corporations d1at use local-area networks (LANs) can connect them into a wide-area 
network (WAN) and provide the capability to publish documents electronically to the 
fa1thest regional sales office. This type of distribution can be accomplished by simply 
placing d1e publication file (which would ordinarily be 1y inted to make masters for a 
press nm) in a centralized area of a net'ivork-the file ser.ve1~ All that is needed is a 
copy of the page makeup application to display and pri t the fi le. 

It also is easy to d istribute an electronic file without the eed for the o riginal applica
tion. You can "print" an image of each page to a special file, using a utility such as 
SuperGlue (Solutions, Inc.) that can be displayed and pr nted from any Macintosh. 
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Fig. ·1 0. I . The Developer CO Series: Vol. I II (also known a~ .. i\ Oisc Calfl:d Wanda") is published by the 
Appfl: Developers Group of Apple Computer on CD-HOM and uses a I lyperCard stack for navigating 
through and presenting the infom1ation. 
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MarkUp (Mainstay), an editorial commenting program, enables you to ·'publish'' as 
many documents as you want in a fom1at that ca n be displayed, primed, and com
mented upon by another Macintosh user who doesn't evt!n need a copy of MarkUp. 

You also can publish electronically via fax, eiTectively turning any facsimile machine 
in the world into a remote "printer." Apple offers the AppleFax modem and software, 
and Solutions, Inc., offers the BackFax software. With the AppleFax modem and 
either software package, you can usc your Macintosh as ::1 sending and receiving fax 
machine. You can use any scanner, including the Apple Scanner, to scan materials 
and turn them into electronic pages for faxing. This facility can be handy if you have 
no printer at your disposal-you can simply '"ptint'' to the Apple Fax modem. Although the 
quality is limited to the receiving fax machine's resolution (most fax machines print at 240 
dpi), Macintosh software can treat the fax as if it were a printer, and fonts are rendered as 
best as the software can manage. If the receiving device is a Macintosh w ith the 
AppleFax modem, it receives the actual Macintosh file rather than single, static pages. 
The file then can be used with applications as any other Macintosh file. 

Electronic publishing raises a new set of questions: will you distribute only text, or 
w ill you include graphics? Will sound and animation fit on the disk? Will the t.rdnsfcr 
of these documents slow down the network and affect everyone's performance? New 
advances in technology will ul timately solve some of these problems, but for now, it 
is w ise to forego the use of sound in documents that mu ·t traverse the network or 
telephone lines. CD-ROM is a more effective medium for distributing large multimedia 
presentations and information databases. 

Publishing on CD-ROM 

CD-ROM is a cost-effective medium for distributing data, !'ncluding sound and music. 
Similar in nearly every respect to an audio compact d isc, r• CD-ROM disc can hold the 
equivalent of 825 floppy disks of information. CD-ROM d(

1

scs are much less expensive 
to manufacture in large quantities compared to floppy eli ks-less than two cents per 
megabyte for CD-ROM; whereas a floppy can cost more han $1.40 per megabyte. 

Along w ith capacity, the most valuable feature of CD-RO is its permanence: once it 
is mastered, a disc cannot be ovetwritten (not even by a irus). Nor can it be affected 
by a magnetic field or damaged by dust and dirt. This pe manence gives CD-ROM an 
advantage over all other electronic sto rage media for the urposes of publishing and 
distributing infom1ation to computer users. 
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With that much penmtnent space available on a single disc, it is artractive for almost 
any type of electronic distribution, limited only by the availability of a CD-ROM drive 
at the receiving computer. Software publishers such as Microsoft have recognized 
that a disc could hold a suite of application programs and templates, plus electronic 
manuals and miscellaneous documentation for these programs, plus some voice 
narration in the "help'' areas. Users can search through the manuals and get informa
tio n much more quickly than if they used the paper versions, and the electronic 
manuals are cross-refe renced with hyperlinks. The installation of all this software is 
so much easier because it comes on one disc. 

The CD-ROM distribution medium provides new opportunities to publish multimedia 
titles, such as magazines. For example, Michael Gosney, the publisher of Verbum 
magazine, created an inte ractive magazine on CD-ROM that provides instant access to 
a variety of different topics and multimedia products (see fig. 10.2). The interactive 
magazine presents text, graphics, animation, and sound, and provides facilities for 
ordering product information. It even includes a comic strip by multimedia artist 
Street Poet Ray. 

Fig. 10.2. The inler:tcl ivc magazine V<:!rbum (courtesy of Michael Gosn<:!y). 
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CD-ROM is used by a variety of publishers for such reference mate1ial as Books in 
Print Plus (Bowker Electronic Publishing), 7be Electronic Encyclopedia (G rolier 
Electronic Publishing), and the lvtEDLINE K11owledge Finder (Aries Systems). Standard 
file formats fo r CD-ROM info1mation, including Apple's Hierarchical File System 
(HFS), the Inte rnational Standards Organization (ISO 9660) format, and the High 
Sierra fonnat supported by many vendors including Microsoft, are widely used by 
publishers and are all supported by the AppleCD SC CD player. However, to make 
the most use of HyperCard and d1e Macintosh Finder environment, Apple's HFS is 
the best choice for CD-ROM products destined to be used in Macintosh computers. 
The High Sierra format is for CD-ROM productc; that run in DOS and Other environ
ments. 

The AppleCD SC is a SCSI-type CD-ROM player designed for use with Macintosh and 
Apple II computers. The player includes an audio chip set, and the CD Remote desk 
accessory enables normal audio compact discs to be played in the drive. A head
phone jack and two RCA jacks provide access to stereo audio and enable connection 
to an external amplifier and speakers. You can play audio discs and work on other 
applications at the same time. 

With the HyperCard CD Audio Toolkit (APDA), you can create HyperCard stacks that 
also can play the audio tracks of standard compact discs on the AppleCD SC player. 
Using this method, The Voyager Company put together its Beethoven :S Ninth Sym
phony interactive presentation, which is comprised of several HyperCard stacks on 
flo ppy disks and the audio portion of the presentation on a conventional audio disc. 

CD-ROM discs, designed specially to hold digita l infom1ation rather than audio tracks, 
hold about 550 megabytes after fonnaning. The AppleCD SC transfers data at a rate 
of about 153.6 kilobytes per second and has an average access time of less than 600 
milliseconds (maximum access time is 1.2 seconds). A 64K RAM buffer improves 
perfonnance during access. 

The AppleCD SC player can be connected to a file server and shared across a 
network. The AppleCD SC icon appears on the desktop as any other disk, and you 
double-click the icon to access the files if the info1mation is in the Apple HFS format. 
On a fi le server, the p layer can act as a central location for retrieving (but not saving) 
electronic documents. 

Kwickee In-House Publishing from Multi-Ad Services is one of d1e first applications 
demonstrated for the Apple CD-ROM. Updated quarte rly, this subscription disc is 
targeted at newspapers and ad agencies. It uses a customized version of QuarkXPress 
to provide clip art and layouts, including color, for grocery/ food ads. 
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Other AppleCD SC developers are targeting vertical markets. In some reference 
works, such as Books in Prin t Plus, searches can be per~~rmed on various elements 
(such as title, author, subject, and publishing house), pit s orders can be automatically 
generated. Other developers are producing discs targete for education, real estate, 
and music entertainment markets. 

Preparing Information for CD-ROM 

With the proliferation of computers that can display graphics, and tl1e advent of CD
ROM for storing large amounts of information, electronic pages have come to re
semble paper pages. You essentially can design one page for both types of 
disttibution. 

There are some advantages to preparing information for electronic publishing first, 
before creating a paper version. The infom1ation remains dynamic and can be 
updated continually until you finally "freeze" it and store it on CD-ROM, where it is as 
permanent as paper. Even bener is the fact that photographic images should not be 
converted to halftones-they should be left as continuous tone images for the display 
until the publication is ready to be printed. The quality ~f the display is always better 
than the quality of the printed halftone. If the document always will be delivered via 
the Macintosh screen, as in a multimedia presentation, a d never will be printed in 
high resolution, you can use low-resolution (72 dpi) images and save a considerable 
amount of disk space. 

When designing an interactive presentation for CD-ROM, you must design with a 
read-only environment in mind. The software must be able to function without having 
to write anything to the original disc (because it is a read-only disc). 

HyperCard is a suitable authoring environment for preserting text, graphics, anima
tion, and sound, and providing an interactive environm5nt in the context of a read
only stack. (The next chapter goes into more detail on ow to design interactive 
presentations with HyperCard .) MacroMind Director an SuperCard also are suitable 
for authoring for a read-only environment. 

If any portion of the presentation must accept new data, you can store that portion in 
a separate file on a separate read-write disk (or instruct ysers to copy a particular file 
to their read-write disks). With most HyperCard present•tons, a Home stack must be 
saved on a read-write disk, and the rest of the presentat on can be stored in the read
only medium of CD-ROM. 
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Keep in mind that CD-ROM discs are not as f~tst as hard disks when retrieving 
infom1ation. The layout of the infotmation can be changed to optimize petformance, 
and you can use a vaiiety of sea reb engines available on the market to speed up text 
retrieval. A search engine is a piece of software that can be used in a HyperCard 
stack w ith external commands for implementing fast searches. Another method is to 
create an index of the location of evety important word in the presentation and store 
that index also on the elise or on faster media. The search engine can use the index 
to find words faster than by searching through the enti re text. 

or evety user of your info tmation will have the same programs, although you can 
assume that they have HyperCard, and you can distribute a copy of MacroMind 
Player for MacroMincl movies. It may be necessaty to convert graphics and pages to 
the PICT file fotmat for display purposes or to use SuperGlue (Solutions, Inc.) to 
prepare Glue files that can be viewed with a desk accessory that can be distributed 
w ith the files. HyperCard represents the least common denominator in this regard, 
because anything brought into a HyperCard stack then can be distributed in the stack 
to anyone w ith HyperC:.~ rd-and HyperCard is provided free with every Macintosh. 
HyperCard stacks can be launched from a CD-ROM as "read-only" stacks, because 
CD-ROM is a read-only medium. 

Mastering CD-ROMs 

The mastering process is the most expensive process for making CD-ROM discs; the 
discs themselves can be manufactured cheaply (less than $2 each in large quantities), 
but the information put on them must be correct and complete. The key to success in 
the CD-ROM mastering process is to build a test el ise or series of test discs, and test 
them until they are perfect. The process is analogous to the color proofing steps in 
the production process for four-color print publishing. 

It is possible to simply put all your information on a large hard disk or cartridge tape 
and send it to a mastering facility to create a set o f discs. Some companies w ill 
provide you w ith a elise master and 100 pressed discs for about $1,500. It is even less 
expensive, however, to produce one test disc (about $500), and much safer if you 
want to examine the product first before mass-producing it. 

Testing a CD-ROM disc before going inlo mass production is a smatt idea, because it 
is possible to make presentations that don't work on the read-only media for some 
reason (perhaps a reference to a non-existing card in a stack). Incorrect cross
references can occur if the structure or naml!s of the fo lders change from your 
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development version to the distributed version. Windows may open at the wrong 
position on smaller Macintosh screens. It makes sense to test the d isc with every type 
of Macintosh screen, including large screens, black-and-white screens, and color 
screens. The purpose of all this testing is to make sure that no bugs creep into the 
final version, which can never be changed without mastering a new set of discs. 

If your CD-ROM product will be used on no n-Macintosh computers, you must take 
the extra step of converting your data to the ISO 9660 or High Sierra fo m1at, using 
Apple's extensions to ensure that Macintosh and Apple II files remain intact. This is 
usually done right before a step called premastering, in which the data is convened to 
nine-track or other type of magnetic tape format before it is transferred to disc. If you 
are using the Apple standard HFS (hierarchical file system) format with file icons and 
windows (compatible with the Finder), you don't have to create the visual interface 
for accessing the files. In other f01mats, you may have to design such a visual inter
face (fo lders, icons, windows, and so on) before premastering. 

CD-quality audio tracks can be stored on the same elise with digital CD-ROM informa
tion. The HyperCard CD Audio Toolkit provides extern~! commands for use in stack 
scripts to control the AppleCD SC player to play the audio po1t ions. Scripting in 
HyperCard is described in the next chapter. 

CD-ROM provides considerable benefits for publishing large amounts of infonnation, 
but it has one drawback: the infoml<Hion cannot be changed. For information d1at 
changes quickly, you may want to use a medium d1at e?ables you to update the 
info nnation continually without requiring any special "mastering" step and wid1out 
requiring any manufacturing. Telecommunications, whiah is publishing and distribu
tion by telephone lines, provides these benefits. 

Publishing by Phone 

Your phone lines are available for distributing informali n electronbllly to other 
computer users and to fax machines. You can even dist~ibute information electroni
cally to a service that will print it, fax it, or deliver it by ~ourier. 

The electronic equivalent of a bookstore is an informatil n service such as 
CompuServe, MCT Mail, or AppleLink. By arrangement J,id1 such a service, you can 
publish infonnation and charge an access fet: o r distribute it freely. Inf01mation 
se1vices are the gateways to research libr<llies, electroni shopping and banking, 
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teleconferencing, airline schedules and reservations, and electronic mail with the rest 
of the world (not just your office or your corporation) . Some also provide free 
programs (public domain software and shareware- software for which you pay a 
donation), user group bulletin boards filled w ith pertinent technical information, and 
up-to-date stock information. Some, like MCI Mail, offer setv ices such as laser 
printing and fax or courier delivery of messages. 

The MCI Mail electronic mail service has been in use for a long time, but until 
recently Lhe capability of sending and receiving programs, spreadsheets, and other 
types of files besides text was extremely limited . Most MCI Mail users sent and 
received text messages w ithout fonts, graphics, or special characters. 

Desktop Express (Dow j ones) for the Macintosh adds the capability to send and 
receive any type of file, includ ing word processing files formatted with fonts, spread
sheet fi les, publication files, database fi les, and programs. In addition, Desktop 
Express includes the Glue TmageSaver util ity that enables you to send graphics and 
images of the screen. MCT Mail has installed hundreds of Apple LaserWriters across 
the counuy so that you can send an image or word processing fi le to anyone in the 
world, letting MCl Mail do the laser printing for you. 

A major benefit of using an electronic mail service is the ability it gives you to 
compose and send one message to the service and distribute it automatically to one 
or more lists of recipients. You can store and retrieve distribution lists and send the 
message in one quick operation. The message file can be any length, and such files 
can contain presentations, publications, or even software programs. The modem does 
not discriminate in the kinds of information it can transmit and receive-anything that 
is in digital fonn can be distributed over phone lines. 

Using a Modem 

Modems are essential for communicating over phone lines. The modem acts as a 
translator, convening digital information into telephone audio tones (when it is 
sending) and convctting the audio tones hack to digital infonnation (when it is 
receiving). A .fax modem is a special type of modem that sends and receives streams 
of bits in the standard facsimile fom1at to fax machines and other fax modems. 
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One of the benefits of using a modem is d1at you can transfer infom1ation from one 
type of computer to anomer (as long as the other computer also has a modem). For 
example, using a modem w ith each computer, you can tr<~nsfer a text file from a 
Macintosh to a PC or from a PC to a Macintosh. 

One essential ingredient for using a modem is the software to control the modem. 
Modems handle the task of making the phone line a usefu l connection, but it is the 
communication program, running on your Macinrosh and the other computer, that 
prepares and sends information ro the modem and receives information from the 
modem . 

The features to look for in personal conU11llnication software include automatic 
dialing, originate and answer modes, Hayes compatibil ity (for use with modems that 
are Hayes-compatible). and the capability to usc error-checking protocols in your text 
transfers to ensure accuracy in the transmissions. 

An important consideration when buying a modem is whether the modem will 
function properly with other modems that are already in use. For m ·o modems to 
communicate, they must be set ro the same speed and transmission protocols. (A 
protocol is a prescribed method fo r one modem's telling the other modem how to 
communicate with it.) Most modems follow the Bell standards: the Bell 103 protocol 
for 300 bits-per-second (bps) modems and the Bell 2l2A protocol for 1200 bps 
modems. The Apple Personal Modem and the Hayes Smartmodem 1200 both use 
these protocols, as do most information services such a~ MCI Mail and CompuServe. 

For 2400 bps modems, the standard protocol is the CCI'fT V.22bis protocol (created 
by the Consultative Committee on International Telegraph and Telephone, an advi
sory organization). High-speed modems offer many standards-9600 bps modems can 
use d1e CCITT V.32 protocol o r a special version of the CCITT V.29 protocol, or a 
proprietary protocol ( in which case you must use modems from the same manu
facnJrer). High-speed modems that also can communicate at low speeds using 
standard protocols are a better buy than proprietary modems that do not use standard 
protocols, because they can communicate w ith more than one type of modem. 

High-speed modems are attractive because multimedia ocuments and publication 
files are large, and it takes a considerable amount of ti c to transfer them at 2400 bps. 
A high-speed modem Car least 9600 bps or higher) can e roo expensive to justify for 
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use with one computer, but it may not be roo expensive if shared by a network of 
computers. A modem server is hardware or software that acts as a traffic contro ller, 
routing calls from different computers on a network to one or more modems, 
effectively sharing the modems over the network. The NetModem V1200 (Shiva 
Corp.) e nables each user on an AppleTalk network to make calls by sharing a 
modem. The Shiva NetModem connects d irectly to the network, and users can 
choose the device by using the Chooser desk accesso1y. 

Some modems are capable of handling fax transmissions and receptions as well as 
other modem activities. It is also possible to attach both types of modems to the 
Macintosh. For example, an Apple Personal Modem can be attached to the AppleFax 
modem, which then can be attached to the Macintosh so that the modems occupy 
only one modem port. 

Printing to Fax Machines 

The capability to publish electronic pages to any Group 3 fax machine in the world 
lies in the power of Macintosh software to convert an electronic page into a fax 
image, and the capability to connect a fax modem to the computer. Group 3 fax 
machines are the international standard for facsimile. 

The Macintosh convens each e lectronic page into the fax format, which is a bit map 
fixed in resolution to 200 dots per inch, with no gray-scale). The computer software 
provides the capability to automatically dial and connect with a distribution list of fax 
machines. so rhar you can "publish" a fax newsletter overnight to hundreds of 
subscribers. 

Although the quality of fax output is not usually good, the quality of electronic pages 
printed directly to fax machines (bypassing the usual scanning step associated with 
no m1al fax) is excellent. With the AppleFax software or with BackFax (Solutions, 
Inc.), rhe quality of rexr in the Times, Helvetica, and Courier fonts in the fax image is 
superb on any fax machine , mostly because the software substitutes screen fonts that 
are three times larger (fo r example, Times 36-poim is substituted for Times 12-point, 
and so on and is then compressed for the 200 dpi fax machine). These large screen 
fonts also are useful if you have an Image Writer LQ printer. With Adobe Type 
Manager, you can ger excellent results o n fax machines with any Type 1 PostScript 
font. 
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The AppleFax modem connects to the Macintosh serial port and offers a pass-through 
connection for other serial devices (such as a regular modem). TI1e BackFax program 
can make your AppleFax modem work in background mode for sending and receiv
ing faxes, so that you can continue to use the Macintosh with other applications. With 
either BackFax or Applefax, you can fax a document frop1 within the application it 
was created with-simply by choosing the fax modem as your printer with the 
Chooser and using the application's Print command. The operation is the same as 
printing, only instead of cl icking OK to print, you first supply a phone number for the 
receiving fax machine, and then you click OK to print. The rest of the process is 
handled automatically by software. 

Just as it is possible to share a modem with users o n a network, it also is possible to 
share a fax modem over a network, using software such as FaxGate (Solutions, Inc.). 
Any Macintosh on the same network as the Macintosh running FaxGate can send and 
receive fax messages through their e lectronic mail software, and the Macintosh 
mnning FaxGate, which is called the mail seroe1~ handles message traffic over the fax 
modem. This is just one method of publishing information over a netwo rk: to a fax 
modem connected to a mail se1ver that serves messages to every computer on the 
network. 

Publishing over a Network 

Where there are networks, there is file transfer, and where there is file transfe r, there 
is e lectronic distribution. It can take many fom1s, from such simple arrangements as 
file sharing between computers to an organized set of 16cal networks, each with their 
own set of file servers, linked into an enterprise-wide nbtwork. 

Network-based electronic publishing and distribution embodies the best features of 
desktop publishing and communication technologies a d will help to make the 
electronic delive1y of data as commonplace as facsimile 

The same type of network used for connecting the vari~us people working on a 
publishing task also can be used to distribute informati n. When a publishing task 
calls fo r contributions from different writers and is man· ged by several editors, 
networks are employed to link these various work groJps. and e lectronic pages can 
be passed back and forth over the network. Server arra gements such as AppleShare 
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are set up to make the networks inherently faster, placing the fastest, largest hard 
disks on the computer that is acting as a file server. Formal backup procedures and 
closely integrated network functions can be managed wimout changing everybody's 
work habits. For example, network managers can set up automated backup proce
dures with products such as SuperMac's Network DiskFit, designed to back up file 
servers while network users continue to work undisturbed. 

You already can connect AppleTalk networks to large computers and use the large 
computers as file and print servers (Alisa's AlisaTalk or Pacer's pcLINK for VAX minis, 
Tri-Data's Netway 1000 for IBM mainframes). You also can expand network band
width by using high-performance AppleTalk cables, such as DuPont's fiber-optic 
cable, or by using the AppleTalk communication protocols over Ethernet (EmerTalk) 
or IBM's Token Ring. 

AppleShare from Apple provides folder-level access protection so that you can group 
files into folders and restrict access to some folders. The software also has the 
capability to work concurrently with electronic mail and print spooling software. The 
current version requires a Macintosh to act o nly as a dedicated file server, but 
perfonnance is generally faster when the se1ver is a dedicated computer. Also, with a 
dedicated Macintosh as a file se1ver, you can have departmenH;tyle control over file 
sharing and printing, a central location for all fonts (wim no need to keep fonts on 
users' system disks), systematic and organized backup procedures, and faster 
throughput because you use the entire resources of a dedicated compute r. 

A dedicated Macintosh may be too expensive for a small work group, and you may 
need more tl1an one server. TOPS (TOPS/ Sun Microsystems) and Timbuktu (Famllon 
Computing) offer simpler ways to share files, without as many protection features, 
but also witl1out the need to dedicate an entire computer. This casual style of file 
sharing may be a first step for many users who tend to not use the file-sharing 
functions until they are ready to perfom1 file transfers from one disk to anotl1er. In 
such arrangements, it also is each user's responsibility to make secure backups and 
keep sensitive files out of reach. 

No matter which type of server arrangement you choose, AppleTalk networks can be 
linked via routers to other AppleTalk networks and exchange information. Routers 
can incorporate modems to link networks over phone lines, and entire buildings can 
be wired witl1 AppleTalk-compatible PBX and telephone lines. 
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These developmenrs b1ing more corporate users into contacr with desktop publishing 
software and electronic pages. The goal of any network administrator is to provide a 
ne(';:vork that enables users to share files w ithout worrying about the management of 
those files and to be able to use or communicate w ith already existing mainframes 
and minicomputers. There is now enough of a variety among file servers on 
AppleTalk networks to please almost any type of publisher trying to manage large 
publishing projects, and to facilitate the publishing of info1m ation to every computer 
on the network. 

As electronic pages zip from one place to another, never touching paper unless a 
print-out is required, the network "pipeline" will have to be enhanced to carry more 
traffic. The trend of increasing ne(';:vork bandwidth w ill make transfers of voice
annotated documents and perhaps even video documents commonplace in just a few 
years. Multimedia presentations to everyone on the network, by means of their 
Macintosh screens, will become the most common fom1 of electronic publishing. With 
the power of interactivity combined with the methods of electronic distribution, it is 
possible to implement a lively and interactive information libr<uy of sounds and video, 
available to everyone on the ne(';Vork on a real-time basis. 

Chapter Swnmary 

Electronic publishing is the distribution of information in digital form over any 
medium that can handle it, be it on a compact disc, over telephone wires, or through 
network cabling. Pages can be transfen·ed electronically while retaining the capabili
ties to be edited and reproduced on devices of va1y ing resolutions. 

It is important to know as much as you can about distribution methods even before 
designing your publication or multimedia presentation. If computer media is used, the 
infonnation remains in a digital fonn that can be edited and changed w ithout reduc-
ing its value or its reproducible quality. I 
CD-HOM is emerging as an important new publishing n1edium for animated presenta
tions with sound and a disuibution medium for application sof(';Vare. Designed 
specially to hold digital information rather than audio u- cks, CD-ROM discs can hold 
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about 550 megabytes. The mastering process, to make the master disc, is the most 
expensive process; the distribution discs can be manufact·ured cheaply. The key to 
success in the CD-ROM mastering process is to build a test disc or series of test discs, 
and test them until they are pe1fecr. CO-quality audio tmcks can be stored on the 
same disc w ith digital CD-ROM information. 

The advantages to preparing information fo r electronic publishing include the 
capability to update the info rmation continually, the capability to usc continuous tone 
images without conve1ting to halftones until printing, and the capability to use lower 
resolution versions of images suitable for screen display. 

For information that changes quickly, you may want to use the telecommunications 
o r network media so that you can update the infom1ation continually w ithout 
requiring any special "mastering" step and \Vithout requiring any manufacturing. 

Your phone lines are available for distributing infonnation electronically to other 
computer users and to fax machines. You can even distribute infom1ation electroni
cally to a se1vice that w ill print it , fax it, o r deliver it by courier. All you need is a 
modem or fax modem, and software to control it. 

A major benefit of using an electronic mail scr\'iCe is the capability to compose and 
send one message to the service and distribllle it automatically to one or more lists of 
recipienrs. Information se1v iccs can be a publishing and distribution medium for 
documents as well as a gateway to research libraries, electronic shopping and 
banking, teleconferencing, airline schedules and rese1vations. and electronic mail 
w ith the rest of the world. 

The BackFax program, w hich works w ith the AppleFax modem, converts electronic 
pages into the Group 3 fax fo rmat for printing on any fax machine anywhere in the 
world. 

The same type of nerwork used for connecting the various people work ing on a 
publishing task also can he uscd to distribute infom1ation. There is now enough of a 
variety among file servers on AppleTalk networks to please almost any type of 
publisher tJy ing to manage large publishing projects and to facilitate the publishing of 
info1mation to eve1y computer on the network. 
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The capabi lity to clistrihut<.: multimedia documents over a network is one of the major 
benefits for conducting in-house training using Macintosh computers and aud1oring 
software. The use of interactive prcst:nt.ations distributed to everyone on the network, 
by means of their Macintosh screens, will evt:ntually become the most common form 
of electronic publishing. The next chapter explains by examples how interactive 
multimedia presentations, simulations, prototy pes, and reference tools can be de
signed and produced on the deskt.op. 
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Interactive Media 

7be mind is tbe pilot. We tbink of tbings before tbe body does tbem. 

-Walt Disney 

You have learned the basics about creating most of the elements of a multimedia 
presentation- text , graphics, recorded sound, and animation-and how to present 
information in a linear presentation of slides or transparencies. as well as how to use 
various print media. You also have been introduced to various digital storage media 
and file organization tools and methods of distributing information in digital form. All 
of this information is a prerequisite for understanding how to effectively use interac
tive media. 

You must be grounded in the basic element-; of communication (text and graphics in 
a linear presentation) before attempting animation. Publishing also is the arranging of 
infonnation in a linear presentation, but with the assumption that a reader can browse 
at w ill and w ill probably try to find infonnation first by using an index or a table of 
contents in a non-linear fashion. It also helps to know the limitations of d igital storage 
and distribution methods before designing projects involving animation, sound, and 
large amounts of infom1ation. 

However, interactive media has the potential to he far more effective than any other 
types of media in certain types of communication. The power lies in your ability to 
understand the methods of interaction, such as menu choices, dialogs, links, and 
browsing tools, w hich are used to develop teaming experiences, persuasive presenta
tions, reference tools for accessing information, demon~trations of concepts and 
products, entertainment, and so on. The goal of many ihreractive media projects is to 
provide a relationship between infonnation and humans so that the humans can 
interact w ith and navigate through the information in various ways. 
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This chapter takes you on a tour of typical applications of interactive media and 
explains the design techniques you should acquire and the production methods you 
should adopt to become a content provider of interactive media. It explains the 
concepts of authoring, or scripting as it is called in HyperCard, which is an activity 
that is similar to directing a film but with some programming tasks to create the 
interactive features. It also provides an introduction to and overview of scripting in 
HyperCard, SuperCard, and MacroMind Director, the leading application programs 
for interactive media. After reading this chapter, you will be ready to start interactive 
media projects, and you will know what skills are required, what programs are best 
for the types of applications you are doing, and what to expect with the design and 
production process. You also will know something about what works in this new 
media and what doesn't. 

Learning from Examples 

It may be that Buckminster Fuller, noted architect and futurist, was right in saying 
that it takes about 30 years for the world to collectively understand and make use of 
a truly new idea or invention. But there is no doubt that interactive multimedia 
technology is in use today and that it will have a major in1pact on all forms of 
communication tomorrow. 

Today, interactive multimedia is more than simply an experiment. The U.S. Coast 
Guard monitored the Exxon Valdez oil spill cleanup and conducted daily briefings 
using an interactive information system that combines maps, graphs, and databases. 
The Yale University School of Medicine sponsored an interactive medical education 
pro ject called "Cardiac Imaging" that makes use of color graphics and interactive 
access to video, digitized sound, and images to teach residents and clinical staff. 

Both of these projects were created and produced on the Macintosh using Silicon 
Beach Software/ Aldus' SuperCard, a HyperCard-compatible application, and the laner 
used graphics created in Silicon Beach! Aldus' Super 3D. Both projects were governed 
by tight budgets, demanding schedules, and high expectations, and both were 
successful. 

Interactive multimedia projects are not confined to the esoteric regions of science and 
medicine. BellSouth commissioned attist Stuart Sharpe to design an interactive 
presentation of its communications products, using colorful images and original 
music (see fig. 11.1). Steelcase Furniture uses an interactive multin1edia presentation 
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The Tr adi lion: 
BeiiSouth has mtroduced and implemented 
commumcat1ons choices to millions of customers 
by combming the most advanced technology 
with our unexcelled expertise . 

Fig. I 1.1. The opening screen. menu. and >ample screen of "BciiSputh" (an imcractivc d emonstration of 
BdiSouth's communic:uions product line) by Stuart Sharpe (coun¢~y .\lacro~lind l. 
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and electronic catalog, "Context'' (developed by Creative Interactive Media), to present d1eir 
new line of modular office furniture. Tilis presentation incorporates Super 3D models of 
furniture and animations to show how d1e office will look wiili ilie new furniture. GTE! 
Norili Telephone Operations in Indiana uses an interactive multimedia simulation for 
teaching field technicians how to test for leaks in pressurized cables. 

Nor are such projects confmed to the world of business and industrial training. "Guernica" 
(Robert Abel and AND Communications) is an interactive exploration of ilie Picasso 
masterpiece of d1e same name, wiili historical, cultural, political, geogr'&phical, and personal 
references drawn from ilie art. It uses a multimedia approach to convey info!TI1ation---text, 
graphics, animation, video. and sound-and a starting point, called home, iliat displays ilie 
entire Picasso painting and a set of active buttons representing tools you can click to 
navigate through d1e infom1ation. 111e tools include Interpret, Examine, Ovetview, Timeline, 
and Evolution. The project was started in HyperCard and then transferred to SuperCarcl, 
and includes film clips, additional in1ages, critical commentary, and music. 

Nor are interactive media projects simply for show and tell. TI1e Voyager Company, 
distributors of hundreds of videodisc tides, has begun distribution of interactive multimedia 
entertainment and educational products, starting wid1 Robert Winter's Ludwig Van 
Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 presentation (see fig. 11.2). Warner New Media, a division of 
Tin1e/\XIamer iliat focuses on developing interactive multimedia products, offers ilie Audio 
Notes Series including a presentation of Mozart's 7be Magic Flute (see fig. 11.3). 
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Fig. 11.2. A HyperCard stack that plays and explains pans o f Beethoven's Ninth Symphony in Robcn 
Winter's ludwig Vc111 Beetbove11, Sympbo11y No. 9 (councsy of ·n1c Voyager Company). 
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8 ('1st Of ('h ~J',>CI!'I S • 

I ·II I\IIDI l\lc>nu 

Fig. 11.3. A HyperCard presemarion of Mozarr's The Magic f1ute (courresy of Warner New Media). 

Interactive multimedia has become an art form, and known and unknown artists have 
experimented with it. Amanda Goodenough creates interactive children's stories. 
Interactive fiction has been explored by a number of writers, and interactive art is 
flourishing. MacroMind includes a sampler of animation from artists o n its CD-ROM 
sampler disc. Verbum, a journal of computer art, recently sponsored a multimedia art 
contest and has developed an interactive animated magazine (see fig. 11.4). 
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Perhaps the largest c.:aregoty of inrem<.tive presentations to dare has lx:en electronic "cata
logs·· of information, infonnation ··kiosks,·· and software product clemoru,trations. Apple 
Computer has produced aU of these types at one lime or another, including ti<Ide show 
maps to exhibit booths, stacks of infom1ation for developers, and self~guidecl tours of its 
computers. 

One of our favorite examples is a simple, black-and-white introduction to using the 
Macintosh, created by Animatrix (see fig. 11.5). It is supplied w ith every Macintosh 
and explains such concepts as clicking the mouse to sra11 programs and dragging 
icons to copy filc.:s. After demonstrating how to clo something, it presents an opportu
nity for you to tty doing it yourself (see fig. 11 .6). 

This demonstration represents the.: power of interactive media: providing a user w ith 
the experience o f using a tool, w ithout forcing the user to deal w ith the conse
quences of real-li fe action. The result, in this case, is a computing experience without 
the dmma and hesitancy associated w ith actually using a computer-there is nothing 
to fear because it is a simulation, but there is evc.:tythjng to learn because the simula
tion is so real. 

Fig. II . S. O ne of the firM intcracti\"c animated dcmon~tr.uion~ is this tutorial on using the Macintosh SE 
computer, cre-.uccl by Animatrix (councsy of Animatrix). 
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Practice pointing. Move the pointer so i t 
touches e!lch of the numbers in order. 

Fig. 11.6. "SE Tour" enablt:s you to try tht: activi ties that it has just d t:monstratccl. The tour was crt:ated by 
Animatrix using an early version of Viclcoworks Interactive, which is now MacroMind Director (counesy 
of Animatrix). 

Reviewing Applications of Interactive Mrua 
There are as many different applications of interactive media as there are different 
types of human experiences that need to be learned and different types of informa
tion that need to be absorbed or used in any way. Here are several types of applica
tions for which interactive media tools can be applied: 

• Learning experiences, such as topical video, animated "brochures," and 
product demonstrations, which are designed to enable users to browse 
through information in different ways and interrupt a particular topic presen
tation to jump into another topic or subtopic 

• Reference tools, such as employee directories, product information databases, 
research databases, and catalogs, in which infonnation is linked to other 
information through the use of hyperlinks 
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• Visualizations, such as simulations and prototypes, used to conununicate an 
abstract idea or process. This category can include new kinds of simulations 
never done before, such as business plans that simulate business activities 
and computer models for manufacturing. 

• Self-paced training presenLations that enable trainees to explore areas of 
interest and tty simulated exercises 

• Expert systems that can demonstrate processes, explain concepts, respond to 
user queries, and take into account user responses 

• Art and ente1tainment. Video is already exploited as an art fonn, and 
interactive multimedia creates new possibilities for an an fom1 that changes 
with audience interaction. For entenainment, t11ere is a consLant need for 
new games with interesting visual and audio elements. 

In all of tllese types of applications, interdctive multimedia is unsurpassed by any 
other metllods, and the tools provided w ith the Macintosh can help a content 
prouide1~someone with a mastery of the information itself-assemble an interactive 
system without any prior knowledge of computer programming. 

Currently, most businesses rely on instructor-led trdining courses and published 
materials to communicate eve1y thing from how to use a phone system to product or 
suppo11 information. Such methods can be cumbersome and expensive compared to 
the use of interactive multimedia tools on a Macintosh. Training materials can be 
prepared by those who really know the content, and they can be updated more 
quickly tllan printed manuals. 

Interactive multimedia can go beyond the typical applications in education, tra ining, 
and marketing. Corporate communications can be enhanced w ith job reference tools, 
such as the HyperCard stack for Domino's Pizza, described in Chapter 1, for corpo
rate headquarters to keep in touch witll frdnchisees and to gather, distribute, and 
display infonnation. The use of graphics makes the info1mation system easy to 
understand and use and less intimidating to new users. 

Design skills are required tor making graphical presentations and animations, but 
these skills are not enough. Trdining in video techniques may help, but the most 
impo1tant activity is visualizing the entire presentation. Amateur animators and video 
editors need to first develop a vision of the actual experience you want the audience 
to have, before starting production. Conununicate this vision with an abundance of 
"clip" animation and sound (copyright-free and reusable) and an inexpensive 
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autho ring system such as Hype rCard, SuperCard, or MacroMind Directo r, and you can 
become an interactive multimedia content provider. J 

Designing for Interactive Media 

You may remember the role computers have played in educatio n and training so far. 
Traditional CBT (computer-based training) often was text-basc.->d and linear, moving from 
chapter to chapter o r lesson to lesson with linle interactivity besides the quiz at the end of 
each section. Not only was this type of training less stin1lllating than instructor-led training, it 
also tended to demoralize the le-amers and institutionalize the results. Traditional training 
methods implied something an authority figure does to a Ie-amer. 

Interactive multimedia tools emphasize non-linear exploration, self-paced learning 
without any supetvision, and an experience that combines text with rich graphics and 
sound. This type of learning implies the creation of a rich environment in which a 
learner interacts with the infom1ation. 

For example, in the HyperCard presentation Ludwig Vmt Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 
of the Voyager CD Companio n Series by Robert Winter (see fig. 11.7), a user has 

Fk-~ ... 3 
A CLOSE READING 

tf-!~"-"' 
MOVEMENT 4 

Allegro asso.i [Very fast) 

I Soloists: a a' b a' Cllarus:b a' 

[313] Just when it does not seem 
possible to generate more 
excitement, the b-a' choral 
entries do just that, enlivened 
by a series of electrifying 
orchestral trills. 

Stanza Ill: 
She go.ve us kisses •nd the ripe 
grape. a good friend, loyal to death; 

Fig. 11.7. Ludwig Van Beethoven, Symphony No.9: A close reading 
user can play the entire movement, play a sample trill, read a entry, read other notes, and so on 
(courtesy of l11e Voyager Company). 
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many choices at any given card in the stack to learn about the symphony from a 
variety of different angles. The user also can branch to facts about t.he use of certain 
instruments (sec fig. 11 .8). The presentation even includes a trivia quiz, providing a 
di fferent type of stimu lation fo r learning (see fig. 11.9). 

When Hoben Winter started his project (he is a professo r of music at UCLA and a 
historian), he was a HyperCard novice. He spent nine months developing this 
project, becoming familiar with thl! Macintosh and w ith HyperCard along the way. 
lie described his experience designing this interactive multimedia project as ·'some
w here between writing War and Peace and canoon captions.'" 13y this he meant that, 
on the one hand, eve1ything has to relate to eve1ything else, and you cannot be 
sloppy in your logic. O n the other hand, it is like \vriting ca1toon captions because a 
well-designed card cannot have that much text on it anyway-you st1ive to keep 
your design to only one idea on a card. "It was the most challenging writing I have 
ever undertaken,·· he said, '·and it also was the most rewarding."" 

The combination of recorded music, other sounds, graphics, carefully worded text. 
and hyperl inks can work together to provide a learning environment that is invigorat-

The percussion are best known for their role in the last movement of 
emulating the popular Turkish marching bands of the time, in which the 

bass drum, cymbals, and triangle lead a merry 
parade of common folk. 

I PLAY TURKISH MUSIC FROM FINALE I 

Fig. II .H. Lud u>IJ! Van Beetbol'ell, Sympbcmy No. 9: Tlu: u~cr can branch to information about different 
type~ of instruments. including the role of percussion Cwuncsy of Tht: Voyager Company). 
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Incorrect. This "hiccup" feeling is just the elements 
contributing to the overall effect I created here. 

Fig. 1 1.9. LudwiR Van Beetboue11, 5)!mpbony No. 9: Us<:rs can try the trivia quiz approach to learning 
and get Ludwig himself to reply (courtesy o f The Voyager Company). 

ing rather than stifling. Of course, the key ingredient is a blan that enables the 
multimedia contem provider to associate diffe rent pieces of information in a logical 
way so that the hyperlinks attract users down their paths to new infonnatio n. 

As a conte nt provider, you should nor overlook the impo1tance of stimulating the user 
and grabbing attention. ''My goal," said Professor Winter, ·'was to be able ro interrupt 
the music ar any time , with no perceivable delay and also be able to get to any spot 
in the music in five seconds." This goal made it imperative to extend the capabilities 
of the ofT-the-she lf version of HyperCard, and so the design group at Voyager devel
oped their own extensions for handling the aud io tracks of CDs. Altho ugh the initial 
investment in time and effo tt was substantial, Voyager is rl ow able to build on what 
has already been developed and introduce new content. 

The most compelling applicatio ns are those that incorporpte techniques from the 
worlds of animation, film , video, graphics, typography, niusic, entertainment, adveJt is
ing, and communications. The major difference between ~hose applications that are 
successful and those that are not lies in the ability of the content provider to under
stand and effectively use the media. Training in video te miques may help, but the 
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most important activity is visualizing the entire presentation as a director may visual
ize a completed film. You need to develop a vision of the actual experience you 
want the audience to have. 

In addition, you have to pick the right tools for the job. A learning application 
addressing technical infom1alion may be composed using HyperCard, enabling the 
user to zoom down into finer levels of detail, displaying related tex't and graphic 
infom1arion as needed. With MacroMind Director or Autho1ware Professional 
(Authoiware), a complete simulation can be developed that enables a user to operate 
some equipment and see the relationshjp between the moving parts. Sound can be 
added to give a flavor of how the equipment would impact the environment. Incor
por<Hing text, sounds, images, animation, and video has a strong impact on both 
memory and learning. 

The goal is an application that transparently facilitates d1e user's relationship wid1 the 
content and that is obvious and effortless to use. It's not enough to use graphks only 
to enhance text or to be cute. Graphics can be used to provide a context and to 
create visual landmarks. A compelling application often involves a high level of 
meaningful interactivity and user control. 

To build practical and effective presentations, you should stan w ith a clear idea of 
what you want to present. In d1e past, computer-aided instmction projects were 
started by a content expelt and an instructional designer who passed work to a 
graphic a1tist for enhancement and then to a programmer to put it all together. With 
a Macintosh-based authoring system, the development process becomes more fluid 
and interactive, and the people with backgrounds in content can put everyd1ing 
together w ithout relying on programming technjques. 

Today, an interactive multimedia project team may have members with the following 
skills: a '·general architect" who designs the stmcture of the infom1ation and the 
navigational routes, a visual or graphic designer, a HyperCard specialist, and a writer 
with considerable knowledge of the content. In many cases, one person fu lfills all of 
these roles, except perhaps graphic design. 

Every project requires a detailed analysis, but before launching into it, it is important 
to define the problem to be solved or the question to be answered. Too often, 
designers and writers jump headlong into the details of a project before they have 
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identified the problem in broad tenns. After the problem has been identified, the 
audience and subject matter should become clearer, as well as how that subject 
matter will be created or collected. You also will want to consider how the audience 
will use the subject matter in the real world. 

After this analysis, take a broader perspective and develop a vision of the actual 
experience you wam the user to have. Take into consideration games, television, 
films, books, courses, and so on, to create a rich and seductive environment. Think 
about real-world models that may apply to your content. 

As you develop an application, think of a metaphor d1at will work for bod1 me audience 
and d1e content and a plan of routes for users to navigate mrough the inlom1ation. You can 
use HyperCard or anod1er aumoring tool to create a prototype, or just a thin slice, of d1is 
environment so d1at you can detem1ine whether it is practical and effective from a technical 
standpoint and for the audience. You then will want to test this prototype wim actual users. 
This phase of designing and testing prototypes is iterative as you change your plans based 
on feedback from real-world usage. 

You have to present enough information to stimulate a learning experience but 
without overloading the users, and hide details that may confuse d1em while still 
making the details available to the curious users. Don't just create a textbook on
screen-give people tools to get at the information from different angles. Users may 
have a negative experience if they do not have control to leave when they want, and 
if the visual intert~Ke does not provide feedback on where they are at all times. Let 
them fo llow their curiosity and build knowledge within a secure and friendly learning 
environment. 

For example, in an education project for the N.Y. Hall of Science, the designers had to 
push me Macintosh applications to their limits to achieve the kind of fast interaction 
required to keep the <mention of grade-school children. Designers from NYU's Tisch 
School of me Arts (the Interactive Telecommunications froject) designed an educa
tional kiosk ("Light and Color Theory") that uses animation to demonstrate the 
concepts of light and color theory, including sources and uses of color, the e lectro
magnetic spectrum, and the way the human eye senses olor. It was designed to be 
kid-proof (protected against soda spills, for example) and uses a trackball as a 
pointing device rather than a mo use, because the goal w

1

1 as to make the kiosk as user 
friendly and intuitive as a computer game. "We see kid · roll ing that trackball so 
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quickly, the cursor is bouncing off the walls," says j ohn Driscoll , manager of the 
project. "The point is, you can't have animation and sound that can't be interrupted. 
Kids react fast and need very fast response times, or they lose inte rest." 

There are several resource guides, HyperCard stacks, MacroMind movies, and 
SuperCard examples that can help you design your interactive multimedia applica
tions. Apple Computer also provides interface and design guidelines for application 
developers. The HyperCard Stack Design Guidelines, a document that is available 
through APDA (Apple Programmer and Developer Association), is an example that is 
based on Apple's considerable research efforts in human interface design. You can 
apply these guidelines when preparing any type of interactive presentation or 
simulation in HyperCard. 

Scripting with HyperCard 

HyperCard is more than an infonnation navigation system and more than a presenta
tion program. It is the first of a new wave of programming systems that are designed 
to be used by non-technical professionals from fields other than computing: by 
publishers, by artists, by students, and even by poets. 

A HyperCard stack user can browse through infom1ation by jumping from one card 
(screen image) to the next, in sequential order or any order, or simply by following 
references to other cards. But HyperCard has far more capabilities for customizing 
unlocked stacks and for creating your own stacks. 

If you go beyond the Browsing and Typ ing levels in HyperCard (which enable you to 
move around and edit text, but nothing e lse) to the Painting level, you can use the 
painting tools for adding a variety of graphic effects and for selecting artwork to use 
in other cards. At the next level, Autb01ing, you can use the field and button tools as 
well as the painting tools, and you gain the ability to browse and edit text. Afield is 
used to hold text or numbers you can edit, and a button is an object you click with 
the mouse to get some actio n, such as moving to another card. 

A link to another card, or hyper/ink, is defined as a button on a card that executes a 
script ( in the language HyperTalk), which directs the HyperCard program to move to 
another card. The Scripting level offe rs all of the capabilities of lower levels and 
enables you ro add or change instructio ns using the HyperTalk language. You can 
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create stacks at the scripting level and create copies that are locked at a lower level 
(such as Browsing, so that they cannot be changed). I 
Butlons can do much more than switch cards; you can add sophistication by writing 
mo re complex scripts to do things, such as play sounds and animated sequences. By 
adding instructions to a button·s sctipt, whjch is easy to do (simply switch to "button" 
mode, click a button, and click the Script burton to see a,ncl edit the script), you can 
provide more interesting features to a stack. 

You can build highly graphical stacks and link infomution with decorative buttons wid1out 
teaming the HyperTalk language, because buttons are e-asy to defme wid1 d1e bunon tool, 
and background'> can be painted wid1 the paint tools or imported from graphics progr-ams. 

A common way to create a new stack is to copy and use as a template a sample stack 
provided in the HyperCard package (or use one of hundreds of non-copyrighted 
sample stacks available in the public domain) . Buttons can be freely copied from one 
stack to another (see fig. 11.10), and the ir scripts are copied with them; for example, a 

IJ File Edit Go Tools Objects Font Style 

L21J 
Ready Mad• Fi•lds 

..iU:. 
~ 

Stack Ov•rvi•w 

~ 
l!.ili.i;] 

Hom• 

Readymade Buttons 
You can paste these buttons into your own stacks. 
This stack contains buttons that . .. 

Open stocks 
Open applications 
Open and print documents 
Show help or information 
Go too specific cord 
Navigate through stocks 
Toke you bock 
Sort or move cords 
Print cords ond stocks 

Click any title to go to that card 

Ploy sounds 
Hide and show pictures 
Export or import text 
Do various things 
~rchive stock scripts 
Process o text file 
Malee o menu ... 

r ake 6 popup field 

Fig. 11 . 1 0. At the authori ng level , you can paste a bun on ami its fur ction fro m the Rcadymade Buno ns 
stack into your stacks; at the scripting level , you can look at and cd t the bunon's script. 
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right-arrow button used in a stack to advance to the next card in sequence can be 
copied with the button tool, then pasted into a completely different stack, and still 
perfom1 the same way-advancing to the next card-as well as look the same as the 
o riginal button in the o riginal stack. When you botTow the object-in this case, a 
button-you al o borrow irs properties, its looks, and irs script. 

This is why HyperCard is so popular as a personal information management system: 
it enables you to customize the access routes and appearance of your information. 
Thjs type of programmjng system makes it easy to create customized "vettical" 
applications that have never existed before (because programming talent has always 
been expensive). Objects such as field<>, buttons, cards, and backgrounds can be 
copied and used in many different stacks and reatrdnged to fit very specific needs. 

Objects and Layers 

The HyperCard environment is an infinite unjverse of content and HyperTalk instruc
tions that are combined to fom1 six basic types of objects. These are 

• Cards, each one designed to fill an entire HyperCard window 

• Windows, each one displaying the cards of a patticular stack 

• Buttons, designed to be clicked with a mouse to instigate some action 
defined by a script 

• Fields, designed to hold text and numbers that can be edited 

• Hot text, which are words defined to instigate some action defined by a 
script 

• Backgrounds, only one per card, composed of text and graphics that fill the 
entire card 

The background is like the stage in a presentation or the form in a data-entry screen. 
It should display infom1ation that must be repeated in the same location on different 
cards. An empty calendar is an example of a useful background image. 
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The background of a card exists at the very bottom layer, w ith all other objects on 
their own layers above d1e background. Therefore, if you create an object such as a 
button that is opaque (nor transparent). it will obscure some part of the background. 
Text fields also w ill display on top of the background. 

A variety of icons can be used for buttons (see fig. 11.11). HyperCard offers check 
boxes, radio buttons, and rectangular buttons w ith shadows. You also can define a 
transparent button to sit on top of any graphic image. With this technique, for ex
ample, clip art libraries can be organized to jump to another card of "noses'' when 
you cl ick on the lion's nose. 

M 

" . 

sr: 
~ 

Iti) 

r#J 
D 

~ m 1 ·'® <&> • 

lfmi] [[]J) INDEX ~ 'f 
~sbae~ 
~h ~-~ 

Fig. 11.11. A set of icons arc provided for usc as buttons in HyperCard. 
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Buttons can be placed on the background layer or on the card itself, but each new 
burton is a new layer that obscures what is under it, unless it is set to be transparent. 
You can use background buttons and layering to hide functions that are not appro
priate for some cards but are appropriate for many others. 

Fields can be placed in the same way as buttons, and are used to provide text entry 
areas on cards. Typically, all the cards in a given stack will require the same entry 
fie lds, which should be placed in the background. Fields can be ammged in a 
particular entry order on the same card, so that the user can use the Tab key to jump 
from one to the next. Fields are not used for ftxed text that appears on one or more 
cards-the painting tool palette provides a tool fo r that purpose. All text in 
HyperCard can be styled in fonts. 

Buttons, fields, and cards can have names to make them readily identifiable in 
scripts. Cards also have absolute ID numbers to identify them as part of a stack. You 
also can refer to a card by its re lative position within a stack. 

Actions and Events 

The easiest HyperTalk command to learn is the Go to command, and it also is the 
most widely used one. When you create a hutton, HyperCard enables you ro estab
lish a link automatically to another card in the current stack or to a card in anorher 
stack. A simple Go to conu11and provides the same function and can be used in a 
script containing orher commands. It is the simplest of actions and the most common 
action, but its use depends enti rely upon the context. 

For example, you can design a simple menu in HyperCard comprised of a graphic 
image as a background and a set of buttons for jumping ro or.her stacks (see fig. 
1 1.12). In addition, the infom1ation cards have right-arrow and left-arrow buttons for 
moving from one card to the next in the same stack and a "rerum" button (a curved 
arrow) that enables you to rerum to the main menu (see fig. 11.13). 
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Fig. 11.12. The main m~nu card for the CD-RO~ I Explorer pn.·~cntation. which l~ln jump to othcr <-ards 
and othcr stacks through the usc of button~ activating diffcr~nt Go to c mmands (courtesy of Apple 
Computer). 

Fig. 11.13. Information card in the CD-R0/\1 Explorer presentation. \\"I ich contain ~implc navigational 
b uttons (councsy of Apple Computer). 
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The best presentations are those that are consistent in the use of buttons for naviga
tio n and that offer a way out of the presentation quickly, as well as a shortcut to d1e 
main menu. The Electronic Vvbole Earth Catalog, designed in HyperCard (see fig. 
11.14), is an excellent example of a consistent and intuitive design for navigational 
controls, in which you can go as deep as you want into a segment of the catalog and 
still reach the topic menu or the main menu with one mouse click (see fig. 11.15). 

When a user clicks a button, the action creates an event. The event, in this case, is a 
mouse click, which causes a particular script to execute. HyperTalk is a language that 
can be written in modular fonn, attaching instructions to buttons and to e ntire cards. 
The language can be used in the message box and executed immediately. You can 
therefore try any action before writing a script. 

Fig. 11. 14. The Elecmmic l'(lbo/e t:cmb Cawlog offers sevcr:tl levels of menus and a consistent set of 
navigational comrols; you a m go back to the main menu (the Earth icon) o r the topic menu (the topics 
icon) with one mouse click (courtesy of Whole F.anh Catalog). 
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1) Clicki ng Domain name 
on contents card 

Fig. 11 .1 5. An explanation of some of the navigational controls for the Hlectronic Whole l:.'cmb Catalog; 
the First Time Help buuon enables you 10 browse the stack and learn how to navigate through it, and the 
"Click here first time" buuon provides the necessary ·hand-holding· to lead the uninitiated through the 
help information (counesy of Whole Eanh Catalog). 

The Go to command typically is used to switch to another card. For example, the 
following script activates when you press d1e Photos burron on a particular card in 
Stack Ideas (see fig. 11.16): 

on mouseUp 

go to card id 42964 

end mouseUp 
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Number .!.19 .. ~ ........... .............. ·-·-·····--·········--·· 

Group Number .!'! ......................................................... . 

Tit le JHr.u!~.!I\!.C:::J.!! .. \;.\.ngJ .. !!..fJ ....................... . 

Subject .. P.I!l.t!J~19.Ii'" .. .A.o.im~.1..!?. ............... . 

Location . .P.J~JL~.; .. I:1Y ... ~HP. ... A.r.L ______ _ 

Notes: 
. !?.m.~JJ. . .Jm!!.9!l ... ::: .. 2J.L.~ .... .. .............. . 

Button Name: LI_P_h_o_to_s _ ______ __J 

Bl<gnd button number: 5 

Bl<gnd bu I ton I 0: 52 
Style: 

® transparent 
0 opaque 
0 rectangle 
0 shadow 
0 round rect 
0 check boB 
0 radio button 

(( OK J [ Cancel 

Location . .P.Jsk .. ~;_.My .. c l..iP .. ..A.r.L. ............ . 

Notes: 

. .!?..!.1Hli.l...i.ITI.I,I9!!....::: .. 2 _x ~ ·-······· ····-····--·--·-

Fig . 11.16. The.: main card from the.: Image.: lndc.:x . a sample.: stack incluck-d in the.: Stack Ideas folder of the 

HyperCard pa<.:kagc . Aftc.:r switching to the.: b utton tool a nd d nuhlc-cl icking thl· Photos buuo n. you can 

now gain accc.:ss to the script. 
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The script means: upon the event of a mouseUp (a system message indicating that the 
mouse butto n has been released), advance to the card with the ID number 42%4. The 
end mouse Up simply defmes the set of instructions. 

Another script executes when you click the "flying cards" icon: 

on mouseup 

show all cards 

end mouseUp 

The show all cards command flashes all the cards in the stack in sequence. Scripts can 
be much more sophisticated without getting complicated, as the one associated with 
the Sort cards button shows: 

on mouseUp 

if the name of this stack contains " stack ideas" 

then 

show card field 1 - explain why not sort here 

else 

a ns wer " Sort all cards of this stack according to:"~ 

with "Number" or "Title" or "Cancel" 

if it is " Number" 

then sort by first word o f first liJne of field "Number" 

else if it is "Title" 

then sort by first word of first l'ne of field "Title" 

end if 

end mouseUp 
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The script uses an if-then-else construction that controls execution of other com
mands. If the name of the stack contains the phrase "stack ideas," then show the 
card's fi rst field ; if not, then execute the list of commands fo llowing the else key
word. This list of commands is executed in the order they appear: first it poses a 
question w id1 the answer command, to be answered w ith the buttons 'umber, Tide, 
or Cancel. Another ((-then-else construction determines which SOft command to use, 
based on the answer to d1e question (sOft by number, by title, o r cancel the soft). 
This sophisticated sorting tool, w ritten in HyperTalk and attached to a button, can be 
copied to any stack for use as a sorter. 

The HyperTalk language offers a complete set of mathematical operators (add, 
subtract, multiply, divide, and so on), comparison operators (greater than, less than, 
equal to, and so on) and logical operators (and, or, is in, is not in). It has several 
functions for doing things like determining the position of tl1e pointer on-screen , 
sensing a key click. and rounding to the nearest integer. 

HyperCard (Version 2) also offers you the ability to define text as '·hot"'-that is, to 
act like a button and instigate some action defined by a script. Three instructions-
clickText, cl ickline, and clickChunk-are provided for responding to a mouse click 
in a text field. A new style is provided, called Group, that enables the stack program
mer to define the word or group of words to be used as hot text. When tl1e program
mer locks the stack, the defined hot text is hot, but while the stack is unlocked, the 
programmer can edit the text. The user who uses the locked stack will activate the 
link by clicking the mouse over the hot text. The programmer can cause a script to 
be activated when a user clicks a specific word or group of words or clicks a word in 
a specific style, such as italic, or to a pafticular size, and so on. For example, you 
could program a stack so d1at when the user clicks any bold word, a certain action 
occurs (see fig. 11.17). 

HyperCard has been improved since the first version. The program now offers 
multiple w indows for displaying more than one stack and cards of any size. 
HyperCard can display color images in a w indow, and different parts of text can be 
styled differently w ithin one field. You can print any field or card and control the 
position of the card on the page when you print. You can even include headers on 
the page w ith the elate, the time, the stack name, and the page number. A sophisti
cated database-style reponing facility is provided for printing fields of a stack with 
special formatting and computing operations perfom1ecl automatically. 

HyperCard stacks run faster than before because the HyperTalk code in a stack is 
compiled into faster machine code when you first load the stack. This machine code 
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45 File Edit Go Tools Objects Font Style 

Jabberwoclc 2.0 

_1 abb¢tiuotk¢y bY Lewis Caron 

~~"brilli;:·~·;~~~i~h;·~~~~~·· 
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe: 
All mimsy were the botogoves, 

' '' "'~'~:.~~~~.~~ .. ~~~~:~~ 
Borogoves: an extinct kind of Parrot. They had no 
wings, beaks turned up, and made their nests under 
sundials. Lived on veal. 

Fig. 11.17. The j abberwock stack provided with HyperCard 2 demon~trates how text can be "hot" and act 
as a butto n to activate a script-you can click any bold word, and a script displays an explanation of the 

word. j 

is never seen, and you can still edit HyperTalk code, w~ich is in plain English (in the 
U.S. version). The functions of HyperTalk can be extended to include new functions 
not provided in the language, through the use of external conun ands and functions. 

Extensions to HyperTalk 

HyperTalk can be extended through the use of external commands or functions, 
called XCMDs and XFCNs, which can be written in ano e r language. An XCMD is 
essentially a call to a routine written in another languag that perform s some action; 
an XFCN is a special type of call (a function) that retu s a value to the calling 
routine. 

Exte rnal commands and functions typically are used to ive HyperCard a more 
powerful function that it doesn't already have. For exa pie, as described earlier, for 
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the interactive kiosk titled Light and Color 7bemy for the N.Y. Hall of Science (see fig. 
11.18), the designers had to devise crafty methods of knowin g where the cursor is at 
all times, because the kiosk uses a trackball and does not rely on mouse clicks 
(which are the events that nigger nearly evety action in HyperCard) . 

The designers used external conunands and functions to imple me nt memory man
agement, to change the color palette fo r different screens, and to perfom1 other 
tricks. The external routines are Pascal programs (Pascal is a computer programming 
language available for the Macintosh from Apple Computer and from othe r vendors 
such as Symantec). As designer Jeff Jones described their development effott , "\Y/e 
think of HyperCard not as a control program for multimedia devices but more as a 
way to access the Macintosh Toolbox." 

Fig. !1.18. External commands and funa ions (XCMDs and XFCNs) w~r~ used to extend the t:tpabilitic.'S of the 
Hyper'r alk language for this interaaive kiosk prc:;entation, Light and Color 7be01)', for the N.Y. Hall of Science. 
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Hard disk perfonnance can dramatically affect a multimedia presentation. The time it 
takes to load a scene and play it may vary and affect the timing of sound and anin1a
tion. The designers of Light and Color Theory resorted to memory management 
routines (written in Pascal, caJJed from HyperCard) to improve performance. Virtual 
memo ry- memory that is actually on disk, not in RAM, but causes data to be 
swapped in and out of RAM- is not useful for these types of interactive applications, 
because the swapping can create pauses and "hiccups" in the presentation. 

It is the nature of many HyperCard extensions that after they are designed for use in a 
specific presentation, they can be used again in new pr sentations, effectively reduc
ing the development time needed for the new presentations. You can install all of the 
exte rnal commands, functions, and resources you need into shared code library 
stacks, so that they can be shared by all other stacks on the same hard disk. 

Some content providers, such as Voyager, have turned their custom toolkits into 
products for other content providers. There are several "developer stacks" in the 
public domain, available from user groups such as BMUG (see bibliography). 
CompuServe has rich libmries of stacks and is another excellent place to start your 
research. 

The Apple Progranuner and Developer Association (APDA), sponsored by Apple 
Computer, is a worldwide mail-order distribution service providing development 
tools, reference manuals, and books for professional software programmers and 
multimedia develo pers who join the organization. APDA provides fast access to the 
widest available selectio n of development tools and developer information. APDA is 
nor an exclusive club--over 20,000 members have already jo ined, including in-house 
corporate software developers, university professors, students, value-added resellers, 
hobbyists, commercial inte ractive multimedia developers, graphic artists, and of 
course, commercial hardware and software developers. 

APDA offers a large selectio n of tools fo r HyperCard developers, including such gems 
as the HyperCard Videodisc Toolkit, which contains all the external routines for 
extending HyperCard to control a videodisc player and to organize and control the 
display of video sequences, still images, and sounds recorded on videodiscs. The 
Toolkit works with any Level 3 exte rnally controlled vi!eodisc player and monitor. 

j o ining APDA is worth it if you are serious about devel ping HyperCard-based 
I 

interactive multimedia projects. For only $20 a year ($2]) in Canada and Mexico , $35 
in other countries) you gain access to all of the technid l infom1ation currently 
available about programming a Macintosh, plus a mag' ine and catalog. 
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Adding Effects to HyperCard 

When Apple Computer decided to bundle HyperCard with the Macintosh, several 
software vendors recognized an opportunity to build upon the HyperCard environ
ment-such as Bright Star Technology with HyperAnimator and interFACE, which are 
programs that can add "talking heads" to stacks, and MacroMind Player, which 
enables you to play MacroMind movies, even full-screen color movies, from within 
stacks. These vendors decided to extend HyperCard in much d1e same way that 
multimedia developers have added sets of external commands and functions to the 
HyperTalk language. 

Several vendors also realized d1at HyperCard can never be all d1ings to all people 
and decided to improve the set of features by offe ring HyperCard-compatible pro
grams that can modify existing HyperCard stacks and add capabilities to d1em. An 
excellent example is SuperCard (Silicon Beach Software/ Aldus), which can import a 
HyperCard stack and add features such as color backgrounds and butiOns, color 
graphic objects, Macintosh-style menus, and the capability to edit scripts in a separate 
program. 

You already have seen how it is possible to extend d1e capabilities of HyperCard 
wid1 external commands and functions. Several commercial programs can be acti
vated by external commands and functions from within HyperCard stacks, acting as 
extensions to HyperCard itself. MacroMind Player, Bright Star's HyperAnimator and 
interFACE, and Farallon's ScreenRecorder and MediaTracks all can play animation 
wid1 sound without the use of HyperCard but also can play animation and sound 
from within HyperCard . 

Complete authoring environments also are available that provide capabil ities beyond 
the standard set by HyperCard. Some, like SuperCard (Silicon Beach Software/ Aldus) 
and Plus (Spinnaker Software), are compatible with HyperCard for importing stacks, 
but for the most part do not export HyperCard stacks- you must run the new 
software to run the interactive presentations. For example, SuperCard applications 
can be run by SuperCard itself or by themselves without Super-card-you don't Lise 
HyperCard to run them. MacroMind Directo r enables you to build complete inte rac
tive presentations and control multimedia devices without the need for HyperCard. 
All of these products extend the HyperCard concepts of linking information, provid
ing an environment for user-oriented programming and using the Macintosh visual 
interface of menus and buttons. 
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MacroM.ind Player: Interactive Movies 

Animation and sound are easy to add to HyperCard, because you can create them in 
MacroMind Director (see fig. 11.19) and use MacroMind Player to play them from 
w ithin any HyperCard stack. MacroMind Player contains the "driver"' software that can 
play Director movies. 

- ---
RMT -404 
REMOTE CONTROL 

Table of Contents · 
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Fig. 11.19. An interactive service manual for a remote n mtrol device, tted by Grafica Multimedia, Inc. 
If you click the power S\\'itch on the right (a button). you activate , vido:octssette p layer animation. 
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Player also can he used to build projectors, which are separate, stand-alone interac
tive movies that can play w ithout Director or HyperCard present. You specify the 
movies to be played and the order for playing them in a playlist. Projector applica
tions (indicated by the film-projector icon) can be distributed either w ith playlist 
movies embedded w ithin them or with the playlist movies as separate files in the 
same folder. Player also can play accelerated Director movies, which are movies 
convened into much faster versions by the MacroMind Accelerator utility program 
available w ith Director. 

Projector applications are designed to be distributed to users with a minimum of 
overhead and without requiring users to purchase additional copies of Director. 
MacroMind has a simple licensing arrangement for developers who are distributing 
commercial stacks and projector applications, and a flat license fee of $250 per 
commercial p roject w ith no limit on distribution. Licensing is free for educational and 
non-commercial projects. 

Because MacroMind Director movies can be extended to include interactivity through 
the use of the Lingo scripting language (described later in this chapter), the movies 
you play w ith MacroMind Player can be interactive presenrations. It is therefore easy 
to create complete, stand-alone inreractive presentations using just Director and 
MacroMind Player-these capabil ities do not require the use of HyperCard or 
I-lyperTalk. HyperCard and HyperTalk compatibility also is provided because 
HyperCard is widely used for a variety of tasks, including personal information 
management, database order ently, telecommunications, and user programming, as 
well as interactive multimedia. 

With Director and Player, you can add a host of special effects to your HyperCard 
stacks, including full-screen full-color animation with sound. Black-and-white and 
color movies can be designed to overlay on top of the HyperCard information, and 
you can set the location of the movie in HyperTalk coordinates. Player also gives you 
the ability to display any PICf graphics file in HyperCard. 

Special effects w ith Player include leaving the last image on the screen after playing a 
movie, hiding the menu bar while playing a movie, clearing or nor d earing the 
HyperCard image before playing a movie, ignoring or not ignoring a mouse click 
while the movie plays. and so on. You can even play just a certain range of frames 
from a Director movie. And you can fine-tune the presentation w ith features such as 
movie preloacling for faster operation, fading to black between different color images, 
and changing the movie's speed. 
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To play a movie fwm within Hypert:arrl, you use the PJ Movie command ; upplied 
with Player's HyperCard Manual stack. First, create the movie using Director and save 
its sounds either in the movie itself or in a Sounds file (using Director). Then, install 
the PlayMovie XCMD in the stack and use the PlayMovie command in the stack's 
scripts. To play a movie from a stack, the PlayMovie XCMD must be installed in the 
stack. Alternative ly, you can install the PlayMovie XCMD in your Home stack in order 
to play movies from any of your stacks. If, however, you want to distribute a stack by 
itself, without your Home stack, you should install the PlayMovie XCMD in the stack. 
Installing PlayMovie is easy- simply click the Install Playrovie button in Player's 
HyperCard Manual stack. 

MacroMind Player must be in the same folder as your stack or the HyperCard pro
gram, and it must be named "MacroMind Player" for PlayMovie to find it. If you use a 
Sounds file, it also must be in the same folder as the staak or the HyperCard program. 

After installing PlayMovie, you can add the PlayMovie command to any script, such as 
the script for a button: 

on mouseUp 

PlayMovie "Blow Upn 

end mouseUp 

When this button is pressed, the movie called "Blow Up" (enclosed in quotes to 
indicate a movie title) is played. If the movie is stored i~ another folder, you can 
specify the entire path to the folder in quotes (as in "Films:Antonioni:Blow Up"). 

Special effects are specified in the same command line with the PlayMovie command. 
For example, the Hyper Mattes button in the Player HyperCard Manual stack plays a 
Director-created animation of trout swimming across the card (see fig. 11.20). The 
movie uses different matte settings so that some of the ~sh swim behind a menu 
choice and some swim in front (see fig. 11.21). The PlayMovie command to play the 
"Trout" movie is as follows: 

on mouseUp 

PlayMovie "Troutn , movieNoClear , movie oop ,movieClick 

end mouseUp 
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Cinema 

A Plain Movte 11:
, 
'---------' 

m1 Don't Erase the Screen 

INDEX 

Fig. 11.20. The main menu in the J\lacro,\lintl Player llyperCard :\l:mual ~tack has a hunan. llyper 
J\lanes. that p lays a ~ l:t c.:roMintl Dirl'C.:lor animation of !rout swimmin~ in front of and behind menu 

choices on the cart. 

Merlin:Appll cu tlons:MucroMind:Pluyer:MM Pluyer Munuul 

m.____~_____. Ill Movies • Visual Effects 

~~~ Don't Erase the Screen ~~~~ _A __ co_t_o_r _M_o_v_te ______ ~ 

~~~=!"El"'""' ~~~ Full Screen Color Movie 

INDEX 

Fig. 11 .2 1. The mane dli:n. used in Dirc.:nor for the trout. makes it ca~y to have some pic.:c~s of the 
animat ion appear behind :J HyperCard huuon and othl T p ieces appear in front. (Macro~ lind Player with 
HyperCard, fro m the J\lanol\lmd Player HyperCard J\l:lnual stack.) 
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The option movieNoC!ear leaves the HyperCard card graP,hics in place, so that the 
movie's matte effects can work. The options movieLoop ahd movieC/ick cause the 
movie ro be repeated until you click anywhere with the mouse or keyboard. 

MacroMind Player is simple to use to set up a projector application. You can use 
Player to play any Director and Accelerator movies in real time, in any sequence. You 
also can set up a playlist to play specific movies in a specific sequence. The options 
available include repeating the sequence in a loop, changing the size of the stage 
(display area). running movies \Vithout pausing to wait for a cl ick, and so on. Director 
movies can he compiled into a projector application, or you can keep the movies in 
separate files (and thereby include Accelerator and VideoWorks movies in the 
playlist) . If an Accelemtor movie is too large to fit into memory. Player gives you the 
option of playing only what fits into memory or playing t/1e entire movie in chunks or 
fr.:~me-by-frame from disk. 

Befo re MacroMind Player was developed, many of the earliest pioneers in interactive 
media used the o riginal VideoWorks program and irs inter.:~ctive toolkit to produce 
interactive presentations and simulations, such as the animated SE Tour supplied with 
every Macintosh SE computer. These presentations were run by software known as 
the Video Works Tour Engine. Developers such as Jeff Jones of the . Y. Hall of 
Science used the original VidcoWorks HyperCard driver to add full-color, animated 
Video Works movies ro the Light and Color 1beo1y stacks created in HyperCard. 
MacroMind Player is the newest generation of software for replacing the Tour Engine 
and HyperCard driver, just as MacroMind Director is a n1w and extended version of 
the o riginal Interactive VideoWorks program. 

MacroMind Director excels at creating almost any k ind of animation, and clip anima
tions are available from MacroMincl and independent designers, that are sequences 
designed to be useful in a w ide variety of animated presentations, especially business 
presentations. There also arc programs that excel at creafing very specific types of 
animations, such as HyperAnimator and interFACE for creating ''talking heads," which 
are animated human faces that can talk. 

Hyper Animator and interFACE: Talking :reads 

Many of the tools that are used to extend HyperCard arJ designed to help you create 
a particular type of animation o r special effect rather thal1 try to provide tools for 
general-purpose animation. One of the hardest tricks wilh animation is to create a 
talking head-a face that appears to be talking. H yper · ~imator (Bright Star Techno!-
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ogy) is a set of stacks that work from within HyperCard to create animated lip
syncing human heads for HyperCard presentations. Its most famous role was for the 
creation and playback of the cartoon character "Albert" in "The World of Disney" TV 
show, "The Absent-Minded Professor." 

HyperAnimator is supplied with nine synthetic actors, each with seven talking lip 
positions, eight facial expressions, and one resting face, all corresponding to specific 
phonetic combinations (see fig. 11.22). You can record the sound of a person talking 
and have that speech appear to come from a synthetic actor's mouth. You also can 
use the program to synthesize speech and create your own synthetic actors from 
original graphics such as scanned images (or alter one of the supplied actors). With 
the Speech Sync feature, you can synchronize digitized sound with an actor's expres
sions, and save the recorded speech and actor as a single-line HyperTalk command 
script that can be copied and pasted into any stack. 

IH 

• ~ 0 .. ~ 
~ ,.1 'fg.' .~.: • 
® ... ~~ • ~ i{!/1'.' 

~ • ~ • .. @ ~ Qiiillia 

Fig. 11.22. With HyperAnimato r. you can add talking heads to your HyperCard presentation, including 
those you make up yourself- the program offers "face clip an- and HyperCard's painting tools. 
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HyperAnimator provides a "dressing room" for painting expressions for actors' faces, 
and a "stage" for screen-testing your actors before using them in stacks. You can rype 
any word or phrase and watch (and hear) your actor "say" it (see fig. 11.23). You can 
then save the actor in a stack. The speech is created by synthesizing words (using the 
MacinTalk system function). 

To use Hyper Animator actors in a script, you use the RAVE external command and 
options, called arguments, to control your actors. A RAVE command can make an 
actor say whatever is enclosed within quotes or control the actor's movements. RAVE 
commands can be used to make an actor appear at a cettain position, to make the 
actor move to a new position, to show different facial expressions without speaking, 
and to recite digitized speech. You also can synchronize digitized speech to fit a 
patticular seL of facial expressions (see fig. 11.24) and save the recorded speech and 
actor as a single-line RAVE command that can be copied and pasted into any stack . 

... .-·: .'• 

..... 

Fig. 11 .23. The Hyper Animator stage enables you to preview the animated speech-making. 
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!RAVE "!ACTOR KARL)" 

! RAVE "(SHOW KARL}" 

I RAVE "How are ~ou dolna toda~?" 

!RAVE "!RETIRE KARL !" 

Any text s tring or container may 
be spoken by the actor 

Q Get Actor 

Q Show Actor 

Q Talk 

Q Retire Actor 

Chck on the arrow to see action. • Fig. 11.24. Sym:hroni7.ing rc::corded and dig itized spc::c::ch to an actor's animated expressions, using 
HyperAnimator. The resuhing script can be used in HyperCard stacks. 

Although digitized speech takes up fa r more disk space and RAM than MacinTalk
synthesized speech (which is synd1esized in real-time and doesn't require extra 
storage), digitized speech is more life-like and highe r in quality than MacinTalk 
speech. 

With HyperAnimator and HyperCard, you can create talking actors to help guide users 
through your stack.. Use a scanner or video camera to create your own actors from 
graphics or scanned images. You can scan a photo of yourself, therefore , to use in 
your stacks for narration. The full set of HyperCard painting tools are available, plus a 
library of face clip art. 

Bright Star also offers inte rFACE, a more sophisticated program for creating talking 
acto rs. The inte rFACE program offers several types of actors: standard (with eight 
different lip positio ns COJTesponding to speech patterns), extended 05 differe nt lip 
positions), and co-articulated (32 different lip positio ns), which is more life-like than 
the other two types. An actor can contain from 16 to 120 different images for anima
tion, and the size of the image can be from very small (16 by 16 pixels square) to me 
dimensions of a Macintosh SE display (512 by 342 pixels). 
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TI1e interFACE program also can create color or gray actors, e ithe r dmwn, scanned fro m 
photos, o r d igitized from video images (see fig. 11.25). Multiple actors can speak at the same 
time, and actors can be used from within HyperCard stacks and other applications such as 
SuperCard. TI1e program can use the MacRecorder (Farallo n Computing) d irectly fo r 
recording and digitizing sound for synchronizing with an actor's facial expressions. 

ScreenRecorder and MediaTracks: Software Demos 

Ano the r tool that is designed for a particula r type of interdctive multimedia ap plication 
is ScreenRecorder (Farallon Computing), which record<; a ll screen activity as an 
animated seque nce that can be played back from w ithin HyperCard. ScreenRecorder 
is comple me nted by MecliaTracks (Farallo n), an editing p rogram fo r putting togethe r 
movies o f ScreenRecorder clips w ith sound. 

The ab ility to record screen activity is particula rly useful fo r building trdining exercises 
for using software-you can de monstrate how to do specific o pemtio ns by perfo rm
ing them and saving the perfo rmance as an animated sequence. You the n can add 
voice narmtion recorded w ith MacRecorder. 

Oeueloper CO:Support Stncks:Renee N Dnue 

Excellent Conference Ad 

Fig. 11.25. "Renee & Dave's Excellent Conference Ad- (featuring Da id Szetela and l{enee Rodrigue of 
Apple Computer) was created with interFACE and played from w ith n a HyperCard stack distributed 
w ith a library of software development documentation on CD-HOM. 
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ScreenRecorder is an excellent tool fo r documenting system and software proce
dures-let the software explain itself. A '·looping tape" feature enables you to 
continuously record screen activity until you stop it, and an automatic-repeat feature 
enables you to play "tapes" (animations) repeatedly. After you have recorded a 
session with an application, you can save the "tape" and distribute it to others or 
include it in a MediaTr.:~cks movie. 

ScreenRecorder is used as a desk accessory. It provides controls similar to a VCR, 
with record, playback, and pause buttons. You also can control the speed of the 
recording. To play ScreenRecorder "tapes" from a HyperCard stack, you first must 
install the PlayScreen XCMO in a stack and copy the PlayScreen driver to the folder 
containing HyperCard or to the folder containing your stack (or the System Folder). 
You also can install the XCMD in your Home stack in order to play ·'tapes" from any 
stack called from your Home stack. 

The PlayScreen installer can automatically create a button in your stack to play any 
animations recorded by ScreenRecorder. The installer asks for the name of the "tape" 
and then automatically creates the script (with the PlayScreen command) for the 
button. You can preview the animated sequence from the installer and then install 
the PlayScreen XCMD (if you have not already done so) in the stack. Options for 
running "tapes" from within HyperCard include hiding the control button panel, 
repeating the "tape" continuously, and changing its speed. 

MediaTracks enables you to synchronize an audio track to ScreenRecorder "tapes" for 
putting together training sequences that play on the computer. These movies c.:~n be 
interactive, with buttons to play other tapes, to rerun segments, to pause for a certain 
amount of time or wait for a mouse click, to wait for the audio track to end, and so 
on. 

MediaTracks offers a cut and paste editing window for ScreenRecorder sequences, or 
"clips" (see fig. 11.26). The editing window provides tools such as microstepping 
(moving slowly through the sequence) and marlting for detem1ining precisely where 
an editing segment, or clip, should begin and end. Clips can he cut, copied, and 
pasted into other presentations, and moved within a presentation to a new location. 
You also can set up a clip to pause until the user pe rforms some action, such as 
clicking a button, or to pause for a number of seconds. The playback time also can 
be adjusted independently of the recording time. 
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stM:f UH6fH 

I 2 411 4 4ilnuHts 

Fig. 11.26. The Mcdi:tTracks editing window enables you to ammge Screenlkcorder dips with sound fo r 
a presentation. 

Sound can be recorded directly into MediaTracks or imported from SounclEdit files 
created by the SoundEdit program (described in Chapter 2) supplied with the 
MacRecorder sound digitizer (Farallon). Sound can be cut or copied from the 
SoundEdit editing window and pasted into the MediaTracks window. A clip plays 
simultaneously with any attached sound, and you can set up a clip to pause until the 
sound finishes before the presentation moves on to the next clip. You also can attach 
sound to an interactive bunon, so that sound plays only when the bunon is clicked. 

MediaTracks offers extensive annotation features, including a drawing layer. You can 
create text labels to identify specific areas of the playback display for editing and add 
lines, arrows, rectangles, and ovals to show relationship between elements. Color 
also can be used for annotation, as in SoundEdit. Interac ive bunons can be added to 
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control the flow of the pres<.:ntation and to present options such as pause, play 
sound, skip b<~ck. skip forward. link to <~ nother dip, link to another tape, and so on. 

Besides playing complete annotated screen animations with MediaTracks, you can 
save a .. tape·· as a stand-alone presentation that can play w ithout the use of 
MediaTracks or as a "tape .. that can be played from w ithin 0:1n application (using the 
MediaTracks Player driver software). You also c0:1n install buttons in HyperCard stacks 
to play MediaTracks animations. 

Stand-alone .. tapes .. can be mailed electronically or distributed across a network. The 
"tapes" can be loaded from a server, and the program automatically spools the 
infom1ation from the server to provide seamless pe1formance (depending on the 
activity at your server) without requiring local disk storage. Unlike using Farallon's 
Timbuktu for network presentations, with Medi<!Tr.tcks, you can hear the audio 
portion of the presenwtion. 

MediaTracks is ideal for putting together custom training ·•rapes .. of how to use 
Macintosh <!pplications. Microsoft, for example, w ill provide a button in Excel 's help 
system to connect with MediaTrack · rapes that can be custom-designed for corporate 
training. If you are an expert in a particular type of Excel spreadsheet in your office, 
you can assemble "casual training Lapes" to educate your co-workers on how to use 
the spreadsheet. The spool-from-server feature means that one copy of a 
MediaTracks presentation can be presented to eve1y us<.:r on a network. 

ScreenRecorder can record any screen activity, including animation created by other 
programs (such as HyperCard and MacroMind Director), but ScreenRecorder •·rapes" 
rend to occupy more space than condensed Director movies. Complex animations 
are better arranged in Directo r, but recording screen activity with a software program 
is better handled by Screen Recorder. Both types of animations can be run from 
w ithin HyperCard, along w ith Hyperi\nimator talking heads. 

Scripting with SuperCard 

The most inuiguing aspect of Silicon Beach Softw::tre/ Aldus' SupcrCard is that it 
enables you to put together w hat appear to be real Macintosh applications, not just 
stacks that are limited in features by w hat HyperCard offers. SuperCard 's scripting 
langu::tge is a superset of HyperTalk and provides a pow<.:rful environment and an 
easy upgrade path for HyperCard stack developers. 
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With HyperCard, you have to add XCMDs and XFCNs, which are written in a conven
tional programming language, in order to provide the ty(?ical features of a commercial 
Macintosh application. SuperCard can import HyperCard stacks with XCMDs and 
XFCNs and enable you to produce stand-alone applications that are more like 
Macintosh applications than like HyperCard .~tacks. 

For example, The HyperMedia Group used SuperCarcl to produce Display Net (see 
fig. 11.27), an electronic catalog of nearly 10.000 cliffereljt items for reta ilers to browse 
through, compare diffe rent products, and place orders e lectronically. SuperCard's 
support for custom color palettes made it possible to display digitized color product 
photos sharply. 

Jn addition, SuperCard offers you the ability to create and manipulate graphic objects. 
You can turn any object, tool, or section of text into a "hot" button with an associated 
script (a hot button is one that activates a script when you click it). You also can 
create custom Macintosh menus and any of the seven standard Macintosh window 

• Anirnation 

Name Son 

Item 10: WF6242 
Description: Plush ~reen velvet SUit with braid 

trimm1ng and covered buttons, red 
wool ..:arf, black top hat, 40• tall, 
waves lighted candle with right arm 
motion, hea.d rotates. 

Opt1ons ·······-

Fig. 11.27. Display Net. produn:d by The HyperMedia Group using 
for retailers to browse over 10,000 items and be :tble to order them 

rd. is an electronic catalog 
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types. "Floating" tool palettes can be moved around the screen, and multiple stacks 
can be displayed at the same time (each stack is displayed, one card at a time, in a 
window). 

Object-Oriented Drawing 

Silicon Beach added to SuperCard some of the drawing tools from SuperPaint, and 
the automatic tracing tool from Digital D~trkroom that creates graphic objects from 
bit-map graphics. Selections can be made by shrinking the selection to an automatic 
tmce from the outside with the marquee o r lasso or from the inside (like a paint 
bucket tool). 

Any painted o r drawn graphic can have an associated script as well as a name, and 
you can write a script to move any object from any point to any point (the object 
remains visible while moving). Objects can be nudged in a direction by a certa in 
number of pixels, moved along a series of point-;, or along the points of a polygon. 
These fearures make it possible to provide simple animation of graphic objects and 
titles. SuperCard also can record and play PICS files for animated sequences. (PICS 
files can be created from animation programs su~h as MacroMind Director.) 

Any stack can contain up to 256 colors, and you can impo1t color lookup tables 
(CLUTs) into a stack's resource (with one CLUT per card) and perform color cycling 
to simulate animated colors. SuperCard also can import and export sounds, XCMDs, 
XFCNs, icons, and cursors as resources. 

Editing Scripts 

One of SuperCard's strongest suits is the capability to edit scripts in a separate 
environment that does not run the scripts. SuperEdit, the editing program for writing 
and editing scripts, enables you to double-dick the names of windows, menus, and 
objects to see their properties and then click the Script button to edit the ir scripts. 
The program offers pop-up menus in the script editing window containing every 
command, function, control structure, system message, and property in the language. 
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As in a presentation program's thumbnai ls, the editor enables you to cut and paste 
windows as well as script text, and you also can view menus and resources. Windows 
are modeless and so you can open as many script windows as you want. 

The SuperEdil editor is an "under the hood view" of your stack, and scripts do not 
execute in the editor. The editor can incorporate all run-~ime functions to produce a 
stand-alone application that does not require SuperCard to run. Cards can be any size 
up to a maximum of 34 feet by 34 feet! 

Several interactive multimedia projects, such as "Guernica" (Raben Abel), were started 
in HyperCard and then transponed into the SuperCard authoring environment, where 
full-screen colo r windows and Macintosh menus could easily be added. SuperCard 
can add considerable zest to a HyperCard stack, and SuperCard's object-oriented 
clrdwing environment makes it possible ro do animated sequences much more easily 
than in HyperCard. 

Scripting with MacroMind Director 

MacroMincl Director is far more ambitious than any othe r animation p~ogram, offe ring 
24 channels of animated sequences, eight-bit color with palette and color cycling 
controls, sound and transition channels, and a score window for copy/ paste opera
tio ns over frames. Director also offers considerable control over animated sequences 
and a convenjent method of copying, pasting, and selecting animated sequences. 
Many of its animation features are described in Chapter 7. 

With Director, you can selectively copy, cut , or clear 24 individual channels that could 
contain various cast members including painted areas, graphic objects, text, palettes, 
and sounds. MacroMind Director's auto-animation and text features are more exten
sive than any other program in its price rdnge. 

MacroMind Director (Versio n 2) also provides a complet authoring and animating 
system that includes a scripting language, ca lled Lingo, fpr building inte ractive 
presentations and a set of XCMD-like structures called Xbbjects for controlling various 
devices such as videodisc players. 
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The precursor to Director, VidcoWorks Interactive, was used ro create a variety of 
interactive presentations such as Sartorius by Animatrix (see fig. 11.28). The demon
stratio n shows how a simple linking facility, similar to HyperCard's, can be used to 

Animal weighing 

Animal weighing 

To weigh an 
active animal 
the scale is set 
to a high 
number of 
samples. 

To weigh an 
active animal 
the scale is set 
to a high 
number of 
samples. 

Fig. 11.28. Sartorius. an interactive presentatio n of a precision scale, was designed in Video Works 
Interactive (now called 1'-'lacroMind Director) by Animatrix (cOlll1csy of Animatrix). The user can set the 
animal's act ivity level to see the result on the scale. 
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demonstrate how a precision scale can be used to weigh an animal (see fig. 11.29). 
Interactive presentations designed in VideoWorks can be imported into MacroMind 
Director and enhanced with new scripts. 

To use the interactive features of Director, you should first become familiar with 
Director's techniques for creating and editing animated sequences in the Score 
window. All scripting for Director is accomplished in the Studio portion of Director, 
which offers complete animation tools for making movies and access to cast members 
(elements, such as pieces of text and graphics) and the Score window, as well as to 
d1e painting and drawing functions. 

Animal weighing 

OC- GO TO FRAME LABEL(O) 
10- TEMPO 5 
11- TEMPO 10 
20- DELAY 1 
21 - DELAY 2 
22- DELAY 3 
30 - CHECKBOXSTYLE 2 2 
31 - WHEN MOUSEDOWN THEN 
50- GOTO 14 
51 -GOTO 14 
52- GOTO 14 
53- GOTO 14 
70- CALL A54 "CALM 
71- CALL A12 "FAIRLY CALM 

Fig. 1 1.29. The Lingo scr ip ! for San o rius appears in Direc tor's Score n dow in a scri p1 pop-up menu. 
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Using Lingo 

The linking facility in Director is similar to llyperCard, except that in Director, ally 
object can be "hot"-that is, have a script auachcd to it (similar to a HyperCard 
button). Director also records events and actions such as mouse and key clicks, so 
that you can direct your scripts to pe1fom1 some tasks based on these events and 
actions. Scripts are written in a language called Lingo, w hich is similar to HyperTalk 
but more extensive in irs control of objects and events. 

There are three kinds of scripts in Director: .fittme scripts, which arc attached to a 
particular frame of time in the score; eue11t scripts, which arl' activated by ce11ain 
events or actions (such as pressing the mousl' burton); and sprite scripts, which are 
attached to a particular sprite, which is a graphic object or cast member on the stage. 
Frame scripts are activated automatically w hen the movie reachl's that particular 
frame. A sprite script is activated only if you click the spritl' w ith the mouse. 

• File Edit Control Window Lin Sound Scor e 
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Fig. 11 .30. DirecJOr fnum: scripls can be entered into :Ill)' ct.:lls in the Script dtannc.:l. and spritt.: ,cripts can 
be entered into any cells in the numl:>erL-'<1 channt.:ls. You L~tn t<.:st the action by mo,·ing tlw fr:unc.: marker 
and watching the movie, dicking sprites to aui,·:ne spril<: scripL5. 
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Director extends the metaphor of a score for the movie to include script information. 
The script channel appears next to the tempo, palette, transition, and sound channels 
and is used to enter frame scripts (see fig. 11.30). Sprite scripts are entered into any 
cells in the numbered channels. Event scripts can be entered into cells in either type 
of channel but are usually attached to sprites just like sprite scripts. As you enter 
scripts, they are numbered sequentially, and you can see a list of the entered scripts in 
the Score window (see fig. 11.31). 

The most often-used command in the Lingo language is the Go to conm1and, which 
can be used to go directly to another frame, to start another movie, or to start playing 
another movie at a specific frame. The Go to command can be used with a specific 
frame number or with labeled markers. A marker can be dragged to a specific frame 
in the Score window, and you can type an identifying label for it, and use that label in 
a Go to conm1and. Labels are easier to use than frame numbers because they are 
more descriptive, and because they stay attached to their appropriate frames even if 
you edit the movie 's score. 

• File Edit Control Window Lin 

10- 124 
12·2 
13-172 
14- 174 
15· 175 
20- OOTO COMPUTER 
2 1 • OOSUB COMICS 
22 • OOSUB HOT D~TE 
23 • OOTOPP 
24 - ~~ 

26 - OOTO 1/CR 
27 • OOTO PHONE 
28 - OOTO l \H:H 
29- OOTO H~ LIST 
2~- OOTO C~ fi 
3D· DEL~Y 4 
32 ·CLOSED~ 
33- ST ~RT TNER 
34 - If l~STEYENT > 60 THEN OOTO H~LLIST 

Sound Score 

Fig. 11.31. Using the Go to command in Director to go to a specific 
fr.1me. Each script entered into a Director movie is numhered 
Score w indow. 
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You can uy out proposed Lingo statements before making them part of a script by 
using the Message window, which is similar to the message window in HyperCard. A 
statement wrillen in the Message window executes immediately when you press the 
Return key. If it doesn't work as planned , you can edit the statement in the Message 
wi ndow, and try it again. 

Lingo offers an extensive set of commands, functions, and special effects. You can 
create text elements that can be edited by the user and scripts that can test the 
contents of editable text elements (using i.ftben-else or when-then constructs) and 
perform some action depending on the result. Director also enables you to build 
Macintosh-style menus and buttons that invert when you click them. 

Lingo statements must be written on o ne line in the script entry area, but Director 
suppotts multiple-line scripts by enabling you to edit them as text cast members and 
assigning them a mctc1-o name. As a macro, the script can be activated by using its 
name alone as a Lingo statement. This design lends itself to "object-oriented" and 
modular programming techniques and makes it easie r to read scripts, as long as you 
usc descriptive macro names. You also can call a single macro from many different 
scripts, which makes your presentations easier to program. 

Sprites and Puppets 

Sprites are the basic elements of animation. prites are created as cast members 
painted in or impotted into the Paint window, as text cast members typed in the Text 
window, or as text or graphics created with the drawing tools directly o n the stage. 
Sprites are entered into the numbered channels in the Score window or simply 
dragged omo the stage. Sprites can have special pro pe tties, such as foreground and 
background colors, ink effects, and stretching capabilities (changing it-; width o r 
height). 

Some of the propetties and movement of a sprite can be controlled from a script; 
such a sprite is ca lled a puppet. A script can conu"Ol a puppet's location on the 
screen, line style and pattern, color, ink effect, height, and width. You also can define 
a tempo, transition, or palette as a puppet to be controlled by a script. Once declared 
as a puppet, a sprite is no longer controlled by the score but by its attached script. A 
puppet is useful if you want the user of the presentation to be able to drag some
thing, such as a graphic image, around the screen. 
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You can define text and graphic sprites to be moveable and text sprites to be edilab!e. 
Burrons, check boxes, and rJdio buttons are a special type of sprite that offer choices. 
Moveable sprites can be constrJined in their movements. 

Action-; and events can be tested, and the program includes a timer and a time-out 
function for measuring duration and taking some action. You can even test when the 
mouse has been moved across a location on-screen, called the rollover function (set: 
fig. 11.32). The function is "true" if the mouse is currently over the area specified by 
the sprite number. 

Factories and XObjects 

Director's Lingo language has two powerful features, factories and X Objects, for 
extending its capabilit ies to do things such as create aniroated objects that "play" as 
you move them around the screen, control videodisc players, and play the audio 
tracks of CDs. 

Fig. 11.32. An exampk: of a script that uses the rollover function tu 

over a ~pccific location and to take some action if it has (Director). 
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Factories are used to create an object that is controlled by its own special set of 
macros, called methods, that define how an object moves when certain conditions are 
met, such as when the mouse pointer is located in a certain area of the screen. For 
example, in the movie Simple Bird, you can hold down the mouse button and 
actually move each of the birds to any location on the screen, and while they move, 
the birds also are animated-their wings go up and down (see fig. 11.33). These 
birds are simple actors, and you can create more complex actors with factories. 

Fig. 11 .33. In Simple Birds, you can move each of the animated b irds around the screen by holding 
down the mouse and dr.1gging each bird. This is an example of a moveable sprite, which is a gr.1phic 
object that is automatically animated when you move it (Director). 
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XObjects are similar to XCMDs and XFC s (ex'ternal commands and functio ns) in 
HyperTalk: any sofrware driver o r segment of code can be added to the Lingo 
vocabulmy with XObjects, which can be wrinen in Pascal, C, o r other programming 
language. An XObject for using HyperCard XCMDs, called XCMDGlue, is built into 
Lingo, and Director is supplied with a wide range of XObjects ready to use, including 
ones for controlling videodisc players such as the Pioneer 4200 and all Sony models. 

Professional Scripting 

The requirements for professional scripting (or authoring) programs include the 
capability to set up inte ractive screens with linking facilities and to control various 
multimedia devices, such as laser videodiscs, using a scripting language. HyperCard, 
MacroMind Director, and SuperCard all qualify as professional scripting programs. 
Authorware's Authorware Professional provides sophisticated fean1res and a flow-chart 
diagram for professional scripting. MacroMind Director provides nearly all of the same 
features but excels in providing animation features. 

As a scripting language, nothing is as extensive as MacroMind's Lingo and also easy to 
understand, with commands, functions, key words, constants, and operators similar to 
HyperCard's HyperTalk. Lingo offe rs a complete set of arithmetic, logical, and com
parison operators fo r building complex expressions, and you can test for the location 
of sprites and for certain system properties, such as the monito r's color depth or the 
amount of time passed since a mouse or key click. 

Lingo supports the use of variables-temporary holding places for values, used in all 
programming languages. In fact, Lingo offers a flexible choice of global, local, and 
instance variables-global variables can be referenced and changed by any script, 
macro, o r factory; local variables can be changed only by the macro or factOJy that 
contains them; and an instance variable can be changed nly from within the factory 
that uses it. 

Director has nice featurt:s for tr'&cing the execution of scripts (for "debugging" the 
presentation), including the recording of a "journal'' of activity. The program offers an 
'·object-sensitive" help facility-simply press the Shift and Option keys simultaneously 
and click on any object on-screen or any Lingo word in the Lingo menu, and a help 
message appears explaining that item. 
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For all of its power and flexibility, lingo and Direaor provide d1e most accessible paradigm 
for developing multimedia presentations wid1 intemctivity. The Score window shows the 
action as it is occuning, wid1 a symbo lic representation d1at enables you to cut and paste 
animated sequences into frames and ~ynchronize sounds and transitions to frames. Scripts 
are enterL"CC directly into d1e score or into d1e Text window, and macros allow you to 
condense complicated scripts into single-word commands. 

l11e lingo language can be used to make decisions based on actions, events, timing, and 
even d1e location of the mouse itself (without clicking). You c.an use factories to make 
similar obje<.1S d1at have d1eir own inner logic of constminecl movement. If d1ere is any 
intemctive multimedia aud1oring !>)'Stem d1at can o·eate d1e illusion of human actors leading 
you through a labyrinm of infomution, it is MacroMind Director. l11ere is no limit to d1e 
kind of interactive presentations you can create wid1 Director. 

Authorware Professional can be used to create realistic simulations, to prototype 
ideas, and to create interactive courseware. Authorware Professional excels in its 

a File Edit Uorlobles Models l'<m1 S1!Jh~ Try It 
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Fig. 11.34. Authorware Professional (Authorware) offers professional scripting fc:tturcs with script objects 
such as "Pans of a camera" containing logical branches, graphics, sound, and animalion. 
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capabilities to integrate data from other applications and to reduce maintenance 
efforts w ith its flow-chart diagrams that can be modified quickly and easily (see fig. 
11.34). Models created in Authorware Professional can be copied and pasted into 
multiple documents to be used with several diffe rent projects. 

With data from other applications, you can set up a simulation that operates in 
different ways depending on the data. You can also use Authorware Professional to 
collect data from users and to collect perfo rmance data for multiple users for analysis 
and reporting. 

Autho1ware Professional includes a Farallon MacRecorder for digitizing sound and 
suppo1ts a variety of laser videodisc players. It is provided with a productivity library 
of animations, menus, interface "gadgets" such as sliders and buttons, interactive 
control techniques, perfonnance tests, graphics, and sounds . Although the commercial 
version of the package is expensive compared to other desktop programs (over 
$8,000), the price includes two days of intensive training in using the product. 
Authorware also distributes an academic version of the product with unbundled 
training. Alrhough the program is not as easy to learn as HyperCard or MacroMind 
Director, it provides data-driven simulations and performance testing that are neces
sary for some applications, especially in engineering training and prototyping. 

Chapter Summary 

Interactive media can be far more effective than any other types of media in certain 
types of communication. Interactive media applications include learning experiences, 
reference tools, simulations and prototypes, self-paced training, expert systems that 
demonstrate processes, and art and ente rtainment. In all of these applications, content 
providers who understand the inforn1atio n can assemble an interactive system without 
any prior knowledge of computer programming. I 

Interactive multimedia tools emphasize non-l inear exploration, self-paced learning 
without any supervision, and an experience that combin9 text with rich graphics and 
sound. The key ingredient is a plan that enables the multimedia content provider to 
associate different pieces of infonnation in a logical way 11o that the hyperlinks attract 
users to new information. 

To build practical and effective presentations, start with a clear idea of what you want 
to present. Every project requires a detailed analysis befo e launching into it. Define 
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the problem to be solved. After this analysis, take a broader perspective and develop 
a visio n of the actual experience you want the user to have. As you develop an 
application, think of a metaphor that will work for both the audience and the content 
and a plan of routes for users to navigate through the information. You can use 
HyperCard or another authoring tool to create a prototype and then test this proto
type with actual users. 

There are several resource guides, HyperCard stacks, MacroMind movies, and 
SuperCard examples that can help you design your interdctive multimedia applica
tions. 

HyperCard offe rs cards to present info rn1ation, bunons to activate scripts, fields to 
ho ld info nmttion, and backgrounds to provide contex1:. HyperCard's buttons can do 
much more than switch cards and link pieces of infonnation. You can add sophistica
tion by writing more complex scripts to do things, such as play sounds and animated 
sequences. HyperCard enables you to customize the access routes and appearance of 
your info1mation. 

HyperCard is more than a pe rsonal information navigation system and more than a 
presentation program. It is the first of a new wave of programming systems that are 
designed to be used by non-technical professionals from fields other than computing. 
HyperTalk is a language that can be written in modular form, attaching instructions to 
butto ns and to entire cards. The Scripting level offe rs all of the capabilities of lower 
levels and enables you to add or change instrtictio ns using the HyperTalk language. 

HyperTalk can be extended through the use of external commands or functions, 
called XCMDs and XFCNs, which can be written in another language. External 
commands and functions typically are used to give HyperCard a mo re powerful 
function that it doesn't already have. 

Vendors are improving the set of features by offering HyperCard-compatible pro
grams that can modify existing HyperCard stacks and add capabilities to them. 
Complete autho ring environments also are available that provide capabilities beyond 
the standard set by HyperCard . 

Animation and sound can be 'added to HyperCard stacks by creating them in MaaoMmcl 
Director and using MacroMind Player. HyperAnimator and interFACE (Bright Star Technol
ogy) can be used to a-eate animated lip-synching human head-; for HyperCard present:I
tions. You can record the sound of a person talking and have that speech appe-dr to come 
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from a synthetic aaor's mouth. SaeenRecorcler (Farallon Computing) records all screen 
activity as an animated sequence. MediaTracks (also from Farallon) is an editing progrdln for 
putting together movies of SaeenRecorcler clips with sound. 

SuperCard enables you to put together what appear to be real Macintosh applications, 
not just stacks that are limited in features by what HyperCard offers. SuperCard's 
scripting language is a superset of HyperTalk and provides a powerful environment 
and an easy upgrade path for HyperCard stack developers. 

MacroMind Director is far more ambitious than any other animation program in its 
price range. Director abo offers considerable control over animated sequences and a 
convenient method of editing animated sequences. Director includes a complete 
authoring and animating system that includes a scripting language, called Lingo, for 
building interactive presentations, and a set of XCMD-Iike structures called XObjects 
for controlling various devices such as videodisc players. 

The linking facility in Director is similar to HyperCard, except that in Director, any 
object can be "hot" and activate a script, and any object's movements can be con
trolled by a script. For all of its power and flexibility, Lingo and Director provide the 
most accessible paradigm for developing multimedia presentations with interactivity. 

Authorware Professional is more sophisticated than HyperCard and provides data
driven simulations and perfonnance testing features that are necessary for some 
applications, especially in engineering training and prototyping. 

The authoring systems described in this chapter also can synchronize digital sound, 
including high-quality music, with an interactive presentation. HyperCard and 
MacroMind Director also offer methods of contro lling the AppleCD SC player in order 
to play segments of recorded music on conventio nal audio compact discs. The next 
chapter describes how digital sound is recorded and how you can get the best quality 
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If music be the food of love, play on. 

-Shakespeare, Twelflh Night 

The sound of music can be enthralling, jarring, provoking, soothing, o r obnoxious, 
depending on how it is used and how it sounds. The reason for using sound in 
multimedia presentations must be clear-no one wants tl

1 
e equivalent of Musak in 

their presentations. Appropriate sound is patticularly important for business communi
cation-the listener should be able to hear the narration, other sounds, and music 
clearly, w ithout interference or unnatural distortion. 

Applications for sound as patt of multimedia presentations are everywhere: business 
communications, training, education, att, and entertainment are the major categories. 
Applications include narration, voice-overs, music, and sound effects to go along with 
any kind of animated sequence or transition. Interactive presentations can be built 
around music as the content, or music can be used to enhance the content. 

arration is effective in all forms of training and educational application, and also can 
be used for electronic mail. A narrator can be effective even if the quality of the sound 
is "voice-quality " (a euphemism for telephone-line quality). Sometimes there is no 
substitute for the warm, gentle voice of an assured and experienced human being. 

Sound effects also can be very useful to highlight visual aids and navigation controls 
in interactive presentations-such as a click w hen you a ivate a button or a simple 
chime that plays during transitions between cards. 

T~1_is chapter describes ~arious uses of sound in multimecji~ presentations, .and the 
differences between usmg prerecorded sound on convetJbonal compact dtscs and 
sound recorded in digital form and stored on digital med a. It explains how digital 
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"sampled" sound is recorded and how you can get the best quality from sound 
digitizers. This chapter also describes how to measure sound and minimize distortion 
to get a clear recording. In addition, it shows how you can connect musical instru
ments directly to the Macintosh to create and play back music. After reading this 
chapte r, you will have learned the basics of digital sound recording, and you will 
understand the methods and techniques for using sound with multimedia presenta
tions. 

Understanding Sound 

When an application demands the use of long-playing, prerecorded high-fidelity 
sound, you can use off-the-shelf audio compact discs with the AppleCD SC player 
and a set of HyperCard or MacroMind Director external commands and functions to 
control tl1e playing of the discs so that you can play any segment of sound. 

For example, The Voyager Company created a HyperCard stack tl1at plays the audio 
tracks of an off-the-shelf compact disc containing Beethoven 's Ninth Symphony. Witl1 
this method, you can present CD-quality recorded music without overly burdening 
hard disks or creating pauses in your presentation. This is because you are playing 
the sounds from the AppleCD SC unit witl10ut using your Macintosh processor. 
Computer performance is not affected, afld disk accesses in the computer do not 
cause the sounds to pause. You also can play this type of sound using the CD 
Remote desk accessory supplied with tl1e AppleCD SC player. 

However, because tl1e sounds witl1 this method are not brought into the computer, 
you cannot freely edit or manipulate sounds o r copy the sounds without first digitiz
ing them. Digital sound brought into the computer can be edited, altered in various 
ways, and copied with absolutely no loss in quality. 

To create digital sound, you can record sound directly from audio equipment or with 
microphones and use a sound digitizer to convert it to a digital fom1at. You also can 
create digital sound with musical instruments and synthesizers that use the Musical 
Instntment Digital Interface (MIDI). 

The quality of the digital sound that tl1e Macintosh can record depends on the digital 
recording device. Every Macintosh has the capability to play medium-quality digital 
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sounds through irs speaker, and every Macintosh has a conventional ste reo mini-plug 
for connecting speakers or an audio amplifie r. The AppleCD SC has a similar mini
plug connector. The built-in Macintosh speaker does not offe r stereo, and it is low 
quality (designed to be excellent for voice-quality narration and sound effects, but not 
for high-fidelity music). High-fidelity digital music can be recorded and played with 
professio nal sound processor cards for the Macintosh II models. 

Off-the-Shelf Compact Discs 

Playing pre recorded music on the audio tracks of compact discs is more convenient 
and cost-effective for some applications than recording and editing your own music or 
converting prerecorded music to digital fonnat. The use of off-d1e-shelf compact discs 
with HyperCard and MacroMind Director presentations is fast becoming a publishing 
success sto1y. Besides The Voyager Company's Beetboven s Ninth, another example is 
Mozart's lbe Magic Flute from Warner New Media (see fig. 12.1), which is a package 

Fig. 12. 1. Mozan·, 77Je Magic Httle 1-l)'perCard stack (cou rtCS)' of Wa 
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of three Mozart audio compact discs that play on any CD player but also can be 
controlled by a set of HyperCard stacks when played on the AppleCD SC player, for 
exploring the music interactively. 

The HyperCard CD Audio Toolkit (APDA) provides a set of HyperCard XCMDs 
(external commands) to use in stacks for access and playback of audio tracks on 
compact discs used with the AppleCD SC player. With this toolkit, you can design 
stacks that can play segments of music on conventional discs. The ex'tensions provide 
advanced control of the audio tracks to 1/ 75th of a second. 

MacroMind Director offers XObjects for playing segments of music stored either on 
off-the-shelf compact discs or the audio tracks of CD-ROM discs, when played on the 
AppleCD SC player. The playing of music on the audio tracks of a CD-ROM disc is 
independent of d1e Macintosh, so d1at you can play sound while movies and presen
tations are loading from disk into memory. 

The Voyager Company also provides a HyperCard toolkit (Voyager CD Aucl ioStack) 
to access the audio tracks of compact discs. You can synchronize HyperCard events 
to specific music segments on any compact disc played on an AppleCD SC player. 
Without these techniques, it would have been impossible to provide a product such 
as the Beethoven s Ninth presentation with CO-quality sound-the company would 
have had to deliver large-capacity hard disks to hold d1e sound in digital fom1. 

Digital Sound 

Digital sound is sound that is either created by d1e computer using synthesizer 
electro nics, which is called synthesizer sound, or sound d1at is recorded in a digital 
fonnat, which is called sampled sound. 

A number of software products, mostly games and educational software, enable you 
to use the Macintosh as a synthesizer. Hannony Grid (Hip Software), for example, is 
an entertaining and educational program that enables you to explore ham1onic 
relationships by moving the mouse and playing music (see fig. 12.2). It is an excel
lent way to learn about ham10ny especially if you are studying music. Professional 
synthesizer playing and recording is described later in this chapter with using MJDl 
devices. 
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a File Edit Options Operations MIDI 
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Fig. 12.2. Harmony Grid (Hip 'ortware) enables you to usc the Macintosh as a synthesizer to play music 
and explore ham10nic theory. 

An application that requires voice-quality narration or medium-fidelity music and 
sounds can be put together inexpensively w ith the MacRecorder (Farallon), or similar 
digital recording device. You can use one MacRecorder that connects directly to the 
Macintosh modem or printer ports or use two MacRecorders and connect to both 
serial ports for stereo sound. The MacRecorder can record sounds through its micro
phones or directly from an audio source, such as an amplifier/ receiver, tape deck, or 
high-quality microphone repeater. 

You can record high-fidelity sound witl1 a professional digital audio recording adapter, 
such as the Audiomedia card and Deck program (Digide ign), into a high-quality 
digital format and store it along with the other presentation elements on digital 
storage media such as a hard disk , a removable disk, or CD-ROM. 
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To understand ho-;v sound is digitized, you first must understand how sound is 
measured. Sound is the transmission of energy caused by vibrating air molecules, and 
a waveform measures the speed and the distance travelled by the air molecules. As 
shown in figure 12.3, the anlplitude measures the height of the wave, which is the 
sound's relative loudness. 

D u r :o 1 i o n 

Fig. 12.3. How sound is me:1surcd in a waveform. 

The peliod is the distance between two successive peaks in a waveform and is 
usually expressed in seconds. The frequency is the number of peaks that occur in 
one second, and frequency is used to describe the pitc/:r-the higher the frequency, 
the higher the pitch. A sound that has 1000 peaks per second, or cycles per second (a 
cycle is a section of the wave that is one period long), is written as 1000 Hertz (Hz) 
or 1 KiloHertz (kHz). 

The phase of the wave shows where the wave staJts (your ear uses phase infom1a
tion to detcrmim: tlte direction from which a sound is coming). The shape of the 
wave indicates the tonal quality-sweetness, harshness, and so on--{)f the sound. A 
sine wave shape sounds sweet, a square wave harsh, and a complex wave rich and 
full. lost sounds have complex wave shapes, but the smoother the wave is, the 
cleaner and sweeter it sounds. 
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Over time, a sound wavefonn changes its amplitude. frequency, and shape. The 
envelope is an imaginaty wrapping around the entire waveform, matching its entire 
shape and representing the loudness at each point. A musician creates music by 
making sounds of di!Terem frequencies; the interval bet\veen a given frequency and 
twice that frequency is called an octave. 

To store sound in digital form, a device such as the MacRecorder (Farallon Comput
ing) takes samples of the waveform-it measures the exact location of the wave
fom1-at evenly spaced intervals of time (see fig. 12.4). Each location becomes a dot, 
and the waveform can be re-created by connecting the doL~, as long as the rate of 
sampling is high enough to record the wavefom1 properly. 

* File Edi t Settings Effects Windows Color 
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Fig. 12.4. A digitally sampkd sound wavdonn displayed in Farallor,.s SoundEdit program. shown in both 
fine and coarse time increments. which <.:<rn be changed by the 7.00111 control. 
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For example, a 22 kHz sampling rate me-ans that 22,000 cycles are recorded per 
second. This rate is the current upper limit for the standard Macintosh without 
requiring additional circuitry or an add-in card. Eight bits of infom1ation can be used 
to store each sample. 

The Macintosh can play eight-bit digital sound with no additional hardware, but 
eight-bit sound is nor as high in fidelity as 16-bit sound, which is the same quality as 
audio compact discs. Digidesign offers a range of 16-bit coprocessor cards for sound 
recording and ed iting and playback cards for Macintosh II models, with variable 
sampling r.ttes including the compact elise standard 44.1 kHz rate. 

The benefit of using a coprocessor card to play high-fidelity digital sound is that there 
are no pauses in the smooth playback when the disk is accessed, so that you can 
play longer pieces of music directly from the disk. By comparison, sound played on 
the Macintosh directly must be preloaded into RAM to play continuously. When you 
combine preloaded animation and preloaded sound, you run out of RAM ve1y 
quickly, even if you have eight megabytes. 

The stor'.tge requirements for d igital sound are eno1mous: you need 22 kilobytes to 
store one second of 22 kHz sampled sound without compression. With the maximum 
amount of compression (8:1), you can reduce this requirement to 2.75 kilobytes. Still, 
even compressed 8: l , only 360 seconds (that's six minutes) of 22 kHz sound can be 
stored in one megabyte of disk space. 10 megabytes of disk space is required to store 
one hour of sound compressed 8:1. 

There are basically two ways to reduce the amount of memoty and disk space 
required to hold sounds sampled at 22 kHz. One method is to downsample the 
sound, or reduce the sampling rate to 11, 7, or 5 kHz. Although rl1e sound remains 
stored w ith eight hits per sample, there are fewer samples to store-typically the 
sound file is reduced by half. However, downsampling reduces the frequency range 
(for example, the range for an 11 kHz sample is from 0 to 5 kHz). 

Another method is to use a compression algorithm that reduces the number of bits 
per samplt:. Fur example, with 8:1 compression, the number of bits per sample is 
reduced to one, and the size of the sound file is reduced to one-eighth its original 
size. However, higher compression ratios yield lower sound quality. Picking rl1e best 
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way depends on the type of sound- mono voice narratiory usually can be highly 
compressed with good results. You can use a 5 kHz sampling rate for telephone
quality sound, 7 kHz for AM radio sound, 11 kHz for te levision sound, 22 kHz for 
medium-quality sound, and 44.1 kHz for high-fidelity sound. 

Using Sampled Digital Sound 

The playback of medium-fidelity digital sound on a Macintosh requires no special 
equipment--only the use of headphones or speakers auached to the Macintosh stereo 
connector. To control a MIDI instrument, you need a simple device called a MIDI 
interface, available from Apple and third parties. To play high-fidelity digital sound 
from a Macintosh, you need a 16-bit professional sound recorder/ player card such as 
the Audiomedia card from Digidesign, designed for any Macintosh II model. 

When playing medium-fidelity sound, the Macintosh inter7al speaker may not be 
enough to convey the quality of the sound. There are many speaker systems that can 
be auached directly to d1e Macintosh via the stereo miniplug, and you also can 
connect the Macintosh to a conventional stereo amplifier q r receiver. Cambridge 
SoundWorks offers the Ensemble speaker system wid1 twd subwoofers that can be 
hidden under a desk or table and two smaller speakers th~t can be placed on top of 
the desk or table, providing excellent high-fidelity sound . I 

Prerecorded compact disc sounds, sampled sounds, and MIDI sounds can be mixed 
in d1e same presentation. You may rake th is approach if you want to use high-quality 
stereo music and medium-quality narration and sound effects. These methods are 
often combined to gain the advantages of both: the quality of CD audio fo r music, 
and the quick turn-around time of cost-effective digital re ording for narration and 
some sounds. 

When you commission professional-quality music for a so mdtrack, you can expect to 
pay an independent musician or composer anywhere fro1 $1,200 to $2,800 per 
minute of music. To save money, you may consider using stock music from a music 
library. However, the cost of d1e minimal equipment for r cording music digitally-a 
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Macintosh Ifcx with an SO-megabyte hard disk and professional audio recording hardware 
and softwa.re from vendors such as julian Systems or Digidesign-can be less than $10,000, 
the cost of less than 10 minutes of music. If you add in the salary for the musician (around 
$35,000 a year or $30 an hour), you fmd that you can reduce the cost of commissioning 
professional-quality music to around S600 to S800 per minute. 

It is possible with conve ntional reco rding equipment to use a digitizer at the end of 
the recording process o r to use a digitizer to record each track of music separately. 
Professional high-fidelity music can be digitized with the Audiomedia system from 
Digidesign, described later in this chapter. Fo r medium-fidelity music and sound and 
fo r vo ice-quality narration, Far-a lla n 's MacRecorder is probably the most widely used 
sound recorde r and digitizer. 

Recording Sound 

The quality o f the sound you are recording depe nds first on the quality of the 
micropho ne and second on the ambient sound of the room in which you are 
reco rding. A good microphone can record sound more clearly and provide a dy
namic presence that cheap microphones cannot reproduce . Remember, also , that the 
audio po1tion of a multimedia presentation can be adjusted for volume when played 
back. If you record at too high a level, you may introduce distortion that cannot be 
easily corrected. 

Ambient no ise in the room will most likely be picked up, as well as no ise from the 
next room. Don't record narration in an o ffice cubicle surrounded by office workers 
who are moving around, talking, using typewriters, and so on, unless you want the 
noises to be heard. You may want to use baffles (pieces of sound-proofing material) 
to stop extraneous no ise from appearing in the recording. Inexpensive baffles can be 
made by mounting halves of cardboard egg cartons onto large pieces of cardc:Jard. 

MacRecorder has a built-in microphone fo r recording, and it connects directly to the 
modem or printer port. With two, you can record stereo music by connecting them 
to both the modem and printer ports. 

l11e MacRecorder includes the SoundEdit program and the HyperSound stack (for 
Hype1{;ard). Eimer o r 1X)tl1 can be used for editing and mixing sounds and storing tl1em in 
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the Macintosh standard sound file fonnats: the SoundEdit data file fonnat (for use with 
programs such as MacroMind Director), or as "snd" resources or installing in HyperCard and 
SuperCard stacks. 

The Hype!Sound Toolkit provides Hypeffalk external routines for creating stacks to record 
and play voice or music and to present interactive simulations with sounds. Each 
MacRecorder can record audio via a built-in microphone, extemal microphone, or line-in 
source. With two MacRecorders you can record in stereo. You al')() can use the SoundEdit 
software as a multid1a.nnel mixer to combine up to four channels into one. 

The MacRecorder records with 22,000 samples per second frequencies up to 10kHz. 
(It cuts out frequencies higher than 11 kHz that would cause aliasing, or high fre
quencies masquerading as low frequencies after sampling.) You can set the 
MacRecorder to record to a lower sampling rate for lesser quality to conserve disk 
space. The basic tradeoff is that you lose more high frequencies, but you can make a 
longer recording using the same amount of memory and disk space. 

Digitized sound occupies large amounts of RAM and disk space, so that some fonn of 
file compression is necessary. SoundEdit offers four compression choices (ratios 3:1, 
4:1, 6:1, and 8:1 as the highest amount of compression). When you record in com
pressed mode, the MacRecorder saves one bit per sample rather than one byte; 
therefore , a sound can be stored in one-eighth the same amount of memory or disk 
space. However, with compression you lose fidelity becaJse quantization noise is 
increased (this is noise fonned by the rounding of amplirJde to the nearest integer) . 
Compressed mode, therefore, is more useful fo r recording speech than for music, and 
you cannot use compressed mode for stereo recordings. However, without compres
sion , a HyperCard stack or multimedia presentation that includes sound would be too 
large to di~tribute on floppy disk. 

Editing Sound 

After you have recorded the basic sounds, you may want to aCid special effects. Some effects 
can be added in the sotmd editing progrrun and fme-tuned to match the sounds already 
recorded. For example, Fart~llon's SoundEdit progrrun, suppliep with the MacRecorcler, 
enables you to mix sounds from separate channels into one channel (see fig. 12.5). You can 
mix up to four uncompressed sounds at d1e same time into o e channel. 
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Fig. 12.5. Using SoundEdit to mix two different sounds ( in different channels) into one channel. 

SoundEdit displays sound as a waveform, the height of which is amplitude, and the 
length is a period of time. The amplitude and frequency (number of peaks or cycles 
occurring in one second) can change over time, creating different wavefom) shapes. 
Because the frequency range of a digitized sound is lim ited to one-half the sampling 
rate, and the MacRecorder can sample music at lhe rate of 22 kHz, you can accurately 
record w ith the MacRecorder a frequency up to 10 kHz (the device has an ami
aliasing filter to remove frequencies above 1 1 kHz). You also can minimize clipping 
and quantization noise by adjusting the MacRecorder's input level. The optimal 
recording level occurs when portions of the waveform touch the top and bottom of 
the SoundEdit w indow. Adjustments can be made to the sound wave's envelope to 
adjusl the maximum loudness (see fig. 12.6). 

You can cut and paste sound segments from one SoundEdit w indow to another (see 
fig. 12.7). When you paste sound into a w indow at an insertion point in the middle or 
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Fig. 12.6. Adjusting the: envelope in SoundEdit, which changes the 111:1ximum loudness (amplitude) for 
the sound wave. 
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Fig. 12.7. Copying a sound from one w indow and using Paste to 
another window (SoundEdit). 
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at the beginning of existing sound, the new sound is inserted before the old sound. If 
the old sound is selected when you paste, it is replaced by the new sound. The new 
sound takes on the characteristics, such as the recording type and mode, of the 
window it is pasted into. When you select a segment, you can click the Play button 
to be sure that you have the segment you want. 

SoundEdit provides a variety of special effects that can be applied to selected 
uncompressed sound segments. The echo effect repeats a selection with a decaying 
effect that sounds like an echo, and you can specify the echo's delay and strength. A 
selection of the sound waveform can be inverted along the horizontal axis and 
defined as a loopback (a repeated segment). The flanger effect creates the sound of a 
jet taking off, and the noise effect adds "white noise" to the sound. You can adjust 
the amplitude of a selection with the amplify effect and run selections backwards (get 
out those Beatles albums!). 

Other effects include the bender effect, which enables you to adjust the pitch of a 
sound by a varying amount over time, the ping-pong effect that gradually inter
changes the left and right channels of stereo sound, and the envelope effect, which 
enables you to adjust the overall waveform envelope by a varying amount over time. 

You can colorize parts of a waveform to identify words, sounds, transitions, and so 
on, and use text labels to identify selections by specifying the start and end locations 
of each labeled selection. Labels will be important as future multimedia programs are 
modified to play labeled selections of sound files that are synchronized with other 
events, such as animation. 

SoundEdit offers the capability to analyze recorded sound with the sonogram and 
spectrogram tools, which show a map of the relative strengths of the frequencies. 
Although the sonogram offers a narrow dynamic range of 24 dB (decibels) compared 
to the spectrogram (which has a dynamic range of 48 dB), the sonogram is useful for 
analyzing long periods of sound with general frequency patterns. The spectrogram is 
useful for analyzing shorter periods in more detail. 

SoundEdit also can be used to generate sounds such as inuiviuual Lones at particular 
frequencies, amplitudes, and shapes, and frequency-modulated signals such as the 
sound of sirens, buzzers, and chi rping birds. 
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Recording and Playing High-Fidelity Digital Sound 

The MacRecorder can handle a variety of sound recording projects, but because it 
records into RAM, it is limited to recording less than a minute at irs highest sampling 
rate , which is 22 kHz. For professional music recording and playback, Digidesign's 
Audiomedia card is c-apable of real-time digital signal processing and sound synthesis, 
and it can record hi-fi sound directly onto disk and play it back from disk. 

The Aucliomedia ~ystem is compatible wid1 MIDI devices, such as synd1esizers, keyboards, 
and other musical equipment, and c-an trigger MlDI devices to play in polyphonic sound. 
With the additional Deck software, the syS!em offers CD-quality multitrack recording and 
editing fe-atures with 16-bit d igital sound samples at 44.1 kHz. The 16-bit sound can be 
played from within HypetDlrcl with the Audiomeclia caret. 

The Audiomeclia card includes the Motoro la 56001 digita l l)ignal processing (DSP) 
chip for real-time processing, compression, and expansion of compressed sounds. 
The Audiomeclia system is optimized for a 44. 1 kHz sampling rate with higher rates 
possible, and a freque ncy response of 20 Hz to 20kHz at 44.1 kHz; its s ignal to noise 
ratio is greater than 90 dB. It can play sound directly from a hard disk, so that record
ing length is limited only by the amount of disk storage rather than by the amount of 
RAM- you could theoretically play a half-hour of stereo cp-quality digital audio from 
a sound file stored on a 300-megabyte hard disk. The syst~m uses only about 50K of 
RAM and loads music instantly. I 

The Deck program, which works with the Audiomedia card, provides the capability to 
edit the full stereo sound wavefonn. You can work witl1 entire music pieces in what is 
called "playlist editing"-the capability to rearrange pieces for dance mixes, film edits, 
and so on. With the MIDI Preview software, you can play music from disk polypho
nously with any MIDI keyboard connected to the Macintosh MIDI interface. 

Audiomedia also comes with Sound Access, a set of XCMP,s and XFCNs (HyperTalk 
external commands and functions) for playing 16-bit soul)d from HyperCard stacks 
and Director movies. MacroMind offefl) an XObject in Director for controlling the 
Audiomedia card t o play CO-quality digita l sound from a Director presentation. The 
card loads music from disk in real time while playing, so that you can use lengthie r 
segments of music than you would ordinarily be able to use. 
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There are severdl professional-level audio recording and editing ~ystems that ll..'ie a 
Ma<.intosh as the control center. For example, Dymds, from Integrated Media ystems, 
features random-access, two-lldck recording and playlYdck, multi-llack off-line sound n.te 
assembly, and digital fo m1at conversion. At the he<ut of the Dyaxis system is stereo 16-bit 
analog-digital and digital-analog circuiuy and an audio processor for recording at 48 kHz, 
44.1 kHz, and other sampling rates. It is possible to outfit a Dyaxis ~ystem with up to five 
320-megabyt:e hard disks for 1>toring over two hours of CO-quality digital :;ound. Although 
music editing systems such as these are pliced sta rting at above $5,000 and continuing to 
over $40,000 (not counting the Macintosh), they are still pticed at a fraction of t11c cost of 
conventional professional d igital sound editing ::-.ystems, and the sound quality L<> as gcxxl as 
these conventional systems, making d1e Macintosh-lx!Sed ~ystems atlldctive for professional 
sound recording and audio-video sequen<.ing. 

Using MIDI Sound 

ln the world of professional and amateur music, MIDI (Musical Instn.unent Digital Lnredace) 
is d1e standard way to connect synthesizers, keylXYdiUs, and other musical ifk<;truments to 
computers. Apple offers a MlDI interface that connects to a Ma<.intosh selial port and is 
controlled by a standard MlDI dliver and J\IUDI Manager software (available from APDA). 

If you have a synthesizer, you can purchase presequencecl MIDI songs for your 
multimedia presentations. You can open a MIDI sequence, adjust the sequence to fit 
the occasion and your synthesizer's configuration, and edit the sequence. MIDI music 
sequences are available from a number of sources such as Golden MIDI Music, 
usually priced at aboU[ $10-$30 per song. 

If you are playing back sequenced music. a ll you need is a desktop synthesizer such 
as the Roland CD-64 WPCM Sound Module, which can play both synmesized and 
sampled sounds. Supplied with 128 synthesized sounds and 64 sampled sounds, the 
desktop synthesizer (which fits underneath the Macintosh) also can read special RAM 
cards containing additional samples from the Roland library of sounds. 

Almough Apple offers a MIDI box to interface to musical instruments, there are a 
variety of d1ird-party MIDI interfaces available that o ffer features such as more MIDI 
in and out ports. The Studio Plus Two MIDI Interface (Opcode Systems) provides 
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two MIDI INs and six MIDI OUTs; with the INs, you can sync and record at the same 
time as well as record two MIDI devices simultaneously. Opcode's MIDI interfaces 
have opto-isolated I 1s that can e liminate ground loops, hum, and whine. 

Music Playing and Publishing 

For MIDI music playing and recording, you can use the OeluxeRecorder (Electronic 
Alts), which enables you to record whatever you play on a MIDI instrument so that 
you can play it back, edit and refine the music, and send the music infonnation to 
other MIDI in truments for playback. 

DeluxeRecorder offe rs e leven staff rypes for displaying MIDI music infonnatio n, and 
each track of music appears on a Grand Staff that resembles the grand staff of tradi
tional music notation (see fig. 12.8). The program offers multichannel recording (up to 

s File Edit Track: Uiew Notes EHtras Tools 

Fig. 12.8. Using DcluxcRcwrdcr ( Electronic Ans) to record and play 101 music. 
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32 channels). progr,unmable quantization and metronome, a real-time tempo genera
tor, and a real-time editing window for manipubting MIDI music infonnation. 

To create a score. you record one pan of the score at a time onto a trJck as you 
would in a sLUdio. The program offers 16 tracks and a tempo range of 20 to 500 beats 
per minute. Unlike a tape recorder, DeluxeRecorder preserves the original pitch as 
you speed up o r slow down the tempo, even while playback is in progress. Because 
the MIDI information is in digital form, you carefully can record a music piece at a 
slower pace then play it back up to tempo. DeluxeRecorder can record into a buffer 
or holding area. so that you can repeat the take as many times as you like until 
you're satisfied, then save it on a track. The program enables you to continue to 
record into the buffer without w riting over what is saved on the track. and you then 
can merge the new music into a track or replace a track. 

If you are erious about using MIDI equipnwnt and publishing original music. the 
Deluxe Music Construction Set (Electronic Ans) offers complete musical notation 
tools including triplets, quintuplets, slurs. ties, adjustable beams. octave signs, repeats, 
braces. bmckets, and first and second endings. DeluxeMusicTranslaror is a module 
that enables you to translate DeluxeRecorder scores into Deluxe Music Construction 
er files for notation and printing. 

Eight staffs are available in Deluxe Music Construct ion Set, with two rhythmjcally 
independent tracks per staff, w ith treble, bass, alto, and tenor clefs. You can put 
multiple ·rime signatures and key signatures anywhere in a piece of music, and 
customize the spacing in your scores. 

The program supports MIDI IN and OUT and enables you to play the music you 
w rite in any tempo with MIDI instruments (eight MID! channels). You can input 
music in swp time directly imo the program w ith a MIDI keyboard and use Opcode's 
Vision for transcribing music in rea l time. 

The program also provides complete score printing on an JmageWriter or LaserWriter 
and can use the Sonata music font by Adobe Systems wilh PostScript printers such as 
the LaserWriter II 1T and NTX. You can produce publishing-quality scores and sheet 
music, therefore, w hile playing the music on MIDI equipment in real tjme. 
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Controlling Processes 

For some beginners, the intricacies of hooking up various MJDI equipment and piping 
musical infom1ation into the Macintosh for processing and then out to other MIDI 
devices are too complex. To set up a MIDI instrument as a device to control a set of 
Macintosh programs is not easy w ithout some knowledge of I-lyperTalk (for control
ling HyperCard stacks) or MacroMind Director (for controlling animated presenta
tions). 

HookUp! from Hip Software presents an "under the hood" view of conneding MIDI 
devices to the Macintosh. This view uses simple predefined icons for the devices and 
enables you to draw connections for processing music and animation and to create 
your own icons to represent special effects. HookUp! can be used to compose music, 
to generate animation based on music, and to simulate processes involving sounds. It 
also is a prototype of a complete graphical programmin& environment, in which every 
object and Macintosh w indow has a control panel in which you can see and custom
ize the circuitJy with icons and graphics tools (see fig. 12.9). For now, users can learn 
how to control animation with MIDI information, and control any Macintosh process 
with voice or music input. 

HookUp! is entirely interactive and does not require programming skill, nor does it 
force you to write code in an abstract way and then "co1hpile and run" the code as a 
separate step to see if the code works. You can tell righrl away, because the connec
tions you make are in real time (as in a performance). Ybu can change connections 
while a simulation is running. You can control animated

1
artwork from MacroMind 

Director, create objects that bounce, collide, and are affected by gravity, and then 
show how changes in the laws of physics affect the objects. You can make musical 
special effects generators such as custom percussion kits and sequencers, diawnic 
voicers, variation generators, arpeggiators, and simulation-chiven music. You also can 
dynamically control the pipeline of Ml DI data into and out of the Macintosh, perform
ing tmnsfonnations such as attenuating velocity, doublin octaves, trdnsposing 
octaves, and creating counterpoints. 

MIDI links the Macintosh \Vorld w ith the musical world~iYou can use a converter, 
such as the Timecode Machine (Opcode), to link MJDI ith the world of video 
editing and SMPTE (The Society of Motion Picture and elevision Engineers), which is 
a stan~lard method of identi fying video frames in order t synchronize music to video. 
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Fig. 12.9. Using HookUp! (H ip Software) 10 cuslomizc the circuitry for connecting various MIDI devices 
to Macintosh processes, such as animated sequcn<.:es. 
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Fig. 12.9. Continued. 

Chapter Swnmary 

Applications for sound as pan of multimedia presentation are everywhere: business 
conununications, tra ining, education, art, and entertainme t are the major categories. 
Applications include narration, voice-overs, music, and s md effects to go along with 
any kind of animated sequence or transition. 
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You can use off-the-shelf audio compact discs with the AppleCD SC player and a set 
of HyperCard o r MacroMind Director external commands and functions, to control 
the playing of the discs so that you can play any segment of sound from within a 
HyperCard stack or Director movie. With this method, you can present high-fidelity 
recorded music without overly burdening hard disks or creating pauses in your 
presentation. However, the sounds must be pre recorded onto compact disc. With this 
method, sounds are not stored in digital fonnat, so that you cannot freely edit or 
manipulate sound or copy the sounds without causing some degradation. 

Digital sound can be edited , altered, and copied with absolutely no loss in quality. 
You can record digital sound from audio equipment or with microphones, using a 
recorder and digitizer (such as the Farallon MacRecorder). You can record sound 
with a professional digital audio recording adapter, such as the Audiomeclia card 
(Digidesign), into a high-quality digital format. In both cases, you are creating 
sampled sound that can be played on the Macintosh itself (medium-fidelity) or on a 
coprocessor card that processes high-fidelity sound. 

The playback of medium-quality digital sound on a Macintosh requires no special 
equipment-only the use of headphones or speakers attached to the Macintosh 
ste reo connector. 

The benefit of using a coprocessor card to play high-fidelity digital sound is that there 
are no pauses in the smooth playback when the disk is accessed , so that you can 
play longer pieces of music directly from the disk. By comparison, sound played on 
tl1e Macintosh directly must be pre loaded into RAM to play continuously. 

You also can create and play digital sound with musical instruments and synthesizers 
that use tl1e Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI). To contro l a MIDI instru
ment, you need a simple device called a MIDI connector. MIDI (Musical Instrument 
Digital Interface) is the standard way to connect synthesizers, keyboards, and other 
musical instruments to computers. 

The quality of tl1e sound you are recording depends first on the qual ity of the 
micropho ne and second on the ambient sound of the room in which you are 
recording. To understand the recording of sound, you must first understand how 
sound is measured. 

There are two ways to reduce the memory and disk space requirement for digita l 
sound: downsample the sound (reduce the sampling rate) or use compression to 
reduce the number of bits per sample. However, downsampling reduces the fre
quency range, and higher compression ratios yield lower sound quality. You should 
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use a 5 kHz sampling rate for te lephone-quality sound, 7 ~z for AM radio sound, 11 
kHz for television sound, 22 kHz for medium-quality sou d, and 44.1 kHz for high
f1delity sound. 

The compression and digitizing of sound is similar to the compression and digitizing 
of video, except that d igital video carries far more information and requires far more 
memo1y and storage. Video can include sound, or you can record sound separdte ly 
from video and play it back separately. With digital sound and digital video, you can 
mi'< and match these elements in a multimedia presentation. The nex't and last chapter 
is about video and how you can use it with the Macintosh. It also is a peek into the 
future of audio and video computing. 
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I want myM:tV! 

- Sting 

Video is an effective medium in many of me same categories as the use of sound: 
business communication, entertainment, art, training, and education. You can design 
interactive video projects in which a laser videodisc player is controlled by software, 
enabling users to explore the video presenUJLion from many different angles without 
having to sit and watch the entire video presentation in ~equence. 

In addition, video often can be an excellent source of images to use in desktop 
publishing and presentation projects. You can bring video into the Macintosh, and 
display it on the Macimosh screen, and save a single frame of the video as a digital 
image that can be retouched, edited, and then used in a publication or presentation. 

The use of video is not restricted to bringing it into the computer. You also can send 
video out of the computer to be recorded on videotape. For example, you may want 
to prepare a videotape of an animated presentation or overlay animated graphics on 
top of a video presentation and save that on videotape to take advantage of the 
enom1ous installed base of VCRs. In addition, you may want to record live video and 
synchronize it w ith animation or prepare it for an interactive presentation or informa
tion tool. 

It is possible to work direcrly with me standard video si~nal used in television and for 
recording to videotape. You can display video on a separate monitor ( from a source 
controlled by the Macintosh) or on the Macintosh display in a w indow. 

This chapter explains how video can be incoq)orated in o computer presentations and 
how to capture still images and fu ll-motion video for dis laying on the Macintosh 
screen. It also describes how to overlay text and graphic on a video image and 
display the composite image on the Macintosh screen ot on another d isplay. You w ill 
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learn about recording animated presentations to videotape and playing video in a 
window next to other applications. You also will understand how the Macintosh can 
be useful in a professional video and film production studio as well as on the set 
(and even on location). This chapte r ends Lhe book with a look into the future of 
interactive multimedia and computing and its socioeconomic impact on society. 

Understanding Desktop Video 

Video can be used with a Macintosh in a number of different ways and be distributed 
in several different forms. For example , you can use prerecorded video in your 
presentations, record your computer presentation onto videotape for use with 
consumer VCRs, or record d1e presentation onto high-quality videotape for use with 
industrial or commercial videos. 

A video signal can be brought into the Macintosh environment and displayed in a 
window on the Macintosh screen o r displayed on a separate monitor. For an interac
tive project, such as ABC News Interactive's video presentation of Martin Luther King 
(see fig. 13.1), d1e video is stored on a laser videodisc and played on a videodisc 
player controlled by a HyperCard stack. A viewer can jump to any predefined video 
sequence at the click of a butto n. 

Anod1er use of desktop video is to overlay graphics and text on prerecorded full
motion video and save the result-a new video with graphics and text-onto 
videotape. In addition, a single frame of video can be captured as a digital image for 
use in presentations and publishing projects. 

Video production technology has its own language and standards that are not well 
known in the computer industry and not adhered to by computer display technology. 
In fact, the technologies have not been used together, by the same people, until very 
recendy. 

How Video Works 

The capability to place live video on d1e same screen as the computer's display is 
called "video in a window" in this book. It is far easier to display live video on a 
separate monitor next to the computer's monitor and drive bod1 monirors from the 
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1: Martin Luther King Jr. 
D Ted Koppel 

Overview 

Personal Profile 

The Battle for 
Justice 

The Battle for 

Memphis and the 
Assassination 

Justice 
D Ted Koppel 

Overview 
Montgomery Chicago 

Wa~hington ~ . . 
································································ . . 

BeyOnd Civil Rights Birmingham 
Selma 

Fig. 13. 1. ABC News lnlcr:tclivc produced :m imcr:tctive laser v· 

using a HyperCard-co mrolled laser videodisc player. 
· of Martin Luther King video clips 
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same computer, but unfortunately rhis setup requires two monitors, and most 
Macintosh users have only one. Thus, video in a window is an important capability 
rhat expands the audience rhat can view your presentation. Both methods of using 
video are described later in rhis chapter. 

In rhe United States and Japan, the broadcast video signal is called NTSC video, and it 
differs significantly from rhe video signals used in orher countries (such as PAL, used 
in Great Britain, other European countries, and Australia, and SECAM, used in France, 
USSR, East Gennany, and the Middle East countries). 

NTSC is rhe acronym for National Television System Committee, and describes a rype 
of video signal defined in 1953 that encodes and transmits color television. NTSC 
video displays images, or frames, at rhe constant rate of 30 frames per second. Each 
frame has 525 lines of image information divided into two fields: one for the even
numbered lines and one for t11e odd-numbered lines in tl1e image. In a process called 
interlace scanning, a beam sweeps across rhe picture tube displaying aU rhe odd 
lines from top to bottom·, rhen blanks out, and returns to the top to display all rhe 
even lines from top to bottom. This process happens continuously and faster than the 
eye can see (60 fields per second), providing the illusion of movement with images. 

Synchronizing pulses (Vertical and Horizontal SYNC) are rhe part of rhe signal rhat 
locks the picture images in place. These pulses mark rhe transition points between 
elements of the picture. The Horizontal SYNC pulse occurs once for each line during 
the blanking interval, providing a measured interval for rhe beam to move from rhe 
end of a line to the beginning of the next line, so rhat the beginnings of each line are 
lined up in the same column. 

The Vertical SYNC occurs in rhe vertical blanking interval (the black bar you see 
when you adjust rhe vertical hold on your lV set) and provides a measured interval 
between fields of a frame so tl1at rhe beam can move from rhe bottom to rhe original 
top position and display rhe alternate field. 

The standard Macintosh video display differs from a standard television or video 
monitor in rhat it uses a different scan rate and separate RGB (red, green, and blue) 
signals rarher than one composite video signal (a composite signal includes all 
colors). Additional circuitry is required to combine rhe two different rypes of video 
information-non-interlaced computer display and interlaced television-style video
on rhe same display and to synchronize rhe signals. 
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A feature known as genlocking is required to overlay, for example, a computer image 
or text on top of a video signal. GenJocking is the capaoility to lock signals from 
different video equipment so that you can overlay them. The genJocking feature of 
video cards for the Macintosh II models makes it possible to overlay Macintosh 
graphics, including animation, on top of live, full-motion NTSC video. 

Keying (also called color keying) is the capability to make a portion of a video signal 
transparent so that you can see another signal when genlocking. A color called the 
key color is chosen on one signal. For example, you may set the key color to be light 
blue, and all light blue areas of the video are replaced by another video signal. This is 
one method for combining, for example, a wall-sized weather map with a video 
image of a weather announcer standing in front of a light blue wall. 

You record video onto a master tape, unless you are recording video directly into a 
digital format This master tape is used to make duplicate copies, or dubs, but the 
quality of these copies is diminished somewhat due to the analog copying process. By 
contrast, digital video-video stored as a series of ones and zeros in a binary digital 
format-does not diminish in quality when you copy it But do not confuse digital 
video, which is still in its infancy, and digital media such as the videodisc, which 
stores video in its usual (analog) format but with a digital storage technique that 
provides faster access to video segments. 

Developing a Video Project 

The creation and production of an interesting and visually competent video project 
can be very expensive. Even the simplest marketing presentation can be more than 
$2,000 per minute for video shooting and editing. Although you can use video clips 
from other sources, including previous projects, the editing of such material can still 
be expensive. 

How does one go about making a video piece? At minimum, a writer is required to 
create some fonn of screenplay and an artist to create a ~toryboard for the project. 
You also may need a musician and/or composer for creating the soundtrack, a 
narrator, and a graphic artist that knows how to create materials for video. In-house 
salaries for these professional categories are usually low than salaries at video 
production facilities; for example, a professional gmphic rtist at a post-production 
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facility may charge $250 or more per hour. An independent producer, functioning as 
a w riter for the project and as someone who oversees all production, can charge 
anywhere from $250 to over $1,000 per clay. 

Video production starts w ith the video camera, which at the low-priced end of the 
range is a hand-held consumer camcorder for medium-quality business and traini ng 
videos and at the high end are more sophisticated television cameras for commercial
quality videos and broadcast-quality television. An example on the low end is the 
$1,000-$2,500 Super VHS or ED Beta format camcorder that outputs a composite 
video signal and provides adequate quality for industrial and corporate projects. 
Broadcast-quality cameras (from $3,000 to over $10,000) that output separate RGB 
(red. green, blue) or S-Video signals also can be used with desktop video products, 
yielding sharper and more colorful video images. Special types of video cameras can 
be used to capture images and sound in almost any situation or place-in frigid arctic 
temperatures, under water, in outer space, or inside the human body. 

After video sequences are shot, they can be produced in severa l ways and be 
distributed on videotape or laser videodisc, or broadcast by cable, network television, 
or satelljte. By far the most common distribution fom1 of video in the U.S.A., besides 
broadcast TV, is videotape in the consumer VI-IS format. This fom1at is used widely 
for business communications. training, research and development, and education, as 
well as entertainment. There arc several fonnats for commercial video production 
that also arc supported by Macintosh video editing products. 

Deriving Benefits from Desktop Video Production 

Professional-quality ,·ideo is an expensive medium in which to produce, and the 
costs rise dramatically if you want to do special effects such as overlaying grc~phics or 
text on top of the video image. This is where desktop video production provides the 
greatest benefit : in the use of computer graphics thar can be saved on videotape. For 
example, the ABC logo currently in use is the result of using Macintosh 3-D graphics 
programs and saving the results on videotape. 

The video medium has been used extensively for producing animatics, which arc a 
combination of storyboard-like still images with text and possibly narration, com
bined with roughly edited video sequences, used to get approvals for a video project. 
For example, advertising agencies, such as Farago /\dver1ising in New York , prepare 
animatics for television commercials that are shown to clients to gain their approval 
before commilling production time to the concept. The cost for producing one such 
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animatic (usually about 30 seconds) can be as much as $10,000. With desktop meth
ods, the cost of the entire equipment needed Lo produce one animatic can be under 
$10,000, and subseque nt animaLics are virtually free of cost other than time. 

Still, it is a daunting prospect to produce a commercial video, or a video with com
mercial-quality results, without the help of a professional studio. Sophisticated video 
production can be done on a Macintosh, although in m 1 ny cases the professional 
video artists and producers already have standard video

1 
equipment that is cost

effective. The Macintosh can play a cost-effective role in the management of the 
editing process and in preparing the rough cut<; for showing the progress of the 
production effort and gaining approvals. 

The savings in cost for graphics work are not as dramatic in the short run, but when 
combined with the savings in time and increased control and flexibility, plus the 
capability to reuse materials in electronic form stored in-house, the savings can be 
dramatic but hard to measure on a job-by-job basis. 

A graphic artist may spend about 12 hours creating, getting approval for, and finishing 
four drawings. Sequencing the images with a soundtrack may take another four hours. 
At a salary of about 535,000 a year for an in-house graphic artist (or about $30 an 
hour), the labor costs per project are less than a ftfth of the cost of using a graphics or 
production facility. Although the initial equipment inves~ment is high, you can expect 
to incur only labor costs for subsequent projects. I 

lL makes sense to send the one-time, never-to-be-repeated video project outside to an 
independent multimedia developer. However, it also makes sense to hire the appro
priate people and do projects in-house if these projects will be repeated and material 
reused again and again in different forms. The considerable benefits of desktop video 
equipment come into play especially when rdw materials can be reassembled for 
other projects. 

Recording to Videotape 

Although you may build a presentation on the Macintosl , you may want to distribute 
a recorded version of it on videotape. A variety of appligations are best served by 
recording presentations to videotape, even though it md ns the presentation will be 
viewed without the benefit of inter<~ctivity . Of course, anYthing recorded to videotape 
also can be used to master videodiscs, which can be us d imeractively. 
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Most of the video cards described in the next section provide the capability to output 
an NTSC video signal for recording onto videotape; the ones that don't provide NTSC 
output work w ith additional devices that perfom1 this function (such as the VIDVO 
box that works with the Truevi ·ion 1uVista card used for displaying full-motion 
video in a w indow). In addition, VENT offers inexpensive black-and-white cards for 
the Macintosh Plus and SE, and eight-bit color cards for the Macintosh SE/30 and II 
models, that can send out NTSC signals. Mass Microsystems offers the ColorSpace 
line of color video input, display, and output cards for Macintosh II models, and the 
ColorSpace Plus/ SE device for overlaying Macintosh graphics on video signals. 

The quality of the recording is affected by a variety of factors including lhe quality of 
the output signal and the capabi lities of the videotape recorder. A consumer-grade 
VHS VCR can record animatics for showing concepts and ideas, but it is probably not 
good enough for industrial-quality and ce1tainly not for broadcast-quality videos. 
Super VI-IS and ED Beta consumer decks can be used for corporate and industrial 
training tapes. Broadcast-quali ty and commercial video can be recorded only w ith 
professional decks. 

Recording Frame-by-Frame 

Although it is possible to record an animated computer graphic sequence onto 
videotape in real time, most applications call fo r faster animation or more control 
over the animation, and so the recording must be done frame by frame. 

The precision of professional video recording equipment is required for recording 
frame-by-frame. MacroMind provides Director XObjects for recording frames to 
professional videotape recorders (such as those using VideoS, 3/ 4 inch, and 1 inch 
fom1ats) that are driven by intelligent controllers. 

Diaquest offers a range of video deck controllers for recording onto videotape, 
including the DQ-422 (for RS-422 interfacing) and DQ-50P (for parallel interfacing), 
the Series II stand-alone controller (for serial port interfacing), and the DQ-Animaq 
(for the Macintosh). DQ-Animaq is available in a broadc-ctst-quality model for serial 
machine control, and a desktop model for serial and pamllel control with an RS-170A 
sync generator and SlVlPTE time code generator. SMPTE (The Society of Motion 
Picture and Television Engineers) time code is the standard method of identifying 
video frames in professional editing studios. 
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The DQ-Animaq provides frame-accurate recording of video animation and also can 
be used with a frame grabber (such as the Truevision NuVista, described later) to 
digitize video sequences for rotoscoping effects. Captured video scenes can be 
composited with computer graphics and then output frame by frame to videotape. 

Diaquest offers a variety of software tools for controlling the DQ-Animaq board, 
including XObjects for MacroMind p irector for recording frames of animation directly 
to videotape without having to store them on disk. The oard is supplied with the 
Action Animator program for remote contro l of a VTR, frame digitizing and recording, 
and auto-sequencing of image files from disk, and with Video Online for animating 
from within otl1er programs. 

Recording frame-by-frame to videotape is the preferred method fo r showing anima
tions of 24-bit photorealistic in1ages, which are slow when run in real time on the 
Macintosh. When recording animation frame-by-frame, it can take many frames to 
record a single transition effect between frames, but tl1e results can be startling. You 
also can add transition effects directly to the videotape using professional video 
special effects equipment. 

Designing Graphics and Text for Video 

There are a number of rules to remember when designing graphics and text for 
recording to videotape. One problem you may encounter is flicker, which occurs with 
very fine horizontal lines and jagged edges. You can see flicker in text and in transi
tion areas of high contrast. Dithered patterns, fonts smaller man 18 points, and single
pixel lines are the usual suspects. Unfortunately, many clip art images are composed 
of dithered parrems and single-pixel lines. 

The thicker the line, the less it matters, but lines that are ~n even number of pixels 
thick usually do not flicker. You also can reduce me con~pst at the edges, or use a 
technique called anti-aliasing, which adds or subtracts pLxels at high-contrast edges 
to soften or blur the edges (see fig. 13.2). 

You can avoid having sharp vertical lines appear softene or repeated ("echoed") by 
softening the edges of the lines first (with the precision o an image editing program 
such as Color.:itudio or Adobe PhotoShop). Cross-hatched or repeating dark vertical 
Hnes also may cause a rainbow effect, or color fringing, a d should be avoided. 
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Fig. 13.2. The ll!xt is set to · anti-aliased" in Adobe PhotoShop so that it blends into the video image and 
simulates higher resolution. 
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NTSC video is designed to be used with televisions that 9verscan the picture tube
the toral image area is larger d1an the tube. The Macintosh works the opposite way, 
displaying an image that is slighdy smaller than the display screen. When designing 
images on the Macintosh II display that will eventually be shown in NTSC video, 
leave at least 15% of the full screen on each edge blank ~or without critical imagery), 
because the video fotmat chops off about 15% of the full-screen Macintosh II display 
from each edge. A template is provided wid1 MacroMind Director for creating anima
tions to be stored in NTSC video format. 

Design rules for video include avoiding dithered pattern.) avoid lines that are com
posed wid1 an odd number of pixels, especially single-pixel lines; avoid spaces 
between lines that are an odd number of pixels high or wide; avoid high-contrast 
areas, especially when white and black are adjacent to each other, such as sharp 
vertical lines; avoid highly saturated colors, especially vivid red and orange, and use 
mostly pastel colors which display well in video fonnat; use fonts larger than 18 
points; and plan your in1ages to be within the "safe area" for video so that the images 
are nor cur off. 

Reviewing Desktop Video Equipment 

You currently need more equipment than a standard Macintosh to support video 
applications. Statting with an economical Macintosh Hex f ith at least four megabytes 
of RAM, an SO-megabyte hard disk, a color monitor, and a colo r video input/output 
card such as the Mass Mkrosystems ColorSpace II , you can use video from an 
external source (such as a video camera or laser videodisc player), and capture frames 
of video for use as graphic images. 

However, wid10ut some form of video compression, th is configuration and capacity of 
disk storage is not nearly enough to store even a minute of live video at full resolu
tion. Until real-time video compression and decompressior is provided (and there are 
several Macintosh compression products in the works as fe write this), you will not 
be sto ring video in digital fom1 in desktop computers, un~ess you use some of the 
proprietary Macintosh-based editing systems which are ddscribed later in this chapter, 
in the section on using the Macintosh in film and video sr elias. 

Desktop applications for bringing video into the computer include the use of still 
video images, captured and digitized for use as a graphic ·mage, and full-motion 
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video from one or more external sources displaying on the macintosh. Applications 
for outgoing video include saving computer animation on videotape, overlaying text 
and graphics on full-motion video, and then saving the result on videotape. 

Besides the software provided with video cards for d isplaying video in a window and 
for contro lling laser videodisc players, you might use other applications with desktop 
video projects, such as Aldus FreeHand o r Adobe Illustrator for creating graphics; 
LetraStudio (Letraset) for text effects; ImageStudio (Letraset) or Digital Darkroom 
(Silicon Beach Software/ Aldus) for gray-scale image retouching; ColorStudio 
(Letraset), Pi.xeiPaint Professional (SuperMac), or PhotoShop (Adobe Systems) for 
color image painting and retouching; Super 3D (Silicon Beach Software/ Aldus) for 3-
D graphics; and MacroMind Director for animation and recording frame-by-frame. 

Sometimes full-motion video is not necessary fo r an application, and in fact can be a 
burden if extra hardware is required to play the video. Multimedia projects designed 
to be used on a wide variety of Macintosh configurations can use still video images, 
captured from a video source such as a videocassette recorder (VCR), laser videodisc 
player, or camcorder. 

Using Camcorders and VCRs 

Video is recorded onto videotape using either a video camera/recorder, called a 
camcorder, to capture scenes from real li fe, or a videocassette recorder (VCR) for 
recording video off the airwaves, off cable, or off satellite. Consumer videocassette 
recorders (VCRs) are adequate for playing video to be captured by a frame grabber 
(described later) or video digitizer but are not useful for interactive video projects 
because the tape speed is too slow for random access. 

Camcorders can be used for capturing raw video footage, which can be edited into a 
video clip. Single frames of raw footage can be captured and used as images for a 
presentation. The type of camcorder you choose depends on a variety of factors, 
such as your taste for quality, your need for po rtability, and your budget. 

Consumer-grade camcorders fall into two major categories: 8mm and VHS (including 
Super VHS). Generally, the 8mm camcorders are lighter, more compact, and easier to 
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use while traveling. The VHS and Super VHS camcorders are usually larger and record 
onto VHS-fom1at videocassettes that can be played in consumer-grade VHS-format 
VCRs. Both types of camcorder formats offer low-priced, medium-range, and profes
sional models. 

Features to look for in consumer-grade camcorders include a power zoom lens, 
multiple-speed shutter, flying erase head, rechargeable battery, and the capability to 
connect to a TV for playback. NTSC video output is necessary for connecting a 
camcorder to most frame grabbers and digitizers, althoug\1 some frame grabbers 
(notably the RasterOps TrueCapture 324 card) offer S-Video connection. 

Professional models should include SMPTE time code, which is the standard method 
of identifying video frames when editing video in order to synchronize music to 
video. SMPTE time code is recorded directly on the tape so that the tape can be used 
with editing decks. 

The Sony CCD-TR5 8mm Camcorder is currently the smaiLst and lightest camcorder 
(just over 2 pounds w ith battery), and its picture quality is excellent for a consumer 
model. Sony offers a professional version of this camcorder that includes SMPTE time 
code. 

Using Laser Videodisc Players 

Video can be prerecorded and mastered onto laser videodiscs and then played on 
videodisc players. The major benefit of producing interactive video is that the speed 
of a laser videodisc is fast enough for random access. For example, the seek time (the 
time it takes to find any single frame of video on the disc) of a Pioneer LD-V 4200 is 
about 3 seconds, and higher-performance models, such as the LD-V 8000, can seek as 
fast as 0.5 seconds. 

Laser videodiscs encoded in the standard LaserVision fornlal can be played on players 
from Pioneer, Sony, 1\llitsubishi, and other manufacturers t 1at support the LaserVision 
fom1at. Commercial discs are encoded in the LaserVision otmat. Discs in proprietary 
fom1ats can be played only on players designed to hand) the patt icular fonnat and 
are not useful in desktop video applications. 
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There are two recording fonnars of standard laser videodiscs: CAV (constant angular 
velocity) and CLV (con rant linear velocity). Cu1Tently only CA V discs are useful in 
interactive med ia projects, because you can sta1t and stop on any frame and freeze 
on a single frame as well as step slowly through a video frame-by-frame. CA V discs 
can hold up to 30 minutes of fu ll-motion video on each side. Some players can play 
CAV discs backward and forward and in slow motion. CLV discs can store up to 60 
minutes of full-motion video on each side but are nor as accurate for stopping on a 
single frame or for playing in slow motion. 

Laser videodisc players are nor equal in features. "Level 1" players, such as the 
Pioneer LD-V 2000, are primarily for viewing video in sequence, not for playing 
interactive video. "Level 2'' players have built-in intelligence for playing interactive 
video controlled by remote keypads, but the built-in intelligence is not useful for 
computer-controlled presentations and simply adds to the price tag. "Level 3" players, 
such as the Pioneer LD-V 4200 and 8000 and the Sony LDP 1200, have one very 
important distinguishing feature: an RS-232 connector for connecting the device to a 
computer. Thus, only "Level 3'' players are useful for interactive video. 

The resolution of the display from a laser videodisc player shou ld be close to 400 
ho1izomal lines. Some players offer multi-speed play capabilities, which can be useful 
if the software you are using supports it-you then can create buttons for playing the 
video clips in slow motion. or faster than usual, both forward and bad:ward. 

"Level 3" players are not usually sold in consumer audio and video equipment retail 
stores. The Voyager Company offers the "Level 3" Pioneer and Sony models, along 
with the special RS-232 videodisc player to Macintosh cable. Be sure to get the right 
cable for d1e player-some players use 15-pin connectors, and some use 25-pin 
connectors. 

Laser videodisc players arc controlled by a set of commands that can be generated 
from Macintosh software such as llyperCard or MacroMind Director (or any other 
authoring program that suppo11.s the control of laser videodisc players). This com
mand set is usually in ASCII fom1 so that d1c commands are readable and under
sra ncl::~hle. He sure to select a player that uses an ASCTJ command set and one that is 
supported by the software you intend to use for authoring. For example, MacroMind 
Director provides XObjects for conrrolling the Pioneer LD-V 4200 and 8000 players 
and the Sony LDP 1200. Features such as character generator and overlay are conve
nient if you do n o/ inrend to usc a genlocking card to use text and graphics cre<ited 
on the Macintosh; otherwise, you probably won't use d1ose fearures because 
Macintosh software can create beuer-looking text and graphics. 
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Capturing Still Images 

A still video image is similar in format to a scanned gray-scale or color image and can 
be edited and retouched just like a scanned photo using 'image editing software such 
as Digital Darkroom (Silicon Beach Software/Aldus) and OCmageStudio (Letraset), 
although a video image is usually lower in resolution than a scanned photo. 

A 'd d' . . . d 'd . f l.d y uz eo zgztzzen s use to capture v1 eo Images rom a VI eo source. ou can get 
considerable mileage today with a simple device such as the MacVision (Koala 
Technologies) video digitizer, which captures black-and-white images with 256 levels 
of gray from any NTSC source. You can mount a video d une ra on a sturdy tripod, 
capture an image in 640 by 480 pixel resolution, and colorize it in a paint program or 
in MacroMind Director (see fig. 13.3). In particular, we l i~e MacVision's capability to 
save in diffe rent formats, including the space-saving IUFFj (Raster Image File Format) 
for use with Letraset's ImageStudio. 

However, MacVisio n's capture speed is ve1y slow (about!one frame per second). If 
you uy to scan an image using a consume r VCR with an ordimuy pause button 
(which typically cycles through several frames rather than freezing on a s ingle frame), 
you can get blurry images that are unusable . Digitizers like the MacVision product are 
designed to be used w ith hand-held video cameras mou7ted on a tripod so that they 
remain steady during the image capture operation. Pixelogic offers an external video 
digitizer, the ProViz, that can capture 24-bit color images from an RGB video source 
in 45-60 seconds; but again, this is too slow for a conventional VCR pause button-it 
is designed to be used with an RGB still camera or camchrder mounted on a tripod. 

A f rame g1-abber can "grab frames" of video at the speed of video (30 frames per 
second) and display each frame on the Macintosh screen although the d isplay may 
not be as fast as the speed of video. For example, the T1 eCapture Frame Grabber 
(RasterOps) can capture frames as 24-bit images in 1/ 30th of a second-fast enough 
for any standard video signal without the need for pause l(see fig. 13.4). Products that 
offer full-motion video in a w indow and frame-grabbing are described later. 

I 
The TrueCapture card accepts a video signal as separate f.GB signals or a composite 
NTSC or PAL video s ignal. It also accepts an 5-Video sigOfl (composed of encoded 
luminance and chrominance signals), which is not as shatp as RGB but sharpe r d1an ' 
NTSC. The TrueCapture card offers a comb filter for TSG: input dut reduces cross
color interference and improves resolution, especially wit 1 color images that include 
flesh tones, scenery, or ve1tical lines Cit has no effect on !lack-and-white images). 
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Fig. 13.3. These images were captured with the gray-~clle MacVision ,·ideo digitizer using a v ideo 
camera and colorized in Macrot.lind Director by Stuan Sharpe. 
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Fig. 13.4. Using 1hc Trul'Caplurc frame grabber (H:ISicrOps) 10 caplu 
f rames for use as digilizcd images in graphics programs and 

Charter 13: Using Video 
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TrueCapture captures an image in its own RAM and then transfers the image to the 
computer's display RAM. The size of the image depends on the signal (NTSC or PAL) 
and the size of the display rectangle which you can specify with the software. You 
also can crop an image after it is captured. 

After the image is captured and placed in the Clipboard, it can be used by applica
tions that access the Clipboard. For example, you can paste the image into a 24-bit 
graphics retouching program such as Letraset's ColorStudio, Avalon's PhotoMac, or 
Adobe PhotoShop. 

A frame grabber usually contains enough RAM (about 1.5 megabytes) to store a 
single NTSC video image, or three megabytes to store a PAL image, using 24 bits per 
pixel. You can display the images using a 24-bit color graphics adapter. The 
TrueCapture Frame Grabber is designed to be used with the RasterOps 24-bit video 
cards (the ColorBoard 64 or 104). You also can use the frame grabber with the 
standard Apple Color Card (eight-bit) or a compatible eight-bit color video card and 
store images with eight bits per pixel. 

Frame grabbers can display video frames on the Macintosh screen but usually not as 
fast as they can capture the frames, so they cannot display live full-motion video at 
30 frames per second. Essentially, the NuBus bus inside the Macintosh II models is 
not fast enough to transfer 30 frames of video pe r second to the display RAM at full 
size in 24-bit mode. However, these fr'ame grabbers can be used to display a video 
"slide show" (at a rate slower than 30 fr'ames per second) and to capture still video 
images with high-quality results for use with graphics, presentation, or publishing 
programs. 

The capability to grab frames to save as images also is included as a feature in 
products that can display full-motion video in a window on the Macintosh screen-at 
30 frames per second. These video products are described later. 

When video compression and decompression are offered w ith frame grabbers, you 
will be able to store full-motion video on disk and edit video sequences with a 
standard Macintosh configuration equipped with such frame grabbers. 

Controlling External Video Devices 

One straightforward way to add prerecorded full-motion video to a multimedia presentation 
is to use an external display monitor for the video portion of the presentation, connected 
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To explore a specllic body region, 

figure to the left. 

Retum to the INDEX at any time by clicking on 
the Electric cadaver Icon In the top left comer. 

wnhln the body, click on symbols: 

'm' -(} 4 to rotate 
8 to zoom In 

X -(f) 

to zoom out 
to display and hide labels 

to d isplay and hide x-rays 

Fig. 13.5. The Electric Cadaver project at Stanrord University uses 
representation or human anatomy synchronized to video dips or su 
sepamte monitor. 
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directly to the video source device (usually a laser videodisc player), which is controlled 
from the Macintosh using special external commands in HyperCard or MacroMind Director. 
Steven Freedman used this method for the Electric Cadaver project at Stanford University, 
which is a HyperCard stack displaying a graphic representation of human anatomy on the 
Macintosh screen (see fig. 13.5) while simultaneously showing a video clip of a surgical 
procedure on another display monitor. 

The Hyper Switcher (VEND is a control unit for connecting up to four video input 
devices, such as camcorders, VCRs, and videodisc players, and two video output 
devices, such as display monitors, VCRs, or other video recording devices. VENT 
offers software for controlling these devices from a Macintosh, so that you can run a 
dual-display presentatio n with commands in "real time," as a performance, or by 
writing a script that executes a performance. 

When equipped with one of the video input and output adapters described in the 
next section, a Macintosh can function as a video input or output device and connect 
to this unit. 

VidClip (A TB Video Consultants) is a set of HyperCard external commands and a 
custom cable for controlling one or two consumer VCRs or camcorders that use the 
Contrai-L and Control-S remote control commands. The VidClip VideoTape Control 
Toolkit for HyperCard (APDA) provides external corrunands to control Sony con
sumer videotape players. It requires the use of a Control-LS-pin DIN remote control 
jack with a Sony video player. The toolkit is compatible with other videodisc toolkits 
available from APDA, so that you can mix videodisc and videotape control in a stack 
and provide more than one source for video. 

MacroMind also offe rs exte rnal commands for its Lingo scripting language used in 
MacroMind Director, which are called XObjects. Some are used for controlling 
videodisc players such as the Pioneer 4200 and the Sony industrial players. With the 
external video XObjects, a multimedia presentation involving animation can be 
synchronized with a videodisc player. 

The Voyager Company offers the Videodisc Accessoty Series, a set of desk accesso
ries that enable you to control a videodisc player while running any application. 
Besides still frame, search, slow, scan, fast forward, and reverse, the Videodisc 
Accessory Series provides the capability to overlay text (if the player supports it) and 
the capability to set and play repeating sequences, even in reverse. It works with the 
Pioneer 4200 and 4100, Pioneer 6000 Series, and all Sony industrial videodisc players. 
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The Voyager Company distributes a vast library of videodiscs including video images 
from the Voyager spacecraft's tour of the solar system, images from the National 
Gallery of Art, and complete movies. The Voyager Com{lany also distributes 
L.aserstacks, which are HyperCard-based products that delude videodiscs and interac
tive stacks. 

Displaying External Video in a Window 

There are several hardware products currently available tl1at can display full-motion 
and live video in a w indow on tl1e same Macintosh display as your software. The 
applications for full-motion video on the same screen as\ software can be as simple as 
watching TV while working or as complex as integrating video with a multimedia 
presentation or overlaying text and graphics on a video image and recording the 
result onto videotape. 

One popular application of full-motion video, with products such as RadiusTV, is 
business te levision. For example, s[Ock traders can simu\taneously display the latest 
stock information and a live feed from me Financial News Network on the same 
screen. Media watchers can display a live newscast wim closed caption text and 
record me captions in a transcript file. 

Omer applications include desktop publishing and presentations, because most of 
mese full-motio n video products offer image capture and processing capabilities. 
Newspapers and magazines can capture video images for publication. Interactive 
training applications can be develo ped wim laser videodisc players tl1at display in a 
window on me Macintosh screen. 

MicroTV (Aapps Corp.) displays live or prerecorded video in a window on the 
Macintosh screen. The MicroTV adapters for the Macintosh II and SE models include a 
television tuner and a digitizer tl1at operates at me real-time speed of 30 frames per 
second, providing full-motion black-and-white TV in a fi ·ed-size window on me 
screen. 

Each card is actually a "cable-ready" TV mat requires onl an antenna or cable hook
up to receive TV signals. Although me SE version shows 1only black-and-white video, 
the Mac II version shows 128 different shades of gray. Tile TV window is 128 by 108 
pixe ls (approximately 1.5 by 1.25 inches). The cards offe direct and composite video 
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input connectors and an output audio jack, as well as internal speakers Cit does not 
use the Macintosh speaker). The software can select channels, has a timer for 
launching and selecting a channel, and runs under MultiFinder, enabling you to run 
applications while watching 1V or full-motion video from any video source. Micro1V 
Professional provides a larger window (256 by 192 pixels) and the capability to 
capture a still video image for use in desktop publishing and presentations. 

The Micro1V product is relatively inexpensive compared to other video solutions. A 
training cente r could outfit each Macintosh in a classroom with one card and wire the 
cards by coaxial cable to a video playing device, such as a videodisc or VCR, for 
viewing training videos side-by-side with software. 

Frame grabbers are available that use special techniques to grab frames and deliver 
them to the Macintosh screen at speeds up to 30 frames per second, providing the 
capability to display live, full-motion video in a window on the Macintosh screen. 
With such products, it is easy to freeze one frame to capture a still image, but you 
also can integrate full-motio n video with a multimedia presentatio n. For example , 
SCION offers the Image Capture Board that can digitize and display black-and-white 
video from an NTSC source at 30 frames per second on the Macintosh display. This is 
called real-time live video. However, the SCION board does not display or capture in 
color, only in 256 levels of gray. 

There are some trade-offs with current products that provide full-motion video on a 
Macintosh screen. Although some video frame grabbers can provide up to 24 bits of 
color infonnation per pixel (about 16.7 million colors), some products compromise 
on image size, or in color depth by providing only 8 bits (256 colors), in order to 
operate fast enough to display full-motion video (at 30 frames per second). Many of 
these cards are designed for video professionals and offer genlocking features for 
overlaying text and gr<1phics omo video. 

You can bring more than one video signal into the Macintosh and you can integrate all the 
functions of television with the Macintosh by using Radius1V, a produa that combines a 
video display card with an external audio and video input processor and television tuner. 

Radius1V displays full-motio n video in 8-bit or 16-bit mode, and works with any 
NuBus video card that supports 16-bit display and block tr<lnsfer of information. 
Radius1V can be used with the standard Apple 13-inch color monitor controlled by 
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the Radius DirectColor/GX display controller. Radius offers two-page color display 
systems that are also compatible with RadiusTV. 

RadiusTV consists of two hardware parts: the Audio/Video Input Processor (A VIP) is a 
separate component that prepares signals from the video source devices for display 
by the Video Engine Card, which can be insta lled in a NuBus expansion slot (such as 
the slots in Macintosh II models). Software supplied with RadiusTV includes RadiusTV 
Window, a desk accessory for displaying video in a windoJ, and l11eatrics, a program for 
viewing and capturing frames of video as images for use in other applic-ations. 

RadiusTV is capable of receiving live broadc-asts over cable or a connected antenna 
using the A VIP built-in tuner. The A VIP also offers two NTSC composite video inputs 
and a set of RGB component video inputs for connecting camcorders, VfRs, VCRs, or 
laser videodisc players. It also offers two separate audio inputs. You can choose 
between video sources without recabling. 

RadiusTV Window is as easy to use as a television (see fig. 13.6), providing controls 
for fme tuning, brightness and contrast, channel selection, hue and color, volume, and 
video source. The window can be located anywhere on the Macintosh screen and 
video can be displayed in the background while you use other applications. Closed 
caption text can be displayed and captured into a text me. Any two channels can be 
sampled while you watch a third channe l. In addition, a video frame can be captured 
and saved in the Scrapbook. 

Additional image capture and processing capabilities, such as automatic field align
ment to improve picture quality, and tools to achieve special effects, are provided in 
the Theatrics program. Radius offers a developer's toolkit of software interfaces for 
controlling the hardware, and MacroMind offers XObjects for controlling RadiusTV 
from within MacroMind Director. 

Although it is more expensive than most other video fra~e grabbers, the NuVista card 
(Truevision) offers a full spate of video capture and display features with full 24-bit 
color images. By itself, the NuVista board can provide 32- it color display with a 
variety of multiscanning monitors and capture RGB video in real time (10 frames per 
second, or one-third the normal speed of video). It uses a Texas Instruments 
TMS34010 graphics processor and 1, 2, or 4 megabytes o standard video memory, 
expandable to 12 megabytes. 
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F1g. 13.6. Jbdiu<JY tlhpb)' full-mol ion 'id..:o in " window on 1h..: .\l:tcinlosh scr..:..:n. :tnd combin..:s a 
c:thk-r..:ady tdcvbion llln..:r wit h an ..:xH:rnal unit for nmn..:<.:ting muh ip l..: vitk o sourc..:' to th..: 
1\l:ldmo,h. Thb d..:~k :ll"C<:,'-Ory pro,·id..:' all th..: functi<m' of a td..:,·ision including fine luning. brightness 
and contr:tst control. :111d channel , election. 

Although the standard NuVista board w ill work with the Apple Color Display, it is 
nor recommended and will actually damage the monitor if your sofm ·are tries to 
display full-motio n video (by altering the scan rates). Multiscanning monitors w ith 
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analog RGB inputs and the capability to scan from 15kHz to 35kHz, therefore, are 
preferred (examples are the Sony CPO 1302 Multiscan ml mitor and the Electrohome 
ECM 1900 Series). The maximum resolution, in 32-bit d isplay mode, is 1.02~ by 1,024 
pi.,xels (at least four megabytes of video HAM is required f(>r maximum resolution). 

The uVista is compatible with NTSC and PAL formats and can be connected directly 
to RGB cameras and studio equipment. By adding Truevision·s VlDI/0 box, you can 
connect to consumer-grade NTSC and S-vic.leo source de ices such as VCRs, hanc.lhekl 
camcorders, and videodisc players. When capturing full-motion video at nearly full 
resolution (1 ,024 by 768 pixels) in 32-bit mode, you need at least three megabytes of 
disk space for each frame. V ideo images can be stored a.'i PICT files and as eight-bit o r 
32-bit TIFF files. 

Mass Microsystcms provides plenty of v ideo display features on one relativdy inex
pensive NuBus frame grabber and genlocking card, the ColorSpace II. Although it 
does not work w ith Apple's Color Card. it can provide computer images to a non
interlaced RGB monitor and therefore could be used with a third-party monitor as 
your main Macintosh display; it also can work concurrently w ith the Apple Color Card 
and monitor if you use it to display on a second monitor. (You can then drag win
dows from the Apple monitor to the second monitor.) The card offers NTSC video 
input and output and a plug for an optional HGB monitor. 

A newer version of this card, the: ColorSr ace !Ti , can con\(eJl TSC video signals into 
the higher rate needed to display the images on the 13-inch Aprle Color Monitor and 
therefore can be used with that monitor. The ColorSpace l l i is the rreferred card for 
Macintosh users who already own the Apple Color Monitor. The ColorSpacc IIi offers 
all the features of the original ColorSpace IT. plus the capability to display 24-bit colo r 
video at 30 frames per second . 

Mass Microsystems also offers the ColorSrace FX full-motion video d isplay card, 
which convens NTSC, PAL and SECA.M video signals int<l a flicker-free, 30 frames
per-second RGB signal. It offers special effects including Toom, mirror, and the 
capability to squeeze the picture. but it docs not include a frame grabber (you use it 

in conjunction with the Colo rSpace II or ll i) l 
Orange Micro offers the Personal Vision card , w hich can ·apturc 8-, 16-, or 24-bit 
video images at 30 frames rer second. The card accepts GI3 and black-and-white 
NTSC video signals directly; you need another TSC-to- l{f U convener card to capture 
fu ll color TSC video. The Personal Vision card can displlty in any size window from 
128 by 80 pixels to 645 by 484 pixels and provides zoom· g and panning features. Its 
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software can save video images in PIC f 2. color TIFF, Encapsulated PostScript, and 
MacPaint fonnaL<;. 

The Personal Vision card can display video on the Macinrosh screen at 30 fmmes per 
second via direct connection to the Apple Color Card (bypassing the NuBus bus) or 
at 15 frames per second over the uBus. which is half the speed of full-motion video 
but still useful for multimedia presentations. 

13igTime TV (HyperPro) is a set of HyperCard external routines developed by 
HyperPro for controlling the Personal Vision card at 15 frames per second. The 
routines also can be used w ith the Mass Microsystems ColorSpace II and FX combi
nation. 

It is generally true that more expensive video cards, such as the Truevision uVista 
card , provide higher quality signal processing than the less expensive cards. One 
major trend is toward fitting as many features as possible on one card while lowering 
the cost of manufacturing, but the results are usually lower than broadcast video 
standards. In an age where the 1TSC standard for composite video is being chal
lenged by High Definition TV and od1er specifications, we can only expect major 
changes in card p1icing and quality over the next few years. 

Overlaying Text and Graphics 

One important application of desktop video is the capab ility to overlay text (such as 
rilles) and graphics (particularly animation) onto the video signal, effectively mixing 
the two media. This process also is called composil i11g The output of this process 
could be displayed on a separate video monitor or on the Macintosh monitor, 
depending on which d isplay card you use, or recorded onto videotape through l11e 
use of a video output feature of the display card or a separate video input/output 
box. The process requires the genlocking feature to synchronize d1e computer and 
video signals. 

The NuVista card, described earlier, offers genlocking so that you can overlay 
graphics on full-motion video, or overlay full-motion video on a grdphic image as a 
background. With the VIDI/0 box you can record onto videOLape full-motion or 
frame-by-frame animation prepared by a program such as MacroMind Director. 
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MacroMind also offers an XObject with Director that ca1 perform effects with the 
video image provided from a Mass Microsystems ColorSpace IIi card, including the 
capability to synchronize an interactive animated presentation with video. The 
ColorSpace II or Ui can genlock to a standard full color video signal and overlay 
graphjcs and text for titl ing . The result can be output as high-qua lity RGB video, or 
composite NTSC or PAL video. When the board is genlocked to an extemal signal, it 
provides a sharp and stable NTSC signal with minimal ir1terlace nicker. It also can 
digitit:e a fu ll-color picture in one second (at 640 by 480 pixel resolution). 

Besides these video input and output adapters, a host of products from different 
companies offe r genlocking for use with video output units for recording onto 
videotape. RasterOps offers an r-rrsc video genlocking board with 24-bit color that 
works with the ColorBoarcl 24L display card. Compute r Friends offers TV Producer, a 
genlock card that requires the Apple Color Card in the uBus slot next to it (the card 
connects to the Apple Color Card directly). When combining a video signal with the 
Macintosh display signal, you can define the key color t display the video signal 
through the Macintosh signal. 

Macintosh Plus and SE computers can be outfitted with ~1e ColorSpace Plus/SE, a 
SCSI device that enables you to overlay Macintosh grapHics on an NTSC or S-Video 
signal from an external video source. With special keyin 7 technology, the ColorSpace 
Plus/SE replaces black, white, and the desktop's original gray pattern of black and 
white. wid1 three colors out of a possible 256 colors. Thtt features are adequate for 
creating color titles, simple g•aphics, and text and overla(ing d1em on video. The 
device incorporates a proprietary adaptive vertical filter, which reduces the Aickering 
that may happen with thin lines and especially with text. Two NTSC and two S-Video 
sources can be connected to it for display on a composite monitor. 

julian Systems offers the Genlock Converter, which also connects to the Apple Color 
Carel and must be inserted in the slot next to it. Unlike tl1e TV Producer and 
ColorS pace cards, d1e julian Genlock Convett er offers the capability to input a key 
signal that can be provided by video switchers, chroma ~eyers, or special-effects cards 
before feeding the video signal to the Converter. The Co werter is designed for use 
wid1 professional video equipment because it uses DNC ·onnecto rs rathe r than 
consumer-type RCA connectors. Rad1er than using a key color for keying, the julian 
Genlock Converter uses brightness, so that very bright or very clark areas of the image 
can be made transparent to the external video (black or vhite should be used in the 
graphics where the video signal should appear). 
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Video input/output conversion cards and boxes va1y in features and price; the least 
expensive units convert the Macintosh signal into composite video before synchroniz
ing and combining it w ith the video signal. Products such as the ColorSpace IIi 
transfonn the incoming composite signals into separate RGB components so that you 
can adjust them separately before mixing them with the Macintosh signal. This 
capability is impo1tant to professional video producers who are making industrial or 
broadcast-quality videos with overlayed animation and text. 

Using the Macintosh in Film and Video Studios 

A Macintosh can be useful in vi1tually all of the stages of film and video production, 
including the pre-production and post-production steps. Tt is even posSible to use a 
Macintosh to control the editing of video and film in digital form and create the 
master tape or film. 

Professional video systems and the conventional dedicated compute rs used in the 
editing room do not use a visual metaphor-they are mostly text screens with 
numbers for cut-in and cut-out po ints. The Macintosh can at least provide a visual 
metaphor for these types of control applications, and with some configurations and 
software products, the Macintosh can go a step fwt her into production by actua lly 
displaying digitized video sequences for editing. 

Managing Pre-Production 

All film or video projects sta1t with a pre-production phase, during which the pro
ducer must nail clown a "show idea" for the project and establish the goals of the 
project, before hiring the talent and starting actual productio n. In most cases, this 
phase includes budgeting the entire production effort , outlining the project, choosing 
fo rmats, describing segments, deciding how to build the set, deciding un special 
graphics and equipment, and establishing the elates and times for taping or fil ming. 
Finally tl1e producer must secure a directo r and a writer for the script, and the writer 
must produce a first draft of the script. 
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early all of these tasks can be aided by the use of busi?ess and word processing 
software on a Macintosh, and there are programs expressly designed for some of 
these tasks, such as budgeting. Screenplay Systems, for example, offers Movie Magic 
Budgeting and Scriptor, which provide facilities for budgeting and script writing that 
are compatible with Microsoft Word and with another Screenplay Systems product, 
Movie Magic Scheduling. These products are designed for entering any and all 
expenses you can conceive for a video or film project and consolidating them into a 
budget. 

MacToolkit (Max3) provides budgeting and scheduling features, including a labor 
guide on disk that includes the union labor rates, so that the producer can include the 
rates for various union employees and Screen Guild actors in the budget. 

Although word processors can be used for writing screenplays and scripts, most of 
them are too cumbersome for editing dual-column audio video scripts. In such scripts, 
the writer starts by writing the audio pottion scene-by-scene in the double-spaced 
right column then fills in the video pottion in the single-spaced left column. 
ScriptWriter (American lntelliware Corp.) handles this fom1atting task, and a compan
ion program called Sto1yboarder enables you to combine a series of drawings with 
text to depict d1e impo rtant scenes. Max3 also offers CineWriter for writing screen
plays and scripts. 

The use of animated sto1yboards may come during this phase or at the beginning of 
the actual production phase. The production phase includes creating the set and 
graphics, arranging studio tin1e, equipment, and crew and preparing the shooting 
script and detai ls of specific shots. It is during this crucial phase when expenditures 
can skyrocket and shots can be wasted. The post-production phase includes editing, 
audio overdubbing, and duplication. 

In the production of the movie Star 7i"-ek V, animated storyboards were used to 
conceptualize some of the scenes that would involve the creation of models and the 
use of special effects (see fig. 1.2 in Chapter 1). "Some pre-visualization and pre
planning can avoid a lot of pitfalls that you would find if you just went ahead and 
built the models and executed the shots," explained Lynda Weinman, developer of 
the animated storyboards (which were created with the ~recursor to MacroMind 
Directo r, VideoWorks). "(The animated storyboards) help show the continuity and 
whether you have the right number of shots to tell the st ry. You can show it to 
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someone as a sequence rather than as individual panels. The producer used a 
Macintosh II to show the animated storyboards to the director and artists, so it was 
easy to stop on a frame and view a particular sequence over and over. The resolution 
of the screen is so much better (for this type of application) than the resolution of 
videotape." Lynda Weinman also used Swivel 30 to draw the three-dimensional 
graphic models used in the animation. 

Editing Video and Film 

In video production, editing is the process of creating a master tape by taking 
segments from the work prints and compiling a final edit decision list that derails the 
sequence of scenes, cuts, and effects. The Macintosh can be an excellent tool in this 
phase, providing a visual interface and direct access to video frames with exact time 
codes. Film editing involves physically cutting and re-assembling shoL'i by splicing the 
pieces of film. The problems of dealing with hundreds of pieces of fi lm can be 
managed by viewing shots on d1e Macintosh screen, and you can have instant access 
to any part of a film by clicking on a time line. 

Videotape decks are inherently sequential-access devices, and even fast decks can 
take minutes to get to a desired location. With tape decks, the master tape must be 
made in a linear fashion because video material cannot be added or removed . 

Two different approaches are used with new Macintosh-based editing systems that 
also vary considerably in the packaging and price-the under $10,000 Midas l and 
under $15,000 Midas II desktop production systems (Seehorn Technologies, distrib
uted by Julian Systems) for high-performance Macintosh II models, and d1e Avid/ 1 
Media Composer system (Avid Technologies), which includes a Macintosh ll x and 
disk storage, for over $58,000. 

The Midas I system offers budgeting and scripting features, and the capability to 
create a storyboard using an image catalog and two Macintosh-controlled VrRs, as 
well as editing functions. Midas can run on a standard Macintosh II with at least two 
megabytes of RAM (four are recommended) and a 40-megabyte or higher capacity 
hard disk. It can drive nearly every type of video recorder and can be used to directly 
edit master tapes as a conventional edit controller. 
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The Midas frame grabber stores black-and-white stills of the first and last fr<Imes of a 
sequence, with time codes to match the edit points. You can create a "paper cut" and 
a "fi rst cut'" with the basic system and upgr<~de to the Midas II system for creating final 
cuts. The system can produce a final edit decision list that is compatible with the CMX 
standard for broadcast-quality professional editing equipment. 

Avid/ 1 Media Composer is a complete Macintosh Ilx-based video editing system with 
two color monitors and up to 4.2 gigabytes of hard disk storage. The system digitizes 
video at 30 frames per second and stores it on the hard disk so that you can edit 
exactly frame-by-frame. The video is compressed by a factor of 75 to 1, which reduces 
image quality but still provides sufficient detail for editing. Audio is captured at CO
quality sampling rates so that it can be provided directly from the system. A one-disk 
system can hold about 16 minutes of video with CO-quality audio; a seven-disk 
system can hold over 2 hours. 

Witl1 the raw footage on disk, you can build video sequences, rearrange and trim 
frames from any part of tl1e entire show, and see the results immediately. The Avid/ 1 
system captures time codes from rape while digitizing, and when you fmish editing, 
the system can buiJd a broadcast-quality master tape directly from your source tapes. 
You also can output a CMX-compatible edit decision list to tloppy d isk for creating 
the master witl1 other equipment. 

The primary benefi t of the Avid/1 system is that you can assemble a rough cut and 
continue to edit and fine-tune the sequences without having to duplicate or transfer 
the footage to other fom1ats or media, and the program length expands or contracts 
according to your edits. You have instant access to any part of the show by clicking 
on the time line, and the time codes are accurate. A log is automatically generated 
that can show the fi rst frame of each shot, or tl1e first and last frames, or all frames. 

Film editing also can be enhanced by using the Avid/1. Clips are stored and listed as 
items in a "bin," and you can view them simply by dragging them with the mouse 
into the viewing window. The clips can be listed by nan 1e and catalogued in "image 
mode" so that you can view the first frame or keyframe of every clip. When you start 
a sequence you can see it instantly, at the speed of tl1e apdio, without having to wait 
for the equipment to get up to speed. The audio can be layed back even when you 
are inching forward or backward t11rough a sequence. 
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Although the digital images are not suitable for broadcast-quality video, the control 
over the editing process is superb, and the quality of the final product is not compro
mised in any way. The digital audio portion is higher in quality than conventional 
flatbed editing machines. You can present a variety of different sequences of the same 
footage to a client and spend less time shuftling from one take to another. Although 
the system can be used for final production, advertising executive Peter Farago uses it 
for storyboards because "we don't waste time, and we get the message across. We 
can then pass it on to production.'' According to Thomas Ohanian, a professional on
line editor, ''The flexibility and the options that the Avid/ 1 gives an editor w ill enable 
you to approach the edit differently and, I believe. in ways in w hich most of us have 
always wanted to work ... 

As desktop technology for video production matures, more service bureaus for video 
production w ill come into existence to serve the emerging market of desktop video 
producers. Companies already exist that rent editing rooms for on-line ed iting (direct 
to master tapes) and off-line editing (rough cuts). The costs, however, are quite high 
when renting laser videodiscs and sophisticated edit controllers for non-linear, 
random-style access and on-line editing-from $300 to over $500 an hour. It is in this 
area thar systems like the Avid/ 1 will dramatically reduce costs. 

The MicrolV card from Aapps, when combined with Screen Play from VE T, are a 
glimpse of the video offerings to come. Screen Play enables you to reorganize video 
clips digitized at 5 to 10 frames per second and can create a video editing decision list 
to control consumer recording decks in pseudo-time code (accurare to about 10 
fr.:~mes per second). We expect future offerings to be supported by software that 
would make it easy for any of us to edit and assemble "video mail'' and even me
dium-quality v ideo productions using only a camcorder, a Macintosh, and VCRs to 
play prerecorded segments and to record the result. 

Chapter Swnmary 

Video is an effective medium in many applications, including business communica
tion, entertainment, art, training, and education. You can use prerecorded video in 
your presentations, record your computer presentation onto videotape for use with 
consumer VCRs, or record the presentation onto high-quality v ideotape for use w ith 
industrial o r commercial videos. 
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The 1 TSC fom1at is used in the United States and Jaran and differs significantly from 
the video signals used in other countries such as PAL, used in Great Britain, other 
Euror ean countries, and Australia , and SECAM, used in France, USSR, East Germany, 
and the Middle East countries. 

The simplest way to add prerecorded full -motion video to a multimedia presentation 
is to use an external display monito r connected to a video source device controlled 
from the Macintosh using external commands in HyperCard or ivlacroMind Director. 

A video signal can be brought into the Macintosh and displayed in a ~·indow on
screen or on a separate display. You can overlay graphics and text on a video signal 
and save the result onto videotape. A single frame of video can be frozen as a still 
image for use in presentations and publishing projects. 

A video digitizer is used to capture video images from a video source. A frame 
grabber can .. grab frames·· of video at the speed of video (30 frames per second) and 
display each frame. A still video image is similar to a scanned gray-scale o r color 
image and can be edited and retouched just like a scanned photo using image editing 
software. 

A feature known as genlocking is required to overlay, fo r example, a computer image 
or rext on tor of a v ideo signal. Keying is the capability to make a portion of a v ideo 
signal transrarent so that you can see another signal w hen genlocking. 

Although you can record animation on videotape in real time, most applications call 
for faster animation or more control over the animation, and so the recording must be 
done frame-by-frame. 

There are a number of ntles to remember w hen designing graphics and text for 
recording to videotape. Lines that are an even number of pLxels thick usually do not 
flicker, bur some horizontal lines and text may flicker. You can reduce the contrast at 
the edges or use a technique called anti-aliasing, w hich adds or subtracts pLxels at 
high-contrast edges to soften or blur the edges. When ere lling images that will 
eventually be shown in TSC video, leave at least I "i% of the full screen on each 
edge blank. 

Professional-quality video is an expensive medium in w h ch to produce, and the costs 
rise dramatically if you want to do special effects such as werlaying graphics or text 
on top of the video image. This is where desktop video t~chnology provides the 
greatest benefit: in the use of computer graphics that can )e saved on videotape. 
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A Macintosh can be useful in virtua lly all of the stages of film and video production, 
including the pre-production and post-production steps. It is even possible to use a 
Macin tosh to control the editing of video and film in digital fom1 and create the 
master tape or film. Future desktop video products will offer similar features for 
editing video presentations using consumer-priced camcorders and VCRs, and the 
software will make it easy for anyone to make a video. 
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14 
'Jbe Future is Fun! 
'Jbe Future is Fair! 
You may already have won! 
You may already BE there! 

I 
Looking into 
Future Media 

-The Firesign Theatre, 1 77Jink We're All Bozos on 17:>is Bus 

You are watching a movie of driving down a street in Aspen, Colorado, but it also is a 
map of Aspen. You are using the map as a way to choose which way to drive, but it 
also is a movie in which you see the street and buildings and other cars. You can 
drive down any street, tum any comer, change the season from sununer to winter, 
look behind you, in front, or side-to-side, stop and turn toward the entrdnce to a 
building, and walk into the building. Everything you see is a fiLm clip, but it is not 
simply a movie: from start to finish, you are in control. I 
As described in Stewart Brdnd's book, The Media Lab (Viking Penguin), the Aspen 
Movie Map is an example of interactive multimedia. Th<1 map and film clips were not 
just selections of Aspen, bur the entire town, including the insides of many buildings 
and restaurants (including menus). Brand w rites about the public reaction to this 
project: '"Aspen' shook people ... For the first time the vi~wer could be thought of as 
an animal instead of a vegetable, active and curious instead of passive and critical. " 

Produced more than 10 years ago by the Architecture M chine Group at MIT (funded 
by the Defense Department's Advance Research Project Agency), the Aspen Movie 
Map was the first major demonstration of using video in an interactive way to provide 
a teaming experience that far surpasses the experience f imagining the streets by 
reading maps or watching a movie in which you have ~o control. \Y/e are rapidly 
closing the gap between the promise of interdctive videf exhibited by this labordtory 
project and the reality of a consumer market for deskto video projects. As with 
desktop publishing, the business applications are leadin ) the way. 
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All indications for the future are that television-quality video and high-quality sound 
will be integrated with everyday computing activities. Indeed, the computer can 
already play a live video image, with sound, in a window next to an application. The 
next step in this evolutionary process will be the introduction of desktop video 
editing equipment designed for small business and home use. 

However, there remains an important question about how this technology will affect 
the quality standards of the medium. Desktop publishing tools were at fi rst consid
ered to be only for graphic arts and publishing professionals because special skills 
are required to create well-designed publications. But this characterization proved to 
be one-sided. Desktop publishing may have lowered the standards of high-resolution 
typesetting as it lowered the required resolution to that of laser printers, but it also 
raised the possibility that a wider variety of content would have that "published" 
look. Desktop publishing moved into the mainstream and attracted anyone who 
could afford a laser printer, and the results are better communications within corpora
tions, more effective marketing campaigns, a wider variety of publications, and a 
victory for freedom of the press even under totalitarian regimes. 

Since the invention of the printing press, it has been obvious that the technology of 
the communications media has had a tremendous impact on society. Television has 
completely changed the electoral process in this country, providing viewers on the 
West Coast with early voter returns that may influence them before they vote, and 
providing candidates with an extremely effective medium for advancing propaganda 
and false characte rizations. Television also has changed the way we experience 
natural disasters-nearly eve1yone in the country tuned to the World Series found out 
that San Francisco had suffered a devastating quake, even before residents of d1e Bay 
Area and California knew what was happening. 

To those who say, however, that television, r.tdio, and video technology have put too 
much power in the hands of government, the successful dissidents in Eastern Europe 
would point out that d1ese technologies, having evolved to become desktop tools, 
were the decisive factors in their victories. For example, Robert Manchin, a Hungar
ian socio logist, became a desktop publisher with information he recorded in the 
Hungarian Parliament and circulated over 70,000 copies of his publication, 
Orszaggyulesi Tudositasok, in the months before d1e great refonn movement. 

Television may be useful for advancing political propaganda, but it is far more 
effective at pleasing its viewers with reruns of "I Love Lucy." In nearly every Eastern 
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European country that successfully revolted against totalitarianism, the people were 
demanding freedom and tuning into Western broadcasts looking for variety and 
entertainment. 

Desktop video and audio production will someday force\a major change in the power 
structure of broadcasting, but in today's commercial and professional studios, desktop 
video and audio tools are used mostly for prototyping and management, not for 
actual production. Desktop technology can be useful for \professionals in the studio, 
but it is not yet high enough in quality to replace professional equipment. It took 
several years for professional typographers and graphic artists to start using desktop 
publishing tools for commercial publications; it will take even longer for professional 
audio and video specialists to sanction the use of desktOjD tools for their projects. 

Those who think that video and audio production are best left to the professionals 
who have the skills are missing the point that desktop video and audio is mostly 
having an impact in tl1e world of amateurs. Desktop audio and video production are 
extremely attractive to cost-cutting, security-conscious, and time-pressed businesses 
and training departments of large corporations. Like desktop publishing, desktop 
audio and video opens new vistas of opportunity for smaller businesses who could 
not afford the cost of professional-quality production. TI1e technology also is enriched 
with design aids and prolific examples that serve as templates for integrating audio 
and video with interactive multin1edia applications. Even 1though some of the capabili
ties, such as playing live video side-by-side with software

1 
windows on the same 

monitor, currently offer uneven quality at best, the capabilities by tl1emselves are such 
a major leap forward that a large segment of early adopters are ready for it. 

Multimedia business presentation is currently the fastest growing and largest category 
of personal computer applications. Desktop computers are already used in corpora
tions to produce slide presentations, and many are used to present tl1e slideshows as 
well. The number of "electronic fmmes" (slides displayed on the computer mther than 
on slide projectors) will jump from 17 million in 1987 to 232 million in 1992 (accord
ing to Desktop Presentations, Inc.). Compared to tl1e nurljber of photographic slides 
produced on the desktop (111 million in 1987 rising to 29.6 million in 1992), electronic 
fmmes are rising much faster, and the addition of video a cl sound will make elec
tronic presentations an even more attractive choice. 

The immediate future of desktop video is real-time comp ession and decompression 
of digitally stored video, most likely based on the Joint PHotogmphic Experts Group 
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(JPEG) sta ndard proposed by the CCITIIISO international standards conuninees. The 
first VLSI (single-chip) image compression processor based on the ]PEG standard was 
announced recently by C-Cube Microsystems of San Jose, California. The processor 
compresses still images o r motion video by at least a factor of 20 without visible 
degradation in quality (although some information is subtracted, the degradation is 
not visible under no1mal circumstances). It can compress an image for the screen 
with optimal results at up to 10:1 ratios, and a higher resolution image for printing at 
up to 25:1. The compression ratio can vary under programming control. The proces
sor can compress or decompress a 24-bit color image in less than a second, and fu ll
motion video at real time (30 frames per second). 

For anyone who wants the capabilities for color publishing, photorealistic presenta
tions, and full-motion video, the ]PEG standard is good news. We desperately need 
compressio n to store images on disks and to pull them through the bottlenecks of 
networks. Defined by the same umbre lla organizatio ns (the CCITI/ ISO) that brought 
us into the fax age and gave us Ethernet, ]PEG promises to be an open standard for 
international clara exchange and an impetus to the growth of new technology. 

In addition, high-speed, broadband networks must be introduced for exchanging 
video information between computers. When these obstacles are overcome in the 
labs, there must be breakthroughs in manufacturing to lower the costs of these 
components and increase the quality of the video image. Pulling all tl1ese develop
ments together will be a desktop media control architecture consisting of multimedia 
protocols that will enable applications to be developed that are completely compat
ible with each other in exchanging video and audio information. 

Inte ractive video on rhe desktop will have an impact not just on presentations and 
training but also on publishing, graphic arts, network management, telecommunica
tions, and database access applications. 

Apple has recently proposed a document architecture and set of system re. ources, 
called QuickTime, that provides time-based actions and a way to store various types 
of multimedia information-text, graphics, sound, animation, and eventually full
motion video. ext year, Apple hopes to implement QuickTime so that all Macintosh 
applic:a tions can take advantage of system resources for manipulating multimedia 
infom1ation. 

Word processing, the most popular activity in personal computing, will be changed 
radically by sound and video infom1ation. You will be listening to voice-annotated 
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documents and be using dictionaries that look up words you have spoken phoneti
cally. You will be able to quickly prepare videos of yourselves to send to others, 
perhaps by looking at a combination display/lens unit attached to your computers 
and choosing a menu item to prepare "videomail." 

Personal and professional communication by video and by computer will be as 
radical a change for the business world as data processing itself. If the success of 
word processing and desktop publishing is any indication of how communication can 
be improved, the use of audio and video as part of communication will at first require 
some skill but eventually will be practiced by everyone in business using automatic 
tools. 

The possibilities are endless if the computer industry can adapt to the mass market. 
The consumer may eventually get talking books, paperback movies, animated 
greeting cards, and the capability to make and distribute personal cartoons. 

One of the factors of the rapid political restmcturing of Eastern Europe was the effect 
of allowing new media technology to be available-specifically radio, television, and 
desktop publishing. The battle c1y for freedom of the pr6s has already changed to 
freedom of the airwaves and freedom of infonnation access. Personal video is the 
next catalyst for social change, because it has the potential to break down the ba1Tier 
between the creative artists and communicators and those who control the methods 
of production and distribution. Personal computers started the ball rolling in 1980. In 
another decade, we will probably look back fondly on today's desktop multimedia 
equipment and consider it quite primitive but certainly a major step in the evolution 
of media. 
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Vendors: Toolkits, Programs, and Systems 

This appendix of vendors and products lists companies in alphabetical order. If you want 
to find a company or product and you know only the product name, look up the product 
using the Index at the back of this book. Go to the index-referenced page to find the 
company name in the text, and then use this appendix to find the company listing. 

3-M Corporation: 
Videodisc preproduction and manufac-

turing 
131dg. 223-55, 3M Center 
St. Paul, MN 55144- 1000 
(612) 736-4520 

Aapps Corp.: 
MicroTV (SE versio n), 5295 
Micro1V (I I version). S395 
MicroTV Professio nal. $595 

756 . Pastoria Avenue 
Sunnyva le , CA 940H6 
( 408) 735-8550 

Abbott Systems: 
CanOpener. 5125 

62 Mountain Road 
Pleasantville, i\'Y 10570 
(91 4) 747-3 11 6 

Addtech Compute r Systems: 
Addtech Film Recor(lt;r, 55.29") 

601 Magnetic Drive. Unit 5 
Downsvicw, ON M3J 3]2, Canada 
(4 16) 736-7007 

Adobe Systems: 
Adol;Je lllustrator 8H ( I. 9.3). $495 
Adobe PhotoShop. SH95 
Adobe Streamline. 5395 
Adol~e Type Manager, S99 (Font 

package: $198) 
1585 Charleston Road 
1'0 Box 7900 
\llountain View, Ca 94039-7900 
(4 15) 961-4400 

Agfa Comrugntphic 
9400

1

1magesetter. approx. 545,000 
200 Ballardvalc Stre<.:t 
Wilmington. MA 0 1887 
( 508) 6SH-5600 

Agfa Matrix: 
Proeplor. 56,495 
slidetriter. s u ,795 

One Ramland I
1
oad 

Onmgcburg, . ry 10962 
(914) 365-0190 >r CHOOl 876-75· t3 
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Aldus Corp.: 
FreeHand 2.02, 5495 
PageMaker 4.0, 5795 
Persuasion, 5495 
PrePrint, 5495 

411 1st Avenue South =200 
Seattle , \VIA 98104 
(206) 622-5500 

Alladin Syste ms: 
Stuffit Deluxe. 5100 (540 upgrade price 

for registered users of previous 
versions) 

Deer Park Center :23A-17 1 
Aptos, CA 95003-1723 
(408) 685-9175 

AlLSys: 
The Art Importer. 5179 
Fontogmpher, 5495 

720 Avenue F " 109 
Plano, TX 75074 
(214) 424-4888 

American lntelliware Corp: 
ScriptWriter, 5495 
Storyboarder, 5495 

P.O. Uox 6980 
Torram:e , CA 90504 
(2 13) 533-4040 

APDA: 
HyperCard CD Audio Toolkit, 575 
HyperCard Videodisc Toolkit, 540 
VidClip VideoTape Control Toolkit for 

HyperCard. 5199 
(address: see Apple Computer) 
(800) 282-2732 
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Apple Computer, Inc: 
AppleShare. 5799 (AppleShare PC 5149 

per client node) 

CD ROM SC, 5979 or 5969 (depends o n 
which SCSI cable is included) 

Display Card 4 • 8, 5648 
Display Card 8 • 24, 5899 
Display Card4 • 8 GC, $ 1,999 
HyperCard, free (bundled) o r 549 by 

itself 
lmageWriter 11 , S625 
L:t.~erWriter HSC, $2,799 
L.ascrWriter li NT, $4,499 
LaserWriter llNTX. $5,999 
Macintosh Plus, 51,799 
Macintosh Portable, $4,799. w/ 40MB 

l-ID, $5,499 
Macintosh SE, $2,569 
Macintosh SE/30. $3,869 
Madntosh llx, 55,269 
Macintosh llcx, $4,669. w/ 40MD l-ID. 

55.369, add 4MB RAM. 56.569 
Macintosh llci. 56,269, w/ 40MB l-ID, 

56,969, add 4MB RAM, $8,169 
Macintosh llfx w/ 4MB RAM, 58,969. w/ 

80MB l iD, 59,869, w/ 120MB l-I D, 
5 10,969, w/ 80MB l-ID and 4MB 
Parity RAM, 5 I 0,369 

MIDI Inte rface, $99 
Personal Last:rWriter . T. approx. 53,300 
Personal l..ascrWriter SC. approx. 52,000 
Personal Modem, S309 
Apple Modem 2400, 5499 
AppleFax Modem. 5729 
Scanner, 51 .799 

20525 Mariani Avenue 
Cupertino , CA 95014 
(408) 996-1010 



A:;hton-Tate: 
FuiiWrite Professional, $395 

20101 Hamilton Avenue 
·rorrance. CA 90502 
(2 13) 329-8000 

ATI3 Video Consultants : 
ViclCiip. $200 

83 Main Street 
Norfolk, MA 02056 
(508) 520-0 199 

Authorware, Inc.: 
Authorware Professional, approx. $8000 

HSOO Normandale Lake Blvd. , Ninth FLoor 
Minneapolis, MN 55437 
(6 12) 921-8555 

Avid Technology: 
Avid/ ! Media Composer: 

base system w/ Mac ll x and two 
monitors, 558.000 
w/ 4.2 gigabyte hard disk stomge, 
$81.000 

3 Burlington Woods 
Burlington, MA 01803 
(617) 221-6789 

Barneyscan Corp.: 
13arneyscan 35mm Slide Scanning 

System (CIS • 3515). $9,495 
1125 Atlantic Avenue 
Alameda, CA 94501 
(4 15) 521-3388 

13right Star Technology: 
HyperAnimato r, 5150 
interFACE, 5500 

14450 NE 29th Place :220 
Bellevue. W A 98007 
(206) 45 1-3697 
(206) 885-5446 

Appendix: Vendors and Content Providers 

llr0de rbund: 

Typer tyler, s 199 
I 7 Paul Drive 
San Rafael, CA 4903 
( 415) 492-3200 

Caere Corp.: 
OmniPage, S795 

100 Cooper Coun 
Los Gaws, CA 95030 
(408) 395-7000 

Cambridge SoundWorks: 
Ensemble speaker system, S499 

154 California Street 
Newton, MA 02158 
(800) 252-4434 

CE Software: 
DiskTop, S50 

1854 Fuller Road 
PO Box 65580 
Des Moines, lA p0265 
(5 15) 224-1995 

Clnris: I 
MacD

1
raw II ( 1.1 ), 5399 

M~tcP,tint 2.0. $125 
MacWrite 11, $249 

5201 Patrick Herry Drive 
Santa Clara, CA 95052 
(408) 987-7000 
(408) 727-8227 (customer service) 

Computer Frien~s: 
TV Producer NTSC card, $799 
TV Producer Pro Option, $999, with 

R~B, $1,500 
Colo~~nap 32, S I 595 

14250 NW Science Park Drive 
l'onland, OH 97 27 
( 503) 626-2291 
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Comstock, Inc.: 
Desktop Photography: 

Vol I, $500 
Vol 2 ( Business Images), S 195 

30 Irving Place 
New York. NY 10003 
(212) 353-8600 

CfA: 

TextPert, $995 
747 Third Avenue 3rd Floor 
New York, NY 10017 
(800) 252-1442 
(800) 668-8986 (Canada) 
(212) 935-2280 

Custom Applications, Inc.: 
Freedom of Press. $495 

900 Technology Park Drive, Building 8 
Bille rica. MA 01821 
(508) 667-8585 

Deneba Software: 
Spelling Coach Professional3.1. $195 

3305 NW 74th Avenue 
Miami, FL 33122 
(800) 622-6827 
(305) 594-6965 

Diaquest: 
DQ-Animaq. S3.250 (broadcast model), 

$3,750 (desktop model) 
1440 San Pablo Avenue 
Berkeley, CA 94702 
(415) 526-7167 

Digidesign: 
Aud iomcdia. S995 
Deck, S349 

1360 Willow Road, Suite 101 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
(415) 327-8811 
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Dow jones Software: 
Desktop Express, 5149 

PO Box 300 
Princeton, Nj 08543-0300 
(609) 452-1511 

Dukane: 
MagniView 480, $2,199 

2900 Dukanc Drive 
S1. Charles. 1L 60174 
(3 12) 584-2300 

Electronic Arts: 
Deluxe Music Construction Set, $100 
DeluxeRecorder, $199 (buy 

Dcluxelkcorder and Deluxe Music 
Construction Setwgether for $199 
for both) 

Studio/ !, S 150 
Studio/8 ( 1.0), $495 

1820 Gateway Drive 
San Mateo, CA 94404 
(800) 245-4525 
(4 15) 571-7 171 
( 415) 572-ARTS (customer service) 

Epson America 
Epson Liquid Crystal Image Projector, 

$3, 495 
PO Box 1809 
Lomita, CA 907 17 
(ROO) 782-5389 

Farallon Computing: 
MacRecorder 2.0 (with SoundEdit ;1nd 

HyperSound), 5249 
MediaTrac.:ks, 5295 
PhoncNet, 560 each node. regular 

con fig. 
Sc.:rccnRecorder, S 195 
Timbuktu, 5149 
Timbuktu/ Hemote. 5195 

2000 Powell Street =600 
Emeryville. Ci\ 94608 
(·i 15) 596-9000 



GCC: 
Personal LascrPrinter, 5 1699 

580 Winter Street 
Waltham, MA 02154 
(617) 890-0880 

Golden MIDI Music: 
MIDI sequences. SIO-S30 per ~cqm:nce 

330 E. 39th Street. " lOA 
New York, NY 10016 
(212) 370-0474 

Heizer Software: 
Recordlt!, 549 

PO Box 2320 19 
Pleasant Hill. CA 94523 
(800) 888-7667 
(4 15) 943-7667 

Hewlett-Packard: 

Inquiries 

DeskWritcr. 5 1,195 
PaintJet, 5 I ,500 
Scanjct, $ 1.990 
Scanjct Plus. 52. 190 (8-bit scanner) 

13919 Pruneridgc Avenue 
Cupertino, CA 950! tl 
(800) 752-0900 

Hip Software Corp.: 
llannony Grid. 599 
HookUp!, 5 149 

117 Harvard Street 3 
Cambridge, MA 021 39 
(617) 661-2HIP 

Howtek: 
Pixehnastcr, 58,495 
Scanmaster, 55.995 

21 Park Avenue 
Hudson. NH 03051 
(603) 882-5200 

HyperPro. Inc.: 
BigTimt! ·rv. 5395 

465 South M<tthilda Avem1e 
Sunnyvale. CA 94086 
( 408) 446-4800 

Appendix: Vendors and Content Providers 

Integrated Media Systems: 
Dyaxis, 56,995 

I 522 Laurel Street 
San Carlos, CA 94070 
( 4 15) 592-8055 

Interactive Media Technologies: 
IMTX 8000, S7 ,000 ($ 12,000 fu lly 

configured) 
7320 E. Butherus, Suite 200 
Scottsdale, AZ 85260 
(602) 443-3093 
(800) 289-4689 

Julian Systems: 
Genlock Converte r, 5999 

2280 Bates Avenue =J 
Concord , CA 94520 
(4 15) 686-4400 

Koala Technologies: 
MacVision, $399 

269 Mount Hermon Road 
Scotts Valley, CA 95066-4029 
(408) 438-0946 

L:tscrgraphics, Inc.: 
LFR, 59,750 

1767 1 Cowan Avenue 
Irvine, CA 92714 
(7 14) 660-9497 

l.e traset U.S.A.: 
ColorSrudio, S I ,995 
DesignStudio, $795 
FontStudio. 5595 
lmageStudio. 5495 
LetraFont Type LihrJry, 575 ca. face 
Letraktudio , 5495 
Read SetGO!, 5495 
St:m Out!, 5395 

40 Eisenhower )rive 
l'arJmus, NJ 07 153 
(201) 845-6 100 
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Lino type: 
Linotronic 100. approx. $30.000 
Linotronic 200, approx. $30.000 
Linotronic 300. approx. S60.000 

425 Oser Ave nue 
Hauppauge. Y 11788 
(5 16) 434-2000 

Logitt:ch: 
ScanM~t n 32. S·t9<) 

650'> Kaiser Drive 
Fre mo nt. CA 94555 
(800) 23 1-77 17 (outside CA only) 
(800) 552-8885 (CA only> 

Macn:ations: 
Tycho. 150 

329 11orizon Way 
Pacifica , CA 94044 
(4 15) 359-7649 

;\1acroMind: 
Art G t~tbber 11, included in Director 2.0 
MacroMind Accelerator. S 19) 
1\ lacro.\1ind Clip Animatio n. S60 
.\lacro.\lind Dir.:cto r 2.0. 69'> 
Macro1\lind Inte ractive T<x>lkit. ind udl·d 

in Dirt:cto r 2.0 
4 10 Townse nd Str~·et = 108 
San Fr:mdsco. CA 9·1107 
(4 15) •142-0200 

Mainstay: 
Capture 2.0. $80 
Ma rkUp . $24) -5995 

53 11 -B Derry Ave nue 
Agour:t Hills . CA 9 1301 
(818) 99 1-6540 

Mass 1\ 1krosystem~: 

Co1orSpa~·c II. S I . 995 
ColorSpace ll i, $2.300 
ColorSpace FX. 53.500 
ColorS pace Plt ts /SE. S 1.99'i 

550 Del Rcy Avenue 
Sunnyvale. CA 9·1086 
( 408) 522-1200 
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1\lax3 Inc: 
CineWrite, 5495 
MacToolkit. 5695 

3021 Airport Avenue, Suite 112 
Santa Moni<~l . CA 90405 
(213) 398-377 1 

1\licrolytics: 
GOfer, 580 
Word Finde r. $60 

O ne Tobey Village O ffice Park = 127 
Pittsford. Y 14534 
(716) 2·18-9 150 

Mic rosoft Corp .: 
Excel. S39'i 
Pow.:rl'oint. 395 
Word. 539) 
Works, $295 

16011 NE 36th W~ty 
Red mond . WA 90073 
(2o6) 882-8080 

Microte k Lab: 
1\ISF-300G Scanner. 53.'195 
1\ISF-300Z ColorGr.t}' Scanne r. 52. 195 

680 Knox Street 
Torrance. CA 90502 
( 213) 32 1-2121 

1\lirus Corp.: 
FilmPrinte r. $).895 

·t30 1 Great Ame rica Parkway 
Santa Clar:t. CA 9'>05-t 
( •108) 980-9770 

t- litsuhishi Electric Sales AmeriGt: 
i\li tsubishi Al\1-350 I R, 6.900 

110 Ne w England Avenm: W. 
Pisca taway. N.J 0885 1 

(20 1) 981-1-11-1 

Mitsuhishi Electron i t'~ Ame rica: 
i\1itsubishi XC3710. $7.599 

991 Knox Street 
To!T..tlll:e . Ci\ 90502 
(2 13) '5 1) -3993 



Multi-Ad Services: 
Mul!i-Ad Creator, 5995 

1720 \VI. Derweiller Drive 
Peoria, lL 61615-1695 
(309) 692-1530 

NEC: 
DP5200S Data Projector. 512.495 

Professional Systems Division 
1255 Michael Drive 
Wood Dale, IL 60190- 1094 

(312) 860-9500 

Network Special!ies: 
Flarwp , 5 I ,495 

2% Elizabeth Street 
New York, NY 10012 
(212) 995-2224 

NuLmeg Systems: 
LCD Video lmerface, 5499 
LCD Video Imcrfac<.: w/SA YETf 

DATASHOW®. $1.995 
25 South Avenue 
New Canaan. CT 06840 
(203) 966-3226 

nVJEW Corp.: 
MacViewFmme 11+2, $1,895, 5149 for 

Plus/SE adapter 
11835 Canon Blvd .. Suire C- 10 I 
Newpon News, VA 23606 

(804) 873- 1354 

Olcluvai Sofrware. Inc.: 
Read-ll!, 5495 

7520 Red Road =A 

South Miami, FL 33143 
(800) 822-0772 

(305) 66S--i665 

Opcode Systems: 
Vision (Professional S<:quencing 

Software), 5495 
Swdio Plus Two MIDI lnrerfacc, 5225 

444 Ramona Street 
Palo Al!o, CA 94301 
(4 15) 32 1-8977 

Appendix: Vendors and Content Providers 

Oprronks: 

ColorSener 2000, approx 560,000 
ColorGetter scanner, approx. $70,000 

7 Sruan Road 
Chelmsfo rd, MA 01824 
( 508) 256-4 5 II 

O mnge Micro: 
P<.:rsonal Vision, 52.899 
Convener, $799 

14000 North Lakeview Av<:!nue 
Anaheim, CA 92807 
(714) 779-2772 

Paracomp: 
Swivel 3D (2.0), $495 

123 Townsend Street 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
(415) 543-3848 

Pioneer Communications of Am<:!rica: 
Videol lisc pr<.:produclion and manufac-

turing 
Industrial Division 
I 058 East 230th SLreel 
Carson, CA 90745 
( 21 3) 513- 1016 

l'ixclogie: 
Pro Viz Color Video Digitizer, S I ,695 

HOO West Cummings Park, Suire 2900 
Woburn, MA 01801 

<617) 938-7711 

Polaroid Corp.: 
13ravo, 55,995 

S49 Technology Square 
Cambridge. MA 02 139 
(617) 577-2000 

l'rcscnl:ltion Tee 111o log ies, Inc.: 

Montage Fnl. 56,995 
Montage FR I Chooser Level Driver, 5495 

743 Nonh !'astoria Avenue 

Sunnyvale. CA 9 086 
(H()()) 782-2')43 

( 408) 749-1959 
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QMS, Inc.: 
ColorScript 100 Model 10. 59,995 

One Magnum Pass 
Mobile, AL 36618 
(800) 63 1-2692 
(205) 633-4300 

Quark. Inc.: 
QuarkXPress, 5795 

300 S. j ackson Street, Suite 100 
Denver, CO 80209 
(800) 543-771140 

Radius: 
DirectColor/ 8, 52,095 
DirectColor/ 16, S3,695 
DirectColor/24, 54,095 
DirectColor/ GX. approx. 51.200 
Radius Color Display, 54,295 
RadiuslV. approx. 53,000 
Radius Precision Color Calibrator, 5695 
QuickColor Graphics Acccler.ltor. 5795 

1710 Fortune Drive 
San .Jose, CA 95 13 1 
(408) 434-1010 

RasterOps: 
ColorBoard 64 with NTSC and genlock, 

54,695 
ColorBoard 364. S 1.995 
TrueCo lo r Fr.une Gr.thher. 51.495 
RasterOps Self-Calibrating Colo r 

Monitor Systt!ms: 
8L (8-bit), $10,695 
24L (24-bit), 512,695 

2500 Walsh Avenue 
Santa Clam, CA 95051 
(408) 562-4200 

Roland Corp: 
CM-64 LA/PCM Sound Module. 51,395 

7200 Dominion Circle 
Los Angeles, CA 90040-3647 
(213) 685-5141 
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SA YE1T Technology 
SAYE1T DATASHOW® HRM LCD Pad , 

51,395, plus 599 for Plus/SE adaptor 
SA YETI Smart Remote, 5325 

100 Kings Highway "1800 
Rochester, NY 14617 
(800) 836-7730 
(716) 324-0700 

SCION Corp: 
SCION Image Capture Board, 51,195 

3 North Main Street 
Walkersville. MD 21793 
(301) 845-4045 

Screenplay Systems: 
Move Magic Budgeting, 5595 
Movie Magic Scheduling, S695 (5595 for 

Budgeting owners) 
Scriptor, 5295 

150 E. Olive Avenue, Suite 305 
Burbank. CA 95102 
(8 18) 843-6557 

Seehorn Technologies: 
Midas I desktop video produt1ion 

system, around 510,000 
Midas II final cut system, around 

$15.000 
1063 Kildare Avenue 
Sunnyvale. CA 94087 
(408) 244-5382 

Shiva Corp.: 
NetModem Vl 200. 5599 

155 Second Street 
Cambridge. MA 0214 1 
(800) 458-3550 
(617) 864-8500 

Silicon Beach Software/ Ald us: 
Digital Darkroom, $295 
Personal Press, 5299 
SupcrCard . $299 
SupcrPaint 2.0. 5199 
Super 3D. 5495 

9770 Carroll Center Hoad "] 
San Diego, CA 92 126 
(619) 695-6956 



Solutions, Inc.: 
The Curato r, 5140 
SmartScrap and The Clipper, 590 
SuperGlue II , 5120 

30 Commerce Stree t 
PO Box 783 
Williston, vr 05495-9957 
(802) 865-9220 

Spinnaker Software: 
Plus 2.0 for the Macintosh, 5500 

One Kendall Square 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(617) 494-1200 

Springboard: 
Springboard Publisher II, 5200 

7808 Creekridge Circle 
Minneapolis, MN 55435 
(612) 944-1832 

SuperMac Techno logy: 
PixelPaint, 5395 
PixelPaint Professional, 5699 
Colorcard SF.J30, 5899 
Spectn1m video card series: 

Spectnun/8 PDQ. 51,899 
Spectmm/8 Series Ill, $1,399 
Spectmm/ 24 PDQ, 54,999 

Monochrome Display Card. $499 
Color Two-Page Display {21-inch 

diagonal), 54,799 
Platinum Two-Page Display (21-inch 

d iago nal, black-and-white), 51 ,799 
16-inch Trintron Display, $2,800, or 

53,699 bundled with Spectmm/ 8 
Series Ill card 

485 Potrero Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 245-2202 

Appendix: Vendors and Content Providers 

Symamec Corp.: 
MORE II, S395 

10201 Torre Avenue 
Cupertino, CA 95014-2132 
(800) 441-7234 
(800) 626-8847 (CA only) 
(408) 252-3570 

Tektro nix: 
ColorQuick, $2,495 
4693DX, 59,450 
Phaser CPS, $ 12,995 
Phaser CQS, 59,995 
TekColor, 550 

Graphics Printing and Imaging Division 
PO Box 1000 MS 63-447 
Wilsonville , OR 97070 
(800) 835-6100 

T/ Makcr Company: 
WriteNow. 5195 

1390 Villa Street 
Mountain View, CA 9404 1 
(4 15) 961-0195 

Truevision: 
NuVista , 55,995 (includes 4M o f RAM) 

NuVMX memo ry expansion, 51,500 to 
$4,500 

VIDVO box, 5995 
7351 Shadcland Station, Suite 100 
Indianapolis, IN 46256 
(317) 841-0332 

VENT, Inc.: 
Dlack-and-white card~ (Plus and SE), 

5399 
Eight-bit color cards (SE/30 and II 

models). S499 
Hypkr Switcher. 5499 

110 Pioneer Way 
Mountain View, CA 94041 
(415) 961-3671 
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Videologic, Inc. : 
OVA 4000. 52.500 

24 5 First Street 
Cambridge, MA 02142 
(617) 494-0530 

The Voyager Company: 
Voyager CD AudioStack, S I 00 
Pioneer LVP4200, 5995 
LaserCables (Mac to RS-232 Disc 

Player), $25 
TI1e Box (connectS Mac to consumer 

videodisc player), 5150 
135 1 Pacific Coast Highway 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
(213) 451-1383 
(800) 446-2001 
(800) 443-2001 (CA only) 

Content Providers 

Br0derbund Software 
TI1e Whole Eanh Electronic Catalog, 

$150 
17 Paul Drive 
San Rafael, CA 94903 
(4 15) 492-3200 

Optical Data Corporation 
ABC News lntcr.Ktive Videodisc Series: 

Man in Ltllber King. Jr., S395 
In tbe Ho~v Land w ith Ted Koppel, 
5395 

30 Technology Drive 
Warren, NJ 07o6o 
(800) 524-2481 

TI1e Voyager Company: 

408 

AmcmdaStories (Adventures o f Inigo 
the cat), Vol. 1-IJJ, 525 each volume 

Lasercables, 525 
Pioneer 4200 laserdisc player, 5995 
Pioneer 8000 laserdisc player, $1995 
Sony 1200 laserdisc player, S795 

WordPerfect Corp.: 
WordPerfect, S395 

1555 Nonh Technology Way 
Orcm, UT 84507 
(801) 225-5000 

Xerox Imaging Syswms: 
Datacopy Model 70, $1,800 
AccuText (OCR software), S799 

535 Oakmead Parkway 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(800) 248-6550 

Voyager CD Companion Series: 
Ludtl'ig Van Beetboven, Sympb01~y 
No. 9 (Roben Winter), S 100 

VideoDisc Accessory Series, $50 
1351 Pacific Coast Highway 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
(2 13) 451-1383 
(800) 446-2001 
(800) 443-2001 (CA only) 

Warner New Media: 
Music Discovery Series: 
Audio Notes =1: Mozan's 7be Magic 

Flllle, S66 
3500 West Ol ive Avenue 
l3urbank, CA 91505 
(818) 955-9999 
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24-bit color 237 
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300-dpi printers 236 
32-bit Color QuickDr.aw 47, 98 
35mm slides 20, 141 

creating 141 
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scanning 115 
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4 • 8 189 
68000 processor 44 
68020 processor 44 
68030 processor 44 
8• 24 189 
8• 24GC 189 
8-bit color 237 
8-bit color graphics adapter 83 
8-bit color programs 94 

A 

ABC News Interactive 9, 32 
ABC News Interactive's Martin Luther 

King 360 

Accelerator 178 
actors 312, 328 
ad-page makeup 204 
ADB (Apple Desktop Bus) connec-

tors 43 
additive colors 252 
Addtech Film Recorder 150 
Adobe Illustrator 88 16, 82, 98, 100, 

103, 106 
Adobe PhotoShop (Adobe Systems) 87, 

97, 247, 249 
Adobe PostScript outline fonts 239 
Adobe Streamline 105 
Adobe Systems 227 
Adobe Type 1 font 106 
Adobe Type Manager (ATM) 52, 238, 

245 
advertising agency 24 
Agfa Compugraphic 9400 and 9800 244 
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Aldus FreeHand 82, 98, 100, 106, 112 
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Altsys Fonto!rapher 240 
amplitude 40 
analog film r corder 148, 150 
animated prdsentations 167, 177 
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animated sequences, creating 
and ScreenRecorder 316 

animated sequences, playing 
and MediaTracks 316 

animated storyboards 56, 164, 387 
animated text effects 179 
Animatics 169 
animatics for te levision commer

cials 364 
animation 27, 30, 166, 173, 176, 

283, 291' 322 
based on music 353 
in-between 174 
paint o n-screen 175 
tools 178 
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anti-aliasing 97, 249, 367 
APD files 213 
APDA 171, 305 
Apple 8• 24 Display Card 249 
Apple Color Display 189, 382 
Apple Display Card 4• 8 46 
Apple Display Card 8• 24 46 
Apple Display Card 8• 24 GC 46 
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Apple LaserWriter II 237 
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Apple LaserWriter IISC 236 
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Apple MIDI interface 34 
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Apple Personal Modem 148, 271, 272 
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AppleScan program 116 
AppleShare file server 204 , 273, 274 
AppleTalk-compatible network 238 
application program 41 
ArtGrabber II 126, 128 
artwork, organizing 128 
ASCII (American Standard Code for 

Information Inre 85 
ATM 238 

See also Adobe Type Manager 
audio CD for sound 138 
audio-visual service 194 
Audiomedia card 339, 343 
Authorware Professional 

(Authorware) 290 
auto-animate 179 
Avid/ 1 Media Composer system 388 

B 

back up file servers 274 
BackFax 263 
Backgrounds in HyperCard 294 
backup on-line 132 
backup procedures 123 
backups, system-wide 132 



Barneyscan color slide scanner 
CIS• 3515 113, 11 5 

baseline 212 
beer distribution 27 
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony 138, 

266, 336 
tlell 103 protocol 271 
Be ll 212A protocol 271 
Bernoulli cartridges 136 
Bernoulli disk drives 133 
bezie r CUives 88, 100 
BigTime TV (HyperPro) 384 
bit map 243 
bit-mapped fonrs 51 
bit-mapped graphics 80 
bits of gray info rmation pe r pixel 46 
Bitstream fonts 240 
black-and-white scanners 111 
bleed 247 
blend shapes 100 
blending tool 100 
blocks 215 
BMUG 305 
BNC connectors 385 
Books in Print Plus (Bowker Electronic 

Publishing) 266, 267 
boolean searches 128 
brightness and contrast 92 
broadcast video signal 362 
builds 169 
butto ns 55 
Buttons in HyperCard 294 

c 

caching fonts and graphics 246 
camcorde rs, choosing 370 

camcorders1 features 371 
camera-ready pages 204, 227 
CanOpener (Abbott Systems) 128 
Capture (Mainstay) 74, 126 
Cards in HyperCard 294 
cast members 97, 124, 178 

managing 186 
CAY (constant angula r velocity) 

videodisc format 372 
CCITT V.22bis protocol 271 
CCITT \1.29 prorocol 271 
CCI1T \1.32 protocol 271 

Index 

CO-quality multitrack recording 349 
CO-quality recorded music 336 
CD-ROM (compact discs that store read-

only data) 18, 132, 135, 223, 246, 
261 , 263 

distribution medium 264 
mastering 136, 268 
premastering 269 
testing 268 

cell 72 
cell animation 184 
channe ls 182 
charting and graphing 71 , 151 
Chooser 50 
CIE colo r model 252 
CineWrite r 387 
Claris CAD 98 
ClickArt ser\es 79 
clip animation 32, 311 
clip a1t 79 202 
clip art libra:ries 

browsing 126 
Clipboard 125 
CLV (consta t linear velocity) 

videodisc format 372 
CMX-comp tible edit decision list 389 
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color 45, 84 
color continuous tone images 84, 94, 

137 
color correction 250 
color definitions 85 
colo r depth 237 
colo r frame grabbers 116 
colo r halftone 233, 234 
color images 18, 232 
color information 

bits per pixel 237 
color keying 363 
color laser printer 242 
color models 84, 234, 235 
Color Monitor 

resolution 189 
color overhead transparencies 242 
color page printer 234 
color palene 97, 186 
color presentations 42 
color printer 233, 236, 242 
color printing 203, 232 
colo r reproduction 253 
colo r scanners 112, 113, 115 
colo r separatio n 84, 233, 247 

process 234 
color thermal-transfer printers 145 
color tints 233, 247 
color transparencies 145 
color video 137 
ColorScript 100 Model 10 (QMS) 242 
ColorSpace FX 383 
ColorSpace II 383 
ColorSpace II i 383 
ColorSpace Plus/SE 366, 385 
ColorSpace video card 366 
ColorStudio (Letraset) 86, 87, 94, 247, 

249 
column rules 60 
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Comma nd-Shift-3 126 
communications program 271 
communications software 

features 271 
composite video signal 362 
compositing 384 
compre hensives (comps) 234, 242 
CompuServe 261, 269 
Computer-Aided Design (CAD) presen-

tations 109 
content provider 286, 289 
continuous tone color images 84, 94, 

137 
continuous tone images 83, 117, 137, 

230 
formats 86 
processing 83 

contrast 230 
contrast and brightness 93 

settings 116 
Control Panel 50 
converting 24-bit images 97 
copyfitting 223 
CPU (Central Processing Unit) 43 
creating 35mm slides 145 
creating text, charts, and tables 59 
crop marks 214 
Crosfield 's StudioLink 255 
Curator 127 
custom palettes 193 
customize menus 63 
CYMK 84, 234, 235 

See also color models 

D 

OAT drives 134 
data file 41 



Datacopy Model 70 114 
DATASHOW HRM® 192 
Deck program (Digidesign) 339, 349 
Deluxe Music Constmction Set (Elec-

tronic Arts) 352 
DeluxeRecorder (Electronic Arts) 351 
design 15, 204, 248 

for inte ractive multimedia 290 
of presentations 143 

design skills 202 
design workstatio n 19 
designers 15, 19, 79, 202 
designing a TV commercial 24 
DesignStudio (Letraset) 204, 220 
desk accessories 48, 50 
desktop animation 34 
DeskTop Art series 79 
desktop color scanners 113 
Desktop Express (Dow jones) 148, 

270 
desktop prepress 251 
desktop publishing 8, 13, 199 

users 10 
desktop video 34 
Diablo 630 (daisy-wheel) emula-

tion 239 
Diaquest DQ-Animaq 366 
Digidesign's Audiomedia card 349 
Digital Audio Tape (DAT) 134 
Digital Darkroom (Silicon Beach 

Software) 90, 92, 103, 232 
digital files 139 
digita l fi lm recorders 148, 149 
digital format conversion 350 
digital graphics 16 
digital information 259 
digital s ignal processing 349 
digital sound 336, 338 

digitized ste reo music 137 
I 

digitized video 
I 

images 233 
sequences 367 

digitizers 113, 116, 171 
dingbat symbols 74 
Directo r 

See also l'ylacroMind Director 
factories I 328 
movies 187 
script types 324 
sprites and puppets 326 

disk storclge 
backup ~31 
cost-per-megabyte 136 
on-line 131disks 

DiskTop (CE Software) 127, 130 
display adapters and monitors 46 
Display Net 319 
displays, multiple 190 

I 
dissolve 158, 163 
distribution 

email 260 
on demand 260 
over phone lines 270-271 

distribution methods 259 
dithering -9~, 114 
dithering effects 117 
Domino's Pizza 30 
dot-matrix printer 227, 237 
downloadin9 fonts 246 
drclw-type g aphics 80 

drawing proirams 17, 98 
PostScript 98 
QuickDra 98 

drawing too 79 
DuPont's fib r optic cable 274 
Dyaxis 350 

Index 
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E 

edit scanned text 65 
editing text 59 
Electric Cadaver project 138, 378 
Electro home ECM 1900 Series moni-

tors 383 
e lectronic catalog 319 
e lectronic distribution 18, 201, 273 
e lectronic e lement<> 37 
e lectronic prepress 236 
e lectronic publications 18 
electronic publishing 200, 259, 261 
Electronic Type Library (Letraset) 107 
Electronic Whole Earth Catalog 298 
elements 

sto ring 124 
Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) file 

fom1at 85, 214 
Epson LC500 193 
erasable magneto-o ptical discs 135 
Ethernet (EtherTalk) 274 
expansio n slots 44 
export filters 209 

F 

fax 263, 272 
over a network 273 

fax modem 270 
FaxGate (Solutions, Inc.) 273 
Fie lds in HyperCard 294 
file management 124, 21 4 

for scanned images 86 
functions 

within applications 130 
o rganizing tools 123 
searching utilities 123 
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file server 188. 204. 261 
fi le sharing 274 
file transfers 147, 274 
files 123 

finding 124 
sharing 19 

fi lm 227, 243 
editing 388 
loops 186 

film recorders 22, 148, 149 
PostScript 149 

fil m stripping 254 
FilmPrinter 149 
Find File 50 
Finder 41 
fixed hard disks 136 
Fkey 74 
flat-bed scanners 66, 1 13 
Flattop (Network Specialties) L92 
flicker 367 
flop an image 231 
floppy disks I 32 
font 50 

cachi ng 237 
downloading 246 
servers 246 
substitution 147, 148 

Fo nt/ DA Mover utility 48 
Fo ntogra pher 54 
fonts 15 

Type 1 106, 245 
Type 3 106, 245 

fonts, resident 246 
four-color (full-color) images 247 
frame 173 
frame grabbers 35, 11 3, 116, 373, 380 

fu ll -motion video tradeoffs 380 
RAM requirements 376 

frames 178, 182 



Freedom of Press (CAl) 149, 246 
frequency 340 
FuliWrite Professional (Ashton

Tate) 65 

G 

galley 243 
GCC PLP (Personal LaserPrinter) 240, 

245 
Genigraphics service centers 147, 152 
Genigraphics templates 147 
Genlock Converter (Julian Sys-

te ms) 385 
genlocking 363, 384 
ghosting 192 
GOfer (Microlytics) 128 
gr.:~dients 89 
graphic artists 15, 19, 79 
graphic designer 290 
graphic image 

converting 127 
find ing 127 

graphics 79, 199 
black and white 83 
color 83 
digital 16 
fonnats 85 
libraries 128 
resolution-independent 82 
types 80 

gray scales 83 
gray-scale images 83 
gray-scale painting 89 
gray-scale scan 117 
gr.:~y-scale scanners 66, 111, 114 
"Guernica" 282 

Index 

H 

H-P DeskWriter 241 
H-P Paintjet 241 
halftone cells 83 
halftone screen lpi density 230 
halftones 117, 119, 230, 234 

problems 119 
halftoning 

color images 232 
for laser printing 232 

hand-held scanners 113, 115 
hard disk drives 44, 123, 132 

access rate 132 
performance 305 

hard disk, fixed 132 
hard disk,removable 133 
hard disk storage 131 
Harmo ny Grid (Hip Software) 338 
Hayes Smartmodem 1200 271 
HD Backup utility 137 
Hewlett-Packard Laserjet Plus 

e mulation 239 
HFS 266 
hidden text 70 
high contrast 116 
High Sie rra format 266 
HLS 84, 234, 235 

See a lso color models 
Home stack 267 
HookUp! 353 
hot text 302 

in HyperCard 294 
Howtek Scanmaster 115 
HSB 235 

See also olor models 
See also ffiLS 
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Hyper Switcher (VENT) 378 
HyperAnimator 170, 306, 311 

HyperCard 24, 55, 111, 114, 138, 
166, 169-170, 178, 195, 267-
268, 288,290 

animation and sound 306 
See also HyperCard Animation 
Driver • 
See also HyperCard CD Audio 
Toolkit 
See also HyperSound Toolkit 

background 294-296 
buttons 293, 295-296 
designing in 298-301 

See also HyperCard Stack Design 
Guidelines 

developer stacks 305 
See also HyperCard CD Audio 
Toolkit 
See also HyperSound Toolkit 

fields 296 
Home stack 56 
stacks 169, 186, 266, 268, 

336, 360, 378 
HyperSca n 117 
HyperSound 171 
HyperSound Toolkit 171 
with animation 186 

playing Director movies 309 
scripting 292-294 

See also HyperTalk 
types of objects 294 
(Version 2) 302 

color 302 
HyperCard Animation Driver 176 
HyperCard CD Audio Toolkit 

(APDA) 266, 269, 338 
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HyperCard Stack Design Guide-
lines 292 

hyperlink 292 
hyperlinks 288 
hypermedia 10 
HyperScan 117 
HyperSound stack 344 
HyperSound Toolkit 172, 345 
HyperTalk 169, 171 , 296 
HyperTalk extensions 303-305 
hypertext 10 
hyphenatio n 

I 

PageMaker 209 
ReadySetGO! 215 
XPress 219 

icons 41 
illustrations 84 
image 

crop 210 
resize 210 

image area 247 
image files, large 86 
images, scanned 80 
imagesetter 244 
imagesetters 227, 229 
ImageStudio (Letraset) 86, 90, 231 
ImageWriter 227 
import filters 209 
"In the Holy Land" 32 
in-betweening 184 
Index Group 16 
indexing 

PageMaker 213 



information services 269 
inkjet printer 241 
inkjet QuickDraw printe r 241 
Intellifont font scaling 241 
inte ractive animated magazine 283 
interactive art 283 
Interactive fiction 283 
interactive learning 282 
interactive magazine 264 
inte ractive media 25, 279 

art and entertainment 285 
expert systems 285 
learning expe riences and 

demos 285 
refere nce tools 285 
training 285-286 
visua lizations and models 285 

interactive multimedia 179 
and SuperCard 321 
catalog 280 
designing 287 
educational kiosk 291 
examples 280 

interactive multimedia simulation 282 
interactive presenta-

tio ns 163, 166, 280, 284 
interactive TV 10 
interactive video 372 
inte ractivity 10 
ilnterFACE (Bright Star Techno l-

ogy) 170, 306, 315 
interlace scanning 362 
inte rnet 19, 194 
inte rnet (wide area network) 19 
inte rpreters 149, 236 
ISO 9660 266 

J 

julian Genlock Converte r 385 

K 

kerning 213, 218 
key positions 176 
Keying 363 
knock-out 234 
Krishna Copy Cente r 203 
Kwickee In-House Publishing 266 

L 

landscape 189 
laser printe rs 200, 227, 229, 237 
h1se r videodisc players 3';9, 371 

features 372 
laser videodiscs 138 
LaserBits funct ion 99 
Laserstacks 379 
LaserVision format 371 
LaserWriter 227 
LaserWriter II 237 
LaserWriter II T 229 
LaserWriter II 1TX 229, 246 
LaserWrite r IISC 236 
layers in a drawing 99 
layout, ads 022 
layout featurJ"s 206 
LCD projectio n pad 188, 191 

projecting colo r images 193 
lead ing 211 

Index 
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learning tools 25 
LetraStudio 107, 204 
letterspacing 212 
LFR (Lasergraphics) 149 
"Light and Color Theory" 291, 304 
LightningScan (ThunderWare) 115 
line art 117 
Lingo 321 
Linotype Linotronic 100 244 
Linotype Linotronic 300 228, 230, 244 
Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) pad 188, 

191 
local-area networks 19, 194, 261 
LocalTalk nerwork 43 
logos 103 
loopback 348 
low contrast 116 
Ludwig Van Beethove n, Symphony No. 

9 282, 287 

M 

MacDraw II (Claris) 80, 98, 99 
Macintosh 10, 41 

choosing models 42 
compact models 43 
Guided Tour 28 
Macintosh II 44 
Macintosh II Video Card 193 
Macintosh Ilci 45 
Macintosh Ilcx 44 
Macintosh Ilfx 44 
Macintosh llx 44 
Macintosh Plus 43 
Macintosh Por-

table 44, 148, 189, 191 
Macintosh SE 44 
Macintosh SE and SE/ 30 44 
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modular models 44 
multimedia tools 13 

See also SA YETT Smart Remote 
control unit 

operating system 47 
Macintosh SE Tour 179 
Macintosh SE/ 30 animated demo 167 
Macintosh system 42 
MacLightning 2.0 with Merriam Webster 

Dictionary ( 69 
MacPaint 80, 87 
MacPaint fo rmat images 85, 87 
MacRecorder (Farallon Comput-

ing) 24, 170, 171, 315, 339, 
341' 344-34 5 

MacroMind Accelerator 308 
MacroMind CO-ROM 135 
Macro.Mind Directo r 24, 30, 90, 124, 

164, 167, 169, 170, 176, 290, 
338, 373 

animation speed 183 
See also MacroMind Accelerator 

Cast to Time 184 
In-Berween Special 185 
movies 268, 308 

See also MacroMind CD-ROM 
Overview 178 
painting tools 96 
scripting 321-329 
Space to Time 184 
Studio 178 

MacroMind Player 24, 178, 
186, 195, 268, 306 

Macro.Mind Three-D 109 
MacToolkit (.Max3) 387 
.MacViewFrame II+2 (nVlEW) 192 
MacVision (Koala Technologies) video 

digitizer 113, 116, 373 
MacWrite II (Claris) 61, 64 



magazine on CD-ROM 264 
magneto-optical discs 135 
MagniView 480 (Dukane) LCD 

pad 192 
mail server 273 
management 

file 124 
within applications 130 

marking engine 243 
MarkUp (Mainstay) 70, 263 
"Martin Luther King" 32, 360 
mask 234 
Masking 89 
master pages 235 

QuarkXPress 217, 218 
master slide 153, 155, 157 
MCI Mail 269 
MediaTracks 306, 315 
medium 

Jive 8 
print 8 
s lide 8 

MEDLINE Knowledge Finder (Aries 
Systems) 266 

megafloppy 134, 135 
merge-print 63 
Microsoft Excel 72 
Microsoft Word 61 
Microsoft Works 61, 72 
Microsoft PowerPoint 143 
Microtek MSF-300G 114 
MicroTV (Aapps Corp.) 379, 390 
MicroTV Professio nal 380 
Midas II desktop production sys-

tems 388 
MIDI (Musical Instmment Digital 

Interface) 343, 350 
See a lso Musical Instrument Digital 

Inte rface (MIDI) devices 349 
connecting to Macintosh 353 

Index 

MIDI Mana1er software 350 
MIDI songs 350 
Mitsubishi AM-3501R 190 
Mitsubishi XC3710 190 
mock-ups 203, 204, 206 

ads 222 
modems 148, 270 

compatibility 271 
high-speed 271-272 

moires 119, 210 
avoiding 210 

monitors 
for presentations 188 
la rge screen 

resolution 191 
Montage FH1 149 
MOHE IT 63, 158 
mouseUp 301 

See also HyperCard 
Movie Magic Budgeting and 

Scriptor 387 
Movie Magic Scheduling 387 
movies 177 
Mozart's Th Magic Flute 282, 337 
Multi-Ad Creator 204 , 222 
Multi-Ad ProArt series 223 
MultiFinder 48 
multimedia 7 

authoring tools 176 
tools 13 
types of 37 

multimedia l?resentations 
add prere<iorded video 376 
over networks 275 
~M requirements 194 

mult1scan 190 
music 335 

composin 353 
publishin 352 
rights for ounchrack 343 
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Musical Instrument Digital Interface 
(MIDI) 34, 336 

See also MIDI 

N 

Narration 335 
NEC DP5200S Data Projector 191 
negative 243 
NetModem V1200 (Shiva Corp.) 272 
network 204, 236 

publishing 
local-area 19 
wide-area 19 

to large computers 274 
newsletter 

layout 206 
noise in images 66 
NTSC video 191, 362, 369 

genlocking 385 
input and output 371, 383 
signal 366 

conversion 383 
NuBus architecture 45 
Nutmeg LCD Video Interface 192 
NuVista card (Truevision) 381 

0 

object-oriented graphic 80 
objects 98, 99 
OCR programs 66, 67 

accuracy 68 
octave 341 
off-press proofs 247 
OmniPage (CAERE Corp.) 68 
on demand distribution 260 
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on-line backup 132 
open multiple publications 215 
Open Prepress Interface 

(OPI) 250, 254 
operating system 47 
optical drives 135 
Optronics ColorSetter 2000 253 
orphan 210, 218 
outline fonts 51 , 245 
outlining 158 
overhead projectors 144, 188 

transmissive 191 
overhead transparencies 20, 141, 144 
overlays 70, 234 
Overview window 182 

p 

Pacer's pcLINK for VAX 274 
page description language 227 
page layouts 203 
page makeup 14, 19 
page makeup pro-

grams 19, 203, 205, 230 
common features 206 

PageMaker (Aldus) 48, 124, 204, 206, 
230, 234, 234-235 

paint-type graphics 80 
painting programs 17, 86, 87 
painting tools 79 
PAL 191, 362 
palette management 186 
Pantone Matching System (PMS) 84, 

233, 235 
paper 247 

recycling 200 
path 100 
period 340 



Personal LaserWriter 237 
Personal Press 224 
Personal Vision card (Orange Micro) 

113, 116, 383 
phase 340 
PhoneNet 238 
photocomposition machine 243 
photographic images 82 
photographic paper 227 
photorealistic color images 84 
PhotoShop (Adobe Systems) 94 
PICS files 176, 185, 320PICS for-

mat 176 
Pier format 76, 85, 86 
PICf2 85 
Pioneer LD-V 4200 and 8000 329, 372 
pitch 340 
Pixar's Renderman 109 
Pixelmaster (Howtek) 241 
PixelPaint (SuperMac Technology) 94 
Pixe lPaint Professional (SuperMac) 

87, 94, 250 
pixels 51 , 80 
Plus (Spinnaker Software) 306 
PMS 84, 235 
Polaroid Bravo 149 
Portable Video Adapter 191 
portrait 189 
posterization 105 
PostScript 15, 51, 227, 234 

drawing programs 82, 100, 103 
files 214 
fonts 51, 99, 106, 244 
graphics 99, 149 
imagesetters 234 
instntctions 216 
interpreters 149, 246 
language 85 
laser printers 240 

Index 

output 199, 206, 213 
printers 234 , 238, 240 

PostScript-compatible printers 229 
PowerPoint (Microsoft) 152 
Precision Color Calibrator (Radius) 

252 
preparing graphics 126 
prepress 247 

service bureau 253 
tools 18 

PrePrint 235, 250 
presentations 20 

35mm slide 142 
broadcasting 188 
choosing a medium 142 
design 143 
designing 145 
hand-outs 143 
live 22 
live on-screen 143 
overhead transparency 142 
using color 145 

presentations on-line 195 
presentations over networks 195 
press pr?ofs 247 
print 12 
printers, sharing 19 
printing 228 
printing presses 247 
process colors 84, 233 
ProColor 149 
production 248 
production 1teps 36 
projection equipment um 
proof pages 236 
ProViz (Pixe ogic) 373 
proxy 224 
publish a fa newsletter 272 
publish doc ments electronically 261 
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publishing 13 

Q 

original music 352 
over a network 273 
work groups 204 

QMS ColorScript color laser 
printer 112, 236 

quantization no ise 345 
QuarkXPress 217, 235, 266 
QuickDraw 47 

graphics 99 
output 199, 206 
printers 236, 238, 240, 245-246 

QuickSwitch 63 

R 

RAM 43, 45 
ramp 91 
raster image processor 243 
RasterOps TrueCapture 324 card 371 
RCA connectors 385 
Read-It (Oiduvai) 67 
ReadySetGO! 215, 231, 235 
real-time digital signal processing 349 
real-time live video 380 
recording hi-fi sound 349 
recording music d igitally 343 
recording presentations to videota pe 

365 
Redo command 49 
Refe rence tools 25 
reflective artwork 115 
registration symbols 214, 234 
removable cartridges 133, 136 

428 

removable drives 136 
removable hard disks 136 

cartridges 133, 136 
Renderman 111 
resident fonts 246 
resolution 237 
Revert command 49 
RGB 84, 234, 235 
RGB analog 191 
RGB 1TL 191 
RIFF (raster image file format) files 86, 

93, 231 
Roland CD-64 WPCM Sound Mod

ule 350 
routers 274 

s 

S-Video 371 
sampled sound 338 

sampling rate 171 
sans seri f fonts 53 
SA YETI Smart Remote control 

unit 160 
ScanMan (Logitech) 66, 115 
scanned images 119, 173, 230 

tracing 103 
scanners 65, 111 , 234 

artifacts 105 
scanners for text 66 
sca nning software 116 
SCION Image Capture Board 380 
score 178 
Scrapbook file 48, 72, 126 
ScratchPad 24 
Screen Capture Fkey 126 
screen capture programs 126 
screen density 230 



screen fonts 51, 245 
Screen Play from VENT 390 
ScreenRecorder 306, 315 
ScriptWriter (American Intelliware 

Corp.) 387 
SCSI (Small Computer System Inte rface) 

connector 43 
SCSI devices 113 
search engines 268 
SECAM 191, 362 
separating color pages 250 
serial connectors 43 
Serif fonts 53 
serifs 52 
service bureaus 147, 228 

desktop publishing 202, 214 
using fonts 146 

for 35mm slides 146 
video production 390 

shades of gray 83 
sheet-fed scanner 67 
signatures 203 
Silicon Beach Software's Super 30 109 
Simulated Distribution System 27 
simulations 25, 26 
slide presentation 141 
slide presentation programs 150 
slide scanner 113 
slide shows 178 
slide shows on-screen 152, 156, 158, 

159, 178 
slides 12, 21, 151 

AutoTemplates 155 
build 153 
cost 147 
developing 150 
film 150 
templates 153, 157, 159 

SlideWriter (Agfa Matrix) 149 

SMART magazine 19 
SmartArt 79 
SmartScrap 48, 72, 126, 128 
SMPTE 353 
SMPTE time code 371 

generator 366 

Index 

Software Venture's MicroPhon 148 
Sony CCD-TR5 8mm Camcorder 371 
Sony CPO 1302 Multiscan monitor 383 
Sony LOP 1200 372 
sound 32, 166, 171 

compression 171 , 342 
cycles 340 
digital 337 
editing programs 345 
effects 335 
envelope 341 
frequency 341 
loop 169 
loudness 340 
measuring 340 
phase 340 
pitch 340 
record high-fidelity 339 
sampling 341 
shape 340 
storage requirements 342 
synchronizing 183 
synthesis 349 
tonal quality 340 

Sound Access 349 
SoundEd it program 171, 344 
source files 124 
special symbols, creating 55 
spell checking 

PageMake 210 
XPress 2]8 

spot color 233, 247 
spreadsheet 60 
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Springboard Publishe r 224 
sprite 324 
stacks 55 
stage 182 
StandOut! 157 
Star Trek V 10, 164, 179 
stereo sound 171 

See also sound 
still video 373 
storage, ana log 137 
storage, digital 137 
Storyboard 151, 387 
Streamline 105 
stripping 254 
Studio Plus Two MIDI Interface 

(Opcode Systems) 350 
See also MIDI 

Studio score window 182 
Studio/ 1 (Electro nic Arts) 30, 

88, 170, 173 
Studio/ 8 (Electro nic Arts) 94, 95 
Stufflt (Alladin Systems) 256 
Style palette 

PageMaker 208 
style sheets 208 

ReadySetGO! 216 
styles 

DesignSrudio 220 
stylesheet formatting 63 
subtractive colors 252 
Super 3D (Silicon Beach) 109, 280 
SuperCard (Silicon Beach) 30, 90, 

176, 178, 195, 280, 306, 318-320 
stacks 186 

SuperGiue (Solutio ns, Inc.) 145, 261 , 
268 

SuperMac DataFrame XP150 194 
Supe rMac's Network DiskFit 274 
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SuperPaint (Sil icon Beach Software) 
48, 99 

Swivel 30 (Paracomp) 108, 109, 178, 
185, 388 

synthesizer sound 338 
synthesizers 350 
Syquest cartridges 133 
System 41 
system-wide backups 132 

T 

table tools in Word 74 
talking heads, animated 313 
tape backup devices 134 
tape cartridges 134 
teapot logo 103 
TekCo lor 252 
Te ktronix ColorQuick 241 
Te ktro nix Phaser CQS 242 
Tektro nix PrintStation 242 
telecommunications software 148 
templates 15, 21, 103, 151 

animation 175 
text and graphics 

impo rting 208 
text search utility 128 
text-o nly ASCII filter 

PageMaker 209 
TextPert (CTA) 67 
The Art Importe r (Altsys) 54 
The Clipper (Solutions , Inc.) 126 
The Curator (Solutions, Inc.) 127 
The Electro nic Encyclopedia (Gro lier 

Electronic Publishing) 266 
The Font Company fonts 240 
"The Mall" 87 



The New York Times 16 
thermal-transfer printers 242 
Three-dimensional graphics pro-

grams 99 
thumbnails 203, 208, 216, 218 
TIFF (Tag Image File Format) 86 
tiling 214 
Timbuktu (Farallo n Computing) 188, 

195, 204, 274 
Timbuktu/ Remote (Farallon Computing) 

195 
Timecode Machine (Opcode) 353 
tools fo r creating fonts and symbols 

54 
TOPS (TOPS/ Sun Microsystems) 274 
tracing scanned images 103, 105 
track kerning 213 
tracking 

DesignStudio 222 
training 30, 201 
training "tapes" 318 

creating 318 
transition 183 
transition effects 175 
transparencies 20, 143 
traps 97 
Tri-Data's Netway 1000 274 
TrueCapture Frame Grabber 

(RasterOps) 373 
Truevisio n NuVista card 366 
Truevision VIDI/ 0 box 383 
TV commercial mockups 111 
TV Producer (Computer Friends) 385 
tweening 176 
Tycho (Macreations) 74 
Type 1 fo nts 106, 245 
Type 3 PostScript fonts 106, 245 

Index 

type 
custom 106 
decorative 106 
designing program 107 
effects 212 
manipulation programs 106 

typefaces 15, 50 
typesetters 227, 243 
typesetting system 19 
TypeStyle r (Bf0derbund) 106 

u 

underco lor removal 250 
Undo command 49 

v 

VAR (value added reseller) 202 
VCRs 359, 370 
Verbum magazine 264 
vertical blanking interval 362 
VHS format I 364 
VidCiip (Video Productio n Contro ls) 

378 
VidClip VideoTape Control Toolkit for 

HyperCard (ATB) 378 
video 32, 360 

cameras 364 
clips 370 
compression 369 
design ru 

1
es 369 

digitizers 113, 116, 373 
distributio n 364 
dubs 36 
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editing 388 
frame grabbers 113 
images, storing 373, 383 
in a window 362, 379 
input and output adapters 378 
on Mac screen 360, 369 
overlaying text and graphics 384 
pre-production 386 
presentations 359 
production 35 
projectors 188, 193 
quality 366 
recording frame-by-frame 366 
scan rate 362 
sequence 

playing interactively 360 
synchronizing pulses 362 

videodisc 32, 171 
v ideodisc player to Macintosh 

cable 372 
videodisc players 329, 371 

synchronizing animation 378 
videodisc recording fonnats 372 
videotape 364 

recording problems 367 
VideoWorks 164, 179, 322 
VlDI/0 box 366 
virtual memory 305 
voice-overs 335 
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w 

Watzman Keyes Information Design 
16, 19 

waveform 340 
web press 229 
wide-area network (internet) 19, 261 
widow 210, 218 
Windows in HyperCard 294 
Wingz (lnformix) 72 
wipe transition 158, 163 
Word Finder (Microlytics) 63 
word processing 60 

programs 59, 205 
WordPerfect 61, 64 
Word's Table features 74 
work groups 59, 70, 204 
WORM 135 
WriteNow (T/ Maker) 61, 64 

X 

XCMDGiue 329 
XCMDs 170, 172, 176, 187, 303, 309, 

316, 338, 349 
XFC 1s 170, 172, 303, 349 
XObjects 321, 327, 338 
XPress (Quark) 204, 217 



~tHE BIG ..., 
1\'IAC_HQOK_, The Big Mac Book 

by Neil J. Sa/kind 
The complete reference for Macintosh users! This book is packed 
with Quick Start tutorials; a Troubleshooting section; directories 
of user groups, bulletin boards, and on-line services; system error 
codes; and a vendor guide. Covers Macintosh applications, 
desktop publishing fundamentals, graphics, networking, commu
nications, and HyperCard. 
Order #986 
$27.95 USA 
0-88022-456-8, 650 pp. 

Using Excel 
by Mary Campbell 
The step-by-step guide to setting up a database, creating graphs, 
using worksheets, and developin~ macros with Excel's powerful 
spreadsheet. 1 

Orde~ #198 
$21.95 USA 
0-88022-209-3, 461 pp. 

Using PageMaker: Macintosh Version 
by C. J. Weigand 
Practical guide to professional-quality newsletters, flyers, cata
logs, brochures, reports, and dther documents. Packed with 
examples and advanced production techniques. 
Order #949 
$24.95 USA 
0-88022-411-8, 330 pp. 

Using Microsoft Works: 
Macintosh Version, 2nd Edition 
by Ronald Mansfield 
Updated for Version 2! Covers both basic and advanced fea
tures of all four Works' applicatio?s: word processing, database, 
spreadsheet, and communications. Also includes expanded cov
erage on desktop publishing and ~ new section on recording and 
using macros. 
Order #1009 
$21.95 USA 
o-88022-461-4, 500 pp. 

Que Order Line: 1-800-428-5331 
' All prices subject to change without notice. Prices 

and charges are for domestic orders only. 
Non-U.S. prices might be higher. 



· Free Catalog! 
Mail us this regis tration form today. 
and we ' II send you a free catalog 
featuring Que's complete line of 
best-selling book,. 

Tul< 

Coltn>.AR\ 

l l l' 

Please check tile appmpriate amu't'rs: 

I. Where did you buy your Que book'> 
0 Bookstore (name: ) 
0 Computer store (name: _ _ _ ) 
0 Catalog (name: ) 
0 Direct from Que 
0 Other: _ 

2. How many co mputer booh do you 
buy a yea r'! 
0 I or Je,s 
0 2-5 
0 6-10 
0 Mo re than 10 

3. How many Que books do you own'! 
O l 
0 2-5 
0 6-1 0 
0 More than 10 

4 . How long have you been u' ing 
this software? 
0 Less than 6 months 
0 6 mo nths to I year 
0 1-3 years 
0 More than 3 years 

5. What infl ue nced your purchase 
of this Que book? 
0 Personal recommendation 
0 Advcrti,ement 
0 In-sto re display 
0 Price 
0 Que c;ualog 
0 Que mai ling 
0 Que's reputation 

0 Other: ----- --;---

oue 

6. How would you rate the overall 
content of the book'! 
0 Very good 
0 Good 
0 Satisfacto ry 
0 Poor 

7. What do you li ke he.11 about thi ' 
Que book? 

8. What do you like /ea.\1 about thi' 
Que hook'! 

9 . Did you buy thi ' book with your 
per,onal fund'? 

0 Ye' 0 No 

10 . Plca'e feel free 10 li ' t any ot her 
com·ments you m.1y have abo ut 
!hi' Que book. 

Order Your Que Books Today! 
\IJIIk' - ---------- ----------- ------

Ctt\ 

ZIP 

()rd~r No. T itk 

I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Method of Payment: 
Check 0 tPiea'e end<"< in envclnpe. l 

Charge My: VISA 0 MasterCard 0 
American E)(pres' 0 

Ch.tr ·o: ~ 

Qt). Price li1tal 

You ca n FAX yo ur order to 1-317-57.3-2583. Or call 1-800-428-5331, ext. ORDR to order direct. Suh!ntal 
Plea' e add $2.50 per t itle for ' hi pping and handling. Shipping & Handling 

Total 

oue - ----------
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